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Foreword
The historical phonology of Indo-Aryan has been and remains an area of intense
study. Starting with what remains an extraordinarily thorough treatment of the Old IndoAryan data, in the first volume of Wackernagel’s Altindische Grammatik, there has been
a steady flow of scholarship that has included not only attention to the facts of early IndoAryan and possible historical explanations that would explain them, but also, in modern
times, considerations of various phonological theories and how they could account for
these data as well as the historical developments they reflect. Some major areas have
attracted particular attention. There is, to begin with, the development of contrastive
retroflex consonants. Scholars have argued at length over the scope of retroflexion, how
best to describe synchronically the occurrence of retroflex consonants which are associated with phonological rules, and how much of the range of retroflex consonants can be
accounted for through regular developments from Proto-Indo-European. The last issue
brings into play the kinds of relations early Indo-Aryan speakers may have had with
speakers of other languages of the subcontinent, such as Dravidian languages. Moreover, the very existence of contrastive retroflex consonants in the earliest Vedic texts has
been called into question. Another area of concern and continued discussion is that of
so-called diaspirate verbal bases such as Proto-Indo-European *bh eudh , *dh eugh . The

principal point at issue is whether direct reflexes of such roots, withtwo aspirates,
are
to be posited as basic elements not only for Indo-Iranian but also in later Indo-Aryan,
or whether, in accordance with Pān.ini’s description of Old Indo-Aryan, the Sanskrit
data are better accounted for if one operates with bases of the type budh , duh and what
has been called aspiration throwback. A related issue is that of Grassmann’s law of
deaspiration, particularly with regard to when this ceased to be a purely phonological
rule and acquired the status of a rule operating on members of a particular grammatical category. Each successive theory of phonology in modern times has confronted
the pertinent data—generally culled from standard sources such as Wackernagel’s and
Whitney’s grammars—and tried to account for them in a manner demonstrating that the
particular theory at issue does this better than other theories. In quite recent times, attention has also focused again on possible parallels between Indo-Aryan and Dravidian
concerning general features that govern consonant assimilation and syllable structures,
including the degree to which syllable with long vowels followed by consonant clusters
are permissible.
Masato Kobayashi’s work covers such issues with admirable thoroughness and precision. The author takes into consideration not only the original data and various positions
taken in modern western scholarship but also, and to a greater extent than is usually
found in works on phonology, the descriptions of early Indian scholars in prātiśākhya
works and in Pān.ini’s As.t.ādhyāyı̄. The discussions to be found in Dr. Kobayashi’s work
are painstakingly thorough and judicious, and the author is refreshingly frank when it

ii
comes to points concerning which he is not certain. I think this work is an important contribution to Indo-Aryan linguistics, including theoretical phonological considerations of
Indo-Aryan and its relations to other languages of the subcontinent. I welcome its publication and sincerely hope it receives the welcome and attention it deserves.
George Cardona
University of Pennsylvania
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Chapter I. Introduction
§1

Goal of this work

Old Indo-Aryan is a branch of the Indo-Iranian subfamily of the Indo-European family
of languages. Its earliest layer is represented most amply by the Vedic Sam
. hitās, particularly by the oldest among them, the Rgveda. The primary objective of this monograph
" Old Indo-Aryan consonants, particularly those
is to highlight characteristic features of
which are not reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European or Proto-Indo-Iranian. I will try
to describe the phonological developments of Old Indo-Aryan consonants from ProtoIndo-Iranian, treating the alternation patterns within early Old Indo-Aryan as a synchronic system.
Compared with other Indo-European daughter languages, the sound changes between Proto-Indo-European and Sanskrit are relatively straightforward. As far as consonants are concerned, Sanskrit retains more phonemic contrasts than most of the other
Indo-European languages, and its phonological alternations are well described already
in the late Vedic period by native grammarians. Despite the apparent conservatism and
transparency of Sanskrit phonology, I find that there are also unique restrictions and rules
which are demonstrably Indo-Aryan innovations. Take consonant clusters, for example:
While other Indo-European languages, insert an *s between two successive dental stops
*-tt- and *-dt- (Meillet 1922:61, Mayrhofer 1986:110f.), Sanskrit deleted the *s in this
environment, due to a development after its divergence from Proto-Indo-Iranian.
In each chapter of this monograph, I will reexamine the evidence for phonological
developments from Proto-Indo-European to Vedic, and I will define Indo-Aryan peculiarities in concise rules and parametric expressions. I am particularly interested in
introducing subsegmental viewpoints into what appears simply to be a change from one
segment into another, and in seeing a conspiracy-like tendency behind apparently unrelated phenomena. Having established the patterns and the parametrized characteristics
of Indo-Aryan consonants, I will sort out the innovations of Indo-Aryan from ProtoIndo-European phonology, and I will also compare them with their equivalents, if any,
in early Dravidian phonology.
The hypothesis regarding an Indian linguistic area proposes that the languages of the
Indian subcontinent came to share syntactic, morphological and phonological features
due to mutual borrowing and bilingualism. The phonological similarities of Indo-Aryan
to Dravidian, such as the increasing occurrence of retroflex consonants in Indo-Aryan,
have long been discussed, but the lack of conclusive evidence has hindered further treatment of the subject. For example, it is easy to point out similarities such as the lack of
gemination of /r/ in Old Indo-Aryan and reconstructed Dravidian. It is impossible, however, to prove these to be the result of convergence as long as our discussion is limited
to the phonemic or segmental level. If, on the other hand, this prohibition of double /r/
could be analyzed as an interaction of more basic phonological or phonetic principles
shared by Indian languages, but not found among languages outside the Indian subcon-
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tinent, then we would have firmer grounds for calling this an areal feature.
§2 Previous works
Much work has been done on Sanskrit phonology over the last century and a half. Still
the most extensive, balanced and detailed treatment of the whole field is Wackernagel
(1896) with Debrunner’s supplements (Debrunner 1957). Wackernagel’s presentation is
sometimes eclectic because of his effort to cover foregoing studies encyclopedically, but
his intuition into speech sounds in general is rarely surpassed. The works of Bartholomae, who makes keen observations from the viewpoint of Iranian philology, are highly
valuable when read in comparison with Wackernagel. Classic diachronic treatments of
Indo-Aryan phonology, such as Beames (1872–79), Turner (1966), Bloch (1934) and
Pischel (1900), are also indispensable, although the present monograph treats only the
earliest period of Indo-Aryan.
Thumb (1905) and Burrow (1965) are less voluminous descriptions of Sanskrit
phonology in general. The former organizes everything concisely as changes from segments to segments, and the latter is interspersed with creative ideas. B. G. Misra’s
1967 Cornell dissertation is a superb segment-based treatment of the historical development of Indo-Aryan sounds with extensive reference to native grammarians. Also
important is the phonotactic analysis of Vedic by Elizarenkova (1974). Görtzen (1998)
contains a painfully condensed but informative discussion of Sanskrit dental obstruents.
Outlines of Sanskrit historical phonology are also given by Uhlenbeck (1898), Chatterji (1926:239ff.), Edgerton (1946), Gray (1965) and Masica (1991). Zwicky (1965)
presents the first extensive treatment of Sanskrit phonology based on distinctive features
within the theoretical framework of Jakobson and Halle (1956:28ff).1 Works such as
Sievers (1885) or Grammont (1933) are treatises on phonology in general, but contain
a number of references to Sanskrit. Bloomfield and Edgerton (1932), and Turner and
Turner (1971), painstakingly collect phonological variants in the Vedic literature and
phonotactic combinations in Old Indo-Aryan respectively.
This monograph has benefited substantially from previous studies on individual topics, of which only a few can be mentioned here. Whitney (1862) and Whitney (1868) are
more than just translations of Prātiśākhyas, but include useful insights into phonology.
This tradition is critically developed by Deshpande (1997), with his broad knowledge of
traditional grammar. Varma (1929) and Allen (1953) are the classical, but still the most
useful treatments of native grammarians’ observations on phonetics in general. Since
the latter treats the Prātiśākhyas as a whole, however, dialectal variation is not discussed
in detail there. The same author also makes sharp-witted observations in his work on
sandhi (Allen 1962). On dialectal variation in the Vedic language, Witzel (1989, 1990,
2000) has proposed ambitious hypotheses on early and late Vedic. In his yet unpublished manuscript on anusvāra, Cardona portrays dialectal variation by reorganizing the
materials of traditional grammarians.
1

The analysis in this monograph is based on Chomsky and Halle (1968:303ff.), who revised Jakobson
and Halle’s system.

§3. Importance of linguistic theories

3

Karl Hoffmann’s reconstruction of Proto-Indo-Iranian phonology (e.g. Hoffmann
1958) is based on rigorous and sound philological principles, and I base my arguments
upon his observations, such as that the original outcome of a palatal stem in word-final
position is not /t./ but /k/. Mayrhofer (1986, EWAia.) and a series of articles by Schindler
are also often consulted. Beekes’s reconstruction of Proto-Indo-Iranian (e.g. Beekes
1988, 1997) is attractive in its enterprising openness to phonology, but assumptions
without sufficient support such as the implication of Sindhi implosives for the Glottalic
Theory or the development of laryngeals into a glottal stop, are not adopted as a basis
for our discussion. The brilliant contributions of scholars such as Edgerton (1943), Burrow (1965) and Seebold (1972) are not cited as often as most scholars would think they
deserve, mostly because their non-laryngealist viewpoint makes their works difficult for
me to translate into the laryngealist framework I assume.
This study is not intended by any means as a replacement for the foregoing studies,
but as the first, modest installment of my plan to reexamine the whole of Indo-Aryan
historical phonology from subsegmental and microscopic viewpoints.
§3

Importance of linguistic theories

In the history of science, disciplines have often developed by introducing a sophisticated
notational system by which their categories and entities were subjected to operation. In
the study of speech sounds, descriptive devices such as the phonetic alphabet of the
International Phonetic Association, or the distinctive features introduced by Jakobson,
Fant and Halle (1952), were proposed for accurate representation, and replacement or
transformational rules for formulating their alteration. Since the approach of generative
phonology aim to determine basic principles from which phonological alternations may
be predictively derived or generated, overgeneration vitally compromises the validity of
a theory. As the dictum “[i]f the representations are right, rules will follow” (McCarthy
1988:84) concisely illustrates, linguists strive to make their notational system more rigorous and restrictive, to such an extent that a presented input form shows in itself how it
will change.
In the early days of generative phonology, segments were represented as individual
bundles of distinctive features and their ‘+’ or ‘−’ values. Autosegmental Phonology
(Goldsmith 1976) introduced a new plane called an autosegmental tier, on which the
values of each feature are represented: a tier extends through a unit such as a foot,
a word or an utterance, and is separate for each feature. This approach extended the
notion of locality from the segmental level to more specific autosegmental tiers, and
introduced a system of representation which restrains the overgenerating power of rule
formulation. Feature Geometry, a subfield of phonology addressing the dependency relationship among features, groups features under what is called a node; for example, the
features [voiced] and [spread glottis] (i.e. aspiration) are grouped under the Laryngeal
node, which is on its own autosegmental tier. The highest node is the Root node, which
is equivalent to segments in most cases. Affricates, however, are analyzed as having two
Root nodes under one timing slot, and we also need the skeletal tier, a tier with timing
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slots C (consonant), V (vowel) or X (C or V), to indicate that they are singletons and not
clusters.
The role of a model is crucial in any scientific interpretation of linguistic data.2 In
historical linguistics, a hypothetical rule or a set of rules is tentatively drawn from data
available at a certain point; it is then tested and evaluated with newly acquired data,
and is modified if necessary. For example, de Saussure’s hypothesis of ‘coéfficients
sonantiques’ was later given new life by Kuryłowicz (1927a, 1927b), who explained
the unexpected reflex of certain stops as aspirates in Indo-Iranian (1927a:202ff.), the
failure of Brugmann’s Law to apply in some Indo-Iranian forms (1927a:206), and h in

the newly found Hittite (1927b:101ff.), by positing a Proto-Indo-European laryngeal *h2
(Szemerényi 1990:129f). An ideal model is simple and yet makes extensive and correct
predictions; but linguistic reality is too complex to be captured by a limited number
of formulae or principles, and even the most successful model will inevitably involve
oversimplification to some extent.
In a phonological study of a language without verifiable speech data, it is unsound
to cite results of phonetic research to motivate a hypothesis, unless studies on different aspects of several languages point in the same direction. For example, Balise and
Diehl (1994:108) observe that voicing “reduces the intensity differences between sibilants and nonsibilants” and hence it “adversely affects the distinctive acoustic properties
of sibilants,” but that single observation is not enough to explain, for example, the lack
of voiced sibilants in the Sanskrit phonemic inventory. On the other hand, linguistic
typology is a useful way to judge the possibility and plausibility of a phenomenon, for
it seeks explanations from the same phonological level of different languages, and also
because we assume that attested Vedic or reconstructed Proto-Indo-Iranian represents at
least some of the real languages as they were once spoken, as per the Uniformitarian
Hypothesis (§7).
§4

Comparative reconstruction

In this work, I assume that Indo-Aryan and Iranian descend from a common ancestor
called Proto-Indo-Iranian, which in turn has descended from Proto-Indo-European. It
might appear circular to discuss the development of a reconstructed language into the
language(s) upon which the reconstruction is based. I suppose, however, that a reconstructed language is not just a mental construct but reflects a past reality, which can be
refined by retracing the sound changes forwards in time as I do in the following chapters.
Linguistic reconstruction presupposes the existence of a common protolanguage,
which is in principle idealized as homogeneous. For reasons such as dislocation and
consequent separation of the speech community, dialectal variation becomes more and
2

Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984:165) define the linguistic model as “an explicit system of rules for
predicting measurements on the basis of linguistic and paralinguistic properties of assumed descriptions.”
Maddieson and Precoda (1992:45) also notes: “Through construction of predictive models, phoneticians
are making increasingly sophisticated attempts to account for certain aspects of the phonological structure
of languages from very general principles .”
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more extensive, and finally the dialects follow their own paths of development into distinct languages. When two or more languages show a regularly recurring sound correspondence, the comparative method assumes that a unit of the hypothetical ancester
language such as the phoneme has undergone a regular change in certain contexts, and
formulates that change as a sound law. The assumptions concerning sound change upon
which comparative reconstruction is based may be summarized in the following points
(Hock 1991a, Labov 1994:10ff., Krishnamurti 1998b:193f.):
i) A rule operates in all contexts where it applies (known as the Regularity Hypothesis).
ii) If two or more rules are applicable to the same context, there is a clear chronological order (relative chronology) between or among them.
iii) A merger is irreversible (Garde’s Principle; Labov 1994:311).
iv) The unit which is subject to historical change is not the word, but the phoneme
(“Phonemes change”; Bloomfield 1933:351).
v) Sound change is gradual (Gradualism; cf. Hock 1991a:640, Labov 1994:23f).
If a rule does not apply regularly, the disruption is considered to be caused either
by a more specific rule, such as Verner’s Law to Grimm’s Law in Germanic, or by
analogy. When a sound rule applies regularly, it often occurs that the regularity of a
paradigm is disrupted; analogical pressure then arises to keep the paradigm regular, and
the sound change may be undone or a paradigmatically coherent form may be introduced
or restituted. This phenomenon, called ‘paradigmatic leveling,’ is particularly prominent
in Sanskrit historical phonology. For example, the Proto-Indo-European labiovelar stop
*kw develops into a velar stop in Sanskrit when it is followed by a back vowel, and
into a palatal stop when followed by a front vowel. The inflectional forms of the root
√
* sekw ‘follow’ in Sanskrit, as in pres.1pl.mid. sácāmahe ∼ Gk. hepómeth a, pres.3sg.mid. sácate ≈ Gk. hépetai, 3pl. sácante ≈ Gk. hépontai etc., however, uniformly show
palatal c before both original *e and *o.3
Already in the time of the Neogrammarians, objections were raised against the Regularity Hypothesis by dialectologists (Labov 1994:472ff.). Through their experience in
creating dialect maps, dialect geographers developed the notion of isoglosses, or boundaries of a territory “in which any given word or class of words was or was not affected
by the spread of [a] change” (Hock 1991a:445). While isoglosses may form an isogloss
bundle which helps in defining dialects, it is also quite common that the focal area of one
sound change is different from that of another change, and as a consequence, isoglosses
cross each other, creating a complex pattern. If a similar entanglement of isoglosses and
borrowing4 also took place in the past, it may happen that many groups consisting of
3

Cf. also the generalization of voiceless aspirated stops in the paradigm of pánth -/path - m. ‘path’ etc.
(§75).
4
See for example Ringe et al. (1998:407f.) for lexical and grammatical borrowing between pre-ProtoGermanic and pre-Proto-Celtic and between pre-Proto-Celtic and pre-Proto-Italic.
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a few words each all have different lines of development, and that regularity of sound
change no longer holds true. This is a particularly serious matter in studying languages
in areas which form a geographical and cultural continuum, such as the Gangetic plains
(§5).
In their study of thousands of lexical entries in twenty-one Chinese dialects, Chen
and Wang (1975) make a case for lexical gradualness of sound changes. They provide
quantitative evidence in support of the notion of gradual lexical spread of the sound
changes by showing how the homonyms of Middle Chinese have split into phonologically distinct pairs in different modern dialects, with processes gradually spreading from
a few to more lexical items. On the evidence of atypical sound changes in Dravidian
languages, Krishnamurti (1978) observes how an inherited phonological rule spread to
areas and lexical items, and shows how a shared innovation can be distinguished from
the phenomenon of diffusion. His study concludes that apical displacement, a change
traceable to Proto-Central Dravidian, occurs not regularly but with gradient degrees of
probability. These studies question the regularity of sound change and support the idea
that each word has its own history, and that the word and not the phoneme is the basic
unit of sound change (Labov 1994:16). Even though lexical diffusion may sometimes
capture the reality of a sound change in progress better than comparative reconstruction,
for example in the case of the deocclusion of /dh / (§57), I will not assume it for this
study, because the amount of data required for the evaluation of lexical diffusion is not
available for the study of most of the ancient languages discussed in this work.
§5 Tree model
If a significant amount of affinity, particularly a regular and generalizable correspondence of phonemes and meanings of words using those phonemes, is found between
two languages, they are considered to be genetically related: i.e., one is a descendant of
the other, or they both diverged from a common proto-language through sound changes.
The proto-language from which daughter languages branch is represented by a node,
and a line radiating from a node represents a development from a proto-language to a
daughter language. Since sound changes usually take place at different times, a better
understanding of the relative chronology of sound changes will ultimately lead to a bifurcating tree. If there is an unrepeatable change separating one group from the rest, that
split is expressed with a bifurcation.
One of the implications of the notion of a node is that sound change is often blind
to what happened in the previous stage. The development of the Indo-Aryan languages
after Old Indo-Aryan, for example, rarely reflects pre-Indo-Aryan sounds (such as laryngeals) or phonological rules,5 but proceeds driven by language-specific motives such
as the two-mora restriction of syllable length and cluster simplification in Middle IndoAryan, or degemination with compensatory lengthening in New Indo-Aryan.
On the other hand, there are a few forms which challenge the assumption that the
5

Cf. also Zoller (1988, 1993) on the archaisms of Baṅgān.ı̄, and Cardona and Jain (2003:25) for the
literature on the Baṅgān.ı̄ controversy.
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development of the Indo-Aryan languages after Old Indo-Aryan is not related to what
happened in the development from Proto-Indo-European to Proto-Indo-Iranian or from
Proto-Indo-Iranian to Vedic. For example,
i) idh a ‘here’ in Pāli etc. preserves the original occlusion reconstructed for ProtoIndo-Iranian, which is reflected in Avestan iδa but lost in Vedic ihá (§57; Wackernagel 1896:250, von Hinüber 2001:179).
ii) The Prakrit middle present participle suffix -mina- may be explained as a regular
outcome of PIE *-mh1 ne/o- (Klingenschmitt 1975:159ff.), and is more archaic
than the Vedic thematic middle present participle suffix -māna-.
iii) There is the view that Proto-Indo-European *r and *l merged in Iranian and in
a dialect of Indo-Aryan represented by the Rgveda, but the distinction is pre" Bechtel 1892:380ff., Deshpande
served in some other Indo-Aryan dialects (§99;
1979:263ff.).
iv) Another example is the preservation of voicing in the cluster /ggh / as in Pāli jaggh ati ‘laughs,’ which is lost in the corresponding Vedic form, pres.ppl. jáks.atwith voiceless /ks./ (§45; Hoffmann 1969=1975:306).
Since Middle Indo-Aryan cannot skip a node and “look back” directly to Proto-IndoIranian, the language at the node through which Middle Indo-Aryan had developed is
not Vedic Sanskrit, but either some form of pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan, or a language which
developed from the common Proto-Indo-Iranian parent language but, unlike Vedic, was
not recorded.
Proto-Indo-Iranian
((
PP
(
(
((
PP
(
(
(
(

P
Iranian Nuristani

Old Indo-Aryan

 @

@

Vedic

?

Vedic was probably a specific dialect of Old IndoAryan; it was quite close
to, but not identical with the
language from which Middle
Indo-Aryan developed.

Middle Indo-Aryan
In the traditional tree model, there is no direct way of representing contact and influence after a split.6 In the Gangetic plains, for example, Hindi forms the future in -g-,
Braj in -ih-/-g-, and Bengali in -b-/-ib-, while the languages between these areas show
both -h- and -b-forms, e.g. Awadhi -ih- and -ib-, and Bhojpuri -ih- and -ab-. Although
these languages have two genders as do many western New Indo-Aryan languages, gender concord is typically restricted to female animates, thus showing an affinity with the
6

In L. Bloomfield’s words: “We may say that the parent community was dialectally differentiated
before the break-up, or that after the break-up various sets of the daughter communities remained in
communication; both statements amount to saying that areas or parts of areas which already differ in some
respects may still make changes in common” (1933:321). Southworth (1964) proposes ‘tree-envelope’
diagram to represent both branching and common innovation.
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loss of gender in eastern languages such as Bengali (Masica 1991:221). They share the
genitive postposition in initial k- with western Hindi and eastern Rajasthani. Furthermore, Bhojpuri and Maithili have a perfective in -l-, similar to the eastern languages.
Such a complex distributional pattern cannot be satisfactorily captured by any bifurcating tree model. To take another example, Krishnamurti (1961) demonstrates that Telugu
is genetically related to the Gondi-Kui group of Central Dravidian, but has been strongly
influenced by neighboring languages of the South Dravidian subfamily, namely Tamil
and Kannada. An issue more crucially related to our topic is how to place the Nuristani
languages in a sharply bifurcating tree as a subfamily of Indo-Iranian, for they share
features partly with Iranian and partly with Indo-Aryan (Degener 2002).
When there is a need to refer to the subgrouping of the Indo-European languages, I
will use the partly bifurcating model of Ringe et al. (1998:408), while avoiding depending on it in my argumentation. In their model, first the Anatolian, then the Tocharian,
Italo-Celtic and Greco-Armenian subfamilies branched off from Proto-Indo-European,
leaving a dialect continuum which consists of the ancestors of Indo-Iranian, Balto-Slavic
and Germanic. This model also assumes close contact among the linguistic ancestors of
Germanic, Italic and Celtic. Melchert (1998) agrees with the early divergence of Anatolian and Tocharian, but at the same time warns against prejudging the tree diagram
of Indo-European languages, pointing out that not a single feature serves as conclusive
evidence of a shared innovation.
For Dravidian, I assume four subgroups (Krishnamurti 1969b:325ff., Zvelebil
1990:54ff.). North Dravidian covers Kur.ux and Malto on the one hand, and Brahui on
the other. There are no firm grounds for grouping Brahui together with Kur.ux and Malto,
but at least they share spirantization of initial *k,7 occlusion of initial *v to b, a past in -k,
and probable future in -ō (Bray 1934, Krishnamurti 1969b:326, Subrahmanyam 1983:6,
Zvelebil 1977). The Central Dravidian languages, Kolami, Naikr.i, Naiki, Gadaba and
Parji, share the female derivative of numerals (Krishnamurti 1992) and development of
Proto-Dravidian *z. into *t or /r/ (Krishnamurti 1958:282). South-Central Dravidian in¯ a, Pengo and Kuvi-Kui on the one hand and Telugu, which
cludes Gondi, Konda, Mand
.
shows the influence of South Dravidian, on the other. The languages of this group other
than Telugu share merger of postconsonantal *z. and *d. into r. (Krishnamurti 1998a:73).
Finally, Tamil-Malayalam and Irul.a, Toda and Kota, Kod.agu, Kannada and Badaga, and
¯
Tul.u and Koraga comprise the South
Dravidian. The grouping of Tul.u (Subrahmanyam
1968, Krishnamurti 1985:223), whose plural suffix *l. is not shared by other South Dravidian languages, and of Koraga, which has tense suffixes like those in North Dravidian
(Bhat 1971:3), remains controversial. The languages of this South Dravidian group
share the introduction of female third-person pronouns, palatalization of PDr. *k before
front vowels, loss of Proto-Dravidian initial *c- (Burrow 1947), lowering umlaut of high
vowels before a syllable containing /a/, and the past suffixes *-i-, *-tt- and *-nt- in the
Tamil-Kod.agu subgroup (Krishnamurti 1969b:326).
7

Even this is argued to be independent developments by McAlpin (2003).
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§6 Linguistic area
Since Trubetzkoy’s 1928 address (Trubetzkoy 1930:18), linguists have noted that neighboring but genetically unrelated or remotely related languages often come to share a
number of structural properties after a long period of contact. The most famous example
of such a groups of languages, called a ‘Sprachbund’ (Trubetzkoy) or ‘linguistic area,’
is found in the Balkan peninsula (Sandfeld 1930), where languages belonging to the
(South) Slavic, Albanian and Italic subfamilies of Indo-European have come to share
features such as a postposed enclitic definite article and the use of coordinate clauses
instead of infinitive phrases. In his 1988 article, Hock demonstrated that a dialectological method of demarcating isoglosses better captures the reality of such cases of
convergence (Hock 1988:308).
For the languages of the Indian subcontinent as well, similarities regarding retroflex
phonemes (Caldwell 1961:147ff., Bloch 1930:732f., Kuiper 1967a:82ff.), gerunds
(Bloch 1934:327, Emeneau 1956, Masica 1976:120ff.), echo-word construction (Bloch
1934:328, Emeneau 1938) and quotative particles (Bloch 1934:327, Kuiper 1967:91ff.)
have been pointed out. On the other hand, fewer phenomena have been proposed to
be areal in the realm of phonological patterns and alternations. Chatterji (1926:171)
suggests the possibility that cluster assimilation in Middle Indo-Aryan and Dravidian
might be due to convergence. Krishnamurti (1991:170) points out a parallelism between
the developments of the Old Indo-Aryan sequence -V̄CCV- into non-Northwest Middle
Indo-Aryan -V̄CV- and -VCCV- on the one hand, and of PDr. -V̄CCV- into -V̄CV- and
of PDr. -V̄NP-, -V̄NPP-, -VNPP- into -V̄P-, -V̄PP-, -VPP- on the other, and suggests that
close contact between the two groups caused the parallel reduction of overlong syllables
(i.e. those longer than the durational equivalent of two morae) into bimoraic syllables.
Since such phenomena occur outside the Indian subcontinent as well, more shared features, particularly ones which are not found elsewhere, need to be collected in order to
support the hypothesis of phonological convergence of the two language families.
§7 Pitfalls of diachronic analysis
Building an argument on the grounds of philologically unsupported reconstruction could
compromise its reliability. For example, making conjectures about the phonological
behavior of Proto-Indo-European laryngeals on the basis of their estimated phonological
or phonetic properties might incur circularity.
Compared with phonetics or generative phonology, historical linguistics seems to
require broader discretion in analyzing data. It is not easy, for example, to decide with
certainty how likely a particular form has served as a model of analogy, or when exactly
dissimilation has taken place, even with years of experience. Lack of strictly objective
criteria may cause the methods of historical linguistics, such as appeal to analogy, to
overgenerate undesirable predictions.
The idea that tendencies observed in the study of present-day languages can be applied to understanding languages spoken in the past, called the Uniformitarian Principle (Labov 1994:21), helps us to avoid unrealistic explanations in linguistic reconstruc-
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tion. For example, Kuryłowicz’s above-mentioned explanation of the origin of IndoAryan voiceless aspirates from Proto-Indo-European sequences of voiceless stop and
*h2 (Kuryłowicz 1927a) finds an equivalent in Korean (C. Kim 1970). Loss of ProtoIndo-European laryngeals in unaccented syllables in Iranian is easier to understand if
it is compared to English h in an unaccented syllable, such as Gráham or an histórical
súmmary.
The overgenerating power of dissimilation may be better controlled by the Obligatory Contour Principle. This principle, defined by McCarthy (1979:238) as “[i]n a given
autosegmental tier, adjacent identical segments are prohibited,” limits dissimilation to
local contexts only (Clements and Hume 1995:261f). Autosegmental Phonology makes
it easier to explain the dissimilation not of identical segments but of segments sharing
certain features as the effect of the Obligatory Contour Principle on the tier of the feature
in question. Optimality Theory (§8) further offers a way to express priorities among the
factors and pressures causing a sound change, and to explain an apparently languagespecific phenomenon as an interaction of cross-linguistic constraints with a differing
order or ranking of priorities.
In order to refine our discussion of Old Indo-Aryan phonology, which is already
a heavily studied subject, and to build a more cogent argument, the use of possibly
overgenerating notions such as metathesis or dissimilation should be replaced by generalizable principles and rules, unless the phenomenon in question is sporadic or is caused
by an idiosyncratic motivation.
§8

Constraint-based approaches

In historical studies of a language with an unbroken written tradition, certain phonological changes are attested only in certain periods of time, and the changes are ordered in
actual historical time. For example, McManus (1983) demonstrates that a close examination of Latin loanwords in Early Irish makes it possible to order a series of sound
changes in a sharply delineated chronological order within a short period from the midfifth to the mid-sixth centuries.
In a synchronic study, on the other hand, the ordering of particular rules is stipulated
when they stand in feeding or bleeding relationship. If more than one rule potentially
obtains in a certain phonological context, and if one must precede another to produce
a correct output, we have to assume that the rules apply in a certain sequence, even if
there is no factual basis that they are temporally ordered. Since the rule-based theory
presupposes levels of rule application which are arranged in a temporal order, and since
a rule is considered to apply when the underlying representation itself or the output of
a preceding rule satisfies its structural description, the rules must be ordered along a
time axis. Yet if there are no empirical grounds for claiming a temporal order, the latter
becomes nothing more than a metaphorical means for intuitive understanding.
For example, when a Sanskrit root containing the sequence -ar is followed by the
√
cluster /sP/, transposition of /a/ and /r/ takes place as in / darś ‘see’ + -tum/ > dras..túm
and the language avoids the cluster × -rs.t.- (Wackernagel 1896:212). An explanation by
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ordered rules entails an ill-formed intermediate form × dars.t.úm, which is then repaired
by metathesis. We see that unnecessary theoretical complexity results from positing an
unattested and ill-formed intermediate form and applying temporal metaphor to what is
actually a synchronic and immediate process. Another classic example is Yawelmani
Yokuts, where both vowel epenthesis and long-vowel shortening before a coda have a
common property, i.e. repairing ill-formed syllables; such a property is not captured by
positing two separate rules. Although such conspiracies can be captured by means of
restrictions on surface forms, a mechanism of blocking and repair with interplaying rules
complicates the grammar and is hence to be avoided.
Prince and Smolensky (1993) propose a uniform replacement of rules and restrictions by constraints with gradient degrees of violability. All constraints are considered to be universal and present in all grammars, but they can be active or inactive
language-specifically. Universality of constraints makes it possible to reduce the differences among languages to the ranking of the constraints. According to this approach,
called Optimality Theory, a component of universal grammar called Gen(erator) generates a set of candidates when an input is given. Gen is inclusive, and each candidate
contains the segments of the input. A grammar has its own ordered ranking of constraints, and the candidates are evaluated with respect to this ranking. The candidate
which incurs the fewest violations of the highest-ranked constraints “wins” as optimal
and is realized as the surface form.
In a few places of this work, where a constraint-based analysis is expected to give
insights which are not attained by the traditional ordered-rule approach, I will propose
explanations couched in Optimality Theory.
§9

Synchrony and native grammar

In this study, a diachronic viewpoint is adopted only when we discuss how a peculiar
feature of Indo-Aryan phonological alternation has developed, and the alternation itself
will be described in purely synchronic terms, using only evidence internal to Indo-Aryan
of the period in question, in conformity with the structuralist approaches such as those of
Swadesh (1934:128)8 and Emeneau (1946:87).9 With respect to palatalization of velars
before a front vowel in Sanskrit, Kiparsky (1973a:21ff.) also points out that incorporating historical aspects into the representation to account for synchronically unpredictable
alternations is complicating and unjustified.
According to psychological and neurophysiological studies of modern languages,
speakers treat one of a number of alternation patterns as the general rule and the others
as a set of exceptions to be memorized (Ullmann 1993). Rather than evoking historical
8

“In determining the phonemic system of a language, only phonetic data are relevant. Historical
phonology is not relevant. ... Historical etymology in a matter of phonemics is an acceptable aid only
when one is dealing with an inadequately recorded non-contemporary language.”
9
“It should be noted that neither the other descriptive data of the language nor the historical facts are
to be allowed to dictate a phonemic solution; they should be permitted only to help in making a choice
between solutions arrived at on other grounds.”
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processes to account for relic forms, it is therefore synchronically more accurate to list
them lexically as exceptions. This is essentially what Pān.ini does in describing Sanskrit,
and his method of description makes perfect sense as far as synchrony is concerned.
Moreover, Pān.ini and the Prātiśākhyas provide first-hand testimony of the synchrony of
the late Vedic language. For these reasons, I will refer to the native Indian grammarians
to test my own explanations of synchronic alternations.
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§11 Phonemic inventories
Proto-Indo-European:
labial dental palatal velar labiovelar
voiceless stop
*p
*t
*ḱ
*k
*kw
voiced stop
*b
*d
*ǵ
*g
*gw
voiced aspirate *bh
*dh
*ǵh
*gh
*gwh
fricative
*s/z
*h1 ,*h2 ,*h3
nasal
*m
*n
liquid
*l, *r
glide
*u
*i


Proto-Indo-Iranian:
labial dental 1ary palatal 2ary palatal velar
voiceless unaspirated
*p
*t
*ć
*č
*k
voiceless aspirate
*ph
*th
*čh
*kh
voiced unaspirated
*b
*d
*́
*̌
*g
h
h
h
h
voiced aspirate
*b
*d
*́
*̌
*gh
fricative
*s,*z
*H
*m
*n
nasal
liquid
*r
glide
*u
*i


Old Indo-Aryan (Sanskrit):
labial
dental retroflex palatal
velar
voiceless unaspirated
p
t
t.
c
k
h
h
h
h
voiceless aspirate
p
t
t.
c
kh
voiced unaspirated
b
d
d. (∼ .l)
j
g
h
h
h
h
voiced aspirate
b
d
d. (∼ .l )
gh
fricative
s
s.
ś
h
m
n
n.
(ñ)
(ṅ)
nasal
liquid
r, l
glide
v
y
h
h
.l and .l are dialectal allophones of /d./ and /d. / between vowels. There are a few other
sounds of dependent status traditionally called the ayogavāha’s. Visarga (h.) is an alter denotes
nant of /s/ and /r/. /m/ is replaced by anusvāra (ṁ) before fricatives and /r/. /m/
nasalization of a preceding vowel and originates from /m/ and /n/.
Proto-Dravidian:
labial
stop
*p
nasal
*m
liquid
glide
*v

dental
*t

alveolar
*t
¯
*n
*l

retroflex
*t.
*n.
*l.
*z.

palatal
*c
*ñ

velar
*k
*r

*y
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Based on Steever (1998:14). The alveolar stop can also be written ‘r,’ as is common in
¯ for writing *z.
romanizing Tamil. See Krishnamurti (1969:318n18 ) for the justification
.
§12 Abbreviations
Languages, texts, distinctive features, principles and theories:
[ant]
[anterior]
Alb.
Albanian
Arm.
Armenian
As.t..
As.t.ādhyāyı̄
[ATR] [Advanced Tongue Root]
Av.
Avestan
AV
Atharva-Veda
AVPO Atharva-Veda, Paippalāda
recension in Orissa
[bk]
[back]
Br.
Brāhman.a
Brah. Brahui
Cl.
Classical
[cont] [continuant]
[dist] [distributed]
Ep.
Epic
Gk.
Greek
Gmc. Germanic
Go.
Gondi
[hi]
[high]
Hitt.
Hittite
Hom. Homeric Greek
IE
Indo-European
JB
Jaiminı̄ya-Brāhman.a
Ka.
Kannada
Kāt.h. Kāt.haka-Sam
. hitā
KB
Kaus.ı̄taki-Brāhman.a
Kur.
Kur.ux
Lat.
Latin
Lith.
Lithuanian
[lo]
[low]
Ma.
Malayalam
MIA
Middle Indo-Aryan
Mlt.
Malto
MP
Middle Persian
NIA
New Indo-Aryan
Nk.
Naiki

OAv.
OCP

Old Avestan
Obligatory Contour
Principle
OCS
Old Church Slavonic
OHG
Old High German
OIA
Old Indo-Aryan
OIr.
Old Irish
ON
Old Norse
OP
Old Persian
OT
Optimality Theory
OTa.
Old Tamil
OTa.
Old Telugu
PA
Proto-Anatolian
PB
Pañcavim
. śa-Brāhman.a
PCelt. Proto-Celtic
PDr.
Proto-Dravidian
PGmc. Proto-Germanic
PIE
Proto-Indo-European
PIIr.
Proto-Indo-Iranian
PItal.
Proto-Italic
Pj.
Parji
Pkt.
Prakrit
Pol.
Polish
PŚ
Pān.inı̄ya-Śiks.ā
PToch. Proto-Tocharian
[rd]
[rounded]
RPr.
Rk-Prātiśākhya
"
"
Ru.
Russian
RV
Rg-Veda
"
"
ŚB
Śatapatha-Brāhman.a
ŚCĀ
Śaunakı̄yā Caturādhyāyikā
[sg]
[spread glottis]
Skt.
Sanskrit
[son]
[sonorant]
Sū.
Sūtra
Ta.
Tamil
TA
Tocharian A

§12. Abbreviations
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TB
Tocharian B
Te.
Telugu
TPr.
Taittirı̄ya-Prātiśākhya
TS
Taittirı̄ya-Sam
. hitā
Tu.
Tulu
Umbr. Umbrian
Up.
Upanis.ad
Ved.
Vedic

[vcd]
VS
VSK

[voiced]
Vājasaneyi-Sam
. hitā
Vājasaneyi-Sam
. hitā,
Kān.va recension
VSM Vājasaneyi-Sam
. hitā,
Mādhyandina Recension
YAv. Younger Avestan

Abbreviations of classes of segments and other symbols:
V
Y
C
B
L
N
W
R
F
S
T
P
K
V̄

vowel
glide
consonant or glide
obstruent
liquid
nasal
semivowel (Y + L)
sonorant (Y + L + N)
fricative
sibilant
stop
plosive (T + affricate)
non-continuant (P + N)
long vowel

V̆
C̃
*

short vowel
yama
reconstructed as
×
unattested
∗
violation
>
diachronically develops into
<
diachronically derives from
→ changes into (via morphological change, analogy, etc.)
 ranked higher than
µ
mora
σ
syllable
wd word
]] utterance boundary

Inflectional information:
3sg. etc.
abl.
abs.
acc.
act.
adj.
aor.
caus.
dat.
denom.
desid.
dir.
du.
f.
fut.
gen.

third singular etc.
ablative
absolutive
accusative
active
adjective
aorist
causative
dative
denominative
desiderative
direct
dual
feminine
future
genitive

grdv.
ind.
indecl.
inst.
int.
ipf.
iptv.
loc.
m.
mid.
n.
nom.
num.
obl.
opt.
pass.

gerundive
indicative
indeclinable
instrumental
intensive
imperfect
imperative
locative
masculine
middle
neuter
nominative
numeral
oblique
optative
passive

pcl.
pf.
pl.
ppl.
pr.
prec.
pret.
prop.n.
rt.aor.
sg.
subj.
them.
vb.adj.
vb.n.
voc.

particle
perfect
plural
participle
present
precative
preterite
proper noun
root aorist
singular
subjunctive
thematic
verbal adjective
verbal noun
vocative
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Chapter II. Syllable Nuclei and Rimes
§13

Syllable and nucleus-forming segments in Proto-Indo-European

Although the syllable is a notion of crucial importance in phonology, it cannot be defined
without incurring some circularity, either by the segments which constitute it or by their
sonority. According to Henke (1966), the syllable is a unit of articulatory programming,
and Chistovich et al. (1965:105) define the syllable as a unit of organizing segment
duration. The statements of these phoneticians suggest that the internal structure of a
syllable cannot be defined even in acoustic terms, although the phonetic reflection of
the syllable may be captured by acoustic measurements and perceptual experiments.1
If the syllable is a mental construct by which the input string is temporally organized,
understanding the synchronic restrictions on the syllable, i.e. figuring out what kind of
syllable is well-formed or ill-formed for the speakers of a language in question, is a
prerequisite for describing alternation patterns of segmental duration. In this and the
next chapters, we will discuss Old Indo-Aryan peculiarities in assigning syllable nuclei,
restrictions constraining consonant clusters, and phonotactics of the output string as
compared with other Indo-European languages, basing our arguments on metrical and
other historical evidence. The generalization will then be cross-checked with native
grammarians’ judgments on syllabification and syllable-related phenomena.2
Since linguistic reconstruction is based on “identities or systematic correspondences
of phonemes” (Bloomfield 1933:302), a reconstructed string may not automatically
yield itself to syllabic division and analysis of well-formedness. However, evidence
does exist for the role of syllable structure within the morphophonology of ProtoIndo-European. For instance, Indo-European roots, which have a monosyllabic template *(F)(T)(R)e(R)(T/S) (Szemerényi 1990:102), fit in the Universal Scale of Sonority
(§16), except that fricatives can appear at either end of a root and laryngeals are reconstructed at almost any position of a root.
To cite one example, it has been proposed that an anaptyctic vowel called schwa
secundum is inserted when reduction of a non-high vowel would result in an undesirable
sequence of consonants, particularly obstruents, e.g.
√
PIE *se kw - < * sekw ‘accompany,’ Lat. secundus ‘favorable,’ Lith. sėkmė
‘success’ :: PIE *skw -, Gk. spésth ai, Skt. ā´ skra- (Gippert 1997:273, Sihler
1967:6).
1

For example, Boucher (1988) made an acoustic measurement of VC.V : V.CV pairs such as statute
ends : statue tends and found that the timing of consonant closures relative to a vocalic onset reflects
syllabification. Cf. also Hoard (1971:136): “Tensing does not occur across word boundaries. In it sprays
versus its praise, the s of its is lax and short, the s of sprays is tense and long.” See Kubozono (1995) for
an acoustic reflection of syllable boundaries in the CV-based segmentation pattern characteristic of the
perception of Japanese speakers and the VC-based segmentation of English speakers.
2
Sections §19, §23, §24 and §29 are based on Kobayashi (2001).
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The former words have a schwa secundum and the latter do not. If insertion of schwa
secundum did not happen in each daughter language independently but was a common
Proto-Indo-European phenomenon, it would mean that Proto-Indo-European did not allow a sequence of too many obstruents.
§14

Nucleus-forming segments in Proto-Indo-European

Reconstructed forms of Proto-Indo-European exhibit a morphophonological gradation
between the mid vowels *e and *o, called ablaut. Ablaut of the low vowel *a has not
been firmly reconstructed.
zero
full
lengthened
*∅ ← *e → *ē
k
l
l
*∅ ← *o → *ō
*o-series
*a-series (?)
*∅ ← *a → *ā
(see Meier-Brügger 2002:146f. for examples)
grade
*e-series

In the zero grade, mid vowels disappear, and a sequence of consonants are left. When
disappearance of a mid vowel in the zero grade would result in a sequence of obstruents,
a mid vowel called schwa secundum is sometimes epenthesized as we just mentioned in
§13, but not when there is a sonorant (*r, *l, *m or *n) in the consonant cluster; instead,
the sonorant becomes a syllable nucleus in such cases. It is therefore concluded that all
sonorants (*a, *e, *o, *i/i, *u/u, *r/r, *l/l, *m/m, *n/n) can serve as syllable nuclei in
"
"
"
 "
Proto-Indo-European. 
The Proto-Indo-European high vowels *i and *u alternate with the corresponding
glides *i and *u when they adjoin to a nucleus segment. High vowels have the same

priority as the liquids
*l, *r and nasals *n, *m with respect to the assignment of syllable
nuclei. Unlike the mid vowels, high vowels do not participate in gradation; they do not
alternate with *∅, and it is not necessary to reconstruct long high vowels for Proto-IndoEuropean according to the Laryngeal Theory, which explains most reconstructible long
high vowels as originating from loss of an adjoining laryngeal and ensuing compensatory lengthening (Mayrhofer 1986:171).3 Since the alternation pattern of high vowels
is closer to that of liquids and nasals than to that of non-high vowels, high vowels are
better grouped with sonorants than with *e, *o and *a. For example, apparent minimal
√
pairs such as * diḱ- (∼*deiḱ-) ‘point to,’ Skt. ádis..ta aor.mid.3sg., Lat. dı̄cere ‘to say’
√

(LIV 92f.), and * deḱ ‘take, acknowledge,’ Skt. dās..ti pres.act.3sg., Hom. dékto mid.3sg.
(LIV 93ff.), actually contrast not in the vowels *e and *i, but in the difference between
presence and absence of *i/i, as the following reflexes show:

3

Possible examples of reconstructible *ı̄ and *ū are, for example, long ı̄ in YAv. vı̄ša- ‘poison,’ Lat.
vı̄rus, OIr. fı́, cf. Skt. vis.á- n., and long ū in Ved. mū´ s.- m.f. ‘mouse,’ Gk. mŷs, Lat. mūs (Meiser 1998:57).
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full grade
lengthened grade
zero grade
i)
Skt. á-dis.-t.a
OHG -zı̄han Av. dāiš
ii)
Skt. dāśvā´ m
sHom. dék-to Skt. dās..ti
.
i)
Gmc. *ı̄ < PIE *ei.

ii)
< PIE *de-dḱ-uós- according to Klingenschmitt (1982:129).

As the regular ablaut of sonorants is often impeded by analogical and paradigmatic
pressures, it is necessary first to establish the rule as to which segment of a reconstructed
string becomes the syllable nucleus, and as to how it forms a syllable with adjacent nonnucleus segments. Let us start from the question whether the place of a syllable nucleus
can be uniquely determined in Proto-Indo-European.
§15

Reconstructibility of nucleus placement in Proto-Indo-European

When a root, or a root and a suffix, is in the zero grade, a long string without a non-high
vowel may occur. In such cases, particularly when there is a sequence of phonemes
which can become the nucleus, we have an opportunity to investigate whether the place
of a syllable nucleus is determinable in Proto-Indo-European.
1) Cases where nuclear or consonantal status must be fixed in reconstruction.
Some non-root morphemes can or must be reconstructed with nucleus or non-nucleus
status specified for the sonorants in them:
Nasal infix:
PIE *-né- ∼ *-n- > Skt. -ná- ∼ -n- as in Skt. yunáj-/yuñj- ‘yoke,’ Lat. iungō.
PIE *-né-h2 - ∼ PIE *-n-h2 - > Skt., Av. -nā- ∼ Skt. -nı̄-, Av. -n-, Skt. grbh n.ā´ ti ∼
"
grbh n.ı̄té ‘seizes.’
"
w
PIE *-néu- ∼ *-nu-: PIE *k r-neu-mi > Ved. krn.ómi pres.act.1sg. ‘I do,’ YAv.
" 
"
k@r naomi ∼ krn.uth á 2pl.
"
Tocharian affrication and assibilation:
PIE *ti and *dh i (> *th i) > PToch. *ts :: PIE *ti and *dh i (> *th i) > pre-PToch. *si
 *s@. PIE
 *poti
 - (obl. of *póti-s) > PToch. *pëts ‘husband’ > TB petso,
> PToch.
.

TA pats :: PIE *h1 i-dh ı́ ‘go!’
> *ith ı́ > *isı́ >→ TB pas., TA pis. (Ringe 1996:79f.).
Infinitive suffix *-dh iōi: PIE *-dh iōi > Ved. -dh yai, Umbr. -fi. In Vedic, this suffix has no


variant with Sievers’s
epenthesis
(× -dh i yai), although there are suspected exceptions like yajádh yai in RV 8.39.1ab agnı́m astos.i y rgmı́yam/ agnı́m ı̄l.ā´ yajádh i yai.
"
" of the first *i in *-dh iōi preAccording to Rix (1976:327),
the consonantal status
 syncopated.

vents the presuffixal vowels in Umbrian cehefi and herifi from being
Sanskrit passive and class IV suffix: Along with the above-mentioned infinitive suffix
-dh yai, the passive suffix -yá-, the class IV stem suffix -ya-, and the gerund suffix
-tvā, are generally considered to have no Sievers alternant (a form with anaptyxis
such as marti ya- to martya- ‘mortal’). Cf. optative *-ieh1 : syāt/si yāt act.3sg. of
√

as ‘be’ etc.
@
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Privative prefix: The Proto-Indo-European privative prefix *n- ‘un-, non-’ always forms
"
one syllable both before consonants and before vowels:
> TB e(n)- (Ringe
1996:72, 99), Lat. in-, Gk. a-/an-, Goth. un-, Skt. a-/an- etc.
2) Cases where the same morpheme shows different nucleus placement. Reassignment
of syllable nucleus is found most commonly in inflected forms of verbs, but there are
also other suffixes which show variable nucleus placement in their reflexes:
nasal infix: PIE *-nh2 - > Ved. -ā- in grbh -ā-yá-ti ‘hold,’ while PIE *-néh2 - ∼ *(C)-nh2 " the same morpheme
" as *-nh -, always has a non-nuclear /n/ in pairs
(C), originally
2
"
such as grbh -n.ā´ -ti : grbh -n.ı̄-té.
"
"
Mid. pres. ppl. suffix: *-mh1 nó- becomes -āná- in Sanskrit athematic (i.e. *-C ) forms
√
such as adāná- from the root ad ‘eat,’ while the same string is reflected in Greek
thematic (i.e. *-o ) forms as -meno-, e.g. Gk. ph er-ó-meno-s, cf. Lat. alu-mnus
etc. (Klingenschmitt 1975:159ff.).
Initial *CR: *prHé/ó-s > Gk. prés-bys ‘the elder,’4 Skt. puráh.; *sma or *sma > Gk.
" Skt." sma pcl., smát- ‘at once,’ sama- ‘some’ (Sihler 1967:13). "
háma,
PIE *mǵ-: *mǵs- ‘much, great’ > Av. aš- :: *mǵ-no- ‘id.’ > Latin magnus (Schindler
"
"
1987:345).
√
Sonorants in verbal roots: PIE *ǵenh1 ∼*ǵnh1 ‘give birth’: *ǵnh1 -ié/ó- > Skt. jāyate
√
"
" 
‘is born’ :: *ǵénh1 -tor- > janitar- ‘creator.’ PIE *neḱ∼*nḱ ‘to attain’: Skt. naś"
∼ a(m
. )ś- ∼ aś-, Av. nas- ∼ as- ∼ as-.
3) Furthermore, the principle of nucleus placement itself seems to differ across subfamilies in a few cases. Such differences are typically found in sequences of sonorants or of
sonorants and laryngeals:
*wR in Hittite: PIE *CuRC > PA *CuRC, *h2/3 ul-ne-h1 - > Hitt. hulle- ‘fight.’ PIE

" * [uRC > Hitt. /uR/,
"
e.g. PIE *urgi- > "Hitt. ūrki- ‘trail, track’ (Melchert
wd
"
 " took place at an early pre-Proto-Anatolian
1994:55f.,
66, 1984:12). That this rule
period is shown by the following relative chronology:
PIE

*h2/3 ul-ne-h1 PIE *h2/3 ulh1 -neh2 ‘wool’
"

*wR > *uR /C C
*wR >" *uR /C C
"
*-ln- > Hitt.,Luv. -ll-i)
— "
*Vh1 > V̄ / C
*h1 > ∅ /C C
>PA
*H/hul-lǣ>PA
*H/hul-nah-ii)
> Hitt. hulle> Hitt. hul(a)na


i)
Melchert (1994:81f.). ii) Melchert (1994:85f.).
√
*ur in Latin: PIE * urg + -eie/o- > Lat. urgeō ‘impel’ instead of × uor-. But contrast
" vrsan- ‘male,’ Lat. verrēs ‘boar’ (Meiser 1998:63).
 " PIE *h ursen- >Skt.
2
.
"
"
4

This form might be a case of Laryngalschwund like OAv. frō- ∼ YAv. parō ‘in front.’
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√
*ih2 in Tocharian: PIE * dh ih2 gw ‘stab’ > *th yagw - > *ts agw - > PToch. *ts akw -(a-)
(Ringe 1996:79).
*RH in Greek: *nh2 in *ḱrh2 sn-h2 (nom.pl.) > Hom.Gk. kárēna pl. ‘head’ vs. Skt. śı̄rs.ā´
" " *di/e-dh -mh nó- > Gk. didómenos vs. Skt. dádāna(Nussbaum" 1986:158ff.).
3
1
‘being given.’
Although the placement of syllable nuclei sometimes varies across subfamilies or
even within the same language, the principle of nucleus placement does not seem to
differ crucially. Nuclear or consonantal status needs to be prespecified for a few morphemes, but most of the examples of fluctuating nuclei can be explained either by
paradigmatic leveling with analogical restitution, by reranking of the sonority of laryngeals in individual subfamilies, or by differences in syllable contact laws across subfamilies.
§16 The procedure of nucleus placement
If the fixed syllable nucleus reconstructed for a few Proto-Indo-European morphemes
cited in §15 1) is due to lexical prespecification of the nucleus for paradigmatic uniformity, the other examples allow us to assume that nucleus placement was originally a
dynamic process in Proto-Indo-European.5
The Indo-European principle of assigning a syllable nucleus in a sequence of two or
more sonorants other than non-high vowels between consonants and/or word-boundaries
has engaged the attention of generations of scholars, especially regarding its regularity
and cyclic application. If I may set aside Sievers’s Law (§20) as a separate adjustment
process driven by syllable well-formedness, the Proto-Indo-European principle of nucleus placement may be summarized as follows
Nucleus Placement Principle (Meillet 1934:134–136, Schindler 1977b:56):
In Proto-Indo-European, syllable nuclei are assigned to underlying sonorants other than non-high vowels (i.e. *i, *u, *r, *l, *n, *m) between non iteratively

nucleus segments and/or word boundaries,
from right to left.
Examples:

5

Beekes (1995:125) and Lubotsky (1988:21) even leave out the syllabic symbol (X, or traditionally
X) in their reconstructions probably on this assumption; their position is sensible in that" it eliminates pre
dictable and redundant information, but I use the syllabic symbol to emphasize that Proto-Indo-European
forms are not just a string of mechanically reconstructed symbols but are subject to phonological restrictions and well-formedness conditions, just like attested forms in ancient and modern languages (cf.
Uniformitarian Principle, §7).
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*ués-mn *ḱlu-tó" ‘heard’

‘clothes’

PIE
Hitt.
TB
Alb.
OIr.
Lat.
Arm.
Gk.
OHG
Goth.
OCS
Lith.
Skt.
i) From

heı̂ma

cloth
inclutus
lu
klutós
hlotsluti

vásma

śrutá-

*mr-(tó/tı́-)
"
‘death’

mors
mard
á-mbrotos
mord
sŭ-mrŭtı̆i)
mı̀rtis
mrtyú"

*h2 iu-Hn-(tı́-)
"

‘youth’

ōetiu
juventus

jugund
junda
junŭ
jáunas
yuvatı́-

Proto-Slavic *sŭ-mı̆rtı̆, Ru. smert’ f. ‘death.’

*ulkw o"
‘wolf’
walkuwa-?
walkwe?
(ul’k)
(lupus)
(lúkos)
wolf
wulfs
Ru. volkŭ <PSl. *vı̆lkŭ
vil̃kas
vrka"

(EWAia., Walde-Pokorny, Rix 1992:144, Meillet 1934:134, Meiser 1998:63, Hoffmann
1976:383, R. Kim 1999b:166f.)
The expression “right to left” in this formulation may lead to overgeneration, for
there is a crosslinguistic asymmetry between onset and coda consonants anyway: for
example, there is no known language which allows codas but no onsets, while there are
languages which have onsets and do not allow codas.6 If we can code the principle of
minimizing the syllable coda in the procedure of nucleus placement itself, the use of
such a directional expression will become unnecessary.
First, let us list the Proto-Indo-European phonemes, grouped by feature values and
ordered according to sonority and nucleus formation:
groups
non-high vowels
high vowels
liquids
nasals
laryngeals
fricative
stops

features
[−cons, +low]
[−cons, +high]
[+cons,+son,−nas]
[+cons,+son,+nas]
?
[+cons, +cont]
[+cons, −cont]

nucleus
segments
*a *e *o
yes
*i *u
yes
*r *l
yes
*n *m
yes
*h1 *h2 *h3
(yes)
*s
no
w
no
*k *k *ḱ *t *p etc.

non-nucl.
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

If the Proto-Indo-European laryngeals are voiced, they will naturally be ranked
higher than the voiceless fricative *s in sonority. There is no convincing reason, however, for taking any laryngeal except *h3 to be voiced: *h3 is considered voiced on the
grounds of the voicing in PIE *pı́-ph3 -e-ti > Skt. pı́bati, OIr. ibid ‘drinks,’ whereas *h2
6

Cf. the Maximal Onset Principle (Sievers 1885:190, Clements 1990:300).
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merely causes aspiration of a preceding stop without changing its voicing status.7 Except that the ranking of the laryngeals above the fricatives remains an open question,
this sonority ranking agrees with the proposed Universal Scale of Sonority (Blevins
1995:211),8 i.e.
low vowels  mid vowels  high vowels  liquids  nasals  voiced
fricatives  voiceless fricatives  voiced stops  voiceless stops
Proto-Indo-European assigns syllable nucleus status equally to sonorants in the same
context, whether they are glides, liquids or nasals. For example,
PIE */ḱun-es/
> *ḱun-es
 h
PIE */ḱun-b is/ > *ḱunbh is
 " h is
 bh is/
PIE */snu
> *snub
PIE */h2 ursen-/ > *h2 ursen"
PIE */dru-neh1 / > *dru-neh
1

(Wackernagel
1896:74)

> Ved. śúnah. gen.sg. ‘dog’
> (Ved.) śvabh ih. inst.pl. ‘dog’
> Ved. snúbh ih. inst.pl. ‘back’
> Ved. vrs.an.- ‘male,’ Lat. uerrēs ‘boar’
" ā inst.sg. ‘wood’
> Ved. drún
.

The fact that the right one of two adjacent unsyllabified sonorants becomes the nucleus irrespective of its sonority may appear to contradict what would follow from the
sonority scale. The universal scale should rather be viewed as representing the finest
gradation of sonority;9 thus, the difference in sonority among nasals, liquids and glides
can be understood as being suppressed or neutralized in Proto-Indo-European, because
it is superseded by another principle of coda minimization.
In Optimality Theory, this is expressed by the dominance hierarchy of the following
three constraints:
a) Hnuc (Prince & Smolensky 1993:72): When there is more than one segment which
can become the nucleus of a syllable, the nucleus is assigned to the one with
the highest sonority. In the case of PIE */ḱun-bh is/ inst.pl. ‘dog,’ this constraint

requires *u to be the nucleus (> × ḱun-bh is); when, on the other hand, *n becomes

the nucleus (> *ḱun-bh is), it is counted as a violation of this constraint.
"
b) AlignNuc: Align(Nucleus, R, σ, R): Align the right edge of a syllable nucleus with
the right edge of a syllable, i.e. minimize syllable codas.
c) Onset: A segment to the left of a syllable nucleus is an onset; in other words, diereses
are not allowed. The candidate *ḱu.n.bh is. (> Ved. × śuabh is), in which both the
" of two separate syllables to better satisfy
adjoining sonorants become the nuclei
AlignNuc, is ruled out by this constraint.
Whether Proto-Indo-European laryngeals directly develop into the vowel /i/ in Indo-Aryan, or are lost
with subsequent epenthesis of /i/, will be discussed in §91.
8
See Clements (1990:284ff.) for a historical review of the proposed sonority scales.
9
See §63 for the possibility of even finer differences in sonority.
7
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These three universal constraints apply according to the following language-specific
ranking of priority:
Ranking: Onset  AlignNuc  Hnuc
Take PIE */ḱun-bh is/ > *ḱun-bh is (> Skt. śvabh ih.) again as an example. Although

 " *u as the syllable nucleus, the principle of coda minthe universal sonority
scale favors
 requires *n to its right to become the syllable
imization, which outranks the former,
nucleus.
*/ḱun.bh is./ Onset Align Hnuc

*ḱun.bh is.
∗!
h
+ *ḱun.b is.
∗
" h
*ḱu.n.b is
∗!
"
§17 Peculiarities in the development of PIE laryngeals in Indo-Iranian
As mentioned above in §15, Greek, and Tocharian to a smaller degree, treat laryngeals
like sonorants, whereas in Sanskrit the laryngeals become /i/ only when there is no other
possible nucleus-bearer adjacent to them. In terms of historical development, ProtoIndo-European laryngeals (*h1 *h2 *h3 ) are considered to remain unvocalized in ProtoIndo-Iranian on the grounds of their different interconsonantal reflexes in Indo-Aryan
(Skt. i) and Iranian (Av. ∅ ∼ i), and traces of their consonantal nature in the metrics of
the Rgveda, e.g. scansion of jána- ‘people’ < PIE *ǵónh1 o- with a heavy first syllable, or
"
disyllabic
scansion of the gen.pl. ending -ām < PIIr. *-aam as -aam (“laryngeal hiatus”).
With respect to the Proto-Indo-European nasals *n and *m, on the other hand, there
is no argument against taking them as having become *a interconsonantally already in
Proto-Indo-Iranian, given correspondences such as PIE *ḱmtóm ‘hundred’ > Skt. śatám
" (Hoffmann and Forssman
: YAv. sat@m, PIE *gwh n-tó- ‘killed’ > Skt. hatá- : YAv. jata" between Indo-Iranian and Greek (or Tocharian), therefore,
1996:61). The difference
consists in the order of the vocalization of the laryngeals relative to that of the nasals:
PIE to PToch.
PIE *H > *@ /C Ci)
*@ > PToch. *a
PIE *R > PToch. *@R
PIE *H" > ∅/R Cii)
"
PIE *ih2 > PToch.
*ia/ya

PIE to Greek
PIE *n, *m > a
PIE *h" 1 >"e
PIE *h2 > a
PIE *h3 > o
(unorderediii) )

PIE to PIIr.
PIE *n, *m > PIIr. *a
" , *h > PIIr. *H
PIE *h" 1 , *h
2
3
(unordered)

PIIr. to Vedic
PIIr. *H > Ved. i
i)

See Ringe (1996:21, 67) for the strict order of these three changes.
R here does not include *i/i and *u/u.
iii) "
Cf. -kmātó- vb.adj. and kámatos m. ‘toil’ from kámnō ‘work’ (Hoenigswald
1988:207).

ii)
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§18 Adjustment of nucleus placement to sonority in the output
When nucleus status is assigned to a string of Proto-Indo-European sonorants in this
way, any sonorant may become a nucleus even if there is another sonorant of higher
sonority except a non-high vowel, to its left; the resulting output string may therefore
violate the Sonority Sequencing Principle, which requires rising sonority from the edge
to the nucleus of a syllable.
As noted above (§15), Proto-Indo-European initial and interconsonantal *uR devel "difficult
ops into /uR/ in Hittite; so does initial *uR in some words in Latin. Although it is
"
to identify the exact phonetic value of Hittite
/w/, there is no indication that Hittite w had
constriction stronger than that of a glide. Similarly, Latin consonantal u was a glide [w]
in early pronunciation, according to Allen (1978:40f.). *ur undergoes metathesis before
 " *so dur-ie- > Gk. hidrúō ‘esa consonant or a word boundary in Greek, e.g. Proto-Greek
 "  of later adjustment
tablish’ (Meier-Brügger 2002:98). That the Hittite output is a result
of the place of the nucleus is shown by developments which reflect the original principle
of nucleus placement in Proto-Indo-European, e.g. PIE */érh2 ur/ > *érh2 ur > *érh2 uur
 " > m).  "
> Hitt. arrumar n. ‘washing’ (Melchert 1984:25; see Sturtevant 1929 for *u
In Indo-Iranian, there is no case of the nucleus being relocated to satisfythe Sonority
Sequencing Principle. For the most part, it is due to the development of Proto-IndoEuropean nucleus-bearing nasals into PIIr. *a and the phonetic realization of nucleusbearing liquids with a short schwa on both sides (@L@). Paradigmatic leveling, which is
particularly frequent in Indo-Aryan, also effectively avoids many underlying sequences
of sonorants. For example:
√ h
nab ‘?’ as in nábh as- n. ‘cloud’:
*nbh -ró- > Skt. abh rá- ‘thunder cloud,’
"
Lat. imber
but
√
nam ‘bend’ as in námas- ‘worship’:

*nm-ró-

→ Skt. namrá- ‘humble,’ YAv.
namra.vač- ‘of humble speech’

§19 Syllable-related rules in Proto-Indo-European
In addition to syllable structure and of a procedure of nucleus placement, some subfamilies of Indo-European share rules motivated by the well-formedness of syllables:
i) Sievers’s Law and Lindeman’s Variation (Seebold 1972):10
PIE *i,*u > Ved. iy, uv / VXC V (X = V or C).11 This rule is not limited to Vedic,
 adjustment is found in other subfamilies as well:
but the same
Germanic: Gothic harjis /-ryi-/ ‘army’ : haı́rdeis /-rdii-/ ‘herdsman’ instead of × /-rdyi-/
(Krahe 1948:88, Seebold 1972:64ff.). See Kiparsky (1998) for a prosodic account
10

i) and ii) have already appeared in Kobayashi (2001).
Sievers (1878:129), translated by Collinge (1985:159): “If, in Indic, /I/ or /U/ occurs before a vowel
and itself carries no accent (not even the falling contonation of a post-acute syllable or of acute plus
contraction), then — no matter what the accent position may be elsewhere in the word — this segment is
realized as a consonant after a light syllable and as a vowel after a heavy syllable.”
11
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of Sievers’s Law in Germanic.

Anatolian: Hittite ardumēni ‘we cut with a saw’ < */arduwV-/ < */ardwV-/ (Melchert
1984:24ff.).
Tocharian: PToch. *m@skély ly ë gerundive ‘which must be (in a place)’ > TB mäskelle
∼ mäskelye : PToch. *ñ@kciyë ‘divine’ > TB ñäkciye (Ringe 1991:162f.).
Italic: The split of the verbal present formation in *-ie/o- into classes III and IV in
Latin, such as III capiō, capere < */kapie/o-/ <PIE *kh2 p-ie/o- > Goth. hafjis

2sg. : IV sentiō, sentı̄re < */sentie/o-/ < PIE *snt-ie/o-, audiō,
audı̄re (Meiser
"


1998:90, 194). This explanation, however, is rejected by Sommer (1948:505f.),
who attributes the shortening of *-ı̄- < *-ie- to the Latin rule of Iambic Shortening


(V̄ > V̆ / V̆C
, V̆ V́).
Cf. Celtic: *i is lost in Middle Welsh eil ‘other’ < PIE *h2 elio- > Lat. alius, Gk. állos,

 ‘new’ < PIE *nouio- >
Goth. aljawhile *i is preserved after *i in Welsh newydd
 and Pedersen 1937:15f., McCone 1996:109), showing
 that
Ved. náv(i) ya- (Lewis
the nucleus status of *i was still variable in Celtic.

Although anaptyxis itself is a repeatable sound change and there is no conclusive
evidence for reconstructing this rule within Proto-Indo-European, these traces suggest
that this law started in a very early period, if not Proto-Indo-European itself. The rule
implies that syllable rimes of both the shapes VV and VC have the same prosodic effect
of making the syllable heavy.
ii) Osthoff’s Law: PIE *V̄ > V̆ /

RC

Italic: PIE *h2 ueh1 nto- ‘wind’ > *uēnto- > Lat. vĕntu-s.
 "

Celtic: PIE *h2 ueh1 nto- > PCelt. *wı̄nt- > *wintā > OIr. fet ‘whistle’ (McCone
1996:55).  "
Germanic: PIE *h2 ueh1 nto- > Goth. winds.
 "
Cf. PIE *h2 ueh1 nto- > Ved. vā´ ta- /vaata-/. Hittite huwant- might come from a different
vowelgrade" *h2 uh1 ent- as well as from *h2 ueh1 nt- (Melchert 1994:54).
 "
The context of this law can be restated as R]σ , if the word-final preservation of
V̄R such as in Gk. patēr can be explained either by word-final extrametricality (Ringe
p.c.) or by analogical restitution. In that case, both Sievers’s and Osthoff’s Laws have
the common effect of resolving overlong syllables, respectively by epenthesis and by
vowel shortening. It suggests that overlong syllables start to be avoided already in the
post-Proto-Indo-European period.
iii) Brugmann’s Law: PIE *o > PIIr. *ā / ]σ {R/C}V
Brugmann’s Law is traditionally understood as a development of PIE *ŏ into ProtoIndo-Iranian *ā in open syllables. In Kleinhans’s formulation of this law (Pedersen

§20. Adjustment of nuclei by Sievers’s Law
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1900:87), it only applies if the consonant following *ŏ is a sonorant. Hajnal, in his
study of the root vowel of deverbatives in *-a- in Indo-Iranian (Hajnal 1994), supports
Brugmann’s original formulation of the law that PIE *o alternating with *e becomes
Sanskrit ā (PIIr. *ā according to Hajnal) and proposes to remove Kleinhans’s provision.12 Instead of formulating this rule positively as lengthening in a special context,
it is simpler to consider that PIE *ŏ regularly becomes long *ā in Proto-Indo-Iranian,
which is blocked when the syllable rime is already heavy.
Against this formulation, the argument could be raised that Indo-Iranian does not
avoid overlong rimes so often. In particular, Osthoff’s Law, which shortens a long
vowel followed by a sonorant in the rime, is traditionally considered to be absent in
Indo-Iranian; can we explain, then, why only PIE *ŏ > PIIr. *ā is blocked while PIE *ē
and *ō survive as PIIr. *ā before a consonant cluster?
The context of Brugmann’s Law presupposes that the first of a cluster of consonants
belongs to the coda of the preceding syllable and so makes it heavy. It should then be
possible that overlong syllables tend to be avoided in Proto-Indo-Iranian, but that PIE *ē
and *ō are marked enough to override this preference for a syllable rime not exceeding
two morae. As shown by the anomalous spreading of root-final aspiration to a suffixinitial stop as in labdh á- ‘acquired’ < /labh - + -tá-/, Proto-Indo-Iranian tends to maximize
marked features pertaining to the root (§82).
§20 Adjustment of nuclei by Sievers’s Law
The Nucleus Placement Principle discussed in §16 applies semi-cyclically: when a suffix
is added, the resulting string undergoes a new cycle of Nucleus Placement, sometimes
clearing away the syllabification of the input string. Cases of genuinely cyclical application of Nucleus Placement such as *h2 néḱ-se-ti > RV náks.ati : desid. *h2 ı́-h2 nḱ-se-ti
" and ı́naksa-, the form with
" fixed
> RV ı́yaks.ati were leveled out already in Early Vedic,
.
"
nucleus
status, begins to show up in the young layers of the Rgveda.
" seems to be made when
No reference to the well-formedness of the output syllables
the Nucleus Placement Principle determines the primary syllable structure of the input
string. Sievers’s Law, on the other hand, presupposes specification of syllable nucleus
in its input, i.e. it operates only after the Nucleus Placement Principle has determined
the primary syllable structure, and is conditioned by the place of the nucleus. This law
consists of a filter and a repair process. The filter first checks the well-formedness of the
syllable: the syllable is ill-formed if a rime maps to two morae and is still followed by
a cluster ending in a glide. As to the repair rule for such an ill-formed cluster, there are
two possibilities:
i) A glide is inserted: An additional nucleus is assigned to the glide, e.g. *súgmia- >

/súgmia-/. Then the dieresis, which is ill-formed in Vedic, is repaired by insert"
ing a glide
corresponding to the first nucleus /i/ between the two adjacent nuclei,
Burrow (1971:546f.) even suggests accepting PIE *o > Skt. ā in other contexts as well, e.g. kān.d.a‘single joint of a plant,’ palān.d.u- ‘onion,’ and the variants ān.d.á- ∼ an.d.á- ‘egg.’
12
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/súgmia-/ > /súgmiy a-/ > súgmi ya-13 (cf. Calabrese 1999:701ff.).

ii) A nucleus is inserted: Alternatively, anaptyxis of a nucleic counterpart of the glide
takes place, and the glide becomes an onset of the following nucleus by the Onset
Requirement, e.g. *súgmia- > /súgmi ya-/ > súgmi ya-.

The intermediate form /súgmia-/ in i) violates the Onset Requirement of a non-initial
syllable, even if only temporarily. This principle plays a crucial role in ruling out output
candidates with dieresis such as × śuabh is for */ḱunbh is/ in nucleus placement, which
"
immediately precedes Sievers’s Law. From the viewpoint
of grammar, it is simpler to
introduce a new rule of i/u-epenthesis than to evoke another step of nucleus placement
with a different ranking of constraint violability.14
Nucleus Placement is a structure-building rule, because it assigns nucleus status
to an unsyllabified string without changing it; Sievers’s Law, on the other hand, is a
structure-changing rule, because it inserts additional nuclei, resolving the preceding
overlong syllable into a long and a short syllable. It is worth noting that the principle
of minimizing the coda lies behind both the Nucleus Placement Principle and Sievers’s
Law.
In Optimality Theory, Sievers’s Law is broken down into the following four universalizable constraints and interaction among them:
a) ?XCY: A cluster of two consonants and a glide, or a long vowel followed by a consonant and a glide, is ill-formed. No overlong syllable followed by a glide is
allowed.
b) DepIO: Every segment in the output has a correspondent in the input.
c) MaxIO: Every segment in the input has a correspondent in the output.
d) Onset: A segment to the left of a syllable nucleus is its onset. No dieresis is allowed.
Since an overlong syllable is avoided at the cost of inserting what is not in the input,
the constraint ?XCY dominates DepIO. Addition of another nucleus instead of stray
erasure as in the candidate × sug<m>ya- (<m>: /m/ is not in the output form) means
that inserting a segment is not as bad as deleting a stray consonant in the XCY context,
i.e. MaxIO  DepIO. Since Sievers’s Law is not necessarily abided by when there is
no other option than to delete a stray consonant, ?XCY is not as strong as MaxIO:
13

Subscript i means that it is not written in the orthography of the transmitted text, but its presence is
guaranteed by the metrical evidence.
14
A possible problem with explanation ii) is whether it is compatible with other cases of vowel insertion. We will suggest in §95 that the development of Proto-Indo-Iranian interconsonantal laryngeals into
Sanskrit /i/ might be accounted for by a general anaptyxis; now, if the Sanskrit word prth ivı̄ f. ‘earth’
is a regular outcome of PIE *plth2 uih2 (Mayrhofer, EWAia. s.v.), then a wrong prediction" would follow
" the same anaptyxis could develop PIE *plth uih into × prth uvı̄. I still
from explanation ii) that essentially
2
2
"  consonantal
" than y alprefer explanation ii) to i), for, as we will see in §65, OIA v is probably more
ready in pre-Vedic, and the first *h2 of PIE *plth2 uih2 probably developed just like other interconsonantal
" 
laryngeals.

§21. Well-formed syllables in Proto-Indo-European and Sanskrit
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MaxIO  ?XCY  DepIO. Onset is ranked higher than ?XCY, for an XCY cluster is
not dissolved by dieresis such as in × súgmia- as far as Vedic orthography is concerned.
Although it is not easy to determine the ranking of Onset and MaxIO in the context of
Sievers’s Law, words such as tı́taü- ‘sieve’ or sapta-rs.ı́- ‘seven Rs.is’ and the absence of
" point to "dominance of the latter
a deletion rule to avoid dieresis in the Rgvedic period
"
over the former.
Ranking: MaxIO  Onset  ?XCY  DepIO
/sú-gm-iasúgmia-
súg<m>yasúgmya+ súgmi ya-

MaxIO

Onset ?XCY DepIO
∗!

∗!
∗!
∗

§21 Well-formed syllables in Proto-Indo-European and Sanskrit
It may be difficult to find a Proto-Indo-European overlong syllable which is tautomorphemic, non-final, and has no ablaut alternant with a lighter syllable. The shapes of roots
and suffixes, however, entail the existence of overlong syllables in Proto-Indo-European;
when a root of the form *-e/oRC or *-ēC is followed by a suffix beginning with a consonant or a consonant cluster, the root syllable necessarily becomes overlong, provided
that the notion of an overlong syllable is valid in Proto-Indo-European. E.g.:
PIE *uoid-th2 e ‘you know’ > Gk. oı̂sth a, Skt. vétth a
 gh -to ‘uttered’
PIE *h1 eu
> OAv. aog@dā, Gk. eûkto

PIE *ǵnh3 -sḱo-h2 ‘I come to know’
"
> Gk. (gi)gnōskō, Lat. (g)nōscō
PIE *mēns-e/o-s ‘month’
> Gk. mēnós, Lat. mēnsis, Skt. mā´ sOverlong syllables also arise secondarily from vowel contraction, such as in PIE
*e-h3 r-to rt.aor.3sg.mid. > Hom. ôrto ‘arose,’ Skt. ārta ‘set in motion.’
As" we saw above in §20, Osthoff’s Law and Sievers’s Law have the common effect
of eliminating overlong syllables, respectively by vowel shortening and by epenthesis; i.e. overlong syllables start being avoided in the post-PIE period. Hoenigswald
(1988:202, 1989:559) points out that Greek and Vedic developed independent processes
which together conspire to avoid overlong syllables:
i) In Epic Greek, PIE *-r appears as Vr or rV depending on the weight of the pre"
ceding syllable.
ii) In the Rgveda, full-grade non-thematic forms of *TeRT roots such as dógdh i are
"
avoided.
iii) Connective /i/ of non-laryngeal origin is inserted between a perfect stem ending
in a heavy syllable and an ending beginning with a consonant (uvóc-i-th a : vivyákth a).
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iv) Hiatus instead of crasis before a consonant cluster as in sá ı́t/d C : séd V (Wackernagel 1896:315).
v) Sievers’s Law.
Klein (1980:200) points out that the length variation of the final vowel of áth a/ā ‘now,
then’ is conditioned by the onset of the following syllable. Furthermore, the optional
deletion of post-nasal stops as in RV 9.5.10b aṅgdh i ∼ 10.156.3c aṅdh ı́, pres.iptv.2sg. of
√
añj ‘anoint,’ or simplification of"/ddh / in bh indh ı́ (RV3 ) < /bh i-n-d-dh ı́/, pres.iptv.2sg. of
√ h h h h
" overlong rimes.15
b ed /b id ‘break’ also have the effect of avoiding
§22 Quantitative evaluation of Hoenigswald’s observation
Although Hoenigswald convincingly demonstrates the tendency to avoid overlong syllables in the cadences of the second book of the Rgveda (Hoenigswald 1989), this book
contains only about 4.7% of the whole Rgveda, "and it might not necessarily represent
"
a common tendency of the text. And since
the second book is a collection of hymns
by the poets of the Grtsamada family, this tendency might simply be an idiosyncrasy or
"
a dialectal feature. Scansion
of the entire Rgveda, however, can only be accomplished
"
by restoring the vowels which are considered
to have been contracted by synaeresis,
synizesis and crasis before the authority of the text was established, and this metrical
restoration requires scrutiny from the viewpoints of prosody, textual criticism and historical linguistics.16
In order to view the approximate distribution of overlong syllables in perspective, I
scanned two electronic texts of the Rgveda. Holland and Van Nooten’s version [E01]
"
contains the Sam
. hitā text based on Aufrecht’s edition, and Cardona’s [E02] contains
Sam
. hitā and Pada texts based on the edition of Vaidika Sam
. śodhana Man.d.ala. Both of
them treat two pādas as one line, and I first determined pāda boundaries by an algorithm
which counts syllables from both ends. Then I counted the numbers of overlong syllables in an entire verse and in a cadence of the stanzas of the Gāyatrı̄, Anus.t.ubh, Tris.t.ubh
and Jagatı̄ meters, which account for 91.4% of the Rgveda.17
"
Holland and Van Nooten
Cardona
book
1
2
3
4
5
15

ratio
(B/A)

total overlong

overlong syllables

syllables (A)

in cadences (B)

ratio
(B/A)

256 11.7%
68 11.6%
83 12.2%
97 15.3%
104
15%

2313
613
714
659
719

266
74
83
95
104

11.5%
12.1%
11.6%
14.4%
14.5%

total overlong

overlong syllables

syllables (A)

in cadences (B)

2185
588
683
635
695

Simplification of a geminate stop after a sonorant may appear to be a universal phonetic phenomenon,
but there are languages which have a phonemic contrast between RT and RTT clusters; e.g. Finnish vanki
‘prisoner’ vs. vankka ‘firm,’ pirta ‘reed’ vs. pirtti ‘log cabin,’ kontu ‘homestead’ vs. kontti ‘knapsack.’
16
Most of the discussions in this and the next two sections have already appeared in Kobayashi (2001).
17
See Kobayashi (2001:95) for technical details.
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6
921
7
917
8
1501
9
804
10
2341
(from Kobayashi 2001).

190 20.6%
117 12.7%
158 10.5%
113 14.1%
291 12.4%

31
965
982
1564
831
2408

199 20.6%
125 12.7%
165 10.5%
115 13.8%
298 12.4%

Assuming that uncounted 8.6% of the pādas show the same ratio as the counted
pādas, and excluding overlong syllables containing ı̄r and ūr which originate from a
sequence of a short vowel and a laryngeal before a consonant (*rH > ı̄r/ūr / C), the
maximal ratio of overlong syllables in the three non-final cadence "syllables is estimated
as 14.4%. If we suppose that the Rgveda consists only of verses with 12, 11 or 8 syl" approximately 28%, 44% and 28% respectively,
lables, then these three types occupy
and the average number of syllables in one verse is 10.44. Excluding the final syllable, the average ratio of the three cadence syllables would then be 3 ÷ (10.44 − 1) =
31.8%. Since only 14.4% or less of all non-final overlong syllables occur in 31.8% of
all non-final syllables, avoiding overlong syllables in cadences can be considered to be
a general tendency of the Rgvedic meter. The ratio of overlong syllables in each book
" significantly, although it is a little higher in the sixth book.
of the Rgveda does not differ
"
§23 Native grammarians on consonant doubling
Although the Vedic poets seem to avoid consonant clusters which create overlength,
phonological rules related to consonant clusters apparently take the opposite direction
in the late Vedic period, when the Prātiśākhyas and Pān.ini describe various consonant
insertions within a cluster. The following are the most basic rules related to consonant
timing, namely gemination rules (Varma 1929:99–125, V. Mishra 1972:202–204, Cardona Unpubl. Ms).
TPr.
RPr.
VPr.
ŚCĀ
As.t..
input
output
"
-VC1 C2 -VC1 C1 C2 - 14.1
6.1
4.99
3.2.3
8.4.47i)
-V{r,h}C-V{r,h}CC4.100 3.2.8
8.4.46
ii)
-V{r,h}C(¬S) - -V{r,h}CC3.2.9 8.4.49 śaro ’ci
-VrC-VrCC14.4
-V{F,W}C-V{F,W}CC4.101
-V{F,L}K-V{F,L}KK6.2
-VFK-VFFK6.2
-V̄C1 C2 no doubling
8.4.52
-VC1 C2 C3 no doubling
8.4.50
no doubling whatsoever
8.4.51 Śākalya
i)
ii)
Rules in slanted numbers are optional. I.e. a consonant other than a sibilant.
Rules involving articulatory transition (e.g. -VFKV- > -VFTKV- in TPr. 14.9 and
RPr. 6.2) could be just a microscopic description of differential phases and might have
"
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nothing to do with duration of the consonants in question. There is no doubt, however,
that the gemination rules deal with differences in duration.
The question then naturally arises regarding the phonological motivation behind the
doubling rules. It is at least clear that the doubling rules are meant for creating geminates
in certain environments, and that making the syllable overlong is simply a concomitant
phenomenon; for there are rules which cancel doubling if a homorganic occlusive cluster
would be attained otherwise, i.e. TPr. 14.23 savarn.a-savargı̄ya-parah. “A letter followed
by one homogeneous with itself, or one of the same mute-series, is not duplicated.”
(Whitney 1868:307), ŚCĀ 3.2.7 sasth āne ca (na), or VPr. 4.110 savarn.e.
Judging from the fact that Sanskrit allows -VC or even tautomorphemic -VrC in
word-final position, -VC1 C1 K- and -VrC1 C1 V- will be syllabified as -VC1 .C1 K- and
-VrC1 .C1 V- respectively. If that observation is valid, the motivation for doubling might
be to create gemination across the syllable boundary. In terms of constraint ranking,
what happened between the period of the Vedic poets and that of the native grammarians
was a reranking of the constraints on syllable weight and on syllable boundary. By
the time of the native grammarians, requiring homorganic occlusives across a syllable
boundary has become a highly ranked contraint, and an overlong syllable is no longer as
bad as consonants of different aperture across a syllable boundary:
Early Vedic
↓
Prātiśākhyas
§24

No overlength

 Same consonantal aperture

Same consonantal aperture 

No overlength

Syllable weight and cluster rules in Iranian

The observations of native grammarians on syllable boundary discussed in the preceding section are different from the original tendencies of Proto-Indo-European in two
respects. In the first place, geminate consonants in Indo-European languages all result
from place assimilation of heterorganic consonants, with the possible exception of the
geminate in Hitt. atta- ‘father,’ Gk. átta etc. (Szemerényi 1990:115). Gemination is
strictly avoided in Avestan (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:108). Secondly, we noted
above in §21 and §22 that many Indo-European languages and the meter of the Rgveda
share a tendency to avoid overlong rimes, which does not seem to take precedence" in the
gemination rules of native Sanskrit grammar.
Since Brugmann’s Law blocks lengthening and lowering of PIE *ŏ before a consonant cluster, it would naturally follow that Proto-Indo-Iranian syllabifies the first consonant of a cluster as a part of the syllable to its left.18 Comparison of Avestan with
corresponding Vedic forms, however, suggests a difference in cluster syllabification between Iranian and Indo-Aryan. Avestan allows more diverse obstruent clusters than
Vedic in syllable onset:
18

See Kuryłowicz (1977:166ff.) for a morphological account for Brugmann’s Law.
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OYAv. ptā ∼ OAv. tā nom.sg. ‘father’ : Skt. pitā´
YAv. xštuua- m. ‘sixth’
:—
YAv. fštāna- ‘breast’
∼ Skt. stánaOAv. zdı̄ ‘be!’
: Skt. edh ı́ < *azdh ı́
On the other hand, the variety of consonants occurring in word-final position is not as
broad as in Vedic, given that many final clusters end in a sibilant and -t probably had
no release (Morgenstierne 1942:70f.): -m, -n.g (< *-ms), -t, -š, -s(-cā/a), -s/st (< *-s-t),

-št, -xš, -fš and -rš.19 These final clusters with an /s/ contrast
sharply with Sanskrit,
where a sibilant cannot become a coda unless it is followed by an onset voiceless stop
(§31); in this respect, Avestan is closer to Greek, which allows a final stop only when
followed by a sibilant, e.g. Gk. gála nom.sg.n. ‘milk’ < /galakt/ : th rı́ks nom.sg.f. ‘hair.’
If this distribution of consonants in initial and final position reflects an internal syllable
structure by the Laws of Initials and Finals (§26), it would follow that Avestan favors a
zero or minimal coda while allowing consonants to be crammed into the onset.
Anaptyxis in internal clusters, another strategy of Avestan to repair coda consonants,
is extensive but not very consistent, partly due to the chronologically and geographically
mixed background of Old and Younger Avestan, and partly due to the non-transparent
assimilation of voicing and frication among consonants. Anaptyctic @ breaks up internal
clusters, particularly in Old Avestan (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:51): YAv. n@mas .tē
: Skt. námas te; OAv. kara pā ‘ritualist.’ @ is inserted after r in Old and Younger Avestan,
except before ii and uu, and in *á/@rt (> s.̌), *á/@rk and *á/@rp (> hr), e.g. OYAv. ar θa: Skt. árth a-; OYAv. vadar¯@/ : Skt. vádh ar; PIIr. *vrka- > YAv. v@hrka-; *árta > OYAv.
"
as.ˇa- (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:51, 92).
Among the native grammarians’ restrictions on consonant clusters (§27), those of
Pān.ini, and of the Rk-Prātiśākhya to a smaller extent, resemble the Avestan treatment
of coda consonants." If the descriptions of these grammarians reflect actual dialectal
features of the schools they belong to, their dialects, which are usually identified as
belonging to the upper Indus valley and the Punjab, might represent a transitional state
between Indo-Aryan and Iranian.
@

@

@

§25

Summary

When Brugmann’s Law took place between Proto-Indo-European and Proto-IndoIranian, an intervocalic cluster such as -VCCV- must have been syllabified as -VC.CV(§24). By transferring the contrast of vowel quality into one of duration, this law made
many light syllables heavy in Proto-Indo-Iranian. On the other hand, the distribution
of consonants in Avestan onsets and codas (§24), and the reduplication Pān.ini assumes
(§29 in Chapter III), point to a cluster syllabification which minimizes syllable codas
(§16). This is probably an innovation of Iranian and Northwest Indo-Aryan, for the
poets of the Rgveda still avoid a consonant cluster following a long vowel in cadences
"
19

For Bartholomae’s equation of OAv. yaogat with Ved. × ayok, where the former is claimed to preserve

the final cluster of PIIr. *a-iauk-t better, see Kellens
(1974:299f.).
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(§22), suggesting that the first syllable of the sequence -V̄CCV- is heavier than that of
-V̄CV-, i.e. they are syllabified as -V̄C.CV- and -V̄.CV- respectively.
Contrary to the tendency to avoid overlong rimes, Old Indo-Aryan as known from
the Prātiśākhyas shifts the emphasis of the criteria for well-formedness from the length
of the rime to the presence of consonants of the same aperture across a syllable boundary
(§23). In the Prātiśākhyas, agreement of place and aperture, or at least identical aperture,
of consonants across a syllable boundary becomes more important than keeping the rime
no more than two morae long; and when the consonants across a syllable boundary
have different apertures, a repair process geminates one of them in order to attain the
same aperture across the syllable boundary even though it may make the preceding rime
overlong. Judging from the word-initial and -final distribution of consonants, Avestan
allows a heavy onset and prefers a light coda (§24).
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Restrictions on word-final consonants

On the basis of crosslinguistic evidence, Vennemann (1972) postulates the Law of Initials, a principle of cluster syllabification which states that “[m]edial syllable-initial
clusters should be possible word-initial clusters” (Vennemann 1972:11). As Vennemann
admits, this principle is not followed by all languages and is often violated, but it helps
in defining the canonical structure of a syllable, especially in languages for which native
speakers’ judgments are not available. On the other hand, the end of a word is a typical
place for constituents such as a segment or a syllable to count as ‘extrametrical,’ i.e.
to be free from certain phonological restrictions.1 Due to such extrametrical elements,
the Law of Finals, which is the reverse of the Law of Initials, is not as strong as the
latter,2 but the phonemic distribution in word-final position must reflect at least some of
the restrictions of the language on syllable rimes.
In Sanskrit, only stops or sonorants other than the semivowels /y/, /v/ and /r/, which
are grouped under the common feature [−continuant], can occur at the end of a word
in open juncture. A rule which applies to almost all word-final clusters is the loss of
final clustered consonants except the one which immediately follows the last vowel
√
(Pān.ini, As.t.. 8.2.23), e.g.: /á-myaks.-t/ aor.3sg. of myaks. ‘to put together’ > ámyak
√
(RV 1.169.3); /á-yāj-s-t/ aor.3sg. of yaj ‘to offer’ > ayāt.; PIE *dont-s nom.sg. ‘tooth’
>" dán, cf. Lat. dēns nom.sg.; PIE *nokw t-s nom.sg. ‘night’ > nák (RV 7.71.1), cf. Goth.
"
nahts.
A final cluster of /r/ and a stop, however, is possible even after a long vowel if
both segments belong to a verbal root or a root noun (Wackernagel 1896:304f., Renou
1952:82, Pān.ini, As.t.. 8.2.24 and Cardona 1997:348 §542); e.g. RV avart < */a-vart-t/
√
ipf.3sg.act. of vart/vrt ‘to turn’ (RV 7.59.4 ā´ vart sumatı́r), AV "suhā´ rt nom.sg. of su" suhā´ rt téna),
" and VS ū´ rk nom.sg. of ūrj- ‘strength’ (VSM 17.1
hrd- ‘friend’ (AVŚ 2.5.7
" ]]). This does not apply to other sonorant-stop sequences, e.g. RV acch ān < /aūrk
√
ch ānd-s-t/ aor.3sg.act. of ch and ‘to appear.’ The exceptional retention "of the stop in the
final /rT/ cluster (if it was really pronounced as a cluster; cf. svarabhakti in §27) could
be explained by regarding the stop in a tautomorphemic /rT/ cluster as extrametrical.
Other cases of final extrametricality, however, are conditioned by purely phonological
contexts, and stipulating a complex morphophonemic conditions does not yield much
insight into extrametricality or the simplification of final clusters. I would rather like to
suggest that an acceptable coda consists of one non-continuant by the Law of Finals,
1

The notion of extrametricality was first proposed by Liberman and Prince (1977). According to the
definition of Hayes (1995:57), “An extrametricality rule designates a particular prosodic constituent as
invisible for purposes of rule application: the rules analyze the form as if the extrametrical entity were not
there.”
2
Vennemann (1972:13) cites the Sanskrit doubling rule in §23 as an example of the Law of Finals, so
we need to collect data from other languages to confirm its crosslinguistic applicability.
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but when application of that principle would cause two radical consonants to drop or
mutate, it is violated, overridden by another principle which disfavors altering the root
morpheme beyond recognition.
When the surviving final consonant is a non-continuant (i.e. a plosive or a nasal), it
remains unchanged except that voicing, aspiration, and affrication (if any), of a plosive
are neutralized. The continuants /s/ and /r/, on the other hand, are neutralized as a nonphonemic pharyngeal release called visarga (h., see §104). The distinction between them,
however, remains in the Underlying Representation if /a/ or /ā/ precedes, for the original
/r/ in vā´ h., nom.sg. of vā´ r- n. ‘water’ or dvā´ h., nom.sg. of dvā´ r- f. ‘door,’ surfaces before
vowels as in RV 4.5.8 vā´ r iva, unlike the visarga in final -ah. < /-as/ and -āh. < /-ās/ which
" same environment.
is deleted in the
While the leftmost segment of a final cluster remains in the surface form, the final
sonorants /n/ and /r/ are lost in the nominative singular of non-neuter stems formed with
the suffixes -tar- (including -tar- in kinship terms), -an-, -man- and -van-. The stem is
supposedly followed by the case-marker *-s in the nominative singular, and then both
the stem-final sonorant and the *s disappear, leaving compensatory lengthening of the
preceding vowel (Szemerényi’s Law). Cf. pitā´ , nom.sg. of pitár- ‘father,’ Av. ptā etc.
< *ph2 tér-s, rā´ jā, nom.sg. of rā´ jan- ‘king’ < *(H)rēǵen-s (Szemerényi 1990:121) or,
alternatively, from *ph2 tēr and *(H)rēǵōn with the suffix vowels in the lengthened grade
(Szemerényi 1990:179ff.). A final /n/ of a root noun is also lost in the nominative singular, as in vrtra-hā´ , nom.sg. of vrtra-hán- ‘Vrtra slayer,’ Av. v@r θra-jā/-ja ‘id.’ Since
" /r/ of these stems "were lost by "the time of Proto-Indo-Iranian, or possithe final /n/ and
bly even earlier (Debrunner and Wackernagel 1930:271, 203), their alternation pattern
should have already been grammaticalized when they were inherited by Indo-Aryan, so
it need not be considered in a synchronic context.
As inferred from word-final position, the distribution of consonants in syllable coda
is fairly restrictive: in principle, only one non-continuant is allowed as a coda consonant.
@

§27

The native grammarians’ rules for the coda

In addition to what the distributional patterns tell us, the Prātiśākhyas prescribe interesting rules which give further insight into the restrictions on the syllable coda. The
Śaunakı̄yā Caturādhyāyikā (1.4.10, 11) teaches that when a consonant cluster begins
with an /r/, an extra-short portion of /a/ (probably [@], cf. ŚCĀ 1.1.36 sam
. vrto ’kārah.)
" vowel is
called svarabhakti is inserted after the /r/ (Allen 1953:73ff.); the anaptyxis
longer if the cluster is /rS/. The Rk-Prātiśākhya (6.46), the Taittirı̄ya-Prātiśākhya (21.15)
and the Vājasaneyi-Prātiśākhya " (4.16) have similar rules of anaptyxis, but the rules in
the latter two operate in a fairly limited context, i.e. only before a sibilant. Furthermore,
/a / is inserted between an /r/ and a following sibilant in the Taittirı̄ya-Prātiśākhya (21.15),
but not when the /r/ is followed by a geminate. In the first case, the syllable boundary
is after /ra / (TPr. 21.6), whereas the syllable ends in /-rC/ if the C is the first element
of a geminate (TPr. 21.5). This provides further support for the idea that a geminate
is preferred to a heterorganic cluster or a cluster of consonants with different aperture

§28. /s/-insertion and the cohesive closure of Indo-Aryan stop clusters
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across a syllable boundary (see §23).
ŚCĀ
more restrictive

RPr.
VPr.
? TPr.

/rSV/ → /ra .SV/ (1.4.10)
/rC(¬S) V/ → /ră .CV/ (1.4.11)
/VrC/ → /Vrr .C/ (6.46)
/{r,l}SV/ → {/rr ,ll /}.SV (4.16)
/rS/ → /ra .S/ (21.15) :: /rC1 C1 / → /rC1 .C1 / (21.16)
"

"

"

Regarding the context of our discussion on the syllable coda, the insertion of svarabhakti after /r/ implies that /r/ cannot end a syllable just as it cannot end a word (§26,
§104), and that a heterorganic cluster of consonants with different degrees of aperture
must be repaired if a syllable boundary would intervene.
On heterorganic clusters other than /rC/ which straddle a syllable boundary, native grammarians teach abhinidhāna or checking of release (Allen 1953:71ff., Varma
1929:137ff.). In the Rk-Prātiśākhya, it applies even to semivowels like /y/ which have no
occlusion to release; "/r/, on the other hand, is excluded from the context of abhinidhāna
because svarabhakti is inserted instead. In the following table, a letter in boldface stands
for a consonant which should not be released according to the passages listed in the left
column.
ŚCĀ 1.2.4
KK
sparśasya sparśe ’bh inidh ānah.
h
RPr. 6.17
{K,W(¬r) }K abh inidh ānam
. krtasam
. hitānām
. sparśāntast ānām
h "
apavādya rep am/ ...
RPr. 6.18
{K,W}]wd
api cāvasāne
ŚCĀ 1.2.5
K]wd
padāntāvagrahayoś ca
VPr., TPr., As.t.. —
not mentioned
These rules suggest that some dialects do not only disfavor different aperture of
consonants across a syllable boundary, but also require the aperture of the cluster to be
uninterrupted.
§28 /s/-insertion and the cohesive closure of Indo-Aryan stop clusters
While other Indo-European languages, and probably late Proto-Indo-European as well,3
insert an *s between two successive heteromorphemic dental stops *-t-t- and *-d-t-,
Indo-Aryan eliminated the /s/ in this environment after it branched off from Proto-IndoIranian.
blocking gemination
geminating
PIE *uid-tóPIE *uid-tó- > Avestan vista- ‘found,’

 (un-)wiss ‘(un)certain,’
> Sanskrit vittáGothic
‘found’
Greek (á-)istos ‘(un)seen,’ Latin vı̄sus ‘seen’;
PIE *uid-tu-s > Old Irish fius ‘knowledge’;
PIE *h1 ed-ti > Hittite ēzza(z)zi /ēts .ts i/ ‘eats.’
(Mayrhofer 1986:111, Meiser 1998:124)
3

Meillet (1922:61, “dialectes orientaux”), Mayrhofer (1986:110f.).
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This insertion of an *s in Proto-Indo-European, or possibly affrication of the first of
a cluster of two dental stops, has an effect of preventing the dental stops from forming
a geminate. Proto-Indo-European has almost no reconstructible tautomorphemic geminate.4 When two dental stops adjoin one another in the combination of morphemes,
the Obligatory Contour Principle (§7) requires their timing slots to link multiply to one
dental stop, i.e. the two adjoining dental stops are required to form a geminate; the insertion of *s, their continuant counterpart, blocks gemination across a morpheme boundary,
which was probably disfavored in Proto-Indo-European phonology.5
As we saw in §23 and §24, Avestan strictly disallows gemination, whereas Old IndoAryan has geminates in profusion, and the Prātiśākhya texts even prescribe gemination
of etymologically single consonants in certain clusters. Some fundamental change in
the restrictions on consonant clusters seems to underlie this divergence, and it must
be within Indo-Aryan that the change took place, for the tendency toward gemination is stronger in the dialects reflected in the recitation traditions accounted for by the
Prātiśākhyas than in Early Vedic, where rimes longer than two morae tend to be avoided
in the cadence of a verse (§21).
In Indo-Aryan, plosives across a syllable boundary cannot be interrupted by a continuant consonant like a sibilant, and even the suffix /-s-/ of the aorist as in /á-rudh -s-ta/,
√
s-aor.3sg.mid. of rodh /rudh ‘hinder,’ is eliminated in the surface form aruddh a through
*/á-rudh -z-dh a/ because it is trapped and strayed between two plosives, while the same
*s remains in the Surface Representation between a plosive and a nasal as in *a-budh -s√
mahi s-aor.1pl.mid. of bodh /budh ‘wake’ > abh utsmahi. In other words, Indo-Aryan has
developed a distinctive restriction on juxtaposition of plosives across a syllable boundary: the closure of two plosives across a syllable boundary has to be cohesive there.
Principle of Cohesive Closure: In Indo-Aryan, the closure of two plosives
in the same consonant cluster should not be interrupted by a continuant
consonant.
In Early Vedic, by which I refer to the synchronic grammar of the Rgvedic poets,
" as in krtvan
there is already no known difference between the metrical behavior of -TR"
h
h
‘active’ < *kr-t-van, and that of -TTR- as in b ittvā´ ‘having split’ < *b id-tvā. Words
" the other hand, were probably still syllabified ár.th am, for the tendency
like árth am, on
to avoid overlong syllables in the cadences of the Rgveda suggests that alternative forms
with a consonant doubled after an r like árt.th am" (§23) are not Rgvedic. Then, by the
"
4

With the exception of Hitt. atta- ‘father,’ Gk. átta etc. Unlike Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Dravidian
is reconstructed with geminates (§110).
5
Essentially the same observation was given already by Kent (1932:26): “The speaker [of primitive
Indo-European] was accustomed to utter only short consonants; when because of the functional importance of the two sounds he had to pronounce two dental stops in succession, he did not utter them as
one long t, but as two short t’s ... The breakage of the stoppage and the emission of the breath at this
point is easily audible and may well have become stronger in an effort to articulate clearly, the ultimate
product being the dental sibilant, voiceless or voiced, according to the stops themselves.” For a detailed
explanation of the effects of the Obligatory Contour Principle, see McCarthy (1986).

§29. Dialectal variation of syllable-boundary rules
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time of the Prātiśākhyas, agreement of not just closure but also of place comes to be
preferred, and doubling such as in akktuh. or artth am becomes the general pattern.
The restriction on the closure of plosives across a syllable boundary, and the later
addition of the preference for agreement of place, may be formulated as follows:
Coda Condition (Early Vedic):
a) A sonorant can be a coda consonant.
b) An obstruent ([−sonorant]) can be a coda only when the following syllable begins with a segment with the same [αcontinuant] value.
(Prātiśākhyas):
c) The place feature of the onset plosive should agree with that of the coda
plosive of the preceding syllable, if any.
Condition a) obviously omits clusters of the type /ST/ like st in hástah. ‘hand.’ As
we will argue in §31, Indo-Aryan syllabification allows one sibilant before an initial
voiceless plosive, and I will propose there that such a sibilant is not a part of the syllable
which follows it but an external appendage to it. This notion of an extrasyllabic sibilant
explains, for example, why a sibilant can occur word-finally only when the following
word begins with a voiceless plosive, particularly a coronal, as in havı́ś ca, agnı́s. .tvā,
divás pári, or vásus. kavı́h.. In order to derive aruddh a and utth ā´ ya correctly from *árudh -s-ta and *ut-sth ā´ ya, on the other hand, the licensing of sibilants as extrasyllabic
must be overridden by the Coda Condition.
Although palatal plosives may behave as [+continuant] on their right edge, their
fricative component is not treated as an extrasyllabic appendage, as shown by the lack
of clusters beginning with a palatal plosive followed by another plosive. As we will see
in §37, the palatal plosives do not behave exactly like fricatives on their right edge.
§29 Dialectal variation of syllable-boundary rules
In §23, we observed that geminated consonants straddling a syllable boundary are favored in the phonology described by the Prātiśākhya literature, even if the resulting syllable rimes exceed two morae. That argument is too simplistic, however, for doubling
is not accepted unanimously by the native grammarians. Furthermore, the Prātiśākhyas
offer various views on consonant syllabification, including doubled consonants, in TPr.
21.1–9, RPr. 1.23–26, VPr. 1.99–106 and ŚCĀ 1.2.15–18 based on their observations
" weight and the accentual property of consonants, and some of them do not
on syllable
seem to agree with what I assumed above (Varma 1929:61–83, Cardona Unpubl. Ms).
The Onset First Principle: All texts (TPr. 21.2, RPr. 1.23, VPr. 1.100, ŚCĀ 1.2.15)
" vowels on both sides belongs to
agree on the point that a consonant adjoining
the following syllable; in phonological terms, this amounts to the Onset First
Principle. Ambisyllabicity as of English intervocalic consonants is not known in
Old Indo-Aryan.
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Inclusion of a word-final coda: As for the word-final coda, all texts except the RkPrātiśākhya (TPr. 21.3, VPr. 1.101, 106, ŚCĀ 1.2.17) treat them as belonging" to
the immediately preceding syllable, but there is no release according to ŚCĀ 1.2.5,
as we saw above in §27. On the other hand, RPr. 1.24 mentions only anusvāra (m
.)
and visarga (h.) as a part of the preceding syllable.
Onset-maximizing vs. coda-maximizing dialects: In a cluster of two different consonants, the first one belongs to the preceding syllable according to the same three
texts (TPr. 21.4, 6, VPr. 1.102, ŚCĀ 1.2.16), but it is just optional according to
RPr. 1.25 sam
. yogādir vā. A syllable boundary falls between geminate consonants
"
according
to the Taittirı̄ya-Prātiśākhya and the Vājasaneyi-Prātiśākhya (TPr. 21.4
before a different consonant, 21.7 before a heterorganic semivowel, 21.9 before a
sibilant, VPr. 1.104), but this rule too is optional in the Rk-Prātiśākhya, and the
Śaunakı̄yā Caturādhyāyikā limits it to the context after /r/" or /h/ (RPr. 1.26, ŚCĀ
"
1.4.18).
TPr. 21.5 teaches that all but the last consonant of a cluster, provided that it is a
non-continuant (21.7), belongs to the preceding syllable, and similarly VPr. 1.105,
although the context is formulated as -C1 C1 C2 .K-. The cluster syllabification represented in these two texts is characterized by preference for geminates across a
syllable boundary and a small onset, while the Rk-Prātiśākhya has greater limita"
tions on the syllable coda.
Doubling vs. non-doubling dialects: According to As.t.. 8.4.51 sarvatra śākalyasya (46
dve, 48 na), Śākalya, the supposed author of the Pada-pāt.ha of the Rgveda, does
not allow consonant doubling in any context, representing the strictest" line against
consonant doubling. The four Prātiśākhyas agree on doubling of one consonant before another as in pátram → /pattram/ (§23), and also on doubling after
an /r/ as in árdh am → /árddh am/. While the Rk-Prātiśākhya and the Śaunakı̄yā
" as the other two Prātiśākhyas,
Caturādhyāyikā have doubling rules as extensive
they have another way to repair /rC/ clusters, namely svarabhakti (§27). Śākalya’s
rule against doubling might not be his idiosyncrasy alone, but might represent actual dialectal variation, and interestingly, the Rk-Prātiśākhya, which belongs to his
" contexts of doubling, i.e. through
school, mentions a way to get around one of the
svarabhakti.
To sum up, these rules give a spectrum of restrictions on syllable coda and boundary
like the following:

§30. Position of sibilants in the Vedic syllable

Pān.ini

rime
C.C
RPr.
rime
"
C.C
ŚCĀ
rime
C.C
TPr./VPr. rime
C.C
(from Kobayashi 2001)
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-V, but possibly -VC in ]wd and in doubling
might not be presupposed at all (Cardona)
-VC optionally allowed, but no release
need not be homorganic
-VC is okay, but no release
must be homorganic
-VC is fine
must be homorganic

§30 Position of sibilants in the Vedic syllable
When a consonant cluster ends in a sibilant, the consonant to its left obeys the same
restrictions as when it is followed by a plosive: A stop followed by a sibilant has to have
the same voicing status, i.e. has to be voiceless, and cannot have aspiration or affrication,
as the latter can occur only at the left edge of a sonorant or of a sequence of sonorants.
On the other hand, sibilants in the Vedic syllables differ from other obstruents in the
following points:
i) No sibilant may occur in final position: Like aspirated stops and /r/, sibilants
cannot appear in absolute final position. Although distributional restrictions across
a word boundary need not necessarily constrain medial strings, this might suggest
that a syllable in Vedic cannot end in a sibilant (Varma 1929:74f.).
ii) Doubling of non-continuants after a sibilant: Syllables can apparently end in a
sibilant. We have seen above, however, that consonants with different degree of
closure tend to be avoided across a syllable boundary. The doubling rule -VFK> -VFK.K- in the Vājasaneyi-Prātiśākhya has the effect of preventing a fricative
from ending a syllable; on the other hand, the same treatise prescribes doubling
of consonants, including fricatives, after /r/ and /h/ (-{r,h}F- > -{r,h}F.F-), so a
fricative may be allowed in a syllable coda when it is geminated.
iii) Violation of the Sonority Sequencing Principle: Sibilants can occur in any position
of an onset cluster, including the first position followed by a voiceless plosive.
Since fricatives are higher in the universal scale of sonority, such a cluster violates
the Sonority Sequencing Principle.
§31 The extrasyllabic sibilant
In English clusters such as the onset of state and the coda of sixths, /s/ are less restricted
in their distribution than in Vedic. Following Fujimura and Lovins (1978), Halle and
Vergnaud (1980) and Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1990), Treiman, Gross and
Cwikiel-Glavin (1992:396f.) suggest that /s/ in an onset cluster composed of a sibilant
and an obstruent or sonorant, such as in state and swing, is an affix, and not part of the
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onset of a syllable.6 They show by perceptual experiments that English speakers treat /s/
in such clusters as belonging to the end of the first syllable, while clusters of an obstruent
and a sonorant such as /dr/ syllabify in syllable onset according to the principle of Onset
Maximization. The term ‘semisyllable’ has also been used (Kiparsky 1999:151) for
those consonants which cannot be syllabified but are licensed to remain in the Surface
Representation on either side of a syllable.
This idea of a syllable appendage or semisyllable can also be used to explain the
distributional peculiarities of Sanskrit sibilants. In Sanskrit, a voiceless plosive in the
syllable onset licenses a homorganic sibilant to appear on the left side of the syllable. In
the following sections, a sibilant in that position is called an extrasyllabic sibilant, for
it enjoys a special status in that it does not belong to the syllable onset, but projects a
mora when preceded by a sonorant. A syllable-initial sibilant followed by a sonorant, on
the other hand, is not licensed in this way, for it is distributionally no different from the
other obstruents, and is considered to be a part of the onset (see below §32). If visarga
(h.), a word-final alternant of /s/, can be regarded as a non-phonemic pharyngeal release,
the distribution of Vedic sibilants may be described as follows:
In Sanskrit, a sibilant can occur either in the syllable onset, or to its left as
an extrasyllabic sibilant when the onset begins with a voiceless plosive. In
the syllable onset, it can precede a sonorant and follow a voiceless stop, in
conformity with the sonority scale Plosive < Sibilant < Sonorant < Glide <
Vowel.
Dialects which allow secondary gemination of sibilants allow a coda sibilant when another homorganic sibilant follows it, due to the restriction of
identical aperture and place features across a syllable boundary.
.SV.SRV.TSV.TSRV<S>P[0voiced] -V<S>.P[0voiced] -VW<S>.P[0voiced] -

example
sa
tisrah., śrutáks.ā´ m, tsárati
ks.máh., krtsnáskandh á-," ścandráásti
mā´ rs..ti

synchronic representation
/sa/
/tis.(s)rah./, /śru.tá-/
/ks.ā´ m/, /tsá.ra.ti/
/ks.máh./, /krt.tsná-/
/<s>kan.dh"á-/, /<ś>can.drá-/
/á<s>µ .ti/
/mā´ r<s.>µ .t.i/

What is puzzling about this definition is that an extrasyllabic sibilant projects a mora
when there is a sonorant to its left even though it is defined as an appendage of the
following syllable. To avoid such an undesirable consequence, we need to distinguish
the underlying level, where syllable phonotactics refers to the notion of an extrasyllabic
6

Treiman, Gross and Cwikiel-Glavin (1992:396f.) “/s/ may be an affix—a segment that is not part of
the syllable’s onset but that adjoins itself to the word or syllable during the final stages of phonological
derivation.”
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sibilant, from the surface level, where the ‘metrical’ syllable projects morae without
reference to phonotactic templates.7
While an extrasyllabic sibilant is eliminated between plosives as in /á-rudh -s-ta/ >
áruddh a, the same /s/-morpheme remains in the surface at the cost of the closure of the
√
preceding nasal in /á-man-s-ta/ > ámam
. sta s-aor.3sg.mid. of man ‘think.’ In Optimality Theory, this priority relationship among principles is expressed by ranking them in
the following order: Cohesive closure of a PP cluster  Licensing sibilants as extrasyllabic  Cohesive closure of an NP cluster.
§32 Supporting arguments for sibilant extrasyllabicity
I mentioned in the preceding section (§31) that a syllable-initial sibilant followed by a
sonorant is just a normal onset cluster and is not considered to be licensed, unlike the
English /sR/ clusters according to the analysis of Treiman, Gross and Cwikiel-Glavin
(1992). The difference between clusters of the types /SP/ and /SR/ is shown in the
difference in reduplication. The reduplicating consonant of a root beginning with an /S/
cluster differs depending on the consonant which follows the /S/:
√ h
st ā ‘stand’
act.pf.1sg. ta-sth -au
√
snā ‘bathe’
act.pf.3pl. sa-sn-ur (Ep.)
√
syand ‘gallop’ pf.act.3pl. si-s.yad-úr (AVŚ)
As the form ta-sth -au shows, Indo-Aryan forms the reduplicant of a root beginning
with an /SP/ cluster with the plosive instead of the sibilant, while other Indo-European
languages including Avestan, the closest sibling of Indo-Aryan, have the sibilant as the
onset of a reduplicating syllable.
root
√
steh2 ‘stand’
√
sḱend ‘appear’
√
sperdh ‘contend’
(LIV)
i)

Latin
Greek
Avestan
Vedic
sistō
hı́stēmi YAv. hišt@n.ti tı́s..th ati
‘place’ (*s > h) (*s > h)
cacch andai)
pasprdh é
"

LIV s.v. “Neubildungen”

Instead of the traditional explanation of the first set of forms by reconstructing the
reduplicant as *sti-, which develops into *ti- in Indo-Aryan and *si- elsewhere, we can
make use of sibilant extrasyllabicity to account for this Indo-Aryan peculiarity. While
other Indo-European languages treat a sibilant before an onset plosive as a part of the
root, Indo-Aryan effectively excluded the sibilant of the onset */SP/ cluster from the root
syllable when it came to license cluster-initial sibilants in the context SP{R,V}, so that
the plosive of the onset cluster, instead of the sibilant, fills the single onset slot of the
reduplicant template.
7

See Marotta (1999:301) for the possibility of levels in describing Latin syllables.
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Here I am postulating that only Indo-Aryan needs to license a sibilant before a voiceless onset plosive, while the other Indo-European languages cited above count a sibilant
in that position either as part of the onset or as part of the coda of the preceding syllable. Support for this assumption comes from the distribution of sibilants in coda clusters
of each language. As mentioned in §24, Avestan allows a word-final cluster if it ends
in š, e.g. -xš, -fš and -rš. Similarly, Attic Greek allows final -ks, -ps and -ls as in aı́ks
‘goat,’ klōps ‘thief’ and háls ‘salt,’ although stops and /l/ themselves cannot end a word.
Latin allows final -ns and -rs as in fōns ‘fountain’ and ars ‘skill,’ stop + s as in dūx /-ks/
‘leader’ and inops ‘poor,’ and even three-consonantal final clusters such as arx ‘castle’ stirps ‘stem’ or falx ‘sickle’ (Meiser 1998:113f.). Old Church Slavonic is closer to
Sanskrit, for it allows an initial /SC/ cluster while lacking coda consonants, including
sibilants, in word-final position (Shevelov 1965:224).8
wd [ST-

Latin
Greek
Slavic
Avestan
Sanskrit

sTsTsTFPSP-

-S]wd
-s
-s
no
-š,-s(t)
no (-h.)

-CS]wd
-CTS]wd
-x, -ps, -ns, -rs -lx, -rx, -rps
-ks, -ps
-Nks, -rks
no
no
-xš, -fš, -rš
no
no
no

Further support for the idea of sibilant extrasyllabicity comes from the sandhi of final
/s/ before an initial /SP/ cluster. In this context, final /s/ fuses with the initial sibilant, e.g.
/divás skambh ás/ > divá skambh áh. (RV 4.13.5d), /agnı́s stave/ > agnı́ s..tave (6.12.4b),
"
and /gā´ vas sph urā´ n/ > gā´ va sph urā´ n (6.67.11c).
Compared to other Indo-European languages, Indo-Aryan preserves the skeletal or moraic structure of the original string relatively well, but in this context, one of the two sibilants has to go, because only one
sibilant may be licensed before a voiceless plosive onset.
§33

History of internal sibilant clusters

*s, the only sibilant in Proto-Indo-European, does occur in succession in underlying
strings such as *h1 es-si ‘you are.’ Traditionally it has been assumed that geminated
sibilants were simplified already in Proto-Indo-European, on the basis of the reflexes
Gk. eı̂, Lith. esı̀, Skt. ási, OAv. ahı̄, and that forms with double /s/ such as Hom. essı́, Old
Lat. (Plautus) ess are the result of restitution (Wackernagel 1896:111, Kuiper 1967b:105,
Sommer and Pfister 1977:203f., Mayrhofer 1986:120f., Rix 1992:77f.).
Although Avestan has a variety of fricative clusters, such as YAv. sixša-, OAv.
-aoγžā, OAv. dafšniia-, YAv. aδβan-, OYAv. uxδa-, clusters of two sibilants, or geminate
The distribution of /s/ in Spanish syllables provides an example of a different type. In Spanish, an sC
cluster is not allowed in the onset, and a word which etymologically contains an initial sC cluster has a
prothetic vowel /e/, as in espacio ‘space’ < Lat. spatium, escribir ‘to write’ < Lat. scrı̄bere, whereas /s/
can be attached to a coda consonant (and not before an onset consonant as in Sanskrit), according to the
syllabification algorithm of Harris and Kaisse (1999): thus the /s/ in transporte ‘transport’ and abstraı́do
‘absorbed’ are not strayed, for they are syllabified as trans.por.te and abs.tra.ı́.do.
8
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sibilants, are simplified as in Proto-Indo-European: YAv. loc.pl. zazušu < *-uš-su ‘having left,’ YAv. uzūi ti < *uz-zūti- ‘hervorsprudelnd’ (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:109).
This simplification of geminate sibilants is a productive rule in Avestan, for it applies
to the sibilant clusters resulting from the deocclusion of PIIr. *ć and *́ as well, i.e. PIIr.
*ćš, *́ž > Av. s, z (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:103), and it need not necessarily be
reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian. But the fact that Vedic preserves ási and a few
more possible relic forms with degemination such as apásu (RV 8.4.14b) < /apás-su/,
barhis.ád- (RV) < /barhis-sád-/, and áṁhasu (AVŚ 6.35.2c)< "/áṁhas-su/ suggests that
" of geminate sibilants still holds true in Proto-Indo-Iranian as in Protosimplification
Indo-European.
§34 Occurrences of geminated sibilants
Geminated sibilants occur in the Rgveda across morpheme/word boundaries, e.g. nom"
inal s-stem + loc.pl. ending -su (9.7.2
havı́s.s.u) and preverb nis- + stem/root beginning
h
with /s/ (nis.-s.ı́d - etc.). Except for relics such as ducch únā (§47), a sequence of /s/ and
/ś/ always surfaces as -h.ś-, as in duh.śám
. sa-, śúnah.śépa-, duh.śéva (1.42.2), cátuh.śrṅgah.
"
(4.58.2), áyah.śı̄rs.ā (8.101.3), duh.śā´ suh. (10.33.1), duh.śı̄me (10.93.14) etc. The examples of /-h. S-/ and /-S S-/ in the Rgveda are listed in the following table.
"
-h.s-/-h.s.-

poet

passage

-ss-/-s.s.-

poet

passage

1.10.5

purunis.s.ı́dh e

1.64.4

Madhucchandas
Vaiśvāmitra
Hiran.yastūpa
Āṅgirasa
Nodhas Gautama

váks.assu

1.104.5

Kutsa Āṅgirasa

nis.s.apı̄

1.166.10

Agastya
Maitrāvarun.i
Agastya
Maitrāvarun.i
Agastya
Maitrāvarun.i

váks.assu

3.37.7
3.51.5

Viśvāmitra
Viśvāmitra

śrávassu
nis.s.ı́dh o

3.55.8

Prajāpati
Vaiśvāmitra/
Vācya

nis.s.ı́dh am
.

1.31.14

1.73.3

Parāśara Śāktya

purah.sádah.

1.127.3

Parucchepa
Daivodāsi
Parucchepa
Daivodāsi

nih.s.áhamān.o

1.131.32×

nih.srjah.
"

1.169.2
1.181.6

3.28.1
3.52.4
3.55.21

Viśvāmitra
Viśvāmitra
Prajāpati
Vaiśvāmitra/
Vācya

śā´ ssi

prātah.sāvé
prātah.sāvé
purah.sádah.

nis.s.ı́dh o
nis.s.ā´ .t
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5.30.15

7.55.3

Babhru Ātreya

Vasis.t.ha

punah.sara

Kaśyapa Mārı̄ca

duh.s.áhāso

10.47.2

Saptagu
Āṅgirasa

cátuh.samudram
.

Nabhah.prabhedana
Vairūpa

Prajāpati
Vaiśvāmitra/
Vācya

nis.s.ı́dh varı̄s

4.24.1
4.38.2

Vāmadeva
Vāmadeva

nis.s.ı́dh ām
.
purunis.s.ı́dh vānam
.

5.54.11

Śyāvaśva Ātreya

váks.assu

6.44.11

Śam
. yu
Bārhaspatya

nis.s.ı́dh o

7.34.16

Vasis.t.ha

rájassu

7.56.13
7.85.3

Vasis.t.ha
Vasis.t.ha

váks.assu
sádassu

8.59.2
8.77.5

Suparn.a Kān.va
Kurusuti Kān.va

nis.s.ı́dh varı̄r
rájassv

9.7.2

Asita/Devala
Kāśyapa

havı́s.s.u

10.43.8

Krs.n.a Āṅgirasa
"

rájassv

10.48.7
10.49.10

Indra Vaikun.t.ha
Indra Vaikun.t.ha

nis.s.ā´ .l
ū´ dh assu

cátuh.sahasram
.

9.91.5

10.112.1

3.55.22

prātah.sāvás

The locative plural of s- and r/n-stems, the three compounds with /nis-/, i.e. nis.s.ı́dh -,
√
nis.s.apı́n- and nis.s.ā´ h-, and śā´ ssi, pres.2sg.act. of śās ‘teach, command’ have geminated /S/. Finding these forms exceptional, the Rk-Prātiśākhya lists them in RPr. 14.36
śunaśśepo nis.s.apı̄ śāssi nis.s.āl. avikramā brahma "vis.n.uh. sma prśnih., along with" the form
" available to us. On the
śunaśśepah. which is not found in the recension of the Rgveda
"
other hand, compounds with /dus-/, /punar/, /prātar/ and /catur/, and compounds with
/nis-/ other than the aforementioned three, have the first /S/ weakened to visarga /h./.
Geminated sibilants are observed in some Yajurvedic texts as well (Bloomfield
and Edgerton 1932:454), i.e. in von Schroeder’s edition of the Kāt.haka-Sam
. hitā (von
Schroeder 1900:XII), and in the Taittirı̄ya and Vājasaneyi schools according to the
Prātiśākhyas.9 Pān.ini provides in As.t.. 8.3.16 roh. supi that visarga h. replaces stemfinal /s/ before a locative plural ending, but /s/ is optionally retained according to As.t..
9

TPr. 9.2 agh os.aparas tasya sasth ānam ūs.mān.am and VPr. 3.9 pratyaya-savarn.am
. mudi śākat.āyanah..
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8.3.36 vā śari.10 Geminated sibilants are also found in the orthography of Kashmirian
manuscripts according to Witzel (1979:16). However, unless the relevant school has
written standards, like a Prātiśākhya, it is difficult to judge whether a manuscript reflects
a genuine archaism or not.
Of the sandhi outputs /-S S-/ and /-h. S-/, the former seems to belong to a dialect
which is losing ground to the latter type of sandhi or does not treat the loc.pl. ending -su
as having a word boundary before it, but a small number of medial /SS/ sequences remain
in the verbal paradigm such as śāssvā (VSM 21.61, 28.23, 28.46).11 Geminated sibilants
do not arise from our principles of Cohesive Closure (§28) and sibilant extrasyllabicity
(§31). This is a correct theoretical consequence in Proto-Indo-Iranian, where they are
actually degeminated (§33), and probably until sometime in pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan as
well; but degeminated forms like apásu < /apás-su/ are clearly relics, and our rules
should be able to explain synchronic forms. To solve this problem, we should probably
extend the former principle so that it optionally allows fricative constriction to straddle
a syllable boundary.
§35 Summary
To describe the canonical shape of Sanskrit syllables, the level of the templatic restrictions must be distinguished from the level at which syllable weight is constrained (§31).
If boundary rules such as gemination, which makes the rime heavier and conflicts with
syllable weight restrictions, are considered to be postlexical adjustments, Sanskrit syllables may be described with reference to three levels, in addition to the Underlying
Representation where input strings are formed:
0 Underlying Representation
1 syllable template Sonority Sequencing Principle, sibilant extrasyllabicity
2 mora counting
resyllabification of medial sibilants
3 coda adjustment doubling across boundaries
Restrictions at level 1:
A possible coda may contain one non-continuant (§28). Sibilants may occur either
in the onset or before an onset voiceless plosive as extrasyllabic (§28, §31). Since the
initial sibilant is extrasyllabic, the Sonority Sequencing Principle is not violated at this
level. In dialects which allow cohesive frication, sibilants are licensed by a following
onset sibilant as well (§34). Some dialects allow coda /r/ (§29).
The largest possible onset at this level is a sequence of a stop, sibilant, and a sonorant
consonant, and an extrasyllabic sibilant may be appended if the onset begins with a
voiceless stop followed by a sonorant (§31).
Restrictions at level 2:
More accurately, /h./ optionally remains so that /s/ optionally replaces it.
Cf. Varma (1929:113), who cites the remark of the Varn.aratnadı̄pikā Śiks.ā that śāssva and rāssva are
the only two words with double /s/ in Sanskrit.
10

11
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Syllable rimes projecting more than two morae are not favored, although they do
exist in weight-sensitive contexts (§19, §20, §21, §22, §28).
Restrictions at level 3:
Consonants across a syllable boundary have to have uninterrupted closure (§28), and
uninterrupted frication as well in some dialects (§34).
The notion of an extrasyllabic sibilant helps to us understand the distributional asymmetry of Sanskrit sibilants: /SP/ is a possible cluster in word-initial position, while there
is no final /PS/ cluster, whereas both are possible in Greek, Latin and Avestan (§32).
It also explains the formation of reduplicant syllables without such a sibilant, and the
sandhi rule which eliminates word-final /s/ when the following word begins with an /SP/
cluster.
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§36 Cooccurrence of frication and voicing
Unlike other subfamilies such as Iranian or Balto-Slavic (§73), Indo-Aryan has a strong
restriction against voicing of fricatives,1 except that the glottal fricative /h/, which results from deocclusion of palatal and other voiced aspirates, is considered to have been
voiced to some extent.2 Proto-Indo-Iranian *s and its ruki alternant *š disappear in IndoAryan when followed by a voiced dental stop *d or *dh ; the sibilants in this context are
presumably voiced in the intermediate stage, and are then eliminated, e.g.
PIIr. *s-dh ı́ ‘be!’ > *zdh ı́ (> OAv. zdı̄) → *azdh ı́ > cf. Gk. ı́sth i with unexplained
*a∅dh ı́i) > Skt. edh ı́
initial i
h
>
PIIr.
*mižd
á(>
Av.
mı̄žda-)
cf. Gk. misth ós
h
PIE *misd ó- > *mizdh á- > *mi∅dh á- > Skt.
..
.
‘reward’
mı̄d.h á-/mı̄l.h á> PIIr. *niždá- > *niz.d.á- > cf. Lat. nı̄dus, Arm. nist,
PIE *ni-sd-ó*ni∅d.á- > Skt. nı̄d.á-/nı̄l.á- ‘abode, OHG nëst, Lith. lı̀zdas, OCS
‘nest’
resting place, nest’
g»nězdo (Stang 1966:94)
PIIr. *mržd-á- ‘merciful’ >
*mrz.d.-á- " > *mr∅d.á- > Skt.
mrd." á-/mr.lá- (−∪) "
"
"
i)
Underlying /az/ becomes e or o under unclear (possibly dialectal) conditions.
Furthermore, Proto-Indo-Iranian voiced aspirated primary palatal *́h disappears before a dental stop, presumably through an intermediate voiced fricative (§46, §51):
√
* sáh ‘prevail’ + vb.adj. *-tá> *sažh -dh á- > sād.h á√ h
* vá ‘carry’
+ IA inf. -tum
> *vážh -dh um > vód.h um
√ h
* rí ‘lick’
+ 2sg.iptv. *-dh ı́ > *rižh -dh ı́ → réd.h i
Whereas compensatory lengthening did not accompany the degemination of *essi to *esi ‘you are,’ which can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European (Mayrhofer
1986:120), and laryngeals after a consonant as in PIE *ǵonh1 o- > Ved. jána- ‘people’ or
*róth2 o- > Ved. ráth a- ‘chariot’ do not always behave like a cluster and make the preceding syllable heavy in the restored meter of the Rgveda (Kuryłowicz 1927a:240, Gippert
1997), the *s and *ǵh in the above-mentioned" three cases either make the preceding
vowel long, or the syllable it belongs to metrically heavy, as in the case of drd.h á- vb.adj.
"
1

This is still the case with the native phonology of the Modern Indo-Aryan languages other than Assamese and Northwestern languages (Masica 1991:101). For the crosslinguistic preference for voiceless
fricatives, see Maddieson (1984:45).
2
h
h
According to the Taittirı̄ya-Prātiśākhya 2.4 sam
. vrte kan..t e nādah. kriyate, 2.6 mad ye hakārah. and
"
h
2.9 hakāro ha-caturt es.u, the glottis is between open and closed during the pronunciation of /h/ (Cardona
1986:65). See Allen (1953:34ff.) for the voicedness of Sanskrit /h/.
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√
< PIIr. * daŕh / dŕh ‘make firm’ + *-tá-, of which the first syllable scans as heavy in e.g.
" dyáur ugrā´ prth ivı̄ ca drlh ā´ /. Since PIIr. *s and *š disappear when
RV 10.121.5a yéna
.
"they are followed by a voiced plosive,
"
"
particularly
*d or *dh , since voicedness of a coda
consonant is dependent on the following onset in Indo-Aryan by Lombardi’s Laryngeal
Constraint (§83), and also since Avestan has z/ž in the same environment, these sibilants
were most likely voiced when they were eliminated. And the fact that an empty timing
slot always remains after voiced sibilants disappear and makes the preceding syllable
heavy suggests that voiced *s and *š survived in pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan for a considerable time after it diverged from Indo-Iranian, and that its disappearance is more recent
than that of the laryngeals (at least *h1 and *h3 ). Only the *[z] in PIE *si-sd-e-ti ‘sits’ >
Ved. sı̄dati, Av. hiδa- seems to have been lost before Proto-Indo-Iranian (Klingenschmitt
1982:129, Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:184). The sound changes mentioned so far are
arranged as follows, with horizontal lines indicating definite chronological order:
PIE

Degemination of *s
ruki-rule
PIIr. Voicing assimilation, Bartholomae’s law
IA
Loss of laryngeals and subsequent compensatory lengthening
Deaffrication of primary palatals
Loss of *z/z. and subsequent compensatory lengthening
The question naturally arises as to which pair of the three sets of features, i.e.
[voiced] for voicing, [±sonorant] and [±continuant] for frication, and place features for
oral constriction, came to be incompatible in Pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan.
Although the fundamental difference between /s/ and /s./ might consist in the active
articulator rather than in the place of articulation (§103), /s/ doubtless contrasts with /ś/
in its place of articulation, namely the upper teeth vs. somewhere between the alveolar
ridge and the hard palate. Thus it is not the place of articulation which conflicts with
frication. Voicing and place features can naturally coexist, for Indo-Aryan has voiced
plosives with constrasting place, such as /b/, /d/, /j/ and /g/. It must therefore be voicing
and oral frication which cannot cooccur.
Sibilant Voicing Filter:3 In Indo-Aryan, a voiced ([voiced]) oral obstruent
([−sonorant]) must be a non-continuant ([−continuant]).
This filter calls forth a further question about /j/; if Old Indo-Aryan palatals were affricates, /j/ must have had a fricative component after its closure (Grammont 1916:256,
Wackernagel 1896:137), and the fricative component is probably voiced since /j/ is
voiced. To avoid violation of our filter, we should consider either that the filter rules out
lack of occlusive constriction and so alows affricates, or that Indo-Aryan /j/ is phonologically a stop whether or not frication follows closure in its phonetic implementation
(§37, §38); or alternatively, we can also consider that Indo-Aryan /j/ was a pure stop
3

For the inappropriateness of filters to capture language-specific restrictions on segment-internal structure, see Myers (1991).
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when voiced sibilants were eliminated (§54), and it later became an affricate. The ex√
istence of the geminate palatal plosives jj as in majj ‘plunge’ and cc in word sandhi
suggests that the first /j/ or /c/ of these geminates does not have frication, for pronunciations like [dýdý] or [tCtC] are unlikely in a language which eliminates a fricative between
plosives (§28).
§37 Edge effect of the palatal plosives
When features of a contour segment are aligned in a certain temporal order in their
phonetic output, there are cases where rules operate “seeing” only one of those features
which is closer to the context of the rule in question (Ewen 1982, Sagey 1986). This
is called the edge effect, and some of the peculiar combinational restrictions of Old
Indo-Aryan palatal plosives can be explained if we assume that they are phonetically
affricates and thus are susceptible to edge effects. Since edge effects are observed not
only in external sandhi, which reflects more synchronic restrictions, but also in internal
sandhi, palatal plosives must have had fricative release well before the Prātiśākhyas.
Internal combination patterns:
h
V
V
Y
r
P
yes
yes
yes
yes
P[pal] yes
no
yes
yes
S
yes
no
yes
yes

P
P[pal]
S

l
k,p
no
s

N
yes
ñ,m
yes

S
[∅vcd]
no
C1 C1

P
[∅vcd]
C1 C1
yes

r ,l
yes

N
yes

S
[∅vcd]

P
yes

(gemination)

(place assim.)

yes

yes

(gemination)

(place assim.)

yes

yes

(ruki)

(deocclusion)

(voicing assim.)

[∅vcd]

yes
(voicing assim.)

C1 C1

yes
(voicing assim.)

The first table shows that a palatal plosive cannot occur before a heterorganic plosive, unlike the plosives of the other series. And as we will discuss in §56, /j/ as well as
sibilants cannot have aspiration, which is temporally sequenced after an occlusive constriction. In this way, they show phonotactic restrictions similar to the sibilants on their
right edge, whereas their combinational pattern is exactly the same as the other plosives
on their left; as the second table shows, they can follow any plosive, except that dental
stops which precede them are assimilated in place in external sandhi (e.g. /-d j-/ > -j j-).4
In final sandhi, palatal obstruents and /h/ become stops, /t.∼d./ or /k∼g/.
Although palatal plosives would be expected to behave like fricatives with regard to
the segment to their right, their distribution before obstruents actually differs from that
of the fricatives. A closer look into the restrictions on the closure of consonant clusters
4

Assimilation does not take place in a cluster of a retroflex and a palatal plosive, e.g. Ep. s.ad.-ja- ‘the
fourth note,’ Cl. s.at.-cakra- ‘six chakras.’
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is necessary to go further into this problem.
§38 Pronunciation of /j/
We assumed in §36 that Indo-Aryan has the Sibilant Voicing Filter, which requires that
a voiced oral obstruent be a non-continuant. Accordingly, the pre-Vedic voiced fricative
*/ź/, which originates from Proto-Indo-Iranian primary palatal *́ and had lost occlusion
in earlier pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan by the Affricate Filter (to be discussed below in §52),
must have regained occlusion and become the palato-alveolar or prepalatal voiced affricate /j/, merging with Proto-Indo-Iranian secondary palatal *̌. A merger of a voiced
fricative and a homorganic voiced affricate such as /ž/ and /dž / is not surprising, for not
many languages make a phonemic distinction between them.5
√
When /ś/ from PIIr. *ć and /h/ from PIIr. *́h are followed by an /n/ as in śnath
√
‘pierce’ : śnáth at and hnav/hnu ‘deny’ : hnuté, the /n/ is not assimilated in place and
remains a dental. If, in the same way, PIIr. *́ were a fricative in late pre-Vedic IndoAryan, place assimilation would not have taken place and the *n in PIIr. *iá-ná- should

have remained dental in Indo-Aryan. Along with the fact that no grammarian
mentions
a special articulation for the /j/ originating from PIIr. *́, the place assimilation of /n/ to
ñ confirms the presence of occlusion in /j/ < PIIr. *́.
Since secondary palatalization takes place only when a velar stop is followed by a
front vowel, in principle the /j/ in the cluster jñ comes from a primary palatal.
√
yaj ‘to sacrifice’ : yajñá- m. ‘sacrifice’ Av. yasna´
jānu-∼jñú- n. ‘knee’
YAv. žnu-, fra-šnu√
rāj ‘to reign’ : rā´ jñı̄ f. ‘king’s wife’
√
jñā ‘to know’ : pf. jajñé
YAv. žnātar´
´
rājan- m. ‘king’ : gen.sg. rājñah.
samrā´ j- m. ‘monarch’ : samrā´ jñı̄ f.
√ i
jan ‘give birth’ : pf. jajñé
majján- m. ‘marrow’ : AV majjñā´ inst.
If the /j/ from PIIr. *́ is not a fricative but an affricate in Vedic,6 however, is the
cluster spelt jñ, with two non-continuant phases separated by intervening frication, pronounceable at all? Or was it actually pronounced differently, just as Latin -gn- was
pronounced [Nn]? In Modern Indo-Aryan languages, the cluster jñ in tatsama words
(loanwords from Sanskrit) is pronounced in various ways, but not as /jñ/: i.e. ‘gy’ in
Hindi, Bengali, Oriya and Punjabi, ‘dny’ in Marathi, and ‘jn/dn’ (nowadays ‘gn,’ Cardona and Suthar 2003:666) in Gujarati (Beames 1872–9:303f), possibly through [é̃] and
[dñ] from original [éñ] which had no affricated release in between. The Prātiśākhyas do
not make any special remark on this cluster, and there is no indication that the pronunciation of /j/ and /ñ/ in jñ was different from their occurrences as singletons, except that
5

Persian and Polish, for example, are among the few languages which distinguish these two sounds.
Cf. §103.
6
See Wackernagel (1896:137f) for the affricate pronunciation of palatal plosives, and §46 for further
discussion.
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"
the release, and hence the frication concomitant thereof, were probably suppressed by
abhinidhāna (§27). As for the silence of the native grammarians on the affrication of
Sanskrit palatal plosives, Misra (1967:56) aptly points out that they had different ideas of
constriction or aperture from those of modern phonologists, and being sprs..ta ‘contacted’
does not preclude fricative release.7 If, as we suggested in §36, the first" palatal plosive
in the geminates cc and jj has no frication, we could say that Vedic /j/ is phonologically
a palatal stop, and that even if frication follows upon release, it merely accompanies the
release collaterally and is phonologically insignificant.
There are other clusters of a homorganic plosive and a nasal in Vedic (§128, §129):
pmV
tnVi)
.tn.V
cñV
× śñVii)

×

i)
ii)

(AV+ pāpmán-)
RV+ rátna- etc.
"
TS āt.n.āráh.
AV+ yācñá-

bmV
dnV
× dnV
..
jñV
×

RV+ udná"
RV+ yajñá- etc.
"

bh mV
dh nV
× dh nV
. .

RV+ jagrbh mā´ etc.
"
"
RV+ budh ná- etc.
"
—

×

hñ

Cf. t,d → n / n in external sandhi.
Cf. Wackernagel (1896:186).

Even though Vedic lacks × /ññ/ contrasting with /jñ/, there are distinct pairs /dn/ : /nn/,
/tn/ : /dn/, and /cñ/ : /jñ/, and there is no reason to doubt that they were pronounced
differently. In the synchronic alternation of external sandhi, cluster-initial plosives in
such sequences are assimilated to the corresponding nasals.
Synchronic status of the alternation of palatals before /t/ and /th / in the
Rgveda
"
A Sanskrit palatal obstruent alternates with either /s./ or /k/ when followed by a suffix
beginning with a voiceless dental stop:
§39

PIE *ḱ > PIIr. *ć

PIE *ǵ > PIIr. *́

7

root
√
vaś ‘wish’
√
naś ‘perish’
√
prach ‘ask’ (< *-ḱ-sḱ-)
√
taks. ‘timber’ (< *-tḱ-)
√
caks. ‘look’ (< *-ḱs-)
√
yaj ‘worship’
√
marj/mrj ‘sweep’
√
"
sarj/srj ‘release’
"

vb.adj.
vás..tinas..táprs..tá"
tas..tácas..táis.-t.ámrs.-t.á"
srs.-t.á"

“It is evident that these phoneticians have referred only to the contact or closure aspect in their sprs..ta
"
category and have made no reference whatsoever to the manner in which this contact made by the articulator was released, i.e. whether the closure was released suddenly or with friction.” Note that RPr. 13.9
"
sprs..tam asth itam states that closure of a stop is transient (I owe this reference to George Cardona).
"
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PIE *g > PIIr. *̌

PIE *gw > PIIr. *̌

√ h
b aj ‘share’
√
tej/tij ‘sharpen’
√
yoj/yuj ‘yoke’
√
nej/nij ‘wash’

bh ak-tátik-táyuk-tániktá-

These two alternation patterns are based on the Proto-Indo-European distinction between
velars or labio-velars and fronted velars, which is not preserved as such in Indo-Aryan.
The development of /j/ to s. before /t/ as in is.-t.á- and mrs.-t.á- forms a minority group
" of /c/ into k, makes up the
compared to that of /j/ into k which, together with the change
majority. Synchronically, the latter is probably the general pattern, and the former cases
must be treated as lexical exceptions to be memorized, as Pān.ini does in his listing in
As.t.. 8.2.36 vraśca-bh rasja-srja-mrja-yaja-rāja-bh rāja-ch aśām
. s.ah..
"
"
On the other hand, the output of the change of /ś/ into s. before /t/ constitutes another
group together with the relevant verbal adjective forms of those roots ending in /s./, such
√
√
√
as pes./pis. ‘crush’ : pis..tá-, res./ris. ‘do harm’ : ris..tá-, ves./vis. ‘be active’ : vis..tá- and
√
śes./śis. ‘leave’ : śis..tá-. Since the link between /ś/ and /j/ originating from a primary
palatal stop *́ is synchronically overshadowed by a more evident voiceless-voiced correspondence between /c/ and /j/, the change of /ś/ into s. is probably to be posited as an
alternation independent of /j/ ∼ s.. The simplest synchronic grammar therefore seems to
be what Pān.ini assumes in As.t.. 8.2.30 coh. kuh. [1.16 padasya, 26 jh ali]: a general rule
replacing P[palatal] with P[velar] before an obstruent or in word-final position, and a listing
of roots originally ending in primary palatal *́ as exceptions in As.t.. 8.2.36, cited above:

i)

PIIr. *ć
PIIr. *sć

/ś/
/ch /

C[palatal][+cont] > [retrofl] / t
lexical exception

PIIr. *́

/j/

lexical exceptions

PIIr. *́h
PIIr. *č
PIIr. *̌
PIIr. *̌h

/h/
/c/
/j/
/h/

/h/ > d.h / t
C[palatal][−cont] > [velar] / t
C[palatal][−cont] > [velar] / t
lexical exceptions

As.t.. 8.2.36 ch aśām
. śah.
h
i)
As.t.. 8.2.36 c aśām
. śah., 6.4.19 : virtually
√
h
only pracc /praś ‘ask’
√
√
√
As.t.. 8.2.36 ( vraśca -) bh rasja - srja √
√
√
√ h
"
mrja - yaja - rāja - b rāja As.t.". 8.2.31 ho d.h ah.
As.t.. 8.2.30 coh. kuh.
As.t.. 8.2.30 coh. kuh., 8.4.55 kh ari ca
√
As.t.. 8.2.32 dāder dh ātor gh ah.: dah,
√
√
deh/dih, doh/duh

R. N. Sharma 2003:538.

§40

Rise of three sibilants and their neutralization

Whereas Proto-Indo-European had only one sibilant *s, Indo-Iranian, together with
Balto-Slavic, evolved an anterior allophone *š in the contexts after a high vowel, *r/r,
"
or a velar stop (ruki rule or Pedersen’s Law, §103). Moreover, the Proto-Indo-Iranian
voiceless palatal affricate *ć from PIE *ḱ becomes an alveopalatal or palato-alveolar
fricative ś [C/S] in Indo-Aryan, in parallel with its development into s in Avestan.

§41. Occlusion of /s/ and /s./ in the future
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The place of articulation of /ś/ in Sanskrit is hard to decide, but it is certainly not
as front as dental [s], and it should be more front than palatal [ç] as in German ich
(Chatterji 1926:242), for Sanskrit palatal obstruents pattern with dentals in the place
assimilation of /n/, i.e. /n/ remains dental before velar, retroflex and labial obstruents,
whereas it is usually subject to place assimilation when followed by a palatal obstruent,
e.g. magh avañ ch akra (RV 1.104.8c), ich áñ carati (RV 3.54.2b) and yā´ mañ jánasya (RV
"
6.38.1d) (§62).8 As /ś/" is also a sandhi alternant "of the dental sibilant /s/ in external
sandhi, it is more natural to consider it an alveopalatal or a palato-alveolar fricative
than a palatal fricative, which is not a sibilant, although external sandhi does represent
relatively new restrictions.9 These three sibilants of Indo-Aryan, s∼s. and ś, fully contrast
only when they are followed by a sonorant within the same word domain,
/s/
/ś/

{ruki}
s.
ś

V
s/s.
ś

Y
s/s.
ś

r
s
ś

R
P
s/s. s/s./ś(/h.)
ś s./ś/k(/t.)

S
s/s.(/h.)
k(/t.)

]wd
h.
t./k

i.e., Indo-Aryan sibilants fully contrast in syllable onset only. Before an onset plosive,
on the other hand, dental /s/ becomes ś before a voiceless palatal plosive by place assimilation, but not vice versa; /ś/ becomes s. when a suffix or an ending beginning with /t/ or
/th / follows, and stem-final /ś/ and /s./ becomes .t/d. at a pāda boundary. In this way, neutralizing contexts exist for each of the pairs /s/ : /ś/, /s./ : /s/ and /ś/ : /s./, as the following
table shows:
/s/
/s./
/ś/
§41

-t(h) s
s.
s.

-st
k
k

{i,u,r,K}
s.
s.
ś

- ]wd
h.
h.
t.(/k)

- c(h) ś
ś
t.(/k)

Occlusion of /s/ and /s./ in the future

Although no sound generalizations can be drawn from the scarce examples of simple
future forms of roots ending in sibilants in the Rgveda, an epenthetic /i/ is inserted
√
"
between an anit. root and the suffix -syá- when the former
ends in a sibilant: as ‘throw’
√
: RV asis.yá-, naś ‘perish’ : AV naśis.yá-. The sequence /RPSy/ is found only in the
" tā´ rksya- prop.n.
form
.
In the literature of the next period, where the tendency to avoid overlong syllable rimes is probably not as strong as in the Rgveda, future forms of the template
"
/-VRP-Sya-/ become common, e.g.
8

In the Rgveda, there are 111 cases of -ñ c(h) - (I32 , II8 , III5 , IV5 , V5 , VI6 , VII6 , VIII12 IX11 , X21 )
(h)
4
2
3
3
1
4
0
2
1
14
compared to" 34 cases of -m
. ś c - (I , II , III , IV , V , VI , VII , VIII , IX , X ) according to Holland
and Van Nooten’s electronic text [E01].
9
Cf. Hall (1997a:208) “In Sanskrit dentals became alveolopalatal before alveolopalatals (e.g. ut +
carati → uccarati ‘rises’; Cho, 1990:66 [=1999:59]). Importantly, Sanskrit ś surfaces in the same environment, e.g. tatas + ca → tataśca ‘and then.’ If ś and c have the same place of articulation then they are
both alveolopalatal.”
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√
kart/krt ‘cut’
: AV kartsyāmi (AVŚ 10.1.21b),
√
"
vart/vrt ‘turn’
: AVŚ, TS -vartsya-,
√
h"
band ‘bind’
: AVPO, ŚB, TB bh antsya-,
√
varj/vrj ‘turn away’ : TS, ŚB -varks.ya-.
"
Forms without /i/ outnumber those with /i/ in the Brāhman.a period (Whitney
1885:228f.). It is mainly this period when the root-final /s/ undergoes secondary occlusion into k or t (§43):
√
vas/us. ‘dawn’
: vatsya-,
√
vas/us. ‘dwell’
: vatsya-,
√
ves/vis ‘be active’ : veks.ya-,
√ . .
śes/śis ‘leave’
: śeks.ya-,
but also
√ . .
vars./vrs. ‘rain’
: vars.is.ya-.
"
In Epic and later Sanskrit, forms with /i/ become commoner again (bandh is.ya-,
kartis.ya- etc.). The following rules of Pān.ini show fluctuation regarding the insertion
of a non-original /i/ in contexts including before the future suffix -syá-:
As.t.. 7.2.44 roots with ū as an it marker
√
√
√
As.t.. 7.2.57
kart/krt ‘cut,’ cart/crt ‘attach,’ ch ard/ch rd
√
√
"
"
‘vomit,’" tard/trd ‘pierce,’
nart/nrt ‘dance’
√
"
"
As.t.. 7.2.58
gam ‘go’
√
√
As.t.. 7.2.59
vart/vrt ‘turn,’ vardh /vrdh ‘grow,’
√
" d ‘challenge,’ √syand
"
śard/śr
‘gallop’
√
As.t.. 7.2.60
kalp/kl" p ‘arrange in order’
"

/i/ is optional
/i/ is optional
/i/ in the active
no /i/ in the active
no /i/ in the active

§42 Regularity of the occlusion of /s/
√
As to the occlusion of /s/ into t in vas ‘dwell’ : vatsyati fut.act.3sg., avātsı̄h.
√
s-aor.act.2sg. etc. and gh as ‘eat’ : AV jı́gh atsati desid.act.3sg., Bartholomae
√
(1896:711)10 already points out forms such as AV avātsı̄h., ávāt s-aor.act.3sg. of vas
√
‘shine’ and AV agh at, rt.aor.act.3sg. of gh as as the starting point. The -t < *-s-t in these
forms may have been reinterpreted as a root element interchangeable with /s/, and was
then introduced into the future stems where the suffix-initial /s/ would otherwise obscure
the identity of the root. Narten (1964: 239)11 views this process as a minor sound change
10

“Ich möchte es daher doch immer noch für wahrscheinlicher halten, dass die unthematischen 3. Sing.
Praet. Act. auf -t statt -s für arisches -st als Ausgangspunkt für die Bildung jener Formen — es sind ihrer
im Ganzen noch kein Dutzend — gedient haben ...”
11
“Es entspricht dieser Wandel dem Bestreben, die sich aus dem Zusammentreffen von wurzelauslautendem s und Tempuszeichen s zunächst ergebende Doppelkonsonanz als solche zu bewahren und damit
auch die Silbengrenze an ihrer alten Stelle zu erhalten ... Hier war die Analogie zur Erhaltung von ss
gegen das Lautgesetz der Vereinfachung zu s wirksam. Dagegen weist bei Antritt von Tempuszeichen s
jeweils das Gesamtparadigma des entsprechenden Futurs, s-Aorists oder Desiderativs das gleiche lautliche
Erscheinungsbild auf, es konnte also keine innerparadigmatische Analogie wirken. So entstand anstelle
des ersten der beiden dentalen Spiranten der entsprechende Verschlußlaut: s + s > ts.”
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driven by dissimilation rather than as an analogy.
Let us summarize here the cases where s alternates with t:
√
verb s-aorist
dā ‘give’ : 2sg. adās, 3sg. ádāt
√
pā ‘drink’ : 2sg. ápās, 3sg. ápāt etc.
√ h
g as ‘eat’ : 3sg. agh at
verb root aorist
√
vas ‘shine’ : 3sg. avāt
noun stem ending in s
mā´ s- ‘moon, month’ : RV mād-bh ı́s
"
-mant-/-vant- : RV -mas/-vas
noun vocative
"
If the dissimilatory occlusion of /s/ into t were phonological, it would also be expected to occur in the locative plural (-su) forms of the nominal stems in -s such as apás
adj. ‘active,’ ám
. has n. ‘hardship’ etc. According to Lanman (1877:497, 567), however,
no such forms are attested in Vedic:
ū´ dh ar-/-an- ‘udder’ : ū´ dh as-su; rájas- ‘space’ : rájas-su; śrávas- ‘fame’ :
śrávas-su; sádas- ‘seat’ : sádas-su; havı́s.- ‘offering’ : havı́s.-s.u.
apás- ‘water’ : apásu; púmas- ‘man’ : pum
. sú; mā´ s- ‘moon, month’ : TS
māsú, PB māssu.
A significant difference between those locative forms and those verbal forms with
occlusion is that the nominal stems ending in s are mostly two syllables long and there
is little room for confusion. Furthermore, the loc.pl. ending -su is often treated as if there
were a word boundary before it. Also worth noting is that s-aorist roots have a vowel in
the lengthened grade in the active, and future forms have roots in the full grade followed
by the suffix-initial cluster -sy-, whereas in the locative plural forms with double /s/ the
stem-final vowel is always short except in the monosyllabic stem mā´ s-. It is possible,
therefore, that syllable weight played a role when the occlusion of root-final /s/ arose as
a phonological process, like the distribution of ss after short, and s after long vowels, in
Latin (Meiser 1998:125).
Tentative explanation: The morpheme-final /s/ is crowded out of the syllable
when the vowel is in the lengthened grade. Since the next syllable cannot
begin with /ss-/ with non-rising sonority, the first of the two /s/’s becomes
occluded (cf. also §44).
√
vas : a-vāt-sı̄t
/a.vā.tsı̄<t>/
?/a.vā.ssı̄<t>/
?/a.vās.sı̄<t>/
havis- : havis.-s.u
/ha.vis..s.u/
√ h.
h
but g as : jı́-g at-sa-
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Medial occlusion of /ś/ and /s./ in fricative clusters

The deocclusion of PIE *ḱ > PIIr. *ć to Skt. ś is blocked when an /s/ or a pada boundary follows it. Before voiceless plosives, the Rgveda shows examples of śp across the
" such as viś-pati- ‘Clanherr’ (Geldner)
boundary of compound nouns beginning with viśand viśpálā- prop.n. (cf. Epic vit.-pati-, Cl. Skt. dik-pati-), but the sequence × śk does not
occur in the Rgveda (§125).12
"
Although /ś/ merges with /s./ before /t/, the original velar occlusion of PIE *ḱ > PIIr.
*ć is restored, or in view of the irreversibility of sound changes, PIIr. *ć independently
develops into /k/ by place dissimilation (Allen 1974:111, §45), when it occurs before *s
or its ruki alternant *š, resulting in the cluster ks. instead of × śs, for example,
√
/á/ + / diś/ ‘point’ + /-si/
: adiks.i, s-aor.1sg.mid. (RV 5.43.9),
√
"
/á/ + / viś/ ‘enter’ + /-s-/ + /-mahi/ : áviks.mahi (RV 10.127.4),
" ú (later vitsu).
/viś(]wd )/ ‘settlement’ + /-sú/
: loc.pl. RV viks
.
.
"
An interesting fact is that the other two sibilants /s/ and /s./, which come from ProtoIndo-European sibilant *s, also acquire occlusion and become t and k respectively before
another /s/. It is found already in
√
rı́riks.ati (RV)
desid. of res./ris. ‘harm,’
" ata (AV) s-aor. of √dves/dvis ‘hate,’
dviks.at, dviks
. √.
.
avātsı̄h. (AV)
s-aor.2sg.act. of vas ‘dwell,’
and becomes almost a productive pattern of the sigmatic aorist, the desiderative, and
particularly the future in late Vedic (§41, Wackernagel 1896:178, Debrunner 1957:96,
Kuiper 1967b:107f); cf.
√
vas ‘dwell’
: Br. vatsyati fut.3sg.act.,
√
pes./pis. ‘crush’ : ŚB apiks.an sa-aor.3pl.act.,
√
śes./śis. ‘leave’ : Br. śeks.yáti fut.3sg.act.
The incidence of TS from S + S may be summarized in the following table:
desiderative
rı́riks.a-

RV
"
AV
Sam
. h. śuśuks.a-, śiśliks.aBr.

sa-aorist

s-aorist

dviks.aaśliks.a-

avātsı̄t

future

śeks.ya-, veks.ya-

apiks.aSū.
akrks.a"
(Avery 1875, Whitney 1885, Narten 1964)
12

The first k in ŚB a-dı́k-ka- ‘one who has no space’ is already k when -ka- is suffixed, for a-dı́k- itself
is a bahuvrı̄hi compound (Cardona p.c.).

§44. Affricate status of ch , ks. and ts
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Whereas the restoration of the closure of PIIr. ć has established status as a phonological rule in Vedic, the occlusion of root-final /s./ is limited to, and probably conditioned
by, a relatively small morphological context, namely before verbal suffixes and endings
beginning with /s/.
The merger of /ś/ with /s./ before /t, th / (§39), which typically occurs in root-final
√
position, e.g. naś ‘perish’ : nas..tá- vb.adj., might have been the starting point of the
confusion of s. and ś, as the following proportional analogy shows:
√
veś/viś ‘enter’ : vis.-t.á- vb.adj. : á-viks.- (RV) s-aor.
√
"
ves./vis. ‘be active’ : vis.-t.á- vb.adj. : x
; x = a-viks.§44 Affricate status of ch , ks. and ts
As a result of the simplification of obstruent clusters and the restriction against sibilant
clusters, Sanskrit abounds in clusters of a stop and a sibilant, such as /ks./, /(c)ch / and /ts/;
the first two occur in word-initial position as well, while initial /ts/ is found only in the
√
forms of the root tsar ‘sneak,’ tsárati pres.3sg.act. If the doubling of a cluster-initial
plosive across a syllable boundary (e.g. /-k.s.-/ → /-k.ks.-/), as provided by TPr. 14.1 etc.
(§23) and TPr. 21.9 etc. (§29), already started by the time of Vedic, a large number of
syllables have clusters of the type /TS/ in the onset. These clusters reflect a sonority
scale which ranks fricatives above stops:
Sonority scales and clustering rules:
Gk.i)
plosive  fricative  nasal  liquid
Minimal sonority distance requirement: 2
Augmentation of /s/: onset, coda
IA

stop  fricative(,aspiration)  nasal  liquid, glide
No cluster of three consonants including a nasal and a semivowel.
Augmentation of /s/: onset only (§31 extrasyllabic sibilant)

plosive, fricative  nasal, liquid
Augmentation of /s/: onset, coda
i)
Steriade (1982) cited in Kenstowicz (1994:267ff.).
Ir.

Instead of ascribing initial /TS/ clusters to the sonority scale, one might also suppose
that these clusters acquired the phonemic status of affricates, or of unit phonemes, in
Old Indo-Aryan (Kurołowicz 1962:111).13
In §42, we noted the possibility that a sequence *s-s which is crowded out of a preceding heavy syllable becomes /ts/, in conformity with the Sonority Sequencing Principle. If that is the case, /t/ (rather than /ts /) can be viewed as the alternant of the sibilant
/s/, for the motivation of the change is to create a rising sonority sequence and thus a
possible onset cluster. Another possible case of alternation between a sibilant and an
13

Cf. Allen (1974:100f.), who is skeptical about reconstructing phonemes *ks etc. for the ‘thorn’ cluster.
Regarding the Greek cluster /ks/, Allen (1987:59) also points out that it occurs both in an initial and final
position of a word and it is comparable with single consonants in terms of its phonotactic peculiarity.
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affricate is the insertion of a transitional stop at word boundary. Among these cases of
stop insertion, those which occur between a nasal and a sibilant, such as
/-ṅ
/-n.
/-n
/-n

S-/
S-/
s-/
ś-/

→ -ṅ
→ -n.
→ -n
→ /-n

k
.t
t
t

SSsś-/

(> -ñ ch -)

(RPr. 4.16–17, VPr. 4.15–16, TPr. 5.32[–33], ŚCĀ 2.1.9 and As.t.. 8.3.28–31; Cardona,
"
unpublished
MSS),
have the same place as the preceding nasal, and are probably nothing more than transitions between voiced and voiceless segments. However, in cases of stop insertion
between a plosive and a sibilant (Allen 1962:109ff., Lubotsky 2001:46f.) such as
/-t. s-/ → -t. t s(RPr. 4.17, TPr. 5.33, ŚCĀ 2.1.8 and As.t.. 8.3.29–31) and
"
/-T ś-/ → -T ch - in As.t.. 8.4.63 śaś ch o ’t.i,
as in RV 3.33.1 vı́pāt. ch utudrı̄ for śutudrı̄ or RV 10.91.7 prth ak ch árdh ām
. si for
" si, ts- and ch - behave as if they are non-continuant
"
"
śárdh ām
counterparts
of
/s/
and
/ś/.
.
The alternation in this case might not entail mere insertion of stops, but affrication of /s/
and /ś/ to /ts/ and /cś/ (cch in the surface form) respectively. This affrication is different
from the occlusion of sibilants discussed in §43, for most cases of occlusion there take
place in a limited morphological context, with gradual analogical spreading.
occlusion
(morphological)
/s/
/s./
/ś/
t
k
k

affrication
(phonological)
/s/
/s./
/ś/
ts
–
cch

There is no regular phonological alternation between /s./ and /ks./, but /s./ and velar stops might have had some affinity, for /ks./ is a ubiquitous cluster in Sanskrit, and
/s./ and /kh / are often confused in some manuscripts and in later Indo-Aryan languages
(Wackernagel 1896:136, Bloomfield and Edgerton 1932:153, Allen 1953:56).
§45 Origins of Vedic ks.
Sanskrit ks. has its origin in various Proto-Indo-European consonant clusters, and is the
product of the most extensive neutralization in the consonantal phonology of Old-IndoAryan. The origins of ks. are reconstructed on the following bases:
a) Some of the other Indo-European languages treat the clusters underlying Vedic ks. as
distinct:

§45. Origins of Vedic ks.

examples
Hitt. tekkušša- ‘give a sign’
ks
TB okso ‘ox’ ∼ Skt. uks.án.- ‘young bull’; Hitt.
takkis- ‘mingle’
š
ks
Gk. deksiós adj. ‘right’ ∼ Skt. dáks.in.a-, Av.
*ḱs
dašinawh
*g s
ps
Gk. éneipsa, aor. of neı́ph ō ‘snow’
√
h
ž
ks
Gk. héksō fut. of ékh ō ‘hold,’ Skt. sah ‘sub*ǵ s
√
due’; YAv. už-uuažat aor.subj. ∼ Skt. vah

‘carry’
*tḱ?
š
kt
/tk/
kts? Hitt. hart(tag)ga- ‘bear,’ Gk. árktos, Skt. rks.a-;

"
TB taktsāntsa ‘expert’ ∼? Skt. táks.an.- ‘carpenter’
/tk/
Hitt. hatk- ‘shut’
*dh gh

h h
h h
*d ǵ
z
kt
/tk/
tk
Gk. kh th ôn ‘earth,’ TA tkam
. , Av. zam-, Hitt.
tēkan
kts ? TB ktsaitse ‘old’ ∼? Gk. ph th ı́nō ‘wane,’ Skt.
*dh gwh γž ? ph th
ks.ay: ks.in.ā´ ti ‘destroy’
(Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:103ff., Melchert 1994:61f., 64, Kimball
1999:197, Beekes 1995:134, Ringe 1996:4)
PIE
*kw s
*ks

Av.
xš
xš

Gk.
ps
ks
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Hitt.
/kw s/
/ks/

Toch.

b) Equation of Proto-Indo-European labiovelar, velar and palatal plosives:
PIE Ved. Av.
Gk.
PGmc. Lith. OCS
Lat.
Irish
Hitt.
g
g/ž/dz f-/gu/v g/ g kw-/gw
*gwh gh /h g/γ/j ph /th /kh
*gw
gh /h g/γ/j
kh
*g
g
g/ž/dz
h-/g
g/ g
k-/g
*gh
h
h
*ǵ
h
z/ž
k
*g
ž
z
g
g/ g
k-/g
*gw
g/j g/γ/j
b/d/g
*kw
g
g/ž/dz v-/gu
b
kw-/gw
g/j g/γ/j
g
*k
g
g/ž/dz
g
g/ g
k-/g
*g
*ǵ
j
z/ž
g
*k
ž
z
g
g/ g
k-/g
w
w
*k
k/c k/x/c
p/t/k
*x
k
k/č/c
qu
c/ch kw-/gw
*k
k/c k/x/c
k
*x
k
k/č/c
c
c/ch
k
*ḱ
ś
s/š
k
*x
š
s
c
c/ch
k
(Szemerenyi 1990:64ff., Beekes 1995:110, Meier-Brügger 2002:129ff.)
c) Proto-Indo-European root constraint: When the voicing and aspiration of a root-final
stop cannot be reconstructed, the general absence of Proto-Indo-European roots
of the templates /BeD/, /Bh eT/ and /TeBh / helps us to infer the original value.
The following are Vedic etyma with /ks./ (from Mayrhofer, EWAia. and LIV):
word
áks.a- ‘axle’

source
PIE *ǵs?

cognates
√
Gk. hámaksa etc. < PIE * h2 eǵ ‘drive,’
√
Skt. aj, YAv. azaiti, Gk. ágō etc.
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áks.i- ‘eye’
√
ı̄ks. ‘see’
an-rks.ará- ‘spineless’?
"
antáriks
. a- ‘middle sky’
ı̄k-s.e, áiks.etām
uks.án.- ‘young ox’
rks.a- ‘bear’
"

PIIr. *ḱs?
PIE *kw s?
↑
?
?
PIIr. *ḱs
PIE *ks
PIE *tḱ

káks.a- ‘armpit’
kuks
√ . ı́- ‘cheek’
kraks. ‘make noise’
ákruks.at aor.3sg.act.
ks.atrá-

PIE *ćs
PIIr. *ḱs
?
PIIr. *ćs
PIE *tk?

√
√ks.ad ‘serve food’
ks.an. ‘wound’
ks.áp- ‘night’
ks
√. ám- ‘earth’
i
√ks.am ‘endure’
ks.ar ‘flow’
ks
√. ı́p- ‘finger’
√ks.ep/ks.ip ‘throw’
ks.ay/ks.i : ks.áya- ‘rule’
-ks.á√
ks.ay/ks.i: ks.éti ‘dwell’

PIIr. *ćs?
PIE *tk?
PIE *k(w) s
PIE *dh ǵh
PIIr. *kš?
PIE *dh gwhi)
?
PIIr. *kš?
PIE *tk
↑?
PIE *tḱ

ks
√. étra- ‘land’
ks.ay/ks.i: ks.in.ā´ ti ‘destroy’
ks.ı̄rá- ‘milk’
ks
√. ú- ‘cattle’
ks.od/ks.ud ‘scatter’
ks.udrá- ‘small’
ks.udh ‘be hungry’
h
ks
√. úd -h‘hunger’
ks.ob /ks.ubh ‘quake’
ks.úmpa- ‘?’
ks.urá- ‘razor’
ks.on.á- ‘?’
ks.on.ı̄
√
ks.n.av/ks.n.u ‘sharpen’

↑
PIE *dh gwh
PIIr. *kš
PIIr. *pć
↓
PIIr. *kš
↓
PIIr. *kš
PIIr. *kš
?
PIE *ks
?
PIIr. *pć
PIIr. *kš

ks.vı́ṅkā- ‘?’
√
caks. ‘see’
cáks.us, cáks.as
caks
√ . án.ijaks. ‘laugh’
juguks.a- desid.

?
PIE *ḱs
↑
↑
PIIr. *gh -s
PIIr. *ǵh -s

Av. ašGk. oph th almós, Lat. oculus
∼ áks.i√
ı̄ś ‘rule,’ OAv. isē
Av. uxšan-, OHG ohso
YAv. arša-,
Gk. árktos,
Hitt.
hart(tag)ga- etc.
YAv. kaša-, Lat. coxa
Sogdian qwšy-, ∼kóśa- ‘container’
√
kroś/kruś
‘shout,’ OAv. xraos@n.tam
√
∼ ks.ay/ks.i ‘dominate’ : ks.áya-, Av.
xšaθra-, Gk. ktômai
YAv. šanmanGr. kteı́nō
YAv. xšap-, Gk. pséph as etc.
Gk. kh th ōn, TA tkam
. , Hitt. tēkan
OAv. √
xšanm¯@nē
YAv. γžar, Gk. ph th eı́rō
YAv. xšuuaēβaOAv. xšaiiehı̄, Gk. ktômai?
OAv. šaēitı̄, Mycenian <ki-ti-je-si> 3pl.,
Gk. ktı́zō
OAv. šōiθraGk. ph th ı́nō
MP šı̄r
∼paśú-, YAv. fšuman.tYAv. xšudraYAv. acc.sg. šuδ@m
YAv. xšufsan
Gk. ksurón
YAv. fšaoniYAv. hu-xšnuta-, ∼ Lat. novācula ‘razor’
√
∼ kāś, YAv. čašte
√
∼ has ‘laugh’
√
√
goh/guh ‘hide’: gūd.h á-, YAv. guz-
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√
taks. ‘hew’; táks.an.- ‘carpenter’
trks.ı́-, tā´ rks.ya"
tı́tiks
√ . a- desid.?
√tvaks. ‘be active’
daks. ‘be able’
dáks.in.a- a. ‘right’
ádrks.ata s-aor.3pl.mid.
"
h
dh /dáks
. a-, d /dáks.i
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PIE *tḱ

YAv. tāšti; Gk. téktōn ‘craftsman’ ∼ TB
taktsāntsa ‘expert’?

?
PIE *gw -s
PIIr. *kš
PIIr. *kš
PIE *ḱs
PIE *ḱ-s
PIE *gwh -s

√
tyaj ‘abandon,’ OAv. iθiiěahOAv.√θβaxšahAv. daxš
YAv. dašina-, Gk. deksiós etc.
√
√darś/dr" ś ‘look,’ Gk. dérkomai, etc.
dah ‘burn,’ Lith. degù, OCS žego, Lat.
foveō
‘warm’ etc.
√
doh/duh ‘give milk,’ Gk. teúkh ō ‘make
ready,’ ON duga ‘avail’ etc.
√
naś ‘reach,’ OAv. nasat, OIr. -icc,

-ánaic etc.

dh /duks.a- sa-aor.

PIIr. *gh -s

náks.a- s-aor.subj., ı́yaks.adesid.
náks
√ . atra- ‘constellation’
neks./niks. ‘pierce’
paks
√ . á- ‘wing’
( )praks./prks. ‘strengthen’
"

PIE *ḱ-s

bh aks.-, bh iks.-

PIE *g-s

máks.- f.(?) ‘fly’
maks.ū´ ‘quickly’
muks.-

PIIr. *kš
PIE *ḱs
PIE *k-s

mrks."
√
myaks./miks. ‘mix’

PIE *ǵ-s

yaks.√
yaks. ‘appear’
yáks.ma- ‘consumption’
yuks.-

PIE *ǵ-s
PIIr. *kš?
?
PIE *g-s

√
vaks./uks. ‘grow’
viks.-

PIE *gs
PIE *ḱ-s

viveks.i pres.2sg.

PIE *k-s

vrks."

PIE *g-s

vrks.á- ‘tree’
√
" raks ‘protect’
.
rı́riks.aruks.á- (RV 6.3.7)
"

PIE *ḱs?
PIE *ks
PIIr. *š-s
PIE *k-s

laks.á-

?
PIIr. *́(h) s?
PIIr. *kš
PIE *k-s

PIE *ḱs?

?

YAv. naēza-?
Ossetic
√ faxs
∼ parc/prc ‘fill,’ Middle Irish ercaid
"
‘fills’
√ h
b aj ‘share,’ OAv. baxštā, Gk. ph ageı̂n
‘devour’
YAv. maxšı̄
OAv. mošu-čā,
√ Lat. mox
s-aor. of moc/muc ‘release,’ Lith.
munkù ‘loosen,’
√ Lat. ē-mungō ‘rip off’
s-aor. of
marj/mrj ‘wipe,’ YAv.
" ‘milk’ etc.
mar@zaiti, Gk. amélgō
∼ × miś as in miśrá- ‘mixed’?, OCS
měsiti ‘knead’
√
√
s-aor. of yaj, Av. yaz, Gk. házomai
Yaghnobi yaxš- ‘be visible’
√
s-aor. of yoj/yuj ‘join,’ OAv. yaogat,
¯
Lat. iungere
∼ójas-, OAv. uxšiieitı̄, Goth. wahsjan
√
s-aor. of veś/viś ‘settle down in,’ OAv.
vı̄s@ntē
√ .
vec/vic ‘sift,’ YAv. ham.vı̄šiia, Goth.
weihs √
s-aor. of varj/vrj ‘turn over,’ Lat. uerg"
ere, etc.
YAv. var@šaGk. aléksō,
√ Ir. xš in Arm. erašxi-k‘
desid.
of
res./ris. ‘be hurt,’ YAv. irišiieiti
√
∼ roc/ruc ‘shine,’ Goth. liuhaþ, Gk.
leukós, etc.
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láks.man-, laks.mı̄
√
śiks. ‘help’
āśuśuks
. án.i√
saks.
saks.-, sāks.-, sı̄ks.srks.-, sraks."

?
PIIr. *k-š
PIE *k-s
PIE *kw -s
PIE *ǵh -s
PIE *ǵ-s

√

∼
√ śak ‘be able,’ OAv. sašaθā
√śoc/śuc ‘shine,’ OAv. saočaiiat

√sac ‘accompany,’ Gk. hépetai, etc.h
√sah ‘prevail,’ YAv. hazah-, Gk. ék ō
sarj/srj ‘release,’ YAv. h@r@z@n.ti
"

LIV *gw ǵh er.
(For ks. from /š-s/, see §43.)
i)

Aside from languages such as Old Irish or Slavic which simplify most obstruent
clusters, such an extensive neutralization of place and laryngeal contrasts is unique,
particularly in a language which otherwise preserves Proto-Indo-European consonant
system relatively well. The cluster ks also occurs often in Tocharian B; at first sight, it
looks similar to Sanskrit ks., but it is actually a product of a quite different development.
In the first place, all dorsal stops collapse into a single phoneme /k/ in Proto-Tocharian
whether or not they are followed by a sibilant, so voicing neutralization is not peculiar
to dorsal-sibilant clusters. The merger is not as extensive as in Indo-Aryan either, for the
‘thorn’ cluster in Proto-Indo-European does not become /ks/, e.g. Skt. ks.ám- vs. TA tkam
.
for PIE *dh éǵh ōm- ∼ *dh ǵh em- f. ‘earth.’ Furthermore, the output ks in Tocharian B often
results from syncopation of *@ which was inserted in Proto-Tocharian. Forms such as TB
preksa pret.3sg. ‘asked’ and TB neksa pret.3sg. ‘perished,’ have their origins in ProtoIndo-European aorist stems *prēḱ-s- and *nēḱ-s- (Ringe 1996:112, 109), but Tocharian
A cognates prakäs and ñakäs indicate that they have actually developed respectively
through PToch. *pry ek@s@ and *ny ek@s@. *@ is inserted in other clusters as well, e.g.
PIE *s(u)eḱstós ‘sixth’ > PToch. *s.@k@stë > TB s.kaste, TA s.käs.t (Ringe 1996:71, R.

Kim 1999:146f.).
Words with inherited clusters of a dorsal and a sibilant are therefore
relatively small in number, e.g. TB okso ‘ox’ from PToch. *w@kw s+p < *uksō(n) ←
PIE *uksēn- ‘bull’ (R. Kim 1999b:164), or läks nom/obl.sg. ‘fish’ presumably from PIE
*loḱs- ‘salmon’ (Ringe 1996:92, R. Kim 1999a:112ff.).
Contrary to Sanskrit, Avestan preserves the distinction in voicing, and partly in place
as well, so the neutralization must have taken place after the divergence of Indo-Aryan
from Proto-Indo-Iranian. The merger to /ks./ in Sanskrit is different not only from Iranian, but also from later languages of Indo-Aryan itself. Middle Indo-Aryan voiced
reflexes ((g)gh or (j)jh : geminated in medial position) corresponding to Sanskrit ks., e.g.
Skt. ks.árati ‘flows’: Pāli (pa-)ggh arati, Pkt. jh araı̈ or Skt. ks.āmá- ‘scorched’ : Pāli, AMg.
jh āma-, are claimed to have preserved original voiced clusters from Proto-Indo-Iranian,
√
as in Av. γžar in -γžārayeiti caus.3sg. (Pischel 1900:§326, Geiger 1994:§56, Emeneau
1966:134, von Hinüber 1986:115, 2001,184f., Masica 1991:173). If that was the case,
it follows that the extensive merger to Skt. /ks./ does not apply to the Old Indo-Aryan
dialects through which those Middle Indo-Aryan languages developed, for a merger is
generally considered to be irreversible (§4); but rather, the cluster /ks./ belongs just to a
dialect of Old Indo-Aryan which had a restriction against sibilant voicing.

§45. Origins of Vedic ks.
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Another case of an apparently reverted merger is Sanskrit ks. from PIIr. *ćš < PIE *ḱs
as in Skt. káks.a- m. ‘armpit’ : YAv. kaša- (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:103), whose
/k/ looks as if PIIr. *ć reverted to the original Proto-Indo-European dorsal stop; but since
the dorsal pronunciation is irrevocably lost in Proto-Indo-Iranian, the development into
Skt. ks. has to be explained by place dissimilation (§43). Pischel (1900:§318, 319) again
argues that the distinction between PIIr. *ćš and *kš is partly preserved in Middle IndoAryan reflexes cch and kkh (cf. von Hinüber 2001:183).
If the extensive neutralization of phonemic contrasts in Sanskrit /ks./ is a dialectal
phenomenon within Indo-Aryan, it could be neatly represented as dominance of the
following constraints over MaxIO, which requires every contrast in the input to appear
in the output, in this particular dialect.
?FricVoi: A fricative is not voiced. Undominated in Vedic, but ranked low in Avestan,
and probably in an Old Indo-Aryan dialect other than Sanskrit through which
Middle Indo-Aryan developed.
Laryngeal Constraint: Lombardi’s Laryngeal Constraint (§83) states that voicing and
aspiration of an obstruent not immediately followed by a sonorant is licensed only
parasitically, and that consonants in a cluster should share the features [voiced]
and [spread glottis], if any.
?SS: Sibilants cannot stand side by side. Undominated in Avestan.
OCP (i.e. Obligatory Contour Principle): Assuming that /s/ in Sanskrit is redundantly
specified for [spread glottis] (§72), two adjacent segments cannot independently
bear aspiration.
Vedic: ?FricVoi, OCP  Laryngeal Constraint  Max-IO
/gh s/
gh s.
gs.
gh z.
gz.
gz.h
+ ks.
kh s.

?FricV

∗!
∗!
∗!

OCP LC
∗!
∗
∗!
∗
∗

∗!

Max
∗
∗
∗∗
∗
∗∗
∗

/ǵs/
js.
jz.
gs.
gz.
cś
+ ks.

?FricV
∗!

OCP
∗!
∗

LC
∗
∗!

∗!
∗!

Max
∗
∗
∗∗
∗
∗∗

In Avestan, on the other hand, ?FricVoi is not active, and the OCP is irrelevant because
there is no aspiration. Since Avestan does not allow a sibilant cluster in any context,
we should posit ?SS, an undominated constraint which prohibits a sibilant cluster. The
ranking is hence ?SS  Laryngeal Constraint  Max-IO.
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/gh s/ ?SS
γš
+ γž
χš

§46

LC Max
∗!
∗
∗∗!

/ǵs/
zš
zž
sš
+ ž

?SS
∗!
∗!

LC Max
∗!
∗
∗
∗

Development of Indo-Iranian palatal voiced aspirates

Although voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated and voiced unaspirated plosives almost never lose their occlusive constriction in Old Indo-Aryan, some voiced aspirates
become /h/ already in Vedic. Aside from this asymmetry of deocclusion, it is also surprising that deocclusion results in a total loss of the place feature. Since the deocclusion
of /dh /, /bh / and /gh / is apparently not conditioned by a particular phonological context
and seems to involve analogy to some extent (§57), we should begin our discussion of
the phonological details of this development with the uniform deocclusion of the ProtoIndo-Iranian voiced aspirated palatals *́h and *̌h into Sanskrit /h/.
As the Proto-Indo-Iranian voiceless unaspirated primary palatal plosive *ć becomes
√
the fricative ś in Vedic, as j in yaj which comes from an Indo-Iranian primary palatal
plosive *́ becomes s. in the verbal adjective form is.-t.á-, and as the primary palatals
become the fricatives s and z in Avestan, primary palatal plosives seem to have lost
their occlusive constriction in a fairly early period, although they are still affricates in
Proto-Indo-Iranian. The phonetic values of the Proto-Indo-European primary palatals
are reconstructed as alveopalatal or palato-alveolar affricates according to the Nuristani
evidence, such as Kati jõ ‘knee’ : Sanskrit jānu- < PIIr. *́anu- < PIE *ǵonu-, Kati duċ
‘ten’ (ċ: [ts]) : Sanskrit dáśa < PIIr. *daća- < PIE *deḱmt-, Waigali ċūn@- ‘empty’ : San" or Kāmviri zim ‘snow’ (z: [dz ])
skrit śū´ na- ‘emptyness,’ śūnyá- ‘empty’ < PIIr. *ćuHna-,
< PIIr. *́h imá- < PIE *ǵh imó- (Morgenstierne 1973:335ff; Buddruss 1977:28f; Strand
E11). It is possible that the Proto-Indo-Iranian primary palatals were still palatal stops,
but from the viewpoint of the gradualness of sound change, the development of affricates
into fricatives is easier to explain than that of stops into fricatives (Hall 1997a:213).
Kuryłowicz (1977:195f.) also reconstructs a palatal (palato-alveolar or alveopalatal in
our terminology) affricate in view of the reflex of PIIr. *ć as .t and s. in Sanskrit.14
The idea that all primary palatals once lost occlusive constriction, however, leads to
a puzzling consequence that the four voiced palatal plosives in Proto-Indo-Iranian went
through four different processes to wind up as j and h:
Kuryłowicz (1977:196): “Au point de vue historique ce double reflet d’i.e. k plaide l’existence d’une
ancienne affriquée, simplifiée soit en s. soit en occlusive cérébrale .t, suivant l’entourage. Ā cause du lieu
d’articulation de ś, qui est la continuation normale de k devant voyelle ou sonore, on posera comme point
de départ du développement l’affriquée palatale *’ç (ts’) laquelle semble du reste confirmée par certains
dialectes du nord-ouest.”
14

§47. The problem of PIE *sḱ > PIE *sć > Sanskrit cch
PIIr. source
*́ (primary)
*̌ (secondary)
*́h (primary)
*̌h (secondary)
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process
outcome
first became fricative (?),
j
then restored occlusion
remained occlusive
j
early (?) deocclusion
h
later (?) deocclusion
h

The above-mentioned Sibilant Voicing Filter, which prohibits voicing of fricatives,
does not explain why not only *́h but also *̌h , which should have maintained its occlusive constriction at that point,15 both lose occlusion and become h.
Instead of assuming that the primary palatal plosives once underwent deocclusion,
one may also suppose that this skewed polarization of the voiced palatal stops between
j and h took place all at once after the first and the second palatal series merged. In that
case, we have to assume that only PIIr. *ć became /ś/ while the other first palatal stops
√
maintained their occlusion, and that the fricative reflection of PIIr. *́ and *́h as in yaj
√
: is..tá- or reh/rih : réd.h i < */-z.dh -/ is a special development and does not imply that the
first palatal *́ became fricative */ź/ in all contexts. These two assumptions are, I think,
more complicated than explaining the development of the four voiced palatal stops into
j and h individually. See §56 for further discussion on the deocclusion of *́h and *̌h .
§47 The problem of PIE *sḱ > PIE *sć > Sanskrit cch
Among the morphemes with /cch / which are traceable back to Proto-Indo-European,
the one most widely attested in other Indo-European languages is the verbal suffix
*-s{k/ḱ}{é/ó}-.16 Its reflexes, or at least its traces, are proposed for almost all subgroups:
Examples
Grammat. categories
verbal suffix -skHittite atskantsi ‘they devour’ etc.
transitive suffix -skTB
pāskau ‘I keep,’ class IX presents, etc.
Latin poscere ‘to ask’ < *pr(ḱ)-sḱéalbēscere ‘to whiten’ "etc.
inchoative suffix -V̄-scOIr.
arcu, arco ‘I ask’ < *pr(ḱ)-sḱó-h2
"
Arm. e-harc‘ aor.3sg. ‘asked’ < *é-pr(ḱ)-sḱe-t
"
Gk.
Hom. báske ‘go,’ érkh omai ‘I go’ < *h1 r-sḱó"
OHG wascan ‘to wash’
OCS
iskati, ištetı̆ ‘seeks’ < *h2 is-sḱé/óAlb.
nieh/ nief ‘to count, consider’ < *nem-ska- < *-sḱe/o-?
(Szemerényi 1990:293ff., R. Kim 2002:69, Orel 2000:100)
15

Although there is no clue to the phonetic value of the √pre-Vedic secondary palatal
plosives, the ini√
tial j in the relic imperative form jahı́ for the root PIIr. * ̌h en ‘smite’ < PIE * gwh en shows that *̌h
still had occlusion (provided that Grassmann’s Law was active in Indo-Aryan), for it is unlikely that /j/
synchronically functions as an unaspirated counterpart of /h/ (Cardona, p.c.).
16
A shorter version of the discussion from §47 to §54 was presented at the 12th World Sanskrit Conference and is to appear in the proceedings volume edited by Bertil Tikkanen.
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The reconstruction of the second consonant not as velar *k but as palatal *ḱ is based
on Avestan -s- as in jasaiti ‘goes,’ to which Vedic -cch - as in gácch ati ‘goes’ corresponds: Avestan s is the regular outcome of Proto-Indo-European palatal *ḱ before
vowels (Brugmann 1897:559 §615, Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:102, 188), e.g. YAv.
sat@m ‘hundred’ < PIIr. *ćatám < PIE *(d)ḱmtó-m, and in Avestan, the last of a cluster
" *sć in this case. Against projecting *-sḱof sibilants survives, in this case s < PIIr. *ć of
with palatal *ḱ back to Proto-Indo-European, Lubotsky (2001) argues that reconstructing *sk accounts for most reflexes as well or better, and that Sanskrit cch and Avestan
s may be explained as the result of leveling from palatalizing contexts (before PIE *e,
for example); he further points out that inherited cch is limited to postvocalic position.
One of the advantages of this explanation is that the suffixal doublet -ścā´ ∼ -cch ā´ as in
√
tiraścā´ ‘backward’ ∼ acch ā´ ‘toward’ or roots such as vraśc/vrśc ‘hew,’ which are hard
√ "
to explain under the traditional view (cf. Gotō 1987:73 for vraśc),
are neatly accounted
for as remappings of PIIr. *sć and *sč respectively to postvocalic and postconsonantal
contexts. However, as Proto-Indo-European intervocalic *sk is leveled to palatal *sć
in Proto-Indo-Iranian under his hypothesis (Lubotsky 2001:37), it does not affect our
discussion of the development of Proto-Indo-Iranian *sć after Indo-Aryan branches off.
Of the Early Vedic words containing /ch /, those deriving from the *-sḱé/ó- suffix are:
√
es/is : icch á- ‘seek’
< *h2 is-sḱé/ó√ . .
h
vas/us : ucc á- ‘shine’
< *h2 us-sḱé/ó√
h
ar/r : rcc á- ‘come across’
< *h1 r-sḱé/ó√ " "
"
h
h
h
praś/pracc /prcc : prcc á- ‘ask’ < *pr(ḱ)-sḱé/ó√
"
"
"
mūrch : AV+ mūrch a- ‘thicken’
< *mrH-sḱé/ó√
"
gam : gácch a- ‘go’
< *gm-sḱé/ó√
"
yam : yácch a- ‘hold’
< *im-sḱé/ó√
"

yav/yu : yúcch a- ‘keep away’
< *iu-sḱé/ó√

h
´
hvar : Kāt.h.+ hūrc a- ‘fall away’ ←< *ǵh ur-sḱé/ó- (Gotō 1987:352f.)
(The last four verbs have secondary initial accent.)
A few verbal roots have initial ch :
√ h
c ad ‘cover’: ch ādáya-, ch adı́s.√ h
c and ‘appear’: ch adáya-, YAv. saδaiieiti
√ h
√
c ed/ch id ‘cut’: ch idrá- adj., Av. sid, Gk. skh ı́zō, Lat. scindō < *sḱ(h) id
√ h
c ard/ch rd ‘pour over’: ch rn.átti
√ h
c ā: AV" ch yáti ‘hide, skin’"
There are several other cases of ch , some of which do not have transparent etymologies:
ácch ā ‘toward’
etymology unclear: < PIIr. *a-sćā? (Lubotsky 2001:42)
AV+ rcch árā- ‘fetlock’ (?) RV an-rks.ará- ‘spineless’ (?)
"
ducch"únā f. ‘calamity’
<" dus.- ‘ill-’
+ śúna- n. ‘felicity’

§48. Explanation 1: Place assimilation *sć > *ść + occlusion
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AV+ púcch a- ‘tail’
etymology unclear
h
TS+ párucc epa- prop.n.
< parut + śepa- (Hoffmann 1974=1975:332)
h
c úbuka- n. ‘chin’
ch avı̄- f. ‘skin, hide’
ch āyā´ - f. ‘shadow’
YAv. saiiā-, Gk. skiā´ , Alb. hē, TB skiyo
h´
c āga- m. ‘goat’
tuch yá- ‘empty, vain’
(examples from EWAia. and Lubotsky 2001)
The compound ducch únā- from /dus-śuná-/ or PIIr. *duš-ćuná-, compared with the
more general type of Rgvedic compound like duh.śám
. sa-/, shows that
. sa- < /dus-śám
"
h
the change of PIIr. *sć into Sanskrit cc ceased to be productive at some point in preVedic Indo-Aryan. It is known that the compound ā´ sat- ‘nothingness’ dates back to a
√
period when the verb PIE *h1 es > PIIr. *Has > Sanskrit as ‘be’ still had an initial
laryngeal, because the compensatory lengthening of a- ‘un-’ < PIE *n- would not have
happened once the root-initial laryngeal had disappeared. In a similar "way, the irregular
sandhi found in a few compounds in the Rgveda with dus- ‘ill-,’ i.e. dūd.ábh a- instead
" dūdhı̄ instead of × dur-dh ı̄, dūnáśa- instead
of × dur-dábh a-, dūd.ā´ ś- instead of × dur-dā´ ś-,
.
.
of × dur-náśa-, or dūn.ā´ śa- instead of × dur-nā´ śa-, indicates that they are old enough to
be established as lexical units (Whitney 1889:67f., §199d), if not as old as Proto-IndoIranian, and thus are exempt from application of external sandhi rules (§67).
From a phonological and historical viewpoint, the development of PIIr. *sć < PIE
*s{k/ḱ} into Vedic /(c)ch / involves the following three problems:
i) Why is /ch /, being a single phoneme, treated as a cluster when preceded by a short
vowel? What does its Underlying Representation look like?
ii) The original Proto-Indo-Iranian sequence *sć contains no aspiration. Where does
the aspiration of /cch / come from?
iii) Why is only the *s in the cluster *sć lost, while *s before other voiceless plosives
is ‘protected’ as an Extrasyllabic Sibilant (§31)?
i) can easily be attributed to the skeletal structure of the original string *sć, as in the
case of /d.h / < PIIr. *ždh , which is also treated as a cluster metrically, e.g. RV 8.61.11b
nā´ rāyāso ná jál.h avah. (RV .lh =/d.h /) but emergence of aspiration (ii) and a" Prakrit-like
"
loss of a cluster-initial sibilant
(iii) cannot be explained simply by adding up gradual
sound changes.
In the following sections, I will discuss previous explanations for the development
of PIIr. *sć into Sanskrit /cch /, and then seek to account for this apparently irregular
phenomenon as the result of common and regular phonological changes.
§48 Explanation 1: Place assimilation *sć > *ść + occlusion
Wackernagel (1896:156) states that the *s in PIE *sḱ had undergone place assimilation
to ś already by Proto-Indo-Iranian, i.e. PIE *sḱ > PIIr. *śś > Av. s, Ved. cch . He points
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out the parallelism between this change of *śś to cch and the occlusion of /ss/ to ts as in
√
vas ‘dwell’ : fut. vat-sya-ti (Br.+) (179).
It is more likely, however, that PIE *ḱ had occlusion in Proto-Indo-Iranian, given
the Nuristani evidence such as Waigali ċūn@- ‘empty’ (ċ: [ts]) < PIIr. *ćuHna- and Kati
duċ ‘ten’ : PIE *deḱmt- (§46); hence the Proto-Indo-Iranian reflex of PIE *sḱ with place
"
assimilation would better
be written as *ść, rather than *śś (Hoffmann and Forssman
1996:103). The whole development according to this hypothesis would be tabulated in
the following chronological order:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

*sḱ
PIE
Metathesis of *tḱi)
–
Pedersen’s (‘ruki’) Law –
1ary Palatalization
*sć
*s > *ś / ć
*ść
–
2ary Palatalization
PIIr.
*ść
iii)
–
*ć > ∗š / t
Iranian
*ść
*śś
Deocclusion of *ć
S1 S2 > S2
*ś
s
Avestan
Indo-Aryan
*ść
Dissimilation of *ćš
–
*śś
Deocclusion of *ć
Occlusion of *ś
*cś
cch
Vedic

*ḱs
–
*ḱš
*ćš
–
–
*ćš
–
*ćš
*śš
*š
š
*ćš
*kš
–
–
ks.

*ḱ-t
–
–
*ć-t
–
–
*ć-t
*š-t
*š-t
*š-t
–
št
*š)-tiv)
–
–
–
s.)t.

*tḱ *sk(w) i/e
*ḱT
–
*ḱš
–ii)
*ćš
–
–
–
–
*sč
*ćš
*sč
–
–
*ćš
*sč
*śš
*sč
*š
–
× sc
š
*ćš
*s)č
*kš
–
–
–
–
–
ks.
ś)c

* Here I use the symbol *ś for a palatal or palatalized sibilant, and *š for a [−anterior]
equivalent of the dental sibilant *s (see §103).
i)
Metathesis of the ‘thorn’ cluster. See Schindler (1977a:31).
ii)
There is no *sk(w) in this environment except ciścā´ (RV 6.75.5).
"
iii)
Brugmann (1897:559), Hoffmann and Forssman (1996:102,
§68db).
iv)
*š in *š-t is licensed as an Extrasyllabic Sibilant (§31).
Essentially the same explanation is given by Burrow (1965:92f.), Hock (1987:151) and
Jamison (1991:83).
One problem with this view is pointed out by Bartholomae (1896:710) and Leumann
(1941:12f.), regarding the occlusion of a sibilant before */ś/ < PIIr. *ć (11): according to
them, this hypothesis overestimates the regularity and antiquity of the occlusion of *s∼*š
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in a cluster of two sibilants. As we noted in §43, the occlusion of the first of two con√
tiguous sibilants as in vas ‘dwell’ : avātsı̄h. (AV+) s-aor.2sg.act., vatsyati fut.3sg.act.
(Brāhman.a+) is probably not a phonological phenomenon, but rather an analogical alternation which gradually emerges in Vedic in certain morphological contexts like the
aorist and the future tense, whereas the occlusion of a sibilant before ś < PIIr. *ć is
assumed to have been a regular development.
§49 Explanation 2: Metathesis of *sḱ
One possible way to explain the discontinuous change of PIE *sḱ into OIA /(c)ch /,
though not found in the previous literature, is to suppose that *s and *ḱ were transposed after Indo-Iranian diverged from Proto-Indo-European, just like the Proto-IndoEuropean ‘thorn’ cluster *tḱ according to Schinder (1977a). That metathesis cannot
have been as early as the metathesis of the ‘thorn’ cluster, however, because PIE *sḱ
would then merge with PIE *ḱs, which becomes ks. in Sanskrit. This undesirable merger
is avoided if the metathesis of *sḱ is ordered after the ‘ruki’ rule.
*sḱ *ḱs *ḱ-t
PIE
1
Metathesis of *tḱ
–
–
–
2
Pedersen’s (‘ruki’) Law – *ḱš
–
*ḱs –
–
3
Metathesis of *sḱ
4
1ary Palatalization
*ćs *ćš *ćt
5
2ary Palatalization
–
–
–
PIIr.
*ćs *ćš *ć-t
ii)
6
*ć > š / t
–
–
*š-t
Iranian
*ćs *ćš *š-t
7
Deocclusion of *ć
*śs *śš *š-t
8
S1 S2 > S2
*s *š
–
Avestan
s
š
št
Indo-Aryan
*ćs *ćš *š)-t
9
Dissimilation of *ćš
*kš
10
Blocking of *ć > ś
*ćs –
–
11
*ć > ś
–
–
–
h
Vedic
cc
ks.
s.)t.

*tḱ *sk(w) i/e
*ḱT
–
*ḱš
–
–
*ćš
–
–
*sč
*ćš
*sč
–
–
*ćš
*sč
*śš
*sč
*š
–
×
š
sc
*ćš
*s)č
*kš
–
–
–
–
ks.
ś)c

This hypothesis is not readily acceptable in two respects. In the first place, Pedersen’s Law, or the ‘ruki’ rule, remains active until Old Indo-Aryan, although it is
probably no longer a purely phonological rule, and it is difficult to imagine that the
metathesized sequence *ḱs in (3) remained distinct from *ḱš. It is also unlikely that the
near-merger pre-forms, PIIr. *ćs from PIE *sḱ and PIIr. *ćš from PIE *ḱš, would have
become OIA cch and ks. respectively.
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§50 Explanation 3: Transfer of *s to aspiration
Zubatý (1892) and Wackernagel (1896:157)17 suggest that the development of PIE *sḱ
into Sanskrit /cch / is essentially the same as the change of the Old Indo-Aryan clusters
/sp/, /st/, /s.t./, /sc/, /sk/ into /pph /, /tth /, /t.t.h /, /cch /, /kkh / in many Middle Indo-Aryan
languages, e.g.
Skt. pús.pa- ‘flower’ : Māhārās.t.rı̄ etc. pupph a; Skt. ásti ‘is’ : Pāli atth i; Skt.
drs..tı́- ‘look’ : Māhārās.t.rı̄ etc. dit..th i; Skt. paścā´ (t) ‘afterwards’ : Gāndhārı̄
"
Dhammapada
pach a; Skt. śús.ka- ‘dry’ : Ardha-Māgadhı̄ sukkh a- (Pischel
1900:§301ff, von Hinüber 1986:113, 2002:181, Bailey 1946:774).
In featural terms, the transfer of /s/ into aspiration in Middle Indo-Aryan can be
represented as follows:18
1.

s

P

Old Indo-Aryan. P = {k, c, .t, t, p}

2.

h.

P

Coda /s/ becomes ill-formed, and becomes a fricative release,
losing its segmental status.

Ph

All codas are eliminated unless they are multiply linked to an
onset.

3
=|
[s.g.]
4.

P
|
C

← Ph
|
C

Floating aspiration ([spread glottis]) relinks to the onset P.
The empty C slot is filled by a voiceless counterpart of Ph ,
which is the only possible coda before a plosive.

The problem with appealing to transfer of aspiration to explain the origin of /(c)ch /
is the hundreds of years of chronological gap between the change from PIIr. *sć to Sanskrit cch , which was completed already in the pre-Vedic period, and the change from
Old Indo-Aryan clusters of the same shape /SP/ to Middle Indo-Aryan /PPh / clusters. In
other words, this hypothesis fails to prevent Proto-Indo-Iranian SP clusters other than
*sć from becoming PPh . In fact, Vedic does attest a few precursors of the transfer of /s/
√
√
to aspiration like the doublet root kh yā ∼ kśā ‘see,’ RV akh kh alı̄-krtya from *aks.arı̄"
"
(Thieme 1954:109), or the historically unexplainable aspiration
of initial
/sP-/ clusters
17

“Dass cch auch sk̂ vertritt, beruht entweder auf phonetischer Analogie, indem man statt des seltnen
unaspirierten stimmlosen Doppelpalatals (etwas wie śś) den nächstverwandten Laut, das häufigere (?) cch,
sprach, oder es liegt in ur-ai. śśh aus ig. sk̂ ein ähnlicher Fall vor wie in mi. doppelter Tenuis aspirata aus
Sibilant + Tenuis und in mi. aspiriertem Nasal aus ai. s + Nasal z.B. pā. amhākam
. : ai. asmā´ kam ,,unser“.”
18
This is not the only explanation given by the proponents of this theory. See for example Bubenik
(2003:217), who proposes metathesis of /sC/ into /Cs/. As we remarked in §7, we try to do without
metathesis unless the phenomenon in question is otherwise inexplicable.
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as in Ved. sph ı́j- f. ‘loin, buttock’ : OHG spec ‘fat’ (§70), and it is not inconceivable that
an /SP/ cluster became /PPh / already in pre-Vedic. Yet /SP/ clusters are perfectly wellformed in Old Indo-Aryan (cf. §31), and examples of the transfer of /s/ to aspiration are
found only sporadically (Wackernagel 1896:122f.) — quite unlike the sweeping elimination of coda sibilants in most of the non-Northwestern Middle Indo-Aryan languages.
The explanations by Leumann (1941:7ff.)19 and Lubotsky (2001:48) are also based
on the transfer of a sibilant to aspiration. Instead of a rather ad hoc use of the term
Prākritism, they explain the transfer more sensibly by pointing out the aspirational nature
of a sibilant in Old Indo-Aryan. The abrupt but thoroughgoing loss of the cluster-initial
*s of *sć still remains unexplained, but their explanation narrows down the problem of
the origin of Sanskrit /(c)ch / to the chronological gap between PIIr. *sć > OIA /(c)ch /
and OIA /SP/ > MIA /PPh /.
§51 Explanation 4: Regular simplification of obstruent clusters
Instead of drawing a parallel between the loss of cluster-initial *s in *sć and a similar
phenomenon in Middle Indo-Aryan, I think it is better to explain the development of
PIIr. *sć into Sanskrit cch within the context of the simplification of obstruent clusters,
essentially as L. Bloomfield (1911:44) proposed,20 and to view the abrupt but exceptionless loss of the cluster-initial *s and the gap between PIIr. *sć > OIA cch and OIA /sP/
> MIA /PPh / as the result of regular phonological processes.
To sum up briefly, PIIr. *sć violates the criteria for phonological well-formedness
in pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan with respect to coutour segments, for PIIr. *ć is considered to
have been an affricate with stop and fricative phases, so that PIIr. *sć has three obstruent
phases in two consonant slots. Just as a cluster of three or more obstruents loses the first
one by the most general rule of simplification, PIIr. *sć [stC] becomes [t C], which spreads
to the two consonant slots. Since the feature [spread glottis] (= aspiration) is redundantly
specified for a sibilant in late pre-Vedic phonology, as in the Sanskrit sandhi rule -t ś> cch (§54), [tC] is phonemicized as an aspirate /(c)ch / and fills in the empty slot of an
aspirated voiceless palatal plosive in the consonant inventory of Old Indo-Aryan.
§52 The ‘Affricate Filter’
The phonemic inventory of Proto-Indo-Iranian is reconstructed with two series of palatal
plosives, primary and secondary. Primary palatal plosives *ć, *́ and *́h come from
Proto-Indo-European palatalized velars *ḱ, *ǵ and *ǵh , and secondary palatals *č, *̌
and *̌h come from other velars in palatalizing contexts, i.e. before front vowels, e.g.
Leumann (1941:17) “nach s und Verschlußlaut wäre idg. palatales k nicht zur Spirans ś geworden,
sondern es blieb auf der Stufe einer palatalen Affrikata ć stehen, die dann unter (nicht näher motivierter)
Aspiration sich zu ch entwickelte,” (19) “Um zu cch aus sś aus idg. sk und zu ch aus ś nach Verschlußlaut
zurückzukehren, so bleibt wohl, nach der Unmöglichkeit einer Zwischenstufe urar. sć, nichts anderes
übrig, als an die Prākritentwicklung eines cch aus ps ts und psy tsy und aus ks. zu erinnern.”
20

Bloomfield (1911:44) “IE. sk’(h)
(=sk’(h)) became śk’h > šk’X’ > š’t’š’ which was then simplified to
t’š’ — written (c)ch and pronounced as a prolonged t’ plus decided spirant glide.”
19
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śúci- adj. ‘bright’ : śóka- m. ‘light.’
The phonetic values of the primary and secondary palatal plosives in Proto-IndoIranian are estimated as follows. For Proto-Indo-Iranian primary palatal plosive *ć,
both Sanskrit and Avestan have sibilants, but it is reconstructed as an affricate in ProtoIndo-Iranian, primarily based on its reflex as a dental affricate /ts / (ċ) in the Nuristani
languages (§46). Primary palatal voiced plosives *́ and *́h are similarly reconstructed
as affricates. From the reflexes of PIIr. *ć in prevocalic contexts, i.e. dental fricative s
in Iranian, dental affricate /ts / in Nuristani, and palato-alveolar or alveopalatal (see §40
and Hall 1997a:208) fricative ś in Indo-Aryan, the place of articulation of the primary
palatals can be reconstructed either as dental or as palatal (Degener 2002:109f); the
Proto-Indo-Iranian development of *ć into anterior *š in a cluster such as PIIr. *nać-tá‘perished’ > *naš-tá- > Skt. nas..tá-, YAv. našta- (Brugmann 1897:559 §615, Hoffmann
and Forssman 1996:102), however, is better explained by assuming that primary palatal
plosives were not yet depalatalized in Proto-Indo-Iranian as in Iranian or Nuristani. In
actual pronunciation, they were probably prepalatal or palato-alveolar, for pure palatal
affricates are not common cross-linguistically.
In the case of the secondary palatal plosives, the palatalization of the original ProtoIndo-European velars or labiovelars is more recent than that of the primary palatals. If
they were affricated already in Proto-Indo-Iranian, they would merge with, or at least
be confused with, the primary palatals; hence they are assumed to have been palatalized
velars or palatal stops.
primary palatals

secondary palatals

(prepalatal/palato-alveolar affricates)

(palatal/palatalized velar stops)

PIIr.
*ć [tC]
*́ [dý]
*́ [dý ]
*č [kj /c] *̌ [gj /é] *̌h [ghj /éh ]
Sanskrit /ś/ [C/S]i) /j/ [é/dý] /h/ [H]
/c/ [c/tC] /j/ [é/dý] /h/ [H]
Avestan /s/ [s]
/z/ [z]
/z/ [z]
/c/ [tC]
/j/ [dý]
/j/ [dý]
i)
Hall (1997a:208) argues that /ś/ was alveopalatal [C].
h

h

As we observed in §46 (and §56), the first occlusive component of the Proto-IndoIranian primary palatals *ć, *́ and *́h is lost in pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan as well as in
√
Iranian. Although Sanskrit j is a plosive, forms such as is.-t.á-, vb.adj. of yaj/ij ‘wor√
ship,’ must have gone through an intermediate form *iý-tá- (cf. tik-tá- vb.adj. of tej/tij
‘sharpen’ with j from secondary *̌). The same intermediate stage is assumed for the
√
voiced aspirate *́h , for rı̄d.h á-, a verbal adjective of reh/rih ‘lick,’ is considered to have
developed from PIIr. *ríh -tá- > *riýh -dh á- > *riý-dh á- by Bartholomae’s Law (§82),
deletion of *ý and compensatory lengthening, closely parallel to the development of an
actual sibilant in PIE *misdh -uós- > PIIr. *miž-dh vás- (*ž = [Z/ý]) > Sanskrit mı̄d.h vás
‘bountiful.’
All the three primary palatal plosives are thus considered to have been sibilants at
one time in pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan, and their development from affricates into sibilants
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may be generalized as a change of contour segments21 into simple segments. Since
primary palatals are the only contour segments in Proto-Indo-Iranian, this amounts to
saying that Indo-Aryan, shortly after it branched off from Proto-Indo-Iranian, introduced
a restriction against contour segments. As a contour segment is a segment with two root
nodes under one timing slot, this restriction may be formulated in the following way:
Affricate Filter (active in early pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan): A timing slot may
have only one root node (i.e. only one phase such as occlusion or frication).
An affricate, which has stop and fricative phases under one timing slot, is ruled out
by this filter. Proto-Indo-Iranian secondary palatals were probably not yet affricated at
this point, so they passed through this filter. As a filter, Affricate Filter merely checks
the well-formedness of a segment; the actual repair process is taken care of by a separate
rule of delinking, which is tentatively formulated as follows:
Delinking of Multiple Root Nodes: When there is more than one root node
under one timing slot, the leftmost one is delinked.
It would be more cogent, however, if we could view this delinking phenomenon
within the larger context of cluster simplification, rather than setting up an ad hoc rule
just to explain the deocclusion of primary palatals.
§53 Simplification of obstruent clusters
Simplification of consonant clusters is a fairly complicated issue, and I do not intend to
present an exhaustive account of that problem here. Instead, let us limit our discussion
to the simplification of clustered obstruents (i.e. plosives and fricatives), and begin with
easily generalizable phenomena.
It is widely accepted as a peculiarity of Indo-Aryan that an /s/ trapped between
two plosives is deleted (Pān.ini, As.t.. 8.2.26 jh alo jh ali, Wackernagel 1896:269, Reichelt
1909:36, Mayrhofer 1986:110f.).
√
*P[den] sP[den] : PIIr. *sad-s-tá- > RV sattá- vb.adj. of sad ‘sit,’ Av. sasta-. In Proto-IndoEuropean, an *s is inserted" in a heteromorphemic cluster of dental stops, probably
in order to prevent the heteromorphemic dental stops from being multiply linked
as required by the Obligatory Contour Principle (§28).
√
*P[2pal] sP[den] : PIIr. *bh ǎ-s-ta > Sanskrit ábh akta s-aor.3sg.mid. of bh aj ‘share.’ *s is
not lost in Old Avestan baxštā. (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:231).
*P[vel] sP[den] : PIIr. *(a-)gh s-ta ipf.mid.3sg. > gdh a, PIIr. *n-gh s-ta- > Sanskrit a-gdh a√
"
vb.adj. of gh as ‘eat’ (Leumann 1952:33).
21

A contour segment is a segment with one timing slot and two root nodes, which roughly correspond
to articulatory gestures or acoustic phases in phonetic terms.
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√
*P[1pal] sP[den] : PIIr. *čaćs-tai becomes Sanskrit cás..te, pres.3sg.act. of caks. ‘see.’ If the
medial sibilant of the cluster *ćst was deleted already in Proto-Indo-Iranian, it
would further become *št in Proto-Indo-Iranian (PIIr. *ćt > PIIr. *št), and *caštai
would then develop into Sanskrit cás..te and YAv. cašte (a). This is the view of
Wackernagel (1986:230), Reichelt (1909:51 §83.3), Macdonell (1910:47), Allen
(1974:111) and Wiedenmann (1992:244). However, deletion of a medial sibilant
does not occur in other Avestan forms such as sasta- < PIIr. *sad-s-tá-. If a primary
palatal plosive triggered the ‘ruki’ rule and changed a following *s into anterior
*š, PIIr. *čaćs-tai should have become *čaćš-tai already in Proto-Indo-Iranian, as

 (1952:62); if so, the simplest
observed by Bartholomae
(1896:723) and Renou
hypothesis might be that the cluster-initial *ć is lost already in Proto-Indo-Iranian
(> *čaštá-) (b).
Alternatively, it is also possible that the cluster was still intact in Proto-IndoIranian, except that the *s had become anterior *š by the ‘ruki’ rule. In Iranian,
where the general simplification rule discussed below applies, the cluster-initial *ć
is lost, as YAv. cašte shows. In Indo-Aryan, on the other hand, a new rule deletes
the medial /s/, leaving *čać-tai which would also result in cás..te (c).

(a)
(b)
(c)
PIIr. *čaćš-tai >
PIIr. *čaćš-tai >
PIIr. *čaćš-tai >
 >
PIIr. *čać-tai>
PIIr. *čaš-tai>
*cać-tai > *caš-tai
 cašte Skt. cáste YAv. cašte

PIIr. *čaš-tai >
Skt. cás..te YAv.
..
 cašte
Skt. cás..te YAv.
As far as heteromorphemic dental contexts like PIIr. *sad-s-tá- are concerned, this
phenomenon has no exception, and probably holds for *s between other plosives as
well, although we are not sure about the simplification process when the first plosive is
a primary palatal, which is not a stop but an affricate.
Stray Erasure of /s/ in pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan: PIIr. *s → ∅ / T T (T: stop),
or possibly P P (P: plosive).
There is a case, however, where this rule does not seem to work. RV viśvá-psnya"
‘alle Milch(labung) habend (KEWA)’ is taken to come from PIIr. *-pstnya-,
a derivative of PIIr. *pstana- ‘breast,’ with deletion of *t instead of *s (Forssman 1968:35ff.).
Younger Avestan also has @r dva-fšnı̄- ‘with protruding breasts,’ and the simplification
might have taken place already in Proto-Indo-Iranian.22 In Iranian, there are at least
two more cases of loss of a cluster-internal dental (Reichelt 1909:36). PIE *nept-sú,
loc.pl. of *népt-/népōt- ‘grandson,’ for which no Indo-Aryan form is attested, becomes
nafšu(cā) in Old Avestan. Although not involving a cluster of three obstruents, YAv.
@

If the similar loss of /t/ as in Greek nýks, Latin nox nom.sg. ‘night’ < *nokw t-s and Latin *postne >
*posne > pōne ‘behind’ (Leumann 1926–28:209) belongs to the same phenomenon, simplification of a
dental stop in a coronal context might date even further back.
22
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ā-sna- adj. ‘successful’ is derived by Bartholomae (AirWb, s.v.) from PIIr. *ā-zdh -na,
√
with the same root as Sanskrit sādh /sidh ‘to succeed’ (cf. Kuiper 1939:28). In these
three cases, *t stands next to *s, and next to *n in two of them: thus a cluster-internal *t
might be deleted when it stands next to another coronal.
In order to draw further generalizations, let us examine forms with simplified obstruent clusters other than the type /PsP/. Some are already simplified in Proto-IndoEuropean or Proto-Indo-Iranian.
PIE *prḱ-sḱé-ti ‘asks,’ Sanskrit prcch áti: Since no Indo-European language preserves
" cluster-initial *ḱ, it is considered
"
the
to have been deleted already in Proto-IndoEuropean (§47).
PIE *h1 es-si ‘you are,’ Sanskit ási: As we noted in §33, the geminate *-ss- was simplified to *-s- already in Proto-Indo-European. This degemination might have been
motivated by other phonological restrictions of Proto-Indo-European.
PIE -Tć-: According to Klingenshmitt (1982:129), Sanskrit dāśvā´ ṁs- comes from PIE
*de-dḱ-uós- with early loss of *d and compensatory lengthening. pañcāśat ‘fifty’

is explained from PIE *penkw e-dḱmt in the same way.
"
*P[pal] P[den] > PIIr. *št: PIIr. *naćtá- > YAv. našta-, Sanskrit nas..tá-. The first occlusive
constriction of the cluster PIIr. *ćt ([tCt]) was lost before the split of Iranian and
Indo-Aryan (§48); this sound change must be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian
in order to explain the difference between it and the Indo-Aryan rule *PsP > PP.
This is not a case of cluster simplification in the traditional sense, but I cite it
here because the occlusive component of *ć is lost outside the usual context of the
deocclusion of the primary palatals before vowels.
PIIr. *kturiHa-: > Sanskrit turı̄ya- ‘fourth,’ by loss of the initial *k.
PIIr. *pstána- > stána- ‘breast,’ by loss of the initial *p.
√
PIIr. *vrćk + -tvı̄ > vrktvı̄ (RV 10.87.2), gerund of vraśc/vrśc ‘hew.’ But also vrs..tvā´
" Ś 8.3.2) and
" vrastum
" etc. according to Ast. 8.2.36. "
"
(AV
..
..
PIIr. *nápt-bh yas > nád-bh yah. (RV 10.60.6a), dat.pl. of nápt(r)-/nápāt- ‘grandson’:
"
Which of the cluster consonants
*p and *t is lost remains an open question, for
the loss of the cluster-initial *p would create nád-bh yah., but *náp-bh yas could
also end up as nád-bh yah. by place dissimilation as in ad-bh yáh. ← *ap-bh yás,
dat.pl. of áp- ‘water.’
√
PIIr. *ći-ćk-š-: Although Sanskrit śı́ks.ati ‘help,’ desid. of śak ‘be able,’ can come both
from *śi-ś[k]-s.á- and *śi-[ś]k-s.á-, Av. sixš- shows that *ć is lost in the cluster *ćkš,
for *ćš would develop into š in Avestan. Cf. As.t.. 8.2.29 skoh. sam
. yogādyor ante
h
ca [1.16 padasya, 23 lopah., 26 j ali].
√
PIIr. *di-dbh -sa-ti: > dı́psati desid. of dabh ‘deceive.’ There are other cases of this
√
formation, such as pad ‘step’ : pitsati, but as Leumann (1952:47) points out, not
all of them result from a purely phonological process of simplification.
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A medial cluster of three obstruents and an initial cluster of two plosives are regularly
simplified, but there are also cases of two medial obstruents undergoing simplification.
Except for Indo-European *-ss-, which can be explained independently, such sequences
contain a primary palatal *ć, so that there might be some restriction regarding affricates.
An obvious common feature of these examples is that there is no demonstrable case
of deletion of a cluster-final obstruent; on the contrary, it is possible in almost all cases
to argue that the cluster-initial obstruent is deleted. A general rule of obstruent cluster
simplification from Proto-Indo-Iranian to Indo-Aryan and Iranian seems to be to drop
the initial one.23 Furthermore, Wackernagel (1896:127, 1905:213) gives ádh a ks.arantı̄r
(RV 7.34.2) and the compound divá-ks.āh. ‘Himmelsherr’ (Geldner) as examples of ex"
ceptional
Sandhi /-s ks.-/ > -∅ ks.-, but they might actually reflect an older rule of obstruent
cluster simplification such as that discussed here.24 Pān.ini notes in As.t.. 8.3.35 śarpare
visarjanı̄yah. that a final /s/ (→ ‘/Ru/’ → /h./) mandatorily remains h. instead of becoming
s. before a plosive when it is followed by a sibilant, unlike before a plosive followed
by a vowel, as in RV 5.28.2b havı́s. krn.vántam
. or RV 7.54.1a vā´ stos. pate (As.t.. 8.3.39
"
"
"
in.ah. s.ah.). The Taittirı̄ya-Prātiśākhya also provides retention
of h. before /ks./ in TPr. 9.3
na ks.a-parah. (2. sasth ānam ūs.mān.am). These rules might also be due to a restriction
against conjunctions of three obstruents. Shevelov (1965:188ff) on Slavic, Leumann
(1926–28:203ff) and Sommer and Pfister (1977:190) on Latin, and Orel (2000:101) on
Albanian make similar observations; but in Old Irish, PIE *sp- develops into s- (McCone
1996:44), and Old Prussian has sepmas ‘seventh,’ where *t in *-ptm- seems to be lost
by simplification (Meillet 1922:17, cf. OCS sedmŭ). Thus loss of the first of clustered
obstruents cannot be posited as a common Indo-European rule.
Against the general rule deleting the first of a cluster of obstruents, Indo-Aryan independently developed a special rule, Erasure of Stray *s, which stands in a disjunctive
relationship with the former; as an ‘Elsewhere Case’ in Kiparsky’s terminology, it has
priority over the older and more general rule. Deletion of the middle one in a medial
cluster of three obstruents seems to be limited to PIIr. *t followed or preceded by *s.
Deletion of a Cluster-Initial Obstruent (PIIr.+)
Erasure of Stray /s/ (Indo-Aryan+)
Deletion of *t in a
Coronal Environment (PIIr.–Av.?)
§54 Regular development from *sć into cch
In §52, we proposed that primary palatal plosives are ruled out by the Affricate Filter
and lose their occlusion by delinking of the first phase or root node, without consid23

C. Wilson (2001:167) formulates the same principle as inventory-restricted first consonant deletion
for languages in general.
24
Oldenberg (1912:34) considers the emendation from ádh a to × adh á(s) to be unnecessary.
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ering primary palatals in consonant clusters. And in the preceding section (§53), we
tried to draw generalizations about simplification of clusters composed mainly of three
obstruents, without considering sub-phonemic phases of affricates.
As we just saw above in §53, however, cluster simpification occurs not only in a
cluster of three obstruents, but also in a cluster of two obstruents when one of them is a
primary palatal plosive. Primary palatal plosives were affricates already in Proto-IndoIranian (§52), and as they had stop and fricative phases, a two-obstruent cluster with a
primary palatal might have been ill-formed, just like clusters of three or more obstruents.
Proto-Indo-Iranian *sć also has three obstruent phases in two consonant slots, so it too
is ill-formed in that sense.
Now, if a cluster of three obstruents, including a cluster of two obstruents of which
one is a primary palatal, is ill-formed in early pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan, and so is a singleton primary palatal because of the Affricate Filter, the question arises as to which
is repaired first. Delinking of the first of two phases and deletion of the first of three
obstruents are phonologically motivated by a universal tendency called the Onset First
Principle, i.e. an onset consonant is incorporated into a syllable with higher priority than
a coda consonant, and hence is more resistant to phonological processes such as deletion. Since these two processes are based on the same principle, it is possible, though not
necessary, that they were actually two manifestations of one and the same phenomenon.
If primary palatals first undergo wholesale repair by delinking of their first phase, PIIr.
*sć would lose the occlusive part and become *sś, a quite implausible sequence even as
an intermediate form. If, on the other hand, deocclusion and cluster simplification is the
same repair process, as I propose, *ć and *sć are simultaneously simplified to *[C] and
*[t C].25 As the skeletal structure of the two consonant slots still remains, the remaining
[t] and [C] spread to those two consonant slots.
We will discuss in §71 and §72 that a sibilant is redundantly aspirated in late Old
Indo-Aryan, i.e. the feature [spread glottis] is explicitly specified for a sibilant in phonological representation although it does not change the actual pronunciation. In pre-Vedic
Indo-Aryan as well, Bartholomae’s Law stops to work on a *Th s cluster and ‘Aspiration
Throwback’ starts to be triggered by an *s, and it is safe to assume that *s was treated
as aspirated in late pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan.
Redundancy rule: An oral fricative is [spread glottis] in Indo-Aryan.
[−sonorant, +continuant] → [spread glottis].
Of course, this does not mean that *ś was also treated as aspirated in pre-Vedic, but the
Sanskrit sandhi /-t ś-/ > cch suggests that this was the case by the time of the Rgveda.
"
25

Alternatively, we could argue that PIIr. *ć underwent deocclusion before a vowel but that *ć in the
cluster *sć remained an affricate, for the stop in an *sC cluster sometimes follows a different path of
development from a singleton, as in e.g. the non-application of Grimm’s Law to a voiceless stop after
voiceless fricatives in Gothic ahtau ‘eight’ or OHG niftila ‘niece’ (Prokosch 1939:60). In that case, IndoAryan would differ from Avestan, where both a singleton *ć and a *ć in the *sć cluster seem to become
sibilant s (§48). I thank George Cardona for pointing out this possibility to me.
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Thus it would be natural for [tC] to be phonemicized as an aspirate /cch /, filling in the
gap of a voiceless aspirated palatal in the phonemic inventory of Sanskrit.
If, as we assume, */t C/ preserved the two timing slots of the original sequence PIIr.
*sć, its actual pronunciation was probably not [tC] but rather [ttC], just as plosives are
doubled in other plosive-continuant clusters such as patra- ‘leaf,’ which is pronounced
pattra- with unoriginal gemination of the /t/ (§23).
After this period, the ‘one phase for one slot’ restriction ceases to be active, and
affrication of the secondary palatals takes place. PIIr. *č and *̌ thus become the affricates
c and j; as a combination of aspiration and frication is still prohibited, *̌h becomes h
instead of × jh . Furthermore, a new restriction against voiced fricatives emerges, and
*z and *ź are eliminated. While the former is lost with compensatory lengthening and
retroflexion if it is in a ruki context, the latter undergoes occlusion and merges with the
affricate j.
One timing slot can have two root nodes, i.e. affricates are allowed.
Sibilant Voicing Filter (§36): A voiced ([voiced]) oral obstruent
([−sonorant]) must be a non-continuant ([−continuant]) (i.e. no voiced fricative). Arranged after the Affricate Filter.
The development of the Proto-Indo-Iranian primary palatal plosives and the cluster
*sć are summarized as follows:
PIIr.

early Pre-Vedic
Affricate Filter

late Pre-Vedic
Vedic
Sibilant Voicing Filter
Aspiration of Sibilants

Obstr. Cluster Simplif.

?

Stray /s/ Erasure
*sć *[stC]
*[tC]
*[tC[s.g.] ]
*ć *[tC]
*[C]
*[C[s.g.] ]
*́
*[dý]
*[ý]
*[dý]
*́h *[dýh ]
*[ýh ]
*[H]
([s.g.] stands for [spread glottis].)

-

/(c)ch /
/ś/
/j/
/h/

One question not answered here concerns dialectal variation of Sanskrit /cch /. In
the preface to his edition of the Kat.ha Sam
. hitā, von Schroeder (1900:XIf.) remarks that
h
the ligature which looks like śc in Kashmirian manuscripts is simply to be read cch .
Witzel (1979:16), on the other hand, considers that it is actually śch and might reflect
an archaic pronunciation of Kat.ha school, at least in Kashmir. If that was the case, we
need to reconsider whether the Affricate Filter operated on the whole of pre-Vedic
Indo-Aryan, or only on some of its dialectal varieties.
Sanskrit manuscripts written in the Malayalam script have cś in place of cch (Yasuke
Ikari, p.c.). In this case, it is probably not a reflection of dialectal variation, but of native
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grammarians’ understanding of aspirate plosives as composite sounds (cf. Deshpande
1976:174f.).26
§55 Summary
Primary palatal plosives in Proto-Indo-Iranian, which originate from Proto-IndoEuropean palatal stops, were affricates in Proto-Indo-Iranian (§52). Between ProtoIndo-Iranian and Old Indo-Aryan, there was a period when all primary palatals were
spirantized (§46, §56). During that period, we propose that a new restriction called the
Affricate Filter, which prohibits more than one root node (or articulatory gesture) for
one consonant slot, was active. Affricates, which were ruled out by this filter, changed
into sibilants by losing their stop component.
Simplification by delinking the first root node also seems to be the most general
procedure for dissolving a cluster of more than two obstruents in Indo-Aryan (§53). The
same procedure is considered to have caused the apparently irregular development from
Proto-Indo-Iranian *sć into Sanskrit /(c)ch / (§54).
Once affricates were eliminated in early pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan, however, a new restriction against voiced sibilants emerges, which we call the Sibilant Voicing Filter
(§36); *źh becomes /h/ and *z. is either deleted or rhotacized, while *ź regains occlusion
and merges with /j/ from Proto-Indo-Iranian secondary palatal *̌ (§38).
Due to the Indo-Iranian secondary palatalization, development of *sć into /(c)ch /,
reaffrication of primary palatal *ź, and occlusion of sibilant clusters which has created
the affricate-like clusters /ks./ and /ts/ (§41, §42), Indo-Aryan is rich in affricate sounds
(§44).

26

h
h
E.g. RPr. 13.16 sos.matām
. ca sos.man.ām ūs.man.āhuh. sast ānena with Uvat.a’s commentary c akārasya
"
h
śa ity anena, and ŚCĀ 2.1.13 takārasya śakāra-lakārayoh. para-sast ānah..
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Chapter V. Aperture/Stricture
§56

Deocclusion of Proto-Indo-Iranian *́h and *̌h

Proto-Indo-Iranian *́h and *̌h lose oral constriction completely, and only the aspiration
component is left in its outcome /h/, a voiced or semi-voiced pharyngeal fricative which
is roughly equivalent to IPA [H]. Since all oral constriction and oral place features are
lost, this change can be called ‘debuccalization.’
Based on the assumption that Bartholomae’s Law operates on *-Ch s- sequences,
creating intermediate forms with *zh or *źh , e.g. PIIr. *dibh -sa- > *dib-zh a-, and that
PIIr. *misdh á- ‘reward’ and *ríh -tá- vb.adj. ‘licked’ > *rí-dh á- develop in the same
way into mı̄l.h á- and -rı̄l.h á- respectively, we may safely posit aspirated and unaspirated
voiced fricatives for pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan (§36, §73). In §54, we argued that PIIr.
*́h loses occlusion and becomes *źh in pre-Vedic, due to a restriction against multiple
root nodes which we call Affricate Filter; we then proposed that a restriction called
Sibilant Voicing Filter rules out *źh as well as *ź. We will propose in §72 and §75
that Indo-Aryan sibilants have the feature [spread glottis] redundantly and behave as
if they are aspirated. If this hypothesis is valid, aspiration adds another axis to the
coordinate of the features [±voiced], [±sonorant] and [±continuant] which we discussed
above in §36 with regard to the voicing of fricatives. According to these assumptions,
voiced fricatives and the voiced aspirated palatal plosives should have gone through the
following stages of development:
*[z]
*́ [dý] *̌ [é] *́h [dýh ] *̌h [éh ]
PIIr.
Affricate Filter
—
?
—
?
—
h
Repair: Delinking
—
*[ý]
—
*[ý ]
—
Affrication of *[é]?
—
—
[dý]
—
*[dýh ]
?
?
—
?
—
Sibil. Voic. Filter
h
*[s(/∅/r)] *[dý]
—
*[dý ]
—
Repair processes
Debuccalization
—
—
—
[H]
[H]
*[s(s.g.) ]
—
—
—
—
Redund. Asp. of /S/
Sanskrit
s [s(s.g.) ] j [dý] j [dý]
h [H]
h [H]
(‘?’ in this table denotes violation of a filter. ‘s.g.’ stands for ‘spread glottis,’ i.e. aspirated.)
In the third line from the bottom of this table, the primary and secondary palatal
voiced aspirates, which are both considered to have become *[dýh ] by this stage, undergo
debuccalization and become [H]. Since we are not sure what exactly triggered this sound
change, it needs to be posited as an independent rule.
Debuccalization of Voiced Aspirated Affricates: In pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan,
a voiced aspirated affricate loses all oral features. Applies after affrication
of secondary palatal plosives is complete, if ever.
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With regard to this debuccalization, we do not understand why the fricative oral
constriction had to be totally lost while other voiced aspirates remain as such, and exactly
which two features are incompatible with each other. Stipulating yet another filter which
rules out cooccurrence of frication and aspiration is just a restatement of the fact and
does not yield much insight.
In the above table, the Affrication of *[é], if it ever took place, must be placed after
the Affricate Filter and repair rule, but it need not necessarily precede the Sibilant
Voicing Filter and its repair processes. A crisp line cannot be drawn between the Debuccalization of *[dýh ] and Redundant Aspiration of /S/, due to lack of evidence for
relative chronological order.
Whatever the case, a repair process delinks not the aspiration but the oral components of *̌h or */jh /. Among the constituents of these sounds, aspiration surfaces with
the highest priority,1 as [H] remains when all the oral features and the feature [cont] of a
voiced aspirate are lost. If we follow the model of Clements (1985) and group these features under the Supralaryngeal node, in contrast to the Laryngeal node to which [spread
glottis] belongs, the preservation of [spread glottis] in Indo-Aryan debuccalization may
be generalized as the following principle:
Laryngeal First Principle: In Indo-Aryan, laryngeal features appear in the
Surface Representation with a higher priority than oral features.
Max-IO(Lar)  Max-IO(Oral)
§57 Deocclusion of /dh / and /bh /: Examples
The sporadic change of /dh / to Sanskrit h includes both Proto-Indo-European/ProtoIndo-Iranian *dh > h and synchronic fluctuation between /dh / and /h/ in Sanskrit; it is
complete in some morphemes, but is apparently still in progress in others. The following
are the examples of the deocclusion of *dh and *bh with solid etymologies (von Bradke
1886:657ff., Wackernagel 1896:250ff., Bloomfield and Edgerton 1932:65ff.):
h from *dh , /dh /:
a) endings. The 1st pl. and du. middle endings: Primary -mahe 1pl., -vahe 1du., secondary -mahi 1pl., -vahi 1du., subj. -mahai 1pl., -vahai 1du.
The 2sg. iptv. ending of athematic stems -dh ı́/-hı́: -hı́ is usually chosen after a
vocoid. See §59 for individual examples.
b) suffixes. Locatival adverbial suffix -dh a/-ha: ihá ‘here,’ sahá ‘together,’ kúha ‘where,’
viśváha/-ā ‘everywhere,’ samaha ‘irgend, so oder so’ (PW) :: ádh a ‘there, then,’
kadh a- as in kadh a-priye voc.sg. (RV 1.30.20), kadh a-priyah. voc.pl. (RV 1.38.1,
"
"
8.7.31), sadh a- as in sadh a-mā´ d- etc.
Suffix -hi: uttarā´ hi ‘northerly’ (ŚB 2.1.2.9, 3.2.3.15, As.t.. 5.3.38), daks.in.āhi ‘weit
rechts, weit im Süden (PW)’ (As.t.. 5.3.37).
1

See §82 for the markedness of [spread glottis].
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c) nouns. ‘house’: grhá- ‘house’ < PIE *gh rdh ó- (EWAia.); gehyà- (RV 3.30.7b); géhya"
" 7.11.3, YV); gehá- ‘house,’
adj. ‘present in" the house’ (AVP 6.14.8,
gehā´ ya VSM
30.9=VSK 34.2.1 (Kuiper 1938:301ff.).
‘red’: rohı́t-, róhita-, róhin.ı̄, -lohitá- in nı̄lalohitá- (RV 10.85.28) :: rudh i- as in
"
rudh i-krā´ - (RV 2.14.5), rudh irá- (AVŚ 5.29.10).
√ h
"
d) verbs. d ā ‘put’: hitá- vb.adj. as in hitá-mitra- (RV 1.73.3, 3.55.21), hitā´ vat- (RV
"
"
1.180.7), -hiti- as in asmé-hiti- (RV 10.108.1), devá-hiti(RV 7.103.9), puró-hiti"
h
(RV 7.60.12, 7.83.4) :: -dh iti- as" in nemá-dh iti- (RV4 ), mitrá-d
iti- (RV 1.120.9),
"
"
h
h
6
h ´"
vaná-d iti- (RV 1.121.7), vásu-d iti- (RV ), d itāvan- (RV 3.27.2, 3.40.3).
√
"
"
"
ah ‘say’: ā´ ha 3sg., āhús 3pl. (RV+).
√
√
sparh/sprh ‘strive’: sprháyati "pres.3sg.act. :: spardh /sprdh ‘rival’: spardh até
"
"
"
pres.3sg.mid.
√
√ h
h
roh/ruh ‘grow’: róhati pres.3sg.act. :: rod /rud ‘grow’: ródh ati pres.3sg.act.
(RV 8.43.6), rodh at pres.inj.3sg.act. (RV 1.67.9). Possibly contamination (Gotō
"
"
1987:277ff.).
h from *bh , /bh /:
e) nouns. Ved. kakuhá- < kakúbh - :: kakubh á- ‘eminent’ (Kāt.h.)
Ved. dabh rá- adj. ‘little, scanty’ :: dahrá- adj. ‘little, tender’ (Kāt.h.+), dahara‘little, thin’ (Up.+).
√
f) verbs. grabhi ∼grahi ‘seize,’ grhn.ātu pres.iptv.3sg. (RV 4.57.7); hasta-grhya- (RV
"
"
"
"
10.85.26, 10.109.2).2
In most cases, the deocclusion seems to be an idiosyncratic property of the morpheme in question: For example, while the (post-)Proto-Indo-European ending *-medh oi
is always -mahe in Sanskrit and PIE *-dh ı́ becomes Skt. -hı́ in most postvocalic contexts,
the dative infinitive ending -ádh yai never occurs with h, nor does the adverbial suffix -dh ā
‘–fold,’ and the Proto-Indo-Iranian locatival suffix *-dh a is -dh a in some words and -ha
in others. Due to such irregularity and lexical idiosyncrasy, deocclusion has traditionally been understood as a Prākrtism (Ascoli 1868:258) or attributed to dialectal variation
(von Bradke 1886:693, Meillet" 1912/13:123).
Although deocclusion of voiced aspirates becomes commoner in most Middle IndoAryan languages,3 /dh / reflecting PIIr. *dh is sometimes preserved or restored in forms
whose Sanskrit correspondents have /h/. Meillet (1912/3) points out that the Northwestern languages (Vedic, Shāhbāzgar.hı̄ and Mānsehrā Aśokan) have more forms with /h/
than others.
2

Cf. Bloomfield and Edgerton (1932:65): “The popular texts, AV. and most of the Gr.hya Sūtras, seem
to like grah a little better, but they are not consistent .... Perhaps the same preference may be discernible in TS. and KS. RV. and other archaizing texts—seemingly including VS., MS., ŚB. and ApMB
" ha].—and the RV. sūtras prefer grabh on the whole. But really the one stable
[=Āpastambha-Mantra-Pāt
.
"
factor is inconsistency.”
3
Pischel (1900:§188), Geiger (1994:§37), Bloch (1965:68[65]).
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PIIr. *idh a > Vedic ihá :: Pāli idh a ‘here’ beside less frequent iha, Aśokan
(Girnār and Dhauli, vs. Shāhbāzgar.hı̄ iha: Hultzsch 1925:lvii), Śaurasenı̄,
Māgadhı̄ and Āvantı̄ idh a (Pischel 1900:§266, von Hinüber 1986:24,
2001:179)
Skt. gehá- ‘house’ :: Pāli geha-, and gedh a- Aṅguttara-Nikāya
1.154.1=3.128.23 (perhaps to be read rodh a-: EWAia. s.v., Kuiper 1938:301), Aśokan (Mānsehrā) gehath ani, Śaurasenı̄ geha (Pischel 1900:§366a)

In the following sections, we will examine whether any phonological explanation is
possible for the deocclusion of *dh ∼/dh / and *bh ∼/bh /.
§58

Influence of tonal contexts?

Wackernagel (1896:251) points out that the deocclusion of /dh / and /bh / takes place in
the contexts wd [ V as in hitá- and V V, with the exception of grhn.ātu (RV 4.57.7)
"
"
and hasta-grhya- (RV 10.85.26, 10.109.2), which according to him may
be explained
as
√
"
analogical to" other forms
of grabhi ‘seize’ followed by a vowel. If h from an initial /dh /
or /bh /, the only example of which is hitá- from × dh itá-,4 originally occurred only after
a word or a compound member ending in a vowel, the environment for deocclusion is
reduced to intervocalic position (ibid.).
Skt. /h/ originating from PIIr. *́h and *̌h occurs after a word boundary, vowels, liquids or anusvāra, and before vowels, glides, liquids or nasals (Wackernagel 1896:244).
The context where PIIr. *bh and *dh become Skt. /h/ is quite similar to this, i.e., after
vowels or word boundary (e.g. hitá-) and before vowels, glides, liquids and nasals. The
only unique condition for the deocclusion of *dh and *bh is that they are almost always
preceded by a vowel.5
a) V V?
¯
Wackernagel (1896:252) further tries to narrow down the environment to the position
after an unaccented vowel, i.e. /dh /, /bh / > [+continuant] / V .6 Since there are more
¯ involves overgeneration.
unaccented vowels than accented, this generalization inevitably
To support this idea, Wackernagel brings up the following arguments:
i) Lack of udātta accent on the vowel before /h/ in forms such as ihá, kakuhá-, grhá-,
"
bárjaha-, balihrt-, rauhin.á-, sahá.
√
"
ii) The h of the root grahi /grabhi ‘seize’ appears only after an unaccented /r/ in all but
"
the tenth book of the Rgveda, which represents a relatively younger layer
of the
"
text.
√
A similar case from a different period is Skt. bh avi /bh ū ‘become’: bh ávati :: Pāli hoti.
√
5
dh ā ‘put’: hitá- still has to be ascribed to some environment peculiar to this lexical item.
6
“Ihre eigentliche Stelle hat die Umwandlung wahrscheinlich hinter unbetontem (oder, wenn der Anlaut betroffen ist, vor unbetontem) Vokal”.
4
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iii) The second singular athematic imperative ending is -dh ı́ when affixed to a full-grade
√
√
√
of a root, e.g. as ‘be’: edh ı́ < *az-dh ı́, bh avi /bh ū ‘become’ and bodh /budh
√
√
√
‘wake’: bodh ı́, yodh /yudh ‘fight’: yódh i, yav/yu ‘keep away’: yuyodh ı́, śā
‘sharpen’: śiśādh ı́ (§59). The preservation of /dh / in these forms might be due
to an original accent on the full-grade root vowel.
√
iv) The Rgveda has ródh ati, present of rodh /rudh , beside róhati; ródh a- and āródh ana" no counterpart with /h/ in the Rgveda.
have
"
b) V V́?
Among the examples cited above, the vowels which follow an /h/ resulting from the
deocclusion of /bh / in kakuhá- and dahrá- (to which Wackernagel adds balihrt-) have
"
a high tone. There are also examples of /dh / followed by a vowel with a high
tone
which loses its occlusion. For example, the words formed with the locative suffix show
fluctuation of /h/ ∼ /dh /; they may be grouped as ihá, kúha, sahá :: ádh a, kadh a-, sadh a-.7
If the initial high tone of kúha in the first group is the result of analogy after kvà (/kúa/),8
a more common word for ‘where,’ these forms could be taken to suggest the possibility
of a pretonal context for deocclusion. This generalization, however, faces too many
√
counterexamples: thus forms derived from the root grabhi /grahi ‘seize’ such as -grhya√
√
" not
or gráha-, and the stems náh-ya- and róh-a-/ródh -a- from nah and rodh /roh, do
agree with this pattern; and forms suffixed with -dh ā have a high tone on the suffixal
vowel except for dvi-dh ā and tri-dh ā, which are oxytonic according to As.t..5.3.42ff. but
paroxytonic in the RV (Wackernagel, AiGr. III § 215). Finally, forms such as RV mitrá"
dh iti-, vásu-dh iti- :: "devá-hiti-, puró-hiti- do not fit any phonological generalization.
§59 The athematic imperative 2sg. ending -dh ı́/-hı́
The second person singular imperative ending of athematic verbs in Sanskrit is either
-dh ı́ or -hı́, which are usually added to zero-grade stems. The rule for choosing between -dh ı́ and -hı́ in Classical Sanskrit is summarized by Kielhorn (1896=1970:§261)
as follows:
“The term[ination] dhi of the 2 Sing. Par[asmaipada=active voice] is
changed to hi after special[= present] [athematic] bases ending in vowels
(except in juhudhi from hu) and semivowels. It is dropped after the special
bases of roots of the 5th and 8th classes, when the final u of these bases is
preceded by only one consonant. Roots of the 9th class that end in consonants substitute in the 2 Sing. Par. āna (or ān.a) for nı̄hi (or n.ı̄hi)”.
Although this ending must have been *-dh ı́ in Proto-Indo-Iranian, given Avestan
-di/-δi, -hı́ has been generalized in Sanskrit. In Vedic, however, archaic -dh ı́ occurs in
cases other than those listed above. Leaving aside anomalous forms with full-grade
7

As for the accent of viśváha, which contradicts to this pattern, Wackernagel (1896:252) suggests
influence of the synonym viśvā´ hā.
8
kúha RV15 including derivative forms :: kvà RV34 .
"
"
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root vowels such as bodh ı́, yódh i etc., the following are the examples which draw our
attention regarding the choice of -dh ı́ and -hı́ (examples from Whitney 1889, Macdonell
1910:§505, Bloch 1929 and Turner 1937):
√
a) present imperative: hav/hu ‘sacrifice’: juhudh ı́ (MS 1.8.1, 1.4.13, 3.6.6, Kāt.h. 6.1,
√ i
√
√
Kap.K. 3.12); av /ū ‘assist’: avadh i9 :: ay/i ‘go’: ihı́ (edh i10 ); bravi /brū : brūhı́
√
(, stav/stu : stuhı́) etc.
√
√
b) aorist imperative (Whitney 1889:§839): kar/kr, krn.óti : krdh ı́; var/vr, vrn.óti : vrdh i
√
√
" dh i (RV 5.3.9,
" " 8.66.14);
"
(RV8 ); śrav/śru, śrn.óti : śrudh ı́; spar/spr," spr" n.oti : spr
√"
√
"
"
gam, gácchati : gahi
but also gadh i (RV" 8.98.4);
cf. " yam," yácchati : yandh ı́
"
(RV9 ).
√
√
"
c) intensive imperative (Whitney 1889:§1011): kari /kr ‘praise’ : carkrdh i :: dar/dr
√
"
"
‘split’: dādrhı́/dardrhi or jar/gr ‘wake’: jāgrhi. "
"
"
"
"
i) always h: śiśı̄hı́ (RV) :: śiśādh ı́, śaśādh ı́; krn.uhı́, -ı̄ :: krdh ı́ or śrn.udhı̄; sprn.uhi (RV
"
"
"
"
10.87.7) :: sprd" h ı́; ihı́ :: krdh ı́, śrudh ı́ etc."
"
"
ii) fluctuating cases: śrn.udhı̄ (RV 4.9.7, 8.3.18, 8.13.7) ∼ śrn.uhı̄, -i (RV7 ); gadh i (RV
" V).
"
"
"
"
8.98.4) ∼ gahi (R
√
"
iii) always dh : krdh ı́, -ı̄; vrdh i ( var/vr ‘cover, ward off,’ vrn.oti pres.); śrudh ı́, -ı̄;
"
"
sprdh i (RV" 8.66.14, 5.3.9),
As.t.. 6.4.102
śru-śrn.u-pr-kr-vr"bh ya-ś ch andasi; juhudh i
√
" Kāt
" h., Kap.K.); bh avi /bh ū ‘become’:" bodh" ı́ (R
" V" 36+1 ) (Grassmann, Gotō
(MS,
.
√ h
1987:218n on 7.75.2); bod /budh ‘wake’: bodh ı́ (R" V10−1 ) (Grassmann, Gotō
√
loc.cit.); yodh /yudh ‘fight’: yódh i (RV 5.3.9), yuyodh ı́" (RV7 ), As.t.. 6.4.103 aṅitaś
√
√
" h i (RV 2.28.9), As"t. 6.4.35 śā hau, śaśādh i
ca; as ‘be’: edh i; śās ‘order’: śād
..
"
h
4
(RV 7.1.20, 25), śiśād i (RV ).
"
"
§60 Minimal Word effect?
It should be noted that /dh / is unexpectedly preserved in a few forms of two morae or
two syllables long: krdh ı́, vrdh i, śrudh ı́ and sprdh i. Turner (1927=1975:292)11 considers
"
"
the ending -dh ı́ to be" protected
from sound changes
characteristic of endings, such as
deocclusion, in disyllabic forms.
Of other forms retaining /dh / which are more than two morae or two syllables long,
Whitney (1889:245, §652) explains juhudh ı́ as avoiding recurrence of /h/ in two successive syllables. The -dh ı́ in carkrdh i and śrn.udhı̄ might have survived the change because
" frequently
" used aorist imperatives krdh ı́ and śrudh ı́ corof an analogical influence of the
"
responding to them.12
9

An anomalous form by ritual motivation according to Gotō (1987:106n).
Sāmamantra-Brāhman.a, Gobhila-Grhyasūtra. udakenaidh i, Bloomfield and Edgerton (1932).
" termination, sharing presumably in the main stress of the word,
11
“[I]n dissyllables the consonant of the
is not so liable to special treatment. It is therefore not without significance that the imperatives of root
aorist stems, being dissyllabic words, show more forms with -dh i than the present stems”.
12
Bloch (1929:176) “çr.n.udhı́ qui coexiste avec çr.n.uhı́ est refait sur çrudhı́ comme A. V. carkr.dhi sur
kr.dhı́.”
10
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Another possible example of an archaism preserved in bimoraic words is Grassmann’s Law, regressive dissimilation of aspiration in adjacent syllables. This rule does
not apply to the stems to which -dh ı́/-hı́ is attached, e.g. juhudh ı́ and not × jujudh ı́, dh ehı́
‘put!’ and not × dehı́, except in the following 2sg. imperative form in -dh ı́/-hı́:
√
han ‘smite’ : root aor. iptv. jahı́ (and not × hahı́/× hadh ı́) from *gwh n-dh i
"
through *gw n-dh i. As.t.. 6.4.36 hanter jah. (6.4.1 aṅgasya, 6.4.35 hau). YAv.
"
jai δi, OP jadiy.
It might be possible that a minimal word length of two morae somehow caused
this form to resist the newer tendency not to apply Grassmann’s Law across morpheme
√
boundaries. Since the trimoraic form bodh ı́ (: bh avi /bh ū ‘become’) shows the same archaism, the unexpected application of the law would be related to the length of two syllables rather than two morae. The suffix fits in the two-syllable window of Grassmann’s
Law, and the root-suffix boundary which usually blocks the application of Grassmann’s
Law fails to do so.
§61 Rule formulation
The deocclusion of *dh in the forms cited in §59 does not seem to tilt towards any
particular lineage of poets, and *dh develops differently in very similar environments
such as stuhı́ : śrudh ı́ or mitrá-dh iti- : devá-hiti-. It seems to be difficult to get around the
fact that no single phonological formulation or dialectal generalization can satisfactorily
explain all cases of deocclusion.
a) *dh after front vowels other than e < *az
It is worth noting, however, that *dh is not retained after /i/ in the examples of -dh ı́/-hı́
imperatives listed above — not even in bimoraic imperative forms, where /dh / is preserved after stem-final /u/, /r/ and /a/:
"
√
ay/i ‘go’: root aor.iptv. ihı́ :: krdh ı́, śrudh ı́ etc.
√
" h ı́
śās ‘order’: śiśı̄hı́ :: śādh ı́, śiśād
√
hā ‘foresake’: jahı̄hı́, jahihi or jahāhı́ (Whitney 1889:§665. pres. jahāti)
√
:: hav: juhudh i (avoidance of recurrence of h according to Whitney
1889:245)
It may be simply a coincidence that there is no × idh ı́ attested beside ihı́, unlike the
√
case of gam: gahı́∼gadh i, where gadh i appears only once in the Rgveda while there are
a good many occurrences of gahı́. However, if the -dh ı́ of juhudh ı́ "is to avoid a sequence
of h in adjacent syllables, as Whitney claims, why then do we not have a form × jahidh ı́
instead of jahihi? The total absence of × idh á in Vedic should also be recalled. Although
the examples are very limited, it might have been a phonological rule that a front vowel,
namely /i/ or the diphthongs /e/ or /ai/, causes deocclusion of a following /dh /.
Deocclusion of /dh / after a front vowel: /dh / > h / [−back] V
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dh ehı́ and dehı́ might be included as further examples, and also gehá-, if the /h/’s in
them come from *dh . On the other hand, edh ı́ looks like a counterexample; but this case
will not contradict our rule if *az > e is ordered after the deocclusion of *dh after a front
vowel (Lubotsky 1995a:136).13 The relationship of this minor rule to more general rules
may be schematized as follows:
General Deocclusion: /dh / > h / V V (sporadic)
pāhi
Blocking by Minimal Word Constraint
rohı́t- krdh ı́
Special Deoccl. by [−back] Vowel: /dh / > h / V[−bk] V
" h ı́ ihá
sahá śrud
grhá- vrdh i ihı́
"
"
jahı̄hı́
Since this rule claims that the deocclusion of *dh after a front vowel regularly takes
place even in short words where postvocalic *dh is not infrequently retained, its structural description cannot help but fail to cover all contexts of the deocclusion of *dh into
/h/. I do not have an explanation, however, for dvi-dh ā ‘twofold,’ tri-dh ā ‘threefold,’
√ h
√
√
d ars./dh rs. ‘dare’: adı̄dh rs.at etc., dh ayi /dh ı̄ ‘muse’: dı̄dh ayah., vyadh /vidh ‘pierce’:
" + √dh ā ‘lay down’:
"
vı́dh yati, vividh i- f. ‘order, rule’ etc. I do not know of any comparable phenomena to motivate deocclusion after a front vowel in Indo-Aryan or in other
Indo-European languages. If the alleged deocclusion is a left-to-right palatalization, it
is unknown even in Celtic which shows extensive palatalization; only in Slavic is the
third palatalization considered to be conditioned by a preceding front vowel (Bräuer
1961:193), and in Modern High German ch is pronounced [x] or [ç] depending on the
value of the feature [αback] of the preceding vowel, e.g. Sache ["zax@] vs. sicher ["zIç@r].
In Middle Indo-Aryan, kh and ch are used indiscriminately after an i as in bh ikh uni ∼
bh ich uni in Bharhut and Sanchi inscriptions (Chatterji 1926:245). Among non-Aryan
South Asian languages, some of the South Dravidian languages (Emeneau 1967:383,
Subrahmanyam 1971:96) and Telugu (Subrahmanyam 1983:200) have palatalization of
dental non-continuants by preceding high front vocoids /i/ and /y/. In Old Tamil (Shanmugam 1971:39) and Modern Tamil (Schiffman 1999:16) as well, a preceding /i/ and /y/
palatalizes /tt/ and /nt/ (see §123).
An interesting question is whether the pre-Vedic deocclusion of *dh in the endings
*-medh oi etc. should also be accounted for by this rule. Allen (1962:101–108) convinc that the merger of *o and *e in Proto-Indo-Iranian was complete and irreingly argues
versible. If, however, *e in *-medh oi was still a front vowel in a non-ablauting position

such as this, at some post-Proto-Indo-Iranian
stage when *dh began to be deoccluded after a front vowel, this would constitute an example of *dh developing into h after a front
vowel. As for this specific case, Turner (1927) offers an alternative account involving
/dh / in edh ı́ might be explainable as an analogy to bodh ı́, but it is unlikely that bodh ı́ and edh ı́ acquire
the full-grade root vowel and dh respectively from each other, and there is no reason why bodh ı́ must have
had /dh / instead of /h/. Dissimilation from ā-ay/i : ehı́ (RV) is not convincing either.
"
13

§62. Asymmetrical alternation of /m/ and /n/
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stem-ending asymmetry. The fact that there is no trace of *dh in the Old Indo-Aryan
first plural endings, and that the *dh in the 2sg. athematic imperative ending surfaces
regularly as h with certain explainable exceptions, suggest a tendency for terminations
to undergo peculiar developments, according to his idea.14 It is true that there is some
asymmetry between roots/stems and endings in their susceptibility to sound changes.
Analogical restitution driven by paradigmatic uniformity typically applies to roots or
stems, and the fact that endings consist of a smaller set of phonemes than do roots might
be the result of such asymmetry.
If avoiding two /h/’s in adjacent syllables, which Whitney (1889:245) proposed to
account for juhudh i, can be generalized as a universal constraint, it should be ranked
lower than the deocclusion of /dh / by a front vowel because of forms such as jahı̄hi, and
higher than deocclusion in general because of juhudh i.
b) other possibilities
Since /i/ is high as well as front, we should also consider whether deocclusion takes
place after a high vowel, i.e. both /i/ and /u/. Forms such as brūhı́, śrn.uhı̄/śrn.uhi and kúha
support extending the triggering context to /u/, but rudh irá-, śrudh"ı́, śrn.ud" hı̄ and juhudh i
"
question the regularity of deocclusion after /u/. Of these counterexamples,
juhudh i and
śrudhı̄ (hávam)/ śrn.udhı̄ (hávam)15 could be explained as avoiding a sequence of succes"
sive /h/’s by preserving
/dh /, which would otherwise undergo deocclusion. If a preceding
high vowel causes deocclusion, the rule should be formulated as follows:
/dh / > h / [+high] V
In this case, we have to give up including the mid front vowel /e/ as causing deocclusion of a following /dh /. This idea is hard to support, in any case, because Sanskrit does
not make a phonological distinction between high and mid vowels and always treats a
mid vowel as a diphthong of low and high vowels. Edge effects show that there is no
category of mid vowels: note that Skt. /e/ < PIE *oi does not cause palatalization at
√
the left edge as in cet/cit ‘recognize’: pf.3sg. cikéta< *kw i-kw oit-a, while /e/ and /o/
√

trigger the ruki-rule at their right edge as in pos./pus. ‘prosper’: pf.3sg.
pupós.a.
h
Finally, Bloch (1929) points out that the vowel preceding a *d or *bh which underwent deocclusion is long in pairs such as brūhi :: śrudh ı́, Pāli pan.d.itehi, sabbehi :: isibh i,
ñātibh i.
§62 Asymmetrical alternation of /m/ and /n/
In the sonority scale we assumed for Old Indo-Aryan in §44, /m/ and /n/, or /y/ and
/v/, occupy the same level as nasals or glides. Their alternation patterns, however, show
14

Cf. also Lubotsky (1995a:136) “From a phonetical view-point, this rule is probably due to weakening
of intervocalic -dh- at the end of the word.”
15
The contexts of śrn.udhı̄ ∼ śrn.uhı̄, -i are as follows: RV 4.9.7c, 8.3.18d, 8.52.8d śrn.udh ı̄ hávam,
" hávam, "8.84.3b śrnudhı̄ gı́rah :: "1.82.1a sú śrnuhı̄ gı́r[ah, 1.104.9d
"
8.13.7b śrn.udhı̄ jaritúr
śrn.uhi
.
.
.
.
.
"
"
"
´
hūyámānah., 1.139.7a ó s.ū n.o agne śrn.uhi tvám ı̄l.itó, 4.22.10a sú śrn.uhi tvám indr[a, 7.28.1d ś]r" n.uhi
" 10.75.5d śrnuhy ā´ susómayā.
" śrnudhı̄ is used with hávam" and
viśvaminva, 9.82.4b śrn.uhı́ brávı̄mi te,
.
.
.
"
"
h "
gı́rah. just as śrud ı̄, -ı́ is.
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subtle differences, which arouse doubts as to whether one of them is more resistant to
alteration or loss of features than the other; if I may use a more impressionistic word,
one looks more consonantal than the other. In the sections which follow, I will discuss
the factors which seem to be causing such asymmetries.
Indo-Aryan /m/ and /n/ pattern differently in the following respects:
a) Intervocalic deocclusion in Middle and New Indo-Aryan: While Old Indo-Aryan /n/
between vowels remains non-continuant throughout its development into Middle
and New Indo-Aryan languages, an intervocalic /m/ in Old Indo-Aryan sometimes
becomes ṽ in Middle Indo-Aryan (Pischel 1900:§251, 261), e.g. OIA kamala‘water-lily’ > Apabhram
. śa kaṽalu, which is also written kamvalu (von Hinüber
1986:107, 2001:171f.), and similarly OIA grāma- ‘village’ > Hindi gāmv
 etc. /m/
is thus more liable to deocclusion than /n/ in an intervocalic context.
b) Deocclusion before a sibilant: In the sandhi of final /m/ and /n/ before a sibilant in
the Rgveda, the closure of /n/ shows greater persistence than that of /m/. /m/ →
"
m
. / ]wd [−sonorant, +continuant] :: /n/ → n(t) / ]wd [−sonorant, +continuant],
e.g. túbh yaṁ sutáh. (RV 2.36.5c) :: vajrin svám (RV 6.41.1c) or magh avañ ch rn.u
"
"
"
(RV 8.45.6a). This problem
will be discussed in §64.
"
c) Place assimilation: Place assimilation does not occur to a final /n/ if it is followed
by a word beginning with a non-coronal stop, e.g. mahā´ n kavı́h. (RV 1.95.4d) and
asmı́n bh ayásth e (RV 2.30.6d); /n/ before a palatal obstruent is "subject to place
" h avañ ch akra (RV 1.104.8c), ich áñ carati (RV 3.54.2b) and
assimilation, e.g. mag
"
" coronal class
yā´ mañ jánasya (RV 6.38.1d), suggesting
that palatals belong to the
"
in Sanskrit (§40). Final /m/, on the other hand, is assimilated in place before
any plosive, while it loses occlusion before all sibilants, as just observed in b)
(Grammont 1916:254f., Allen 1962:83).
d) Doubling before a word beginning with a vowel: /n/ → nn / V̆ ]wd V and /ṅ/ → ṅṅ /
V̆ ]wd V, while /m/ remains ungeminated in the same environment. As Whitney
(1889) points out,16 word-final -V̆n and -V̆ṅ often derive from underlying *-nt and
*-ṅk, while word-final -m is etymologically just *-m. In phonological terms, the
deletion of a final stop as in *sant > san leaves an empty C slot, which is filled by
gemination when a vowel follows it. This doubling does not take place after a long
vowel, presumably because the syllable is already heavy and overlength tends to
be avoided (§21). The doubling of -V̆n which has no etymological *t after it, e.g.
in ádh vann ā´ , needs to be explained as analogical spreading.
The relative weakness of final -m reminds us of the fact that Latin prosody often
treats final -m as non-segmental unless it is followed by a consonant (Sommer
16

“This [doubling] is also to be regarded as a historical survival, the second nasal being an assimilation
of an original consonant following the first. It is always written in the manuscripts, although the Vedic
meter seems to show that the duplication was somehow omitted. The RV has the compound vrs.an.aśva”
"
(§210a).
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and Pfister 1977:219ff.), while final -n is not elided before a vowel-initial word
(Leumann 1926–28:226).
e) *NH before the suffix -tá-:
PIE *nH > ā / [−sonorant] PIE *mH > ām / [−sonorant]
"
"
PIE *ǵnh1 -tó- > jātá- ‘born’ PIE *ḱrmH-tó- > *śrām-tá- > śrāntá- ‘tired’
"
"
To my knowledge, there is no philological evidence which supports the assertion
that both *nH and *mH first became PIIr. *ā and then *m was analogically rein" the *ā" from *mH, as Hoffmann and Forssman (1996:70) assume.
troduced after
"
The possibility that this difference
results from a regular sound change should be
considered seriously.
f) Nucleus-forming *N before a sonorant or a pause:
Of the two nucleus-forming nasals in Proto-Indo-European, *m becomes am not
"
infrequently when followed by a non-nucleus sonorant or in word-final
position:
PIE *n{R, ]wd }
PIE *h" 1 néh3 mn ‘name’ > nā´ ma
"
PIE *tn-néu-ti > tanóti
" 

PIE *m{R, ]wd }
"
PIE *septm
‘seven’ > saptá
"
PIE *-oi(h1 )m > -eyam them.opt.1sg.
*gm-iéh1 -s- "> gamyā´ h. prec.3sg. of
√ " 
gam ‘go’ (RV 1.163.13c), PIE *nm" ‘humble, obedient’ "
ró- > nam-rá-

Word-medial *m becomes am before a sonorant fairly regularly, but final -am
" pā´ dam acc.sg. ‘foot’ < PIE *pód-m, bh iyásam acc.sg. ‘fear’
< *m, such as in
√
"
< *bh iH-és-m, or vah ‘carry’ : ávāks.am s-aor.1sg. <" *é-uēǵh -s-m, can also be
explained by"leveling after the model of -am in the inflexionof other" stems. There
are not enough examples of medial *n, but at least it does not appear as × an in
"
tanóti.
The combinational variation of /m/ also differs from that of /n/:
g) mr and × nr:
Proto-Indo-European tautomorphemic *mr without ablaut: Skt. ni-mrúc- ‘sunset’
(RV+), -mróca-ti (AV), mlóca-ti (ŚB), Gk. hypó-brykh a adv. ‘under water’ (Hom.),
" *√{b/m}rukh (?). If *m > b / L as in *mrtó- > Gk. brotós is a regular dePIE
"
velopment in Greek (Rix 1992:68), *mr- rather than
*br- should be reconstructed.
On the other hand, there is no example of the sequence × nr, while nr is common.
Tautomorphemic *mr with ablaut: Skt. mr-iyá-te pres.3sg. ‘dies’" < *mr-ié-toi,
" 
ma-mr-uh. pf.3pl.act. (RV+).
" Skt. nam-rá- adj. ‘humble, obedient,’ YAv. namra.vač.
Heteromorphemic /mr/:
PIE *tum + -ró- > Skt. túm(-)ra- adj. ‘powerful’ ∼ tuvi-, Lat. tumidus ‘puffed up’
∼ tumeō, tumēre ‘be puffed up.’
/mr/ across a word boundary: Skt. sam-rā´ j- ‘universal ruler,’ sam-rā´ jñı̄ f. samrā´ jand its derivatives are the only compounds in which the /m/ of sam remains un-
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changed. As we will discuss in §67, native grammarians note this group as exceptions.
h) ml and × nl:
Proto-Indo-European tautomorphemic *ml- without ablaut: Skt. brávı̄mi (RV+)
√
pres.1sg.act. ‘speak’ < PIE * mleuH ‘speak,’ YAv. mraoiti pres.3sg.act.," TB

17
palwam
. 3sg., pälwāmane ppl.
Proto-Indo-European tautomorphemic *ml-, possibly with ablaut: Skt. mlātá√
‘tanned,’ YAv. (a)mrāta-, Lat. blandus, PIE * mlah2 .
√
√
Skt. mrad ‘soften’ (vı́ mradā, ū´ rn.a-mradā RV), PIE * mled. Skt. tuvi"
mraks.ā´ sah. (RV), mraks.a-krtvan- (RV), ∼ Gk. bláptō
(?),
"
"
"
×
i) mn and nm:
√
Tautomorphemic, no ablaut: PIE * mneh2 ‘remember’; PIE *mneh2 -o- >
Hom.Gk. mnáomai, with vowel coloring by laryngeal and *H> φ /V V :: PIE
*mnh2 -tó- > *mntá- by laryngeal neutralization and compensatory lengthening >
" → Ved. mnāta"
× mātáby restitution of *n (KB ā-mnāta- etc.). Ved. carma-mná18
×
‘tanner’ (< carma-m{l/r}á- by dissimilation). Ved. -mná- (?∼ mánas-); dyumná- n. ‘heavenliness,’ ni-mná- adj. ‘going down,’ nr-mn.á- ‘manfulness,’ ma-mn√
"
ā´ te pf.3du.mid. of man ‘think,’ su-mn-á- ‘goodwill.’
Tautomorphemic, with ablaut: Proto-Indo-Iranian suffix *-man- ∼ *-m(a)n-, OAv.
ai riiamnā inst.sg., prop.n., OAv. ai riiama nas-cā abl.sg.. Ved. -man- ∼ -mn-;
aryamán- prop.n. ∼ aryamn.-, jarimán- ‘senility’ ∼ jarimn.é, dh ā´ man- ‘seat’ ∼
dh ā´ mn-, nā´ man- ‘name’ ∼ nā´ mnā inst.sg., mahimán- ‘largeness’ ∼ mahimnā´ /
mahinā´ , yā´ man- ‘drive’ ∼ -yāmnā, lóman- ‘body hair’ ∼ lómnah., sā´ man- ‘song’
∼ sā´ mne. -mn- in most of these examples may not originally be a cluster.19
√
Heteromorphemic: Root-final /m/ + nasal infix, e.g. á-ram-n.āt ipf.3sg. of ram
√
‘come to rest,’ ścamnan (RV 1.104.2). Intensive of nam ‘bend’: nám-na-te
pres.mid.3sg. (RV 1.140.6)."
"
On the other hand, the sequence nm is limited to heteromorphemic contexts.
Heteromorphemic: ján-man- n. ‘birth,’ mán-man- n. ‘thought,’ hán-man- ‘blow,’
aśman-máya- ‘made of stone,’ mrn-máya- ‘earthen’ < /mrd-máya-/. Roots in /n/
√
√
" -nu-mási/ > krnmási,
+ ending; man : /man-u-mahe/ " > manmahe, kar/kr : /kr
.
.
√
"
"
"
van : vavanmā´ (RV 7.37.5)
"
j) gemination: It may be just a coincidence that word-internal -mm- is rare while -nn√
This is an almost regular development. PIE * mleuH ∼ *mluH > *mly euH- ∼ *mluH- by palatalization, > *mly @uH- ∼ *mluH- by *e > *@, > *mly @ua- ∼ *mlua- by *H > *a and *uH > *u(u)a (Ringe
 @ua- by loss of ablaut (Ringe 1996:135ff),

1996:32ff), → *ml
> *bl@ua- by *ml > *bl > *pl@ua- by devoic


ing, and > PToch. *p@lua- by metathesis of liquids (K. T. Schmidt 1982:365).

18
As for the failure of retroflexion of /n/ in -mná-, cf. Wackernagel (1896:187) “Doch unterbleibt die
Cerebralisierung: ... Mehrmals, wenn dem n ein Verschlusslaut, m oder h unmittelbar vorausgeht oder m
oder v unmittelbar folgt.”
19
Lanman (1877:524) “This rule [=syncopation of ă of -van, -man] holds good neither for the written
text of the Rik, nor for the text as the meter shows it to have been pronounced...”; Arnold (1905:88).
17
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< *-dn- is quite common. /d/ becomes n before a nasal while the context of /b/ >
m is virtually unknown. Nighan.t.u 2.14 gives two roots with tautomorphemic mm,
hammati and drummati (meaning unclear).
§63 What is behind the asymmetry of /m/ and /n/?
Such asymmetries in the distribution of /m/ and /n/ are in large part caused by intrinsic
properties of these sounds. Marotta (1999:302) discusses similar phonotactic restrictions
on /n/ in Latin and calls them a coronal syndrome, the mutual effects of tongue-tip
articulations when they occur in sequence.
If we may indulge ourselves in conjecturing about articulatory processes, the vocalization of Proto-Indo-European syllabic nasals *n and *m in the daughter languages as
"
"
in
PIE *déḱm(t) ‘ten’ > Lat. decem > /decẽ/ > inscription dece; > Lith. dẽšimt;
" > Skt. dáśa
> Gk. déka;
would be most easily understood by positing vowel epenthesis such as *N > */V N/ >
" 21 If that is
VN,20 which further becomes > */Ṽ/ > V in Greek and Indo-Iranian (§95 j).
the case, and if there is no lip rounding involved in such a V, /n/ would be more easily
superimposed on a vowel than /m/ as a suprasegmental property like nasalization, for
both /n/ and unrounded vowels have mandibular constriction in common.
The Sonority Scale discussed in §16 treats /m/ and /n/ as equally sonorous, and
gives no indication of the differences between /m/ and /n/. If a consistent asymmetry is
observed between them crosslinguistically, however, it would not be circular if we assign
a slightly higher sonority to /n/. In Indo-European languages, word-initial /mn-/ is much
commoner than /nm-/: Russian and Greek, for example, have words beginning with
/mn/, such as Ru. mnógo ‘much,’ Gk. mimnēskō ‘remember,’ but no words beginning
with /nm/. The only Indo-European language I know of with initial /nm/ is Tocharian
A, where both /mn-/ and /nm-/ are possible onsets, as in mnu ‘idea’ and nmuk ‘ninety’
(Krause and Thomas 1960–1964).22
Some of the cases of combinational asymmetry can be explained by the Obligatory
Contour Principle (OCP). We see that a sequence of labial sonorants *mv is dissimilated
√
w
w
in jaganvā´ m
. s- pf.ppl. of gam ‘go’ < *g e-g m-uōms-. This sequence is subject to

dissimilation, whereas a sequence of homorganic" non-continuants
such as /mp/ is exempt from it, probably because the difference in the [±continuant] values of /m/ and /v/
20

Tachelhit Berber is reported to have nucleic consonants including obstruents, e.g. aknkar ‘bone,’
asmd.l ‘tomb,’ immkn ‘perhaps’ (Horiuchi 2000), and it is not unimaginable that a nasal which was not
accompanied by an epenthetic vowel became a syllable nucleus while maintaining occlusive constriction
in the prehistory of Indo-Aryan as well.
21
The feature values of the epenthesized V (vowel) are determined by the redundancy rules of each
language. See §93.
22
Outside Indo-European, the Niger-Congo languages Swahili and Mang’anja, for example, have words
with /mn-/ but not ones with /nm-/, e.g. Swahili mnamo ‘about’ (Rechenbach 1967) or Niger-Congo mnofu
‘flesh’ (Scott and Heatherwick 1929)
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prevents them from being multiply linked as in /mp/; see §100 for the role of the [continuant] tier in the spreading of retroflexion. The lack of the sequences × nr and × nl may be
explained either by a similar OCP effect or by the above-mentioned coronal syndrome.
On the other hand, there is also a language-specific aspect in the asymmetries between /m/ and /n/. In Catalan, for example, a coronal nasal /n/ shows place assimilation
in final position while other final nasals remain unchanged, e.g. /son pocs/ → som pocs
‘they are few’ :: /som dos/ → som dos ‘we are two’ (Kiparsky 1985:95), whereas /m/
is more easily assimilated to the initial sound of the following word in place and aperture than /n/ in Sanskrit as we saw in §62 c). In such cases, it is difficult to say one
is a more marked nasal phoneme than the other on purely phonological grounds, for
the distribution of place features is based on language-specific facts and not on universal markedness features such as the bivalent values of vowel features like [±rounded],
[±back] or [±low]. So we may simply assume that /m/ is a less marked nasal than /n/
in Sanskrit, at least in final position. It might not be a coincidence that /m/ occurs more
often than /n/ as a final nasal in Sanskrit.
§64

Deocclusion of nasals

Tautomorphemic *ms may be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European.
PIE *mems- ∼ *memsó- ∼ *mēmsó- ‘flesh, meat’: Ved. māṁsá-, māṁs-, n.acc.sg.
mā´ s; YAv. m
aNh@m; OCS meso; Old Prussian mensā, menso; TB mı̄sa; Goth. mimz;
Arm. mis.

>
>

i)

PIE *mēmsóIndo-Iranian
Vowel Merger,
*m>[0place] / C
PIIr. *mān.sáDeocclusion
Ved. māṁsá-

PIE *mems-e-h2 i)
Tocharian
*eh2 > *ā
*m > *n / [apical]ii)
Palatalization
*e > @
*-ā/*-a > *-a
> PToch. *my @nsa
> TB mı̄sa

Collective (Ringe 1996:70f.).
>
>
>

ii)

PIE *mēmsó- ∼ *memsóGermanic
(
Osthoff’s Law
> *memsó-)
Verner’s Law
> *memzóAccent Shift
*e > i / N]σ
Apocopeiii)
> PGmc. *mimz> Goth. mimz

Ringe (1996:70f.).

iii)

Jasanoff (1994:264).

PIE *mēms-ro- in Italic
PItalic
*mems-ro- *ē > e by Osthoff’s Law
pre-Lat. *memb-ro- s > bi) / r, “wohl ursprünglich B” (Meiser 1998:119)
Latin
membrum ‘Glied’

PIE *ómso- ∼ *ōmso- ‘shoulder’: TB āntse, TA es; Goth. amsans acc.pl.; Gk. ômos;
Arm. ows; Ved. áṁsa-.

§64. Deocclusion of nasals
PIE *ōmsoTocharian
*ō > *a
o-Unrounding
*m > *n / [apical]
>PToch. *ansë
B āntse, A es

PIE *(H)ómsoGermanic
Greek
Armenian
a/o-Merger
*s>h i)
*o>u/ N
> PGmc. *amsa- > *omho- *N>φ/ Fiii)
> Goth. ams-ans
1CLii)
Apocope
> ômos
> ows (o)
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Indo-Iranian
V-Neutralization
*m > [0pl] / C
PIIr. *ansaIndo-Aryan
Deocclusion
> áṁsa-

i)

Other than next to a stop or word-finally
First Compensatory Lengthening: *VhR, *VRh > V̄R
iii)
Winter (1992:121).
ii)

Vedic ks.ā´ h., nom.sg. of ks.ám- f. ‘earth,’ is explained as an analogical formation from
acc.sg. ks.ā´ m. mā´ s m. ‘month’ is not derived directly from PIE *mēms-, but through PIIr.
*meH-ns- according to Schindler (1980:84). The following Vedic form dán, together
" ā´ n ‘painless’ (ŚB 3.1.3.10, Pānini, Ast. 8.3.7) < *-ćamH-s, might reflect a regwith praś
.
..
ular development of the cluster *ms in final position (Wackernagel 1896:195f., Narten
1980:161).
PIE gen.sg. *dém-s ‘house’
Greek
Indo-Iranian
*dém-s pót(is)
Vowel Neutralization
*ms > *ns / ]wd
-ms > -ns / ]wd
i)
{N,T[dental] } > ∅ / sC PIIr. *dans
> despót-ēs ‘master’ Avestan
Indo-Aryan
ii)
*-ans > OAv. -¯@n.g
C1 ...Cn ]wd > C1
>OAv. d¯@n.g
> Ved. dán
i)

Rix (1992:78).

ii)

Hoffmann and Forssman (1996:88).

Klingenschmitt (1982:212) notes that Proto-Indo-European *m before a sibilant is
lost in Armenian and undergoes occlusion in Slavic. Younger Avestan m
aNh@m ‘meat’
shows the sequence Nh for PIE *ms. These reflexes, however, may be individually explained and do not undermine the reconstruction of *ms in Proto-Indo-European. In
Indo-Aryan, where the *m in PIE *ms loses its occlusion word-medially (Grammont
1916:255), the feature [−continuant] of /m/ is licensed only when a non-continuant sonorant, i.e. a nasal, follows; thus in the cluster /mn/ as in dyumnám, /m/ and /n/ are both
[+sonorant] and [−continuant] but remain distinct. When /m/ is followed by an obstruent consonant as in śumbh ate or pum
. sáh., on the other hand, the [αcontinuant] value
of the /m/ is decided by that of the following consonant. In other words, all features
of /m/ except [nasal] are delinked unless it is followed by a non-continuant sonorant,
and the following consonant assigns its [continuant] value, plus its place feature if it is
[−continuant], to that nasal sound.
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Asymmetries between /v/ and /y/

Sanskrit /v/ and /y/, which come from the Proto-Indo-European glides *u and *i, also
 /n/,
 /l/ (and
show a distributional asymmetry: sequences of /v/ followed by /y/, /r/ and
although actually /van/ in most cases) are attested, whereas /y/ is not followed by any
of these sonorants (Elizarenkova 1974:22). Sequences of -yr- or -y r- in the Rgveda are
"
"
metrically disyllabic /ir/ in all cases except RV 10.110.11c" asyá hótuh
. pradı́śy rtásya
"
vācı́ (Tris.t.ubh), and possibly
10.105.8ab áva" no vrjinā´ śiśı̄hy rcā´ vanemānrcah.," if the
"
"
24
ending -hy belongs to the b verse;23 vr, on the other" hand, is usually
monosyllabic.
"
It is probably unnecessary to invoke sonority to explain this asymmetry, for the articulation of /v/ involves the teeth and /v/ has stronger constriction than /y/, at least in
the dialects described in TPr. 2.43, VPr. 1.81 and PŚ 18 (Allen 1953:57). The consonantal25 status of /v/ may not date back to Proto-Indo-Iranian, if the Avestan and Sanskrit
reflexes of PIIr. *ui respectively as oi in YAv. gaoya- ‘consisting of cows’ and vy in Skt.


gavyá-, gávya- (Meillet
1922:71f.) mean
that *u was still a glide in Proto-Indo-Iranian.
But it might have been spirantized already in pre-Vedic. Sanskrit prth ivı̄ f. ‘earth’ is
"
considered to be the regular outcome of PIE *plth2 uih2 (Mayrhofer, EWAia.
s.v.), with
"

the first *h2 having developed into /i/, as is often the case with a laryngeal in an interconsonantal context. But if *u in pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan was still a glide and did not have
consonantal constriction, the first *h2 in this word may not have developed into /i/, for in
√
math yámānah. (RV 5.11.6c), pass.ppl. of math ‘churn’ < PIE *meth2 ,26 or in (ava-)dyáti
" of √dā ‘divide,’ from *-dh ié-ti, *h in the similar interconsonantal
(TS etc.), pres.3sg.
2
2

context of *Th2 -i has been lost without an epenthetic
vowel. The *u in *plth2 uih2 might
"like[v] or [B]
 a labiodental approximant [V], or already a fricative

therefore have been
in pre-Vedic.
The sequence /rv/ occurs in ten stems in the Rgveda, namely dadrvā´ m
. s-, cakrvā´ m
. s-,
"
"
"
" vát-,
h
h
´
´
´
´
jāgrvā´ m
s-,
mamr
v
ā
m
s-,
sasr
v
ā
m
s-,
j
ā
gr
vi-,
d
ā
d
r
vi-,
ab
rātr
vyá-,
nr
vátand
pitr
.
.
.
√
"
"
" an optative
"
"
whereas
/ry/ occurs
only "in bibh ryād,
form " of bh" ar/bh r (Lubotsky
"
"
"
1997:148f.). Furthermore, there is a pre-Vedic development of *wd [Cry- into Criyand not into × Cry-, as in verbal stems in -yá- like PIIr. *kr-iá-tai > kriyáte, *dh r-iá

tai > dh riyáte, *b" h r-iá-tai > bh riyate and *mr-iá-tai > mriyáte (Seebold
1972:288). On





the other hand, the sequence *ru does not undergo a similar epenthesis of u, except
 and dh rúvi- adj., which might derive from the root
in dh ruvá- adj. ‘firm,’ dh ruvás- "n.
√ h
d ar/dh r ‘hold’ and suffixes beginning with a /v/.
"
Another asymmetry of Sanskrit /y/ and /v/ is that geminated /y/ occurs in a few words
like Br.+ śayyā´ f. ‘bed,’ while there is no × vv. Unlike geminated /r/, which is avoided
23

Oldenberg (1888:159) puts a pāda boundary after -hy.
Harris and Kaisse (1999) point out a similar but opposite phonotactic asymmetry of /w/ and /y/ in
Spanish, where /yw/ exists but /wy/ does not.
25
Glides, together with vowels, are [−consonantal] in Chomsky and Halle’s feature theory (Chomsky
and Halle 1968).
26
paradigmatic pressure from other roots, e.g.
√ It has to be admitted, however, that this form√is under
dah ‘burn,’ dáh-ana- vb.n., dahyá- pass. stem :: math , math ana-, math yá-.
24
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even though there are roots ending in and suffixes/endings beginning with /r/, the lack of
vv might merely be due to an accidental absence of suffixes which begin with a /v/ and
take roots in the full grade.
×

Absence of geminated rhotics in Indo-Aryan and the pronunciation of /r/
"
/l/ and /r/ are both liquids, but they differ in their values for the feature [continuant];
the latter belongs with glides and fricatives as [+continuant], but the former can be
grouped either as [+continuant] or [−continuant]. In Sanskrit, lateral /l/ patterns with
[−continuant] sounds such as nasals and plosives in that it can be geminated across and
h
inside word boundaries, e.g. RV 10.163.5 vanam
. káran.āl lómab yah., 10.163.6 áṅgād"
h
aṅgāl lómno-lomnah., Ved. -vállab
a- ‘darling’ (Khila, Gotō 1987:196), Ep. malla‘wrestler’ etc. In the spreading of retroflexion from /r/ or /s./ to /n/ as well, /l/ might
belong with the coronal plosives, for it is not included among the phonemes which
are transparent with regard to spreading, namely vowels, glides, /r/, /h/, and velar and
labial non-continuants according to Pān.ini, As.t.. 8.4.2 at.-ku-pv- (§100). As we saw in
§23, a coda /r/ in medial syllables tends to be displaced from coda position by geminating the following plosive, while such doubling does not take place when the coda
consonant is /l/. These asymmetries may be explained by assuming that Sanskrit /l/ is a
non-continuant.
Geminated /r/, on the other hand, is not found in Old Indo-Aryan, whether in nonderived contexts, internal or external sandhi (Bloch 1951:44). Word-final /r/ which
comes from original *r or from *s in a ruki context is lost with compensatory lengthening when followed by a word beginning with /r/, e.g. /pátis/ + /rayı̄n.ā´ m/ > /pátir rayı̄n.ā´ m/
> pátı̄ rayı̄n.ā´ m, /paptur/ + /ragh uyā´ / > paptū ragh uyā´ (Allen 1962:70). Such a strong
restriction against geminated rhotics as in Sanskrit is not found in other Indo-European
languages. In Latin, for example, the preposition com is assimilated before both /l/ and
/r/, e.g. col-ligō ‘gather,’ cor-rigō ‘correct.’ In Greek, /-rr-/ is less frequent than /-ll-/,
but it does exist, for example in érrō ‘get lost.’ Proto-Indo-European *rs becomes r̄ in
Armenian, e.g. t‘ar̄amim ‘I wither’ < *trs- (Schmitt 1981:72).27
"
In the articulation of /l/, the release of the closure is held back as in the other
[−continuant] phonemes, but /r/ was probably an alveolar flap according to the
Prātiśākhyas (Varma 1929:6f., Allen 1953:54). If Sanskrit /r/ was a flap, contact of
tongue with the root of the teeth is inevitably released, and repetition of a flap or trill is
ruled out according to the requirement of cohesive closure of clustered consonants (§28).
This intrinsic duration of /r/ and the principle of Cohesive Closure (§28) presumably are
responsible for the categorical absence of geminated /r/ in Indo-Aryan. A sequence of
consonantal and nucleic /r/’s is possible, however, e.g. nı́r-rti- ‘perdition.’ Some ‘vocalic
element’ (Allen 1953:61f.), which seems to be implied by" RPr. 13.34 madh ye sah. ‘it (an
"
§66

27

Outside Indo-European, Korean has -ll- but no -rC-. The templatic morphology of Arabic, on the
other hand, seems to presuppose that /r/ can be geminated: The second or intensive form of Arabic
geminates the second consonant, which may be an r, e.g. d.araba ‘to beat’ : d.arraba ‘to beat violently’
(Caspari and Wright 1896:31, §40f. I thank Haruko Sakaedani for this reference).
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/r/-sound) is in the middle (of r),’ might make /-rr-/ a possible sequence.
"
"
´
§67 samrāj-, praüga- and old sandhi
We saw in §50 that the boundaries of a few compounds with the first member dus.- ‘ill-,
bad, difficult’ obey sandhi rules which apply only at a morpheme boundary, instead of
the expected word sandhi, as is partly provided by RPr. 5.55 dūd.h ya-dūn.āśa-dūl.abh a-.
"
surface
ducch únā
dūd.ā´ śdūd.ábh adūd.h ı̄
dūn.áśadūn.ā´ śa-

underlying
< /dus + śúnā/
< /dus + dā´ ś-/
< /dus + dábh a-/
< /dus + dhı̄/
< /dus + náśa-/
< /dus + nā´ śa-/

expected comparable form
gácch a- < *gw m-sḱe/o/>× duh.śúnā
"
nı̄d.á- < *ni-sd-ó/>× durdā´ ś/>× durdábh amı̄d.h á- < *misdh ó/>× durdh ı̄
/>× durn.áśa/>× durn.ā´ śa-

Since sandhi between morphemes reflects older alternations than does word sandhi,
these compounds were probably univerbated early enough to undergo the same sandhi
rules as those applying across morpheme boundaries (§47).
A similar example is the sequence /mr/. As Rgvedic compound verbs such as sam
."
h
rihāná-, sam
. -rarān.á-, sam
. -ráb ya show, /m/ loses its occlusive constriction and becomes anusvāra when the next word begins with /r/. This deocclusion does not apply
to word-internal /mr/, e.g. vamrá-, vamraká-, tamrá-, camrı́s.-; in these two groups, the
same sequence /mr/ is treated differently depending on its morphological context. The
failure of deocclusion of /m/ in the latter group is a case of blocking in a non-derived
environment (Kiparsky 1973a:60f.).
Only the /m/ of sam in the compound sam-rā´ j- ‘universal ruler’ and its derivatives remains non-continuant, and native grammarians make special reference to them: Pān.ini,
As.t.. 8.2.25 mo rāji samah. kvau, TPr. 13.4 na sam-sām
iti rāparah. 7→ sam-rāj-, sām
rājya-, ŚCĀ 2.1.36 na samo rājatau 7→ sam-rā´ j-, sam-rā´ jñı̄. This compound might have
been univerbated at an early enough period to evade deocclusion; Iranian does not have
an equivalent of this word, but note that the sequence mr is possible there, e.g. OAv.
mraomı̄ ‘I speak’ (∼ Ved. brávı̄ti). sam-rā´ j- was compounded when /m/ was still specified for [−continuant]; the deocclusion of /m/ before approximants (i.e. glides and liquids) must have been introduced into Indo-Aryan after this compound was established.
Deocclusion of /m/ before /r/, being a post-lexical rule, did not affect word-internal sequences, while *-ms- is persistently avoided in any context both in Proto-Indo-Iranian
and in Indo-Aryan (§64).
The word práüga- (RV 10.130.3) ‘the part in front of the yoke’ (Sparreboom 1985), a
" and yugá- ‘yoke,’ has undergone an anomalous loss of initial
compound of prá ‘forward’
y, not found in other words with the same sequence across morpheme or compound
boundaries, e.g. deva-yú-, prá-yuta-, rath a-yúj-, sa-yúj- (RV). The only phenomenon
"
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comparable to this is the sandhi rule attributed to Śākalya (As.t.. 8.3.19 lopah. śākalyasya),
which changes /-e V-/ into -a V- probably through */-ay V-/ (Allen 1962:38). For Vedic
variants with or without an intervocalic y, such as RV 6.15.5a pāvakáyā : TS 4.6.1.2
pāvaká ā´ , see Bloomfield and Edgerton (1932:173f.)."
§68 Summary
Along with Greek, Old Indo-Aryan is one of the Indo-European languages which best
preserve inherited occlusive constriction. Nevertheless, there are still a significant number of cases of deocclusion, both regular and sporadic (§56, §57).
The deocclusion of voiced aspirates to /h/ shows that laryngeal features in Old IndoAryan appear in the surface representation with a higher priority than oral features (§56).
This markedness of the feature [spread glottis] is confirmed by the debuccalization of
voiced aspirates to a placeless glottal fricative h, as well as the generalization of aspirated
stem forms in paradigmatic leveling as in the paradigm of PIIr. *pntH-∼*pantaH- ‘path’
"
: Skt. path -∼pánth ā- (cf. Av. paθ- ∼ YAv. pan.t
a).
Debuccalization of Proto-Indo-Iranian primary and secondary palatal voiced aspirates is fully regular, and occurred in late pre-Vedic after reaffrication of */ýh / < *́h
(§56). The regular deocclusion of *m before *s is an Indo-Iranian innovation (§64).
Voiced aspirates other than palatal ones, i.e. /dh /, /bh / and /gh /, are debuccalized only
sporadically (§57), and the exact context triggering debuccalization is difficult to demarcate, even within a unitary morphological category such as the 2sg. athematic imperative
in -dh ı́/-hı́ (§58, §59, §60, §61). Unlike Iranian which retains place features while giving
up phonemic contrasts of aspiration, no oral feature remains upon Sanskrit debuccalization of voiced aspirates, by the Laryngeal First Principle (§56) which is unique to
Indo-Aryan.
In Indo-Aryan, continuants are usually more limited than non-continuants in distribution (cf. the elimination of final /s/, §30), but the oral feature of /m/ surfaces in a very
limited context, namely only before vowels and tautomorphemic sonorants (§62, §63).
Since *mr is originally a possible sequence, the deocclusion of /m/ before sonorants is
an Indo-Aryan innovation (§64). /l/ patterns as a non-continuant in Sanskrit (§66).
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§69 Laryngeal features in Indo-Aryan
The features [voiced] and [spread glottis] are subsumed under the Laryngeal node
(Clements 1985:233ff.), so they are referred to as laryngeal features. Lombardi (1991)
has demonstrated that the laryngeal features are not bivalent, i.e. do not occur with two
feature values like ‘[+voiced]’ and ‘[−voiced],’ but are privative, on the basis of the assimilation and neutralization patterns of these features in many languages; we assume
her view in our analysis. Along with the retroflex consonants, the four-way contrast of
laryngeal features by the two-by-two matrix of [voiced] and [spread glottis] is the most
conspicuous characteristic of Indo-Aryan phonology. While aspirated stops shift toward
fricatives in some other Indo-European languages, such systematic deaspiration did not
take place in Old Indo-Aryan:
Latin
*bh (*dh ) > ph > f, *Gh > kh > h (initially)
Hellenistic Gk. *bh > *ph > f , *dh > *th > θ, *Gh > *kh > x (Allen 1987:23ff)
Germanic
*bh > * , *dh > *¡, *Gh > * g (Jasanoff 1994)
Avestan
*ǵh > z, *ph > f , *th > θ, *kh > x
Vedic
PIIr. *́h /̌h > h; *bh /dh > h (sporadic)
When voiced aspirates undergo deocclusion in Indo-Aryan, they lose all place features and become /h/ (§46), which native grammarians identify as bare voiced aspiration.1 Fricative /h/ occurs only before a sonorant, and the sibilants /ś/, /s./, /s/ occur
either before a sonorant or before a voiceless plosive followed by a sonorant (§31). It is
another characteristic of Old Indo-Aryan that laryngeal features are licensed only when
they are followed by a sonorant (Lombardi’s Laryngeal Constraint, §83). A voicing
pattern with word-final devoicing2 and mostly regressive voicing assimilation in obstruent clusters is also found in Dutch (Lombardi 1995:51ff., Kenstowicz, Abu-Mansour and
Törkenczy 2002:122).
§70 Voiceless aspirates: Aspiration of initial *sT clusters
Since Kuryłowicz (1935:46ff.) showed that many voiceless aspirates in Indo-Aryan originate from a combination of the corresponding voiceless stops and PIE *h2 , a threeway system of voiceless unaspirated, voiced aspirated and voiced unaspirated stops has
been widely accepted for Proto-Indo-European. The other occurrences of voiceless aspirates which can be reconstructed for “core” Proto-Indo-European (i.e. Greek, Germanic,
Balto-Slavic and Indo-Aryan) appear after a word-initial *s:3
1

For example, TPr. 2.6 madh ye hakārah. and 2.9 hakāro ha-caturth es.u. See §36.
Final devoicing is only optional according to Pān.ini, As.t.. 8.4.56 vāvasāne. Final stops are all voiced
according to As.t.. 8.2.39 jh alām
. jaśo ’nte.
3
As for the view that the Greek pf. 2sg. ending -sth a as in oı̂sth a reflects aspiration by *h2 , Cowgill
(1965:173) proposes an alternative explanation based on the spreading of aspiration from root-final /ph /
and /kh / to /-st-/.
2
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Gk. /sTh /
h

Gk. sk ı́zō
Gk. sph állō
Hom. sph arageûnto
/sT/
Hitt. išpāri
Lat. spēs ‘hope’
OHG spec ‘fat’
/sTh /
h

Gk. sp andázō

: Skt. /sPh /
: Skt. ch i-ná-t-ti ‘cut’
: Skt. skh al-a-te ‘go astray’ (Br.) (Klingenschmitt 1982:144, 168)
: Skt. sph ū´ rj-a- ‘thunder’ (Klingenschmitt 1982:169)
: Skt. /sTh /i)
: Skt. sph urá- ‘kick’
√
: Skt. sph ā ‘become fat’
: Skt. sph ı́j- ‘loin’
: Skt. /sT/
? Skt. spand ‘quiver’

i) Klingenschmitt

(1982:169) “Für das Griechische ist kein Fall einer Entsprechung gr. sp- : ai.
sph - nachweisbar.”

Since the phonological nature of the aspiration of Skt. /ch / is not clear, solid examples of reconstructible voiceless aspirates mostly involve forms with PIE *ph preceded
by an initial *s (Hiersche 1964:175). If the alternation of wd [T[voiced] - and wd [sT[0voiced] in Germanic double forms such as MHG briezen ∼ spriezen ‘sprout’ derives from PIE
*sTh[voiced] , as Sieb’s Law postulates (Collinge 1985:156f., Szemerényi 1990:109, Southern 1999:49ff.), the evidence for the existence of voiceless aspirates in Proto-IndoEuropean would become even scarcer.
There is hardly any Proto-Indo-European form with initial *sTh[0voiced] which forms a
minimal pair with its unaspirated counterpart. This gap raises the suspicion that voiceless aspirates are allophonic variants of their unaspirated counterparts after a word-initial
*s, or reflect a transition from /sP/ to /Ph / according to the theory of Hiersche (1964:145,
175):
*sPh[0voiced] as an allophone of *sP: *C[0voiced,−continuant] ∼ *Ch / wd [*s
C = *p in Proto-Indo-European; spreads to other voiceless plosives in IndoAryan.
In accordance with the Neogrammarian method of reconstruction which requires
unexplained variation to be posited for the previous stage, Klingenschmitt (1982:168f.)
reconstructs initial *sTh[voiced/0voiced] in Proto-Indo-European. There is no notable difference between the phonological context of the forms beginning with /sTh -/ and that of the
forms beginning with /sT-/ which would allow us to define the allophonic alternation between them and to remove voiceless aspirates completely from the phonemic inventory
of Proto-Indo-European. The following seem to be the only contexts in which initial
*sT[0voiced] - remains constantly unaspirated:
‘s mobile’: The forms which have a voiceless plosive preceded by an *s alternating with
√
√
√
∅ might be exempt from aspiration: PIE * kw er, Skt. kar/kr ∼ skar/skr ‘do’;
√
√
√
"
PIE *(s)peḱ, Skt. paś ∼ spaś ‘see’; Skt. sparś/sprś ‘touch’" ∼ prśanı̄ (?).
"
"
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*sP’s which are preceded by another consonant: PIE *h2 ster- ‘star,’ Skt. tā´ rah. ∼
strbhih.; PIE *psten- ‘breast,’ Skt. stána-, YAv. fštāna-, Arm. stin.
"
Grassmann’s Law: *sP in an initial syllable which is followed by an aspirated stop is
√
√
deaspirated or remains unaspirated: * skembh H, Skt. skambh ‘prop up.’
Although the context triggering or blocking aspiration after initial *s cannot be
sharply defined, the contrast of *sT[0voiced] and *sTh[0voiced] can be considered on the whole
an allophonic variation, for *sT clusters and initial stops exhibit peculiar irregularities
regarding aspiration which will be discussed in the following two sections.
§71 PIE *s and cooccurrence restriction of the laryngeal features
Proto-Indo-European has a restriction against the cooccurrence of a voiceless unaspirated stop in the onset and an aspirated stop in the coda of a root morpheme
√
(* T[0voiced] ...Th[voiced] ). This restriction does not apply, however, when the onset con√
√
sonant is preceded by an *s as in PIE * steigh ‘mount’ or * sperdh ‘run’ (Normier
1977/78:209, Szemerényi 1990:103). In other words, an initial *s exempts the following stop from the restrictions on the laryngeal features of stops in a root morpheme.
It is also known that PIE *s, unlike stops, freely occurs with any obstruent in ProtoIndo-European roots:
√
√
C
* s...C
* C...s
√
√
voiceless unaspirated * suep ‘sleep,’ Skt. svapiti * kes, Hitt. kešzi ‘combs’
√
√
voiced unaspirated
* sed
‘sit,’ Skt. sı̄dati
* des ‘find,’ Alb. n-dieh
√
√
voiced aspirate
* srebh ‘drag,’ Gk. rh oph éō * ǵh eis, Skt. hinásti ‘harm’
√
sibilant
* ses ‘rest,’ Hitt. šešzi, Skt. sásti
(examples from LIV)

In order to bring this free distribution into line with the restrictions on the other
obstruents, I propose that PIE *s is unspecified for the laryngeal features [voiced] and
[spread glottis] (§54); in other words, these laryngeal features could freely occur with
*s in Proto-Indo-European and are hence non-distinctive.
This assumption is supported by the attested alternation of clusters beginning with
*s: there is no phonemic contrast between *s and *z in the reconstructed lexicon of
Proto-Indo-European. The Germanic variation of Sieb’s type *sT ∼ *Th[voiced] is understandable if *s here is both [voiced] and [spread glottis], which spread to the following
stop as *s itself disappears. Furthermore, Mayrhofer (1986:119) points out that IndoIranian *s in clusters of the type *sT[voiced] , such as *s-dh ı́ ‘be!’ > Av. zdı̄, → *az-dh ı́ >
Skt. edh ı́, follows the general rule of right-to-left assimilation of voicing, e.g. PIE *ped‘foot,’ YAv. frabd@m m.acc.sg. ‘forefoot,’ Skt. upa-bd-á- m. ‘stamping’ (Mayrhofer
1986:99, 110. See also §77). Finally, the fact that Indo-Iranian *s after a voiced aspirate
undergoes Bartholomae’s Law in Avestan (Mayrhofer 1986:119) shows that the feature
[spread glottis] can link to *s still in Proto-Indo-Iranian. From a cross-linguistic point of
view, the feature [spread glottis] is at least compatible with /s/, as demonstrated by the
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existence of languages which distinguish aspirated from unaspirated /s/, e.g. Burmese
(Ladefoged 1973) and Korean (Kagaya 1974).4
§72

Indo-Aryan innovations in the laryngeal configuration of *s

Iranian reflexes of clusters of the type *Ph[voiced] s, such as OAv. diβža- : Ved. dı́psa- (RV+)
√
"
< /dı́bh -sa-/ desid. of dabh ‘deceive’ along with dh ı́psa- (VS), dh ı̄psa- (JB) (Schindler
1976:624, Cardona 1991, Scharfe 1996), show that Bartholomae’s Law or left-to-right
assimilation of voicing and aspiration applies to these clusters in Proto-Indo-Iranian. As
roundabout as it may sound, PIE *Th[voiced] s first became *Ph[voiced] zh in Proto-Indo-Iranian,
and the sibilant is then devoiced in Indo-Aryan, regressively devoicing and deaspirating
the preceding voiced aspirate. To put it differently, voicing and aspiration in the *Th[voiced]
of PIE *Th[voiced] s redundantly spread to the following *s in Proto-Indo-Iranian, where a
sibilant is still unspecified for laryngeal features.
At first sight, this devoicing and deaspiration seem to contradict the tendency in IndoAryan, and in Proto-Indo-Iranian to some extent, to maximize [spread glottis] within a
root (see Bartholomae’s Law in §82). If, as I propose, Indo-Aryan /s/ was initially
unspecified for the feature [spread glottis] in the early pre-Vedic period, but was then
redundantly prespecified for [spread glottis], a form such as dı́psa- can be understood in
the following way. The [spread glottis] of the root part of /dibh -sa-/ is not lost in dipsa-,
but is present, linked to /s/, for in early pre-Vedic, to which I think this form belongs,
*s is still unspecified for [spread glottis]. Since the laryngeal features of a cluster-initial
consonant are licensed only parasitically by a cluster-final consonant (Lombardi’s Laryngeal Constraint, §77), and since [spread glottis] is aligned at the right edge of an
obstruent cluster in Indo-Aryan (§76, §82), the root-final p, although it is underlyingly
/bh /, is neither voiced nor aspirated in the surface form dipsa-.
PIE/PIIr.

*s∼*z → early pre-Vedic

*s

→ late pre-Vedic

*s
|
Lar
|
[sg]

In the following period, when /s/ becomes prespecified for [spread glottis], the same
input form /dibh -sa-/ follows a different path of derivation. Now the laryngeal node of
the root-final voiced aspirate /bh / can neither spread to /s/, which is already specified for
the laryngeal node, nor stay linked in the surface form because of the above-mentioned
Laryngeal Constraint, and because of the Obligatory Contour Principle which prohibits two identical entities, features in this case, next to each other; so it is delinked
and becomes a floating autosegment. Then it relinks to the root-initial /d/, the only other
4

From a phonetic point of view, Kingston (1990:411), for example, describes the relationship between
fricatives and glottal frication as follows: “voiceless fricatives demand a very wide glottal aperture to
elevate air flow through the glottis sufficiently to produce turbulence downstream through the oral constriction.”
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linkable segment in the same morpheme, and aspirates it, resulting in the output form
dh ipsa-.
Delinking

Relinking

i bh ] s a=|
|
[vcd,sg] [sg]

root [d

root [d

h

i

p]
=
[s.g.]

root [d

i p]

→
[vcd,sg]
s

s a|
[sg]

a-

[s.g.]

There is another advantage in assuming fricatives to be redundantly aspirated. I
explained above that the Sibilant Voicing Filter (§36) blocks voicing of fricatives; thus
there should also be a possibility for */z/ to become a homorganic voiced stop /d/ instead
of its voiceless counterpart /s/, just as *[ý] < PIIr. *́ is considered to have become a
plosive *[é/dý] (§52). If, however, the aforementioned priority of maximizing [spread
glottis] over maximizing [αcontinuant] is applied here, changing */z/ to /s/ does not
cause a loss of [spread glottis] and is hence better than changing it to /d/. In the case
of stop aspiration in the sequence /sTh /, which we explained by spreading of [spread
glottis] of /s/ (§70), a single occurrence of the feature [spread glottis] is linked multiply
to /s/ and /Th / and so does not violate the Obligatory Contour Principle.
§73 *z in Proto-Indo-European
Avestan has voiced fricatives, as in forms such as OAv. -aoγžā ‘speak!,’ Av. mı̄žda‘reward, wage,’ OAv. diβža- ‘try to deceive,’ OAv. mazdā voc.sg. (YAv. mazda), and
OAv. z@r dā(-čā), inst.sg. of z@r d- n. ‘heart’ from PIIr. *́h rd-. In other subfamilies, PIE
"
*/z/, which is an allophone of PIE *s in voicing contexts, develops
as follows:
@

Hittite
Tocharian
Latin
Celtic
Greek
Armenian
Germanic
Slavic
Baltic
Iranian

@

š
s
s; r /V V
assimilated; ¡
∅ /V V; s; zd>ζ
∅ /V V, N; s /N
∅ / ]wd ; r; z,s
z
z
z, ž

Melchert (1994:63)
Sommer & Pfister (1977:146ff.)
Lewis & Pedersen (1937:21ff.)
Rix (1992:77ff.)
Schmitt (1981:65f.)
Krahe (1948:85f.)
Entwistle & Morison (1949:101)
Stang (1966:94)

Based on these reflexes in Indo-European languages other than Latin and Indo-Aryan
(and Tocharian, which has no voiced obstruents anyway), PIE *s is reconstructed without any prespecified laryngeal features. This may appear to conflict with the three-way
contrast of Proto-Indo-European stops for the features [voiced] and [spread glottis], but
an actual example is found in Thai, which has a three-way laryngeal contrast of labial
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and dental stops but lacks a phonemic voiced sibilant.5
§74

Aspiration of initial *T[0voiced] + *h2 in Indo-Aryan

In Vedic, the feature [spread glottis], which an initial /s/ redundantly has, occasionally
spreads to a following voiceless stop, although the exact condition for that aspiration
cannot be determined. In Greek, where there is only one series of aspirates and adding
[spread glottis] to an unaspirated stop may create homonymy, cases of possibly allophonic variation of /p/ : /ph / and /k/ : /kh / are even fewer.
While a medial stop followed by PIE *h2 develops into a voiceless aspirate in IndoAryan, the initial sequence *ph2 in PIE *p-h2 tér- ‘father’ does not become × ph i- in Sanskrit (Kuiper 1942:24). Skt. kúmbh a- ‘jar’ : YAv. xumba- < *kh úmbh a- might also reflect
the same phenomenon, although this word can be traced back only to Proto-Indo-Iranian
*kh úmbh a- (see §81). Similar cases of non-aspiration in initial position are (nr-)pı̄ti√
"
from pā ‘protect,’ if this root originally had *h2 and not *h3 , and dáyate ‘distribute’
<
PIE *dh2 -éye-toi.

The non-aspiration of the initial /p/ of pitár- ‘father’ suggests the possibility that the
Proto-Indo-European sequence *T + *h2 develops differently in initial and non-initial
position; only an *h2 in non-initial position seems to cause aspiration of a preceding
stop, whereas *h2 after an onset stop in an initial syllable behaves just like the other
laryngeals, i.e. it disappears before a vocoid without any trace and leaves i before a
consonant. Medial *TH was originally syllabified as *-T.H- in pre-Vedic according to
the metrical study of the Rgveda by Gippert (1997), whereas initial *TH- is naturally
" *sT, on the contrary, sometimes becomes sTh - initially and
tautosyllabic. The sequence
usually remains unaspirated in non-initial position:
initially
*sT *[sT*TH *[Th2 -

medially
> sTh - (sporadic) *-s.T> -sT> T*-T.h2 > -Th -

Although there are not a sufficient number of examples to draw a firm conclusion, it
is possible that PIE *h2 causes aspiration of a preceding stop only when it is a syllable
onset, while the spreading of the redundant laryngeal features of *s to a following stop
takes place only when they are in the same syllable. If Skt. kh idáti ‘tear’ is cognate with
Lat. caedere ‘cut’ and the initial kh - comes from PIE *k + *h2 (Polomé 1972:237, 240,
cf. LIV 307, s.v. *keh2 d), it would serve as a counterexample.
Laryngeals in the onset of an initial syllable are subject to special developments in
other Indo-European languages as well. Hoenigswald (1952:184) suggests that initial
*h2 is deleted in variants with *s mobile, e.g. Lat. anus ‘old woman’ : senex ‘old man.’
Hittite laryngeals are also lost after initial consonants as in *dh3 -énti > Hitt. danzi ‘they
take’ (Oettinger 1979:501).
5

Cf. Kingston’s Binding Principle (Kingston 1990), according to which glottal articulations bind more
tightly to oral ones in stops than in continuants.
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§75 Phonemicization of voiceless aspirates in Indo-Aryan
While there is some fluctuation of /sP/ ∼ /sPh / in Vedic pairs such as RV vi-s.ph ulı́ṅga"
: Br. vi-s.puliṅgaká- (Hiersche 1964:45ff., §70), phonemicization of voiceless
aspirates
(Hoenigswald 1965a) as distinct from their unaspirated counterparts has introduced a
few minimal pairs:
Ved. prs..tá- ‘asked’
:
"
Ved. riktá- ‘left’
:
Ep. pan.a- ‘wager’
:
Ved. starı̄ ‘barren cow’ :
-ta 2ary.2pl.suffix
:

Ved. prs..th á- ‘back’
" h á- ‘inheritance’
Ved. rikt
Taitt.Br. ph an.á- ‘scum’
TS sth ála- ‘dry land,’ Br. sth alı̄-th a 1ary.2pl.suffix

As a corollary of phonemicization, unaspirated and aspirated voiceless stops in the
same paradigm have been leveled out. Interestingly, it is always the aspirated stop which
is generalized:6
reconstruction
Vedic
PIIr. *pantāH-s nom.sg.
pánth āh.
PIIr. *pantaH-m acc.sg.
pánth ām
PIIr. *pnth H-as gen.sg.
path áh.
"
PIIr. *sti-štHa-ti 3sg.
tis..th ati
PIIr. *a-staH(a)t rt.aor.3sg. ásth āt
PIIr. *staH-nasth ā´ naPIIr. *a-mat-naH-t ipf.3sg. ámath nāt (?)
(Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:125)

Avestan
YAv. pan.tå
YAv. pan.tam
YAv. paθō
YAv. hištaiti
YAv. xštāt
¯
stāna-

Although */s/ in some pre-Vedic forms, e.g. *dib-zh a- > Ved. dipsa- (§72), may
have had laryngeal features, Vedic lost the voiced fricatives *z and *zh by devoicing and
deaspiration, leaving the single voiceless fricative /s/. The laryngeal features of sibilants
are no longer contrastive in Old Indo-Aryan phonemic inventory. Subsequently, Old
Indo-Aryan clusters of the form /SP/ develop into /PPh / in Middle Indo-Aryan languages
except Māgadhı̄, through an intermediate form */SPh / (Pischel 1900:§301–311).7
TPr. 14.12 prath ama ūs.maparo dvitı̄yam teaches that a stop changes into its voiceless aspirated counterpart when followed by a sibilant. Other schools have similar rules,
some with slightly different contexts, i.e. ŚCĀ 2.1.6 dvitı̄yāh. śas.ases.u (1 sam
. hitāyām, 2
padāntānām anuttamānām; Deshpande 1997:268f.), RPr. 6.54 ūs.modayam prath amam
.
sparśam eke dvitı̄yam āhur apadāntabh ājam, VPr. " 4.120 asasth āne mudi dvitı̄yam
.
śaunakasya, and Vārttika 3 cayo dvitı̄yāh. śari paus.karasādeh. on As.t.. 8.4.48. The
Yājñavalkya-Śiks.ā and the Nārada-Śiks.ā also teach that voiceless stops are aspirated
when a fricative follows (Varma 1929:73). These passages show that sibilant /s/ actually
had redundant [spread glottis] by that period.
Cf. the generalization of forms with /c/ in secondary palatalization, e.g. sácate pres.3sg.mid. (§4).
Kiparsky’s principle of Structure Preservation (Kiparsky 1985:93), explains why the change swept
through all applicable contexts without reference to morphological contexts: only postlexical rules make
reference to redundant features.
6

7
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§76 Difference between Indo-Aryan and English /sT/ clusters
Regarding the spreading of the laryngeal features of *s to a following stop, English
has a well-known contrast of aspiration between /Th V/ and /sTV/, as in top [th Ap] and
stop [stAp] (Lisker 1963, Kenstowicz 1994:58f., etc.). Special behavior of an /sT/ onset
is known from elsewhere in Germanic as well: for example, Polomé (1972:241) and
Iverson & Salmons (1995:386ff.) point out that a stop in an *sT cluster in Germanic is
exempt from the application of Grimm’s Law.
If the *s in PIIr. *sP[0voiced] - causes aspiration of the following /P/ (plosive) in Sanskrit, or if the /S/ in an Old Indo-Aryan onset cluster /SP/ causes aspiration of /P/ in
Middle Indo-Aryan, the question naturally arises as to why the same aspiration does not
take place in initial /sT-/ clusters in English. The English and Sanskrit phonemic systems exhibit the following differences with respect to the laryngeal features of /s/ and
plosives:
[voiced] of /P/
[voiced] of /s/
[spread glottis] of /P/
[spread glottis] of /s/
/P[0vcd] / : /Ph[0vcd] /
/sT/ : /sTh /
/T[0vcd] r/ : /Th[0vcd] r/

Sanskrit
phonemic
incompatible
phonemic
allophonic → redundant
phonemic
yes, but the latter is unoriginal
yes, but the latter is rare (e.g.
math rá- ‘shaker’)

English
phonemic
phonemic
allophonic
redundant?
allophonic
only /sT/
only /Th[0vcd] r/

These differences do not offer a direct clue to our problem. For example, the status of
the feature [spread glottis] of /s/ could be considered the parameter causing the difference
between Indo-Aryan and English; i.e. in a language where /s/ has [spread glottis], /sT/ in
the Underlying Representation is expected to become /sTh / on the surface, whereas /sT/
remains unaspirated in a language whose /s/ has no [spread glottis]. In the following
table, I assume that Old Indo-Aryan /s/ always has [spread glottis] (§75):
[sg] of /s/

OIA
always [sg]

English
always [∅sg]?

Burmese
phonemic

This assumption, if it is valid, may explain why /s/ in the English sequence /sT[0voiced] /
does not spread aspiration to the following voiceless stop, but the fact that English lacks
/sTh /, even though a voiceless stop in a foot-initial onset is always aspirated, remains
unexplained.
Bartholomae’s Law states that aspiration of the first plosive of a Sanskrit obstruent
cluster appears at the right edge of the cluster. In English, aspiration of /p, t, k/ occurs at
the beginning of a foot-initial syllable (Iverson and Salmons 1995:375). The principle
that underlies the difference seems to be that (the right edge of) the feature [spread
glottis] is aligned with the left edge of a syllable rime in Sanskrit, while in English it
is aligned with the left edge of a syllable and not of a rime. This supposition explains
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not only the difference between Indo-Aryan /SP/ > /SPh / and English /sT/, but also the
behavior of the sequence /P[0voiced] r/, which is always aspirated in English but rarely so
in Sanskrit.
Following C. Kim (1970:114),8 Iverson and Salmons (1995:371, 373) consider that
aspiration is present in English /sT-/ onsets, but it ends before the release of the stop.9
Contrary to that, the intervention of a plosive between /S/ and the rime in an Old IndoAryan onset cluster /SP-/ prevents the aspiration from being implemented on /S/, and the
feature [spread glottis] links to the following plosive only occasionally (§70).
§77

Assimilation of laryngeal features

Many Indo-European languages preserve the inherited contrast of the laryngeal features
[voiced] and [spread glottis] (or possibly [constricted glottis] according to the Glottalic
Theory), or at least bear traces of this contrast:
language
Anatolian
Tocharian
Celtic
Italic
Greek
Armenian
Germanic
Balto-Slavic
Iranian
Indo-Aryan

[voiced]
V V
lost
preserved
preserved
preserved
modified
modified
preserved
preserved
preserved

[spread glottis]
lost
lost
lost
modified
preserved
modified
modified
lost
scarce
preserved

reference
Melchert (1994:20)
Ringe (1996:152ff.)
Lewis & Pedersen (1937:27ff.)
Sommer & Pfister (1977:134f.)
Rix (1992:82ff.)
R. Schmitt (1981:56ff.)
Jasanoff (1994:255)
Shevelov (1965:26ff., 32ff.)
Hoffmann & Forssman (1996:93ff.)

Although the laryngeal features are subject to different language-specific alterations
when the stop to which they link ends a syllable, there are two common tendencies which
are found in several different branches of Indo-European. One of the two tendencies is to
assimilate the voicing of a coda obstruent to that of the onset obstruent of the following
syllable,10 and similarly for aspiration as well, at least in Greek:
“.... the glottal movement for /p/ of /sp/ will start during /s/, i.e., the glottis will begin to widen.
This means that, if the glottis is instructed to open to the same degree and for the same period for /p/ of
/sp/ as it would for initial /p/, the glottis will begin to close by the time the closure for /p/ is made, and
consequently, by the time /p/ is released, the glottis will already have become so narrow that the voicing
for the following vowel will immediately start, and thus we have an unaspirated /p/ after /s/.”
9
“Though the glottis progressively narrows until achieving voicing in the following vowel, as it does
in the release portion of singleton stops, in /sp/ the period of ‘aspiration’ is consumed in the oral closure
phase of the stop member of the cluster” (371). “In spit the single [spread glottis] gesture in the syllable
onset is shared between the /s/ and the /p/, as it is between the /s/ and the /l/ in slip; in the former
case ‘aspiration’ is absorbed by the voiceless stop’s oral closure, in the latter case it is manifested as
voicelessness in an otherwise spontaneously voiced sonorant” (373).
10
Gusmani (1971) §20: “adeguamento del modo di articolazione”; Mayrhofer (1986:110):
“[+okklusiv,−aspiriert] → [αstimmhaft] / [+okklusiv, αstimmhaft].”
8
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voiced
Gk. é-blab-en ‘disable’ pass.
aor.3pl. (Ep.)
Gk. —
Lat. ag-ere ‘do’ inf.
Skt. ad-āná- ‘eating’ pres.ppl.
Hitt. eku-/aku- (/gw /) ‘drink’

voiceless
bláp-tō pres.1sg.

aspirated
e-bláph -th ēn pass.aor.
1sg.i)
gégrap-tai pf.3sg.mid. gráph -ō pres.1sg.act.
āc-tus vb.adj.
—
át-ti pres.3sg.
ad(h) -dh ı́ iptv.
akkuške- (/k/) (Melchert 1994:17)

Gk. lélonkh th a ‘thou hast obtained’ < *-gh -t- is a counterexample to this pattern (Cowgill
1965:172).
i)

Voicing pattern (K and G here stand respectively for voiceless and voiced obstruents):
-K-G- -G-K- -K-Gh -Gh -K-G-Gh - -Gh -GGk.
—
-K-K- -Kh? -Kh -K-K-Kh -Kh —
Av.
—
-K-K-G-G-G-G-G-G—
—
-K-K- -G(h) -Gh - -G(h) -Gh - -G(h) -Gh —
Skt.
How the laryngeal features are assimilated is not clear in Tocharian, Celtic, Armenian and Germanic.
Since these features spread together, the Laryngeal node (Clements 1985:233ff.), to
which they belong, is considered to be the unit of this spreading phenomenon.11 Instead of explaining assimilation by stipulating a delinking of a Laryngeal node from the
syllable-final stop and its subsequent relinking to the Laryngeal node of the following
stop (Mester and Itô 1989:281), Lombardi (1995:56) shows that a positive constraint and
a universal repair mechanism of delinking can account for syllable-final neutralization;
then the final stop is parasitically licensed to link to the laryngeal node of the following
segment, resulting in laryngeal assimilation:
Laryngeal Constraint (Lombardi 1995:42):
“A Laryngeal node is only licensed in a consonant if it immediately precedes
a [+son(orant)] segment in the same syllable.”
a. A syllable-final stop has no Laryngeal node
b

l

a

p]

[th ē
|
Lar

n

b. Then an association is created with an adjacent licensed Laryngeal node which, by the Laryngeal Constraint, must be the onset
consonant of the following syllable (“Parasitic Licensing,” Lombardi
1995:52).
b

l

a

ph ]

[th

ē

n

Lar
11

The intricacy related to Bartholomae’s Law will be discussed later in §82.
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§78 Voicing neutralization in absolute final position
The other of the two common tendencies found in different branches of Indo-European
is voicing neutralization in absolute final position.
What would be expected from the privativeness of the laryngeal features (§69) is that
the stops in neutralized position will be voiceless and unaspirated due to absence of the
features [voiced] and [spread glottis]. The voicing status of consonants in absolute word
final cannot be reconstructed, however. In Anatolian, all word-final stops are voiced
(Melchert 1994:85). In Early Latin, a word-final dental stop uniformly becomes -d
(Sommer and Pfister 1977:202). Greek does not offer any evidence, for stops cannot
occur at the end of a word unless an /s/ follows (§32). Nor does Celtic, except that
Celtiberian has forms in -e-z which possibly reflect the 3sg. ending *-t/d (Villar 1995:
17–19).
According to Pān.ini, a Sanskrit stop in absolute final position can be either voiced
or voiceless:
As.t.. 8.2.39 jh alām
. jaśo ’nte [1.16 padasya] “Substitute voiced unaspirated stops
replace non-nasal consonants at the end [of a pada]” (Katre 1987)
As.t.. 8.4.56 vāvasāne [53 jh alām, 54 car] “[Substitute unvoiced unaspirated
stops and sibilants 54] optionally [replace non-nasal stops and spirants 53] occurring in pausa [in continuous utterance 2.108]” (Katre 1987)
Since both rules are in the domain of the metarule As.t.. 8.2.1 pūrvatrāsiddh am, the
latter rule is invisible to the former, i.e. “the element that results from this [latter] operation is regularly not subject to an operation stated in an earlier rule” (Cardona 1997:67).12
These rules state only that a word-final stop always loses the feature [spread glottis],
while the loss of [voiced] is optional. However, the sandhi rules for the alternation
between final /r/ and /h./, i.e.
/r/ → h. / ]wd
/h./ → r / V[+hi] ]wd X[voiced]
show that [voiced] is neutralized in final position (§104). If the optional voicing of a
word-final stop can be viewed as an adjustment on a postlexical level, the following
generalization is possible with regard to laryngeal features across a word boundary: In
the word sandhi rules of Sanskrit, the laryngeal features of a word-final segment are
despecified, and are then filled in either by a redundancy rule or by spreading from
the following word-initial segment, for which laryngeal features are lexically specified
(Allen 1962:97f., Kessler 1994). In other words, laryngeal features are non-distinctive
in rules operating across a word boundary.
12

Although the latter is in the domain of As.t.. 8.2.108 ... sam
. hitāyām ‘in close junction’ (Cardona
1997:19), the word avasāne, which is also used in As.t.. 8.3.15 kh ar-avasānayor visarjanı̄yah. to provide
visarga h. for final /r/ and /s/, ensures that final voicing takes place in absolute final position. As.t.. 8.2.39
and As.t.. 8.4.56 may sound similar, but the expression “end of a pada” in the first rule refers not only to
fully inflected words but also to their substrings (Cardona 1997:42f.).
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§79 Diaspirate representation of Sanskrit roots
A Sanskrit root cannot have more than one voiced aspirate in its surface forms; for
example, the root part of the forms bud(h) -dh á-13 vb.adj. ‘awaken,’ á-bh ut-si aor. and
búdh -ya-te pres. invariably has one token of the feature [spread glottis].
Diaspirate forms (Th[voiced] ...Th[voiced] ) have been posited as the Underlying Representation of those Sanskrit roots with two voiced stops of which one is always aspirated,14
as most of these roots are reconstructed with double aspirates in Proto-Indo-European.
This reconstruction is based on the following facts: a) there are Indo-European roots of
the shape *T[voiced] ...Th[voiced] where the first voiced stop does not alternate with a voiced
aspirate:
√
PIE * gleubh ‘carve’
Gk. glúph ō pres. :: Gk. glúpsai, Lat. glūpsı̄
√ h
PIE * delǵ ‘make firm’ Skt. drm
. hati :: Lat. in-dulgēre?
"
and b) there are minimal pairs which contrast in the aspiration of the initial voiced stop:
√
√
PIE * geldh ‘be greedy,’ Skt. á-grdh -at a-aor.3sg. : PIE * gh eldh ‘compensate,’ Goth. -gildan ‘revenge’; "
√
√
PIE * gerdh ‘cry,’ Arm. kardam : PIE * gh erdh ‘surround,’ Skt. grhá- m.
"
‘house,’ ON -gyrδa;
√
PIE * dregh ‘hold,’ YAv. dražaite pres.3sg.mid., Gk. drássomai : PIE
√
* dh regh ‘trail,’ Gk. trékh ō, Hom. éth reksa aor.1sg.act.
(Examples from LIV)
In spite of this original situation, a representation with a single [spread glottis] explains the Sanskrit facts better than the diaspirate representation with deletion of one
of the two [spread glottis] by Grassmann’s Law, as Sag (1974, 1976) has argued.
Hoenigswald (1965c:59f.) and Sag (1974:600) show that the monoaspirate representation of etymologically diaspirate roots is descriptively justified,15 pointing out that Sanskrit has no homonyms originating from Proto-Indo-European types *T[voiced] ...Th[voiced]
√
√
and *Th[voiced] ...Th[voiced] , and that the roots of the first type, darbh /drbh ‘bunch,’ garh
√
"
‘complain’ and ja(m)bh ‘smash’ never fall within the context of ‘Aspiration Throwback.’ The explanation by ‘Aspiration Throwback’16 can be restated as an autosegmental
Here I assume that the aspiration of the root-final /d/ is suppressed in the surface form. See §80.
For the argument for this position, see Kiparsky (1973b:130ff.): “The principle that among alternative
underlying forms, other things being equal, the closest to the phonetic form is preferred, would indeed
choose /badh/ rather than /bhadh/ as the underlying form of isolated [badh] at the time before the aspirates
had been devoiced, when both underlying representations would have given the right output.”
15
Hoenigswald (1965c:60): “it is ... descriptively true that all those Sanskrit roots which begin with a
plain voiced stop and end with a voiced aspirate allow or require aspiration of the initial in those cases in
which the root final is mandatorily deaspirated”.
16
Wackernagel (1896:127): “Weil nun so die Wurzeln mit ursprünglich zwei Aspiraten in der Regel
die erste, in besondern Fällen die zweite Aspiration einbüssten, während sich die ursprüngliche doppelte
Aspiration nirgends hielt, erschienen die Formen mit verlorner zweiter Aspiration als eine Modifikation
der Formen mit verlorner erster Aspiration also z.B. dh ruk- als eine Modifikation von druh-. Es schien,
als ob Wurzeln, die am Ende ihre Aspiration verlieren, sie auf den Anlaut zurückwerfen.”
13

14
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relinking of the single token of [spread glottis], which has somehow been delinked from
the root and is floating.
§80 Locality of Grassmann’s Law
Schindler (1976) investigates the interaction of rules related to laryngeal features such
as Bartholomae’s Law, Grassmann’s Law, Voicing Assimilation and Final Laryngeal Neutralization, and illustrates the derivational order among them. At one point,
Schindler redefines Grassmann’s Law so that it covers both coda deaspiration and deaspiration across a syllable nucleus, of which only the latter is referred to by the traditional formulation of this rule. Grassmann’s Law thus redefined operates iteratively until
there is no remaining applicable context. For example, the input /bh udh dh á-/ becomes
/bh uddh á-/ by the first application, and another application creates the output buddh á-.
This reformulation of Grassmann’s Law as an iterative process of deaspirating an adjacent plosive, or a plosive adjacent but one rime, incurs an undesirable complication, for
it often has to be applied twice within a single suffixation cycle. In addition, the formulation is not strict enough about locality, and this flexibility may lead to overgeneration.
For example, Schindler’s formulation does not preclude the possibility of a similar dissimilation for [voiced], as in /dá-dā-ti/ > × tádāti or /budbudáyāśu-/ > × putbudáyāśu- or
× putpudáyāśu-.
Since Parasitic Licensing (§77) together with the Principle of Cohesive Closure
(§28) can take care of the deaspiration of the first segment of the cluster /Th Th /,
Schindler’s extension of Grassmann’s Law to coda deaspiration is unnecessary. As we
saw in §77, the Laryngeal Constraint allows only a plosive followed by a sonorant
to have a Laryngeal node, so /b/ and /dh / in buddh á- can be viewed as adjacent on the
Laryngeal tier:
b
|
Lar. tier
•
=
|
[sg]

u

d(h)

dh

á-

XXX

•
|
[sg]

Assuming a diaspirate representation of the root,17 the first /dh / in the intermediate form
/bh udh .dh á-/ is the coda of the first syllable, so its laryngeal features are only possible
by the Parasitic Licensing of the laryngeal node of the second /dh /.18 The /bh /, which
underlies the initial b of the surface form buddh á-, is adjacent to the second /dh / on
the laryngeal tier. The two successive occurrences of [spread glottis] in /bh / and in the
second /dh / violate the Obligatory Contour Principle, which prohibits adjacent identical
features; a language-specific rule then deletes the first [spread glottis], resulting in the
output form buddh á-. In bh ut- or bh otsya-,19 on the other hand, the t has no laryngeal
17

This part of Grassmann’s Law is unnecessary if the root is represented with a single aspiration.
See Borowsky and Mester (1983:58) for a similar view to take the root-final d as actually aspirated.
19
For the laryngeal node of the t in the latter form, see §85.
18
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node, hence the Obligatory Contour Principle is not violated. In this way, Grassmann’s
Law can be stated as a strictly local rule.
§81

Antiquity of Grassmann’s Law: kúmbh a-

Following the line of Grassmann (1863), Schindler (1976) considers Grassmann’s Law
to be an Indo-Aryan innovation, because it applies to voiceless aspirates which are usually not older than Proto-Indo-Iranian and, more importantly, because the Younger Avestan form xumba- suggests that Grassmann’s Law was not active in Proto-Indo-Iranian.20
After Kiparsky (1973b:126ff.) pointed out that the alternation between voiceless unaspirated and aspirated stops in the Greek equivalent of Grassmann’s Law need not necessarily mean that the law is of (post-)Proto-Indo-European origin, this single form has
been considered to crucially separate Grassmann’s Law in Indo-Aryan from core ProtoIndo-European.
As I mentioned above in §74, Skt. kúmbh a- instead of × kh úmbh a-, which is expected
from YAv. xumba-, might be the regular outcome of an initial voiceless stop followed by
*h2 , just as *ph2 - in dat.sg. *ph2 trói becomes pitré in Sanskrit. Old Avestan has f δrōi

(beside nom.sg. ptā), where the laryngeal
loss might have taken place before the aspira21
tion of *p. This is nothing more than a conjecture, however, unless PIIr. *kh umbh a- is
reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European.
@

§82 Bartholomae’s Law and root-suffix asymmetry
In the following sections, we will discuss how Indo-Aryan phonology treats laryngeal
features, first focusing on the direction of laryngeal assimilation in Bartholomae’s Law,
then on non-local spreading of laryngeal features, which are best treated in autosegmen20

Polomé (1972:242): “... or Skt. kumbh áh., “jar, pitcher”: Av. xumbō, Pers. xum(b), “jar,” where we
apparently deal with an Indo-Iranian prototype *kh umbh -, with initial k- due to dissimilation of aspiration
in Indic and early loss of the aspiration of /bh / after nasal in Iranian?”
21
Insler (1971:573): “I suspect, however, that in the original Iranian paradigm of this word *@ was
lost when the resultant inflected form contained two or more syllables, but was maintained if the form
were to become monosyllabic after its loss. Thus the proper Av. paradigm should be nom. pitā, acc.
ptar@m, dat. piθre/ē, nom.pl. ptarō (...) dat.pl. pt@r@ byō (...) etc.” Gernot Schmidt (1973:83): “Gerade in
diesen besonderen Fällen wird im Gegenteil nicht aspiriert: iran. *duxθr-; *fθr- < *pθr- (nicht < *phθr-).
Aspiriert wird vielmehr in den normalen Fällen, wo iran. ∅ einem aind. i entspricht: awest. dug@ dar= aind. duhitár-; aber nicht da, wo auch das Iran. regulaer @ > i bewahrt, nämlich in ersten Silben:
awest. pitar- wie aind. pitár- ohne Aspiration. Das u.a. zwingt uns aber dazu, Kuipers Unterscheidung
zweier verschiedener Vertretungen von interkonsonantischem idg. H im Indoiran. in modifizierter Form
beizubehalten: Idg. H in potentiellen ersten und wohl z.T. letzten Silben war idg. e H geworden, das im
Indoiran. überall i ergibt, idg. H in potentiellen Mittelsilben (und wohl z.T. auch Endsilben) aber He ,
das im indoiran. aspiriert, im Iran. danach schwindet, im Indischen jedoch ebenfalls zu i wird.” Cf. also
Beekes (1981b:285f.), and Mayrhofer (1981:436): “so sieht es aus, als würde Gernot Schmidts Gesetz,
wonach in (-)CHC(-) der Laryngal im Indoiranischen vokalisiert wurde, in (-)CHCC(-) aber schwand,
in der Modifizierung durch Martin Peters aufgehen, wonach letzterer Prozeß nur in CHCC- (>CCC-)
eintrat.”
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tal representation (§3) as pointed out by Borowsky and Mester (1983:52).22
Bartholomae’s Law is a sound rule which spreads the features [voiced] and [spread
glottis] from left to right in obstruent clusters. The actual examples of this rule are
limited to sequences of a voiced aspirate and /t/ or /th /, as Pān.ini formulates it in As.t.
8.2.40 jh as.as tath or dh o ’dh ah.. The correspondence of Old and Younger Avestan v@r zdawith Vedic vrddh á- ‘grown’ shows that it may be traced back at least to Proto-Indo"
Iranian (Hoffmann
and Forssman 1996:95f.), although the voiceless stop /t/ of the verbal
adjective suffix -ta- is often restored in Avestan. See Cowgill (1965:172) for possible
cases of Bartholomae’s Law in Greek, and Prokosch (1939:84) and Krahe (1948:101)
for Germanic.
Whereas the plosive system of Indo-Aryan makes a four-way distinction of laryngeal features, the voiceless aspirates were originally irrelevant to this Indo-Iranian rule,
for they generally come from combinations of voiceless unaspirated stops and PIE
*h2 (Kuryłowicz 1935:46ff.), which become voiceless aspirates accompanied by /i/ in
√
Indo-Aryan when followed by another non-nucleus segment, e.g. math ‘rip’ (< PIE
√
* meth2 ) + -tá- > math itá-, and not × matth á-.
On the other hand, two innovations are introduced in Indo-Aryan: the aspiration of
the first obstruent (plosive) is blocked from surfacing due to the Indo-Aryan principle of
Cohesive Closure (§28), which prohibits the occlusive constriction of a plosive cluster
from being split; and /s/ after a voiced aspirate is excluded from the structural description
of the rule (Schindler 1976:630). So for example,
√ h
śod /śudh ‘purify’ (+ s) + -tá> śuddh á- vb.ppl.
√ h
lab ‘grab’ + -tvā´
> labdh vā´ grdv.
√ h
> *a-rabh -ta > árabdh a aor.3sg.mid.
á- + rab ‘grab’ + -s- + -ta
√ h
h
h
á- + bod /bud ‘wake’ + -s- + -t ās > *a-budh -th ās > ábuddh āh. aor.2sg.mid.
Already Kuryłowicz pointed out that this phenomenon does not conform to the tendency shared by several Indo-European subfamilies for voicing of a coda obstruent, and
in Greek aspiration as well, to be assimilated to that of the onset obstruent of the following syllable (§77).
Lombardi (1991:140) explains the spreading of both [voiced] and [spread glottis]
instead of just [spread glottis] (which would result in × śutth á- instead of śuddh á-) by
spreading of the entire Laryngeal node, to which these two features belong. The puzzling
fact about this rule, however, that the spreading takes place in the direction opposite to
that of the other assimilation of laryngeal features (see §77), still remains unexplained.
This irregular assimilation can only be understood by taking morphology into account,
as we will discuss below.
@

22

Despite the criticism of Janda and Joseph (2002), I still think that an autosegmental approach itself is
valid.
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§83 Limit of purely phonological principles
Both the features [voiced] and [spread glottis] belong to the Laryngeal node in feature
geometry. Since they spread together in Bartholomae’s Law, the Laryngeal node can
be taken as the unit of this phenomenon.
If examples of right-to-left spreading like /ad + -ti/ > átti (see §77) represent the
unmarked assimilation pattern of the laryngeal features in Proto-Indo-European just as
in Indo-Aryan, it follows that Proto-Indo-European has the Laryngeal Constraint (§77)
which, in Lombardi’s definition (Lombardi 1995:42), states that “[a] Laryngeal node
is only licensed in a consonant if it immediately precedes a sonorant segment in the
same syllable.” Lombardi (1995) demonstrates that generic phonological constraints on
laryngeal features only produce right-to-left voicing assimilation regardless of the order
in which they may be ranked. Thus a cluster-initial obstruent is first neutralized with
respect to laryngeal features, and then it is parasitically licensed to link to the Laryngeal
node of the following onset segment, resulting in assimilation of voicing and aspiration.
Since the spreading of laryngeal features in Bartholomae’s Law takes place from a coda
to an onset stop, namely in a direction opposite to that of the examples in §77, it does
not agree with what follows from the Laryngeal Constraint.
When the default spreading from right to left is overridden by a morphological requirement to maximize the feature [spread glottis] of the root in the output, the Laryngeal
node of the coda (i.e. root-final) consonant, which fails to surface due to the Laryngeal
Constraint, relinks to the next linkable segment available, i.e. the suffix-initial stop to
its right. To illustrate this point, let us first restrict ourselves to phonological constraints
only, and evaluate candidate forms involving Bartholomae’s Law in the framework of
Optimality Theory:
IdentIO(lar): The laryngeal configuration of an input has an identical correspondent in
the output. When one feature is changed, it is regarded as one violation. Since
voiceless aspirates were not yet phonemicized in this period, input /bh / to output
/p/, for example, is counted as one violation.
License(lar): A coda consonant does not have a Laryngeal node unless parasitically
licensed. Obversion of the Laryngeal Constraint.
Since a coda consonant cannot have its own laryngeal node in Sanskrit, License(lar)
is ranked higher than IdentIO(lar). The following are the ranking of the constraints and
an evaluation tableau, where the last candidate × lap-tá- is wrongly evaluated as optimal:
License(lar)  IdentIOLar
/labh + tá-/
× labh -tá× labh -dá× lab-dálab-dh á+ × lap-tá-

License(lar) IdentIO(lar)
∗!
∗!
∗
∗∗!
∗∗!
∗

§84. Conspiratorial nature of Bartholomae’s Law
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With respect to the constraint IdentIO(lar), the candidate with /-dá-/ adds the feature
[voiced] and the one with /-dh á-/ adds [spread glottis],23 so they are both counted as
having one violation. We could add a candidate × lap-th á-, although voiceless aspirates
did not exist when Bartholomae’s Law was first introduced. It contains two violations
of IdentIO(lar), just as × lab-dá- does.
This result shows that phonological principles are not sufficient to derive /labdh á-/ in
favor of /labdá-/. It is still possible to obtain the effect of Bartholomae’s Law by stipulating a phonological rule which applies to the particular sequence of a voiced aspirate
and a voiceless stop, but it is simpler and less arbitrary to attribute Bartholomae’s Law
to the general principle of root-suffix asymmetry, which requires the feature [spread
glottis] of the root to be maximized in the output. In other words, the transfer of the
root-final aspiration involves a morphological preference which favors the features of
the root segments to appear in the output at the cost of the input-output faithfulness of
affixes.24
§84 Conspiratorial nature of Bartholomae’s Law
In Optimality Theory, derivation is made by a once-and-for-all evaluation by universal
constraints with different degrees of violability. It provides a more elegant explanation
than an ordered-rule approach, particularly when one and the same underlying principle
triggers apparently irrelevant or conflicting phenomena to effectively create a certain
result, like maximization of root features in our case. For that reason, let us make use of
Optimality Theory here as well, so that we can better capture the conspiratorial nature
of the processes involved. The two constraints introduced in §83 — IdentIO(lar), which
requires the laryngeal configuration of an input to have an identical correspondent in the
output; and License(lar), which states that a segment in coda position does not have a
Laryngeal node — are purely phonological.
Within the framework of Beckman’s Positional Faithfulness (Beckman 1998), the
asymmetry between root and suffix morphemes is represented by the constraint
MaxRoot([spread glottis]): Maximize the distinctive features, in this case the feature
[spread glottis], of the root morpheme, in the output.
This constraint overlaps with IdentIO(lar), which disfavors changes in the laryngeal
features of any morpheme. In order to introduce this constraint, the definition of IdentIO(lar) must be modified so that it covers only affixes.
IdentAffix(lar): The laryngeal configuration of the input of an affix has an identical
correspondent in the output.

23

I assume here that [voiced] accompanies [spread glottis] in early pre-Vedic, when voiceless aspirates
did not yet have firm phonemic status.
24
Cf. Sag’s formulation with specification of the feature “+ROOT” (Sag 1974:592).
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Since the feature [spread glottis] of the root surfaces even though it is moved to
the adjacent suffix-initial onset stop in forms like /labh -tá-/ > labdh á-, IdentAffix(lar) is
dominated by MaxRoot[spread glottis]. License(lar) is undominated according to our
assumption that Indo-Aryan has the Laryngeal Constraint (§83).
License(lar)  MaxRoot[spread glottis]  IdentAffix(lar)
This ranking should generate the maximization of the feature [spread glottis] of a
root morpheme, as the following tableau illustrates:
/labh + tá-/
× labh -tá× labdá+ lab-dh á× laptá-

License(lar) MaxRoot[sg]
∗!
∗!

IdentAffix(lar)

∗
∗!

The first candidate in the tableau has aspiration in coda position, which fatally violates License(lar). The second and the last candidates fatally violate MaxRoot[spread
glottis], for they do not have [spread glottis] in the output. Bartholomae’s Law may
have remained active until Old Indo-Aryan, however, so what about a candidate with
a voiceless aspirate such as × lap-th á-? It is actually as harmonious as lab-dh á-, as the
following tableau makes clear.
/labh + tá-/
+ × lap-th á-

License(lar) MaxRoot[sg]

IdentAffix(lar)
∗

This result means that our constraints may work in a stop system with a three-way laryngeal contrast like Pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan, but they are not sufficient for actual candidate
evaluation in Old Indo-Aryan, which has a four-way laryngeal contrast.25
Based on the fact that spreading takes place on the entire Laryngeal node, we could
extend MaxRoot[spread glottis] to MaxRoot(lar), which requires both [voiced] and
[spread glottis] of the root to be maximized in the output. This extension, however,
leads to a false prediction of voicing assimilation, for maximizing [voiced] in the input
/ad-ti/ ‘eats’ would result in the wrong output × addi. It would therefore be preferable to
introduce a separate constraint, MaxRoot[voiced]:
MaxRoot[voiced]: Maximize the feature [voiced] of an input root morpheme in the
output.
25

In the analysis of S. Kim (2000), this problem of voiceless aspirates is avoided by treating voiced
aspirates as having the feature [murmur], unlike voiceless aspirates which have the feature [spread glottis].
We consider voiced aspirates to have [spread glottis], for the Indo-European second laryngeal *h2 affects
both voiceless and voiced stops, e.g. *róth2 o- > ráth a- ‘chariot’ and *meǵh2 > máhi neut.adj. ‘big, greatly.’
See also Borowsky and Mester (1983:62), who adduce deaspiration in reduplication to support use of the
same feature for voiced and voiceless aspirates. Cf. also Janda and Joseph (2002:70f.).
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This constraint is dominated by all the other constraints, and usually does not contribute to candidate evaluation, but it plays a key role when other constraints are not
relevant or cannot determine the optimal candidate, by McCarthy and Prince’s principle
of Emergence of the Unmarked.26 The following is the modified constraint ranking and
an evaluation tableau:
License(lar)  MaxRoot[spread glottis]  IdentAffix(lar)  MaxRoot[voiced]
/labh + tá-/ License(lar) MaxRt[sg] IdentAff(lar) MaxRt[vcd]
× labh -tá∗!
× labh -dá∗!
∗
× lab-dá∗!
∗
h
+ lab-d á∗
× lap-th á∗
∗!
× lap-tá∗!
∗
/ad + ti/ License(lar) MaxRt[sg]
+ at-ti
—
× ad-ti
∗!
—
× ad-di
—

IdentAff(lar) MaxRt[vcd]
∗
∗!

Furthermore, we need to add another constraint Linearity (McCarthy and Prince
1995), which prohibits the order of phonemic or sub-phonemic segments from being
disrupted, so that forms like × bh ut-ta- should be precluded.27
License(lar)  MaxRoot[spread glottis]  Linearity  IdentAffix(lar) 
MaxRoot[voiced]
/budh + tá-/
× bh ut-tá+ bud-dh á-

License(lar) MaxRt[sg]

Linearity IdentAff(lar) MaxRt[vcd]
∗!
∗
∗
∗

The idea of a low-ranked constraint MaxRoot[voiced] could just be an ad hoc measure if it does not play any role elsewhere in Sanskrit phonology. There is another case,
however, where maximization of the feature [voiced] of a root morpheme might possibly
have caused a morphological innovation: see §88 below.
26

McCarthy and Prince (1994:334) explain this principle as follows: “Even in languages where C is
crucially dominated and therefore violated, the effects of C can still be observed under conditions where
the dominating constraint is not relevant. Thus, in the language as a whole, C may be roundly violated,
but in a particular domain it is obeyed exactly.”
27
The transfer of aspiration in buddh á- is not considered to violate Linearity, for the aspiration is linked
to root-final /d/ by parasitic licensing.
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§85 ‘Aspiration Throwback’: Another case of root feature maximization
With regard to the maximization of root features by the constraint MaxRoot(lar) (§84),
the autosegmental spreading of the feature [spread glottis] before a suffix beginning with
a voiced aspirate, traditionally called ‘Aspiration Throwback,’ provides some interesting examples. Here I cite the forms which Schindler (1976:634f.) suggests are due to
an analogical reintroduction of initial aspiration and Lombardi (1991:144f.) treats as
exceptional:
i) When the nominal endings -bh yām, -bh is, -bh yas, which are called pada (≈word)
endings (i.e. endings before which external sandhi applies), are added to the root
noun búdh - ‘awakening,’ aspiration throwback takes place, creating the forms
bh ud-bh yām, bh ud-bh is and bh ud-bh yas, which apparently violate Grassmann’s
Law.
ii) The verbal endings of the second plural middle, -dh ve and -dh vam, do not deaspirate the initial stop. For example, the Āśvalāyana-Śrauta-Sūtra gives dh uṅ(g)dh vam ‘milk!’ instead of × duṅ(g)-dh vam, which would be expected from the root
√ h
dog /dugh ‘give milk.’
We proposed above in §72 that Indo-Aryan introduced an innovation of specifying
the feature [spread glottis] for /s/. According to this assumption, we can include those
suffixes beginning with /s/ in the context of ‘Aspiration Throwback.’
iii) Before the /s/ of the sigmatic aorist and imperatives in -si: RV 4.52.4 (poet: Vāmadeva), 7.81.3 (Vasis.t.ha) abh utsmahi, 8.9.16 (Śaśakarn.a Kān". va) ábh utsi; RV 1.76.3
" i, 6.3.4
(Gotama Rāhūgan.a) dh áks.i, 4.4.4 (Vāmadeva), 6.18.10 (Bharadvāja) dh aks
.
(Bharadvāja) dh áks.at, 10.16.7 (Damana Yāmāyana) vidh aks.yán, 10.91.7 (Arun.a
Vaitahavya) dh áks.atah.. Cf. RV 1.141.8, 2.1.10 daks.i.
√ h"
iv) Later desideratives:
bād ‘suppress’: RV 1.164.8 (Dı̄rghatamas Aucathya),
√
√
"
10.124.8 (Soma), 10.124.9 (Soma) bı̄bh atsú-;
grabh ‘grasp’: jigh rks.ati; dah
√
√
" ‘conceal’
‘burn’: didh aks.ati; bodh /budh ‘wake’: bubh utsati. Cf. goh/guh
√
: RV 8.31.7 (Manu Vaivasvata) juguks.atah.;
doh/duh ‘give milk’ : RV
" (Vasistha), 10.61.10 (Nābhānedistha Mānava), 10.74.4 (Gaurivı̄ti Śāktya)
"
7.18.4
..
..
dúduks.an.
Schindler (1976:632) considers those forms in the Rgveda without ‘Aspiration
"
Throwback’ to be ‘memorized [i.e. lexically specified] relics,’
and Cardona (1991) argues that the distribution of forms with and without ‘Aspiration Throwback’ is demarcated by the families to which the Rgvedic poets belong. Scharfe (1996:361), on the
other hand, locates the books of the "Rgveda geographically by the rivers mentioned in
"
them, and observes that forms with ‘Aspiration
Throwback’ are common in the western
books (4, 5, 6, 8 and 9), while forms without it are limited to the eastern books (1, 2, 3, 7
and 10). In the forms cited above in iii) and iv), Vāmadeva’s (book 4) and Bharadvāja’s
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(book 6) use of Throwback forms, and Manu Vaivasvata’s use of a non-Throwback form,
are in line with Cardona’s observation, but forms ascribed to the same author, e.g. RV
"
7.81.3 (Vasis.t.ha) abh utsmahi : RV 7.18.4 (Vasis.t.ha) dúduks.an, cannot be so explained.
"
Although in violation of Grassmann’s Law, the ‘Aspiration Throwback’ which occurs in these forms does not affect the operation of Bartholomae’s Law. Attributing
phenomenon i) to the word boundary before the pada-endings (Lombardi 1991:144)
could be circular, for the native grammarians might have introduced a word boundary to
explain irregular declensional forms, including those cited.
Note that these endings all begin with a segment with [spread glottis]. The feature
[spread glottis] is inherent in the initial stop of these affixes, unlike the suffix -tá- as
in bud-dh á- < /budh -tá-/ to which Bartholomae’s Law spreads aspiration and voicing.
√
Unlike the root-final [spread glottis] of the root bodh /budh ‘wake’ in bud-dh á- which,
transferred to the following suffix-initial /t/, remains in the Surface Representation multiply linked to the root-final stop and the suffix-initial /t/ (see 1 in the diagram below), the
[spread glottis] of the root in the Underlying Representation /budh -dh vam/ is delinked by
the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) or by the principle of Cohesive Closure. The
delinked feature [spread glottis] becomes a floating autosegment, which then anchors to
the only other linkable root segment /b/, resulting in the form bh ud-dh vam. The forms
with ‘Aspiration Throwback’ satisfy input-output faithfulness of the features of the root
morpheme just as do Bartholomae’s forms discussed above (1 in the following diagram), but the order of the features is disrupted. The process of ‘Aspiration Throwback’
is described in 2 and 3 below:
1. /budh -tá-/
2. /a-budh -s-dh vam/ 3. /a-budh -si/
vb.adj.
ao.
ao.
(h)
h
h
h
h
[bud ]rt -d á- a-[b ud]rt -d vam
a-[b ud]rt -si
..
..
. =| |
. =| |
@
[sg]
[sg] [sg]
[sg] [sg]
→ buddh á-

→ ábh uddh vam

→ ábh utsi

One problem with this explanation is that OCP blocking does not take place when
the suffix-initial consonant is the voiceless aspirate /th /, but Bartholomae’s Law applies
instead: cf. a-bud-dh āh. s-aor.2sg.mid. < /a-budh -th ās/ vs. a-bh ud-s-dh vam 2pl. < /a-budh s-dh vam/. It is strange that the OCP is evoked only when the Laryngeal node of the
suffix-initial stop has both [spread glottis] and [voiced], while OCP blocking does not
occur when the suffix-initial stop has just [spread glottis].
In order to avoid this problem, we need to locate ‘Aspiration Throwback’ carefully
within the chronology of sound changes between Proto-Indo-Iranian and Old IndoAryan. In Proto-Indo-Iranian, voiceless aspirates are still clusters of a voiceless stop
and a laryngeal, or possibly unit phonemes. A trace of the cluster status of voiceless
aspirates remains in the treatment of voiceless aspirates as clusters in the meter of the
Rgveda (Gippert 1997). ‘Aspiration Throwback’ must have preceded the phonemiciza"
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tion of voiceless aspirates. It must also be ordered after the specification of the feature
[spread glottis] for /s/ (§72), for otherwise it would not occur before suffixes beginning
with /s/. Yet the Rgveda also contains many forms with such suffixes but without ‘Aspi" How is this variation to be understood?
ration Throwback.’
§86

‘Aspiration Throwback’ and featural domains

As with root morphemes subject to Bartholomae’s Law, phonological processes regarding ‘Aspiration Throwback’ conspire to ensure that the surface form of the root always
has one token of [spread glottis]. When the aspiration of the root is blocked from linking
to the root-final obstruent by the Obligatory Contour Principle, it autosegmentally links
to the next available segment within the root domain, changing the order of the features.
Although an autosegmental representation accounts for this conspiratorial relationship,
it does not always provide a rigorous formulation that precludes overgeneration. By
the same set of constraints as we assumed in §84 to derive the forms of Bartholomae’s
Law such as buddh á-, the form bı̄-bh at-sú- (§85, iv) is correctly evaluated as optimal.
Every time a segment or a feature is transposed across another segment, it is counted
as one violation of Linearity. The constraint MaxRoot[spread glottis] is considered
to be satisfied if aspiration of the root is present anywhere in the surface form; it can
trigger transposition of aspiration, but it does not limit the transposition within the root
morpheme.
/bı̄-[badh ]rt -sú-/
bı̄-badh -súbı̄-bat-sú+ bı̄-bh at-súbh ı̄-bat-sú-

License(lar) MaxRt[sg] Linearity IdentAff(lar)
∗!
∗!
∗
∗∗!

While the same set of constraints as with Bartholomae’s Law can thus derive forms
of ‘Aspiration Throwback,’ an alternative explanation is also possible by taking the root
morpheme as a featural domain (Cassimjee and Kisseberth 1999) within which phonological processes conspire to maintain one token of [spread glottis] in the surface form.28
If we suppose that a new constraint Incorporate[spread glottis], which requires [spread
glottis] to be inside its domain, emerged in some dialects of the pre-Vedic period after /s/
was specified for [spread glottis] and before voiceless aspirates were phonemicized, then
forms with ‘Aspiration Throwback’ are evaluated as optimal by the following ranking.
License(lar)  MaxRoot[spread glottis]  Incorporate[spread glottis] 
IdentAffix(lar)  MaxRoot[voiced]

28

Such a featural domain is unnecessary if a diaspirate representation is assumed for the relevant Sanskrit roots. See §79.

§87. Allomorphy in dh atté
/bı̄-[badh ]rt -sú-/
bı̄-badh -súbı̄-bat-sú+ bı̄-bh at-súbh ı̄-bat-sú-
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License(lar) MaxRt[sg] Incorporate[sg] IdentAff(lar)
∗!
∗!
∗
∗!

Obvious counterexamples to this explanation by a featural domain such as ja-hı́ iptv.
√
√
of han ‘smite,’ and vidáth a- ‘assembly’ provided that it comes from vi- + dh ā ‘distribute’ (Wackernagel 1896:128), are relics, and Grassmann’s Law no longer applies
across morpheme boundaries in its productive version. In an early period, Grassmann’s
Law may have operated under purely phonological conditions, such as in a window of
two initial syllables; when the rule was later grammaticalized and became sensitive to
the morphological context, the triggering context of the rule probably narrowed down to
the cycle of primary affixation.
An advantage of this analysis over the first one is that the notion of featural domains
is independently motivated elsewhere in Sanskrit. As we will discuss in §108, the nati
rule of retroflexion spreading from /r/ to /n/ curiously fails in the paradigm of the root
√
naś ‘be lost’ when the verbal stem already has a retroflex consonant (Pān.ini, As.t..
8.4.14, Wackernagel 1896:187), e.g. pra [n.aśya]te ‘perishes’ vs. pra [naṅks.ya]ti ‘will
perish.’ In this case, the difference could be due to the syntactic relationship between the
preverb and the verb, but two other pairs show a featural correspondence more clearly.
They probably do not reflect dialectal variation, for both forms are attested in the seventh
book of the Rgveda, the family book of the Vasis.t.has.
"
√
The latter form in the pair pinás..ti pres.ind.3sg, and pin.ák pres.inj.2,3sg., to pes./pis.
‘crush,’ shows a transfer of retroflexion from the root-final consonant to the nasal
infix.
√
In the pair abh ı́-nat. (RV1 ) and prá-n.ak (RV4 ) as well, the final ś of the root naś/aś
" form because the /n/ is already retroflexed
‘reach’ does not" become .t in the second
by the /r/ of the preverb prá-.
In these forms, the stem part of each inflectional form always has one occurrence of
retroflexion, in a similar manner to ‘Aspiration Throwback.’
§87

Allomorphy in dh atté

√
Phelps (1975:448) lists the present middle paradigms of the roots dh ā ‘put’ < PIE
√
*dh eh1 and doh/duh ‘give milk’ < PIE *dh eugh . Although the former is a class III
 *h has made its present middle in(reduplicating) present, the early loss of root-final
1
flection almost indistinguishable from that of the class II (root) presents, to which the
latter root belongs, and this apparent similarity makes the differences between them look
all the more contradictory. The inconsistency in question concerns the outcome of the
addition of the third singular ending -te:
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root
class
√
doh/duh ‘give milk
II
√ h
d ā ‘put’
III

underlying
/dugh + -té/
/RED da-dh (h1 ) + té/

surface
dugdh é
dh atté

In the second example, regular application of Bartholomae’s Law would give × daddh é
instead of dh atté. Pān.ini explicitly rules out the application of this law to the final dh
of the stem da-dh - in As.t.. 8.2.40 jh as.as tath or dh o ’dh ah.. As Schindler comments on
this form, “before obstruents /dadh -/ behaves as though it were /dh ad-/. These forms
are thus exceptions in any grammar of Sanskrit and must be handled by a special morphological rule” (Schindler 1976:628). Thus the best synchronic explanation for this
alternation is that dh ad is an allomorph of dadh before obstruents, particularly dental, as
in pres.2du.act. dh atth ás, pres.2pl.act. dh attá, pres.2sg.mid. dh atsé, pres.3sg.mid. dh atté,
iptv.act. dh attám, dh attā´ m, dh attá(na), iptv.mid. dh atsvá etc.
√
On the other hand, the root doh/duh ‘give milk’ is replaced by dh ug only before
/s/ or a word-boundary, both of which are taken care of by Aspiration Throwback, and
before endings beginning with /dh /, which is discussed above in §85.
§88 [voiced] as an autosegment
I mentioned in §79 that Aspiration Throwback in Sanskrit reflects an autosegmental
reinterpretation of the behavior of the single [spread glottis] of a root which originally
had two tokens of [spread glottis] in Proto-Indo-European and lost the first of them by
the pre-Vedic process of Grassmann’s Law.
If we accept that the feature [spread glottis] behaves as an autosegment, then an
obvious question would be why [voiced], another laryngeal feature, does not spread in
the same way when a root-final voiced stop is devoiced.29 For example, the Vedic root
√
tej/tij ‘sharpen’ becomes Ved. tiktá- and not × diktá-, when the verbal adjective suffix
-tá- is added and the root-final /j/ is devoiced.
a. Underlying Representation:
/t

i

j
|
[vcd]

-t á-/

b. The OCP filter does not apply to the adjacent voicing in /i/ and /j/ because the vowels
are underspecified for the feature [voiced], which is redundant.
c. The Laryngeal Constraint delinks [voiced] from the root-final /j/:
t

i

c

-t

á-

[vcd]
d. Feature Filling gives the vowels the redundant feature [voiced]:
29

Lombardi (1991:147): “assuming feature geometry, all features are autosegmentalized.”
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t

i
|
[vcd]

c

-t

[vcd]
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á|
[vcd]

e. The No Crossing Constraint blocks autosegmental spreading of the stray feature
[voiced], which is then lost.
f. Surface Representation:
t

i
k
|
[vcd]

t

á|
[vcd]

There is a case, however, where autosegmental spreading of the feature [voiced]
might have contributed to a morphological innovation. When a root ends in /d/, the
verbal adjective suffix -tá- starts to be replaced by its allophone -ná- in Vedic:
√
sad ‘sit’
RV sattá: AV sanná√
ved/vid ‘find’
R" V vittá: AV vinná√
"
nod/nud ‘push’ RV á-nutta- : SV nunna"
The status of this suffix in Proto-Indo-Iranian is not clear, for the Avestan and Vedic
forms do not always correspond with each other:
Avestan p@r na-

: Ved. pūrn.á- ‘full’ (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:245)
prātá- ‘filled’
√
pūrtá- ‘gift’ for pari /pr2 ‘give’
"
YAv. star ta: Ved. stı̄rn.áAs far as Indo-Aryan is concerned, -ná- occurs primarily after roots ending in {i/y,
u/v, r/r} plus an Indo-European laryngeal, and within Vedic, older texts have more forms
" The affixation of -ná- after roots ending in /d/ can therefore be viewed as an
in -tá-.
innovation of Indo-Aryan. As the presence of root-final laryngeals became ambiguous
in the phonology of Vedic, the original context conditioning the alternation of -tá- and
-ná- may well have been obscured. At this point, the -ná- forms began to spread at the
expense of the -tá- forms, possibly because the feature [voiced] of a root-final /d/ is preserved in the -ná- forms, where the /d/ becomes a voiced dental nasal /n/ by assimilation
instead of becoming a voiceless dental stop /t/ before the suffix -tá-.30 In this way, it is
possible to motivate the constraint MaxRoot[voiced] to account for the late Vedic shift
of e.g. sattá- to sanná-.
@

@

§89 Sonorance of Indo-European laryngeals
As far as I know, there is no evidence against taking Proto-Indo-European laryngeals
as [+consonantal], i.e. phonemes other than vowels and glides. The arguments for their
consonantal nature may be summarized as follows:
30

Pān.ini, As.t.. 8.2.42 ra-dābh yām ....
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Their position in Indo-European roots: Indo-European roots are reconstructed as monosyllabic. Although laryngeals may appear in any position of a root-final cluster,
their distribution in root-initial clusters is almost regular: most onset laryngeals
fit the patterns *He-, *HRe- and *BHe- (R: sonorant, H: laryngeal, B: obstruent).
According to LIV, the following three are the only roots for which onset *HBmay be reconstructed with considerable certainty:
*h1 ger ‘wake up’
Attic Gk. egrēgora, YAv. jaγāra, Skt. jāgā´ ra
h
*h3 sleid ‘err’
Goth. slindan, Hom.Gk. ólisth e, Skt. sridh at

*h2 seus ‘become dry’ Gk. haúō, Skt. śús.yati (Lubotsky 1985)

The general pattern of onset clustering suggests that laryngeals are ranked between
sonorants and obstruents on the Proto-Indo-European sonority scale.
Their frequent loss: *h2 and a word-initial *h3 appear as fricative h before a syllable

nucleus in Anatolian, unless preceded by a stop in the case of *h2 . In the other
branches, pre-nucleus laryngeals are lost with or without changing the features of
the nucleus vowel. The lack of vowel or glide reflexes before a nucleus supports
the idea that laryngeals are always lower in sonority than vocoids.
Their consonantal reflexes: Proto-Indo-European laryngeals appear as consonants in a
few subfamilies. Their development in Anatolian, a subfamily which is often
considered to have branched off first from the rest of the Indo-European languages
(§5), is clearly consonantal, for *h2 and word-initial *h3 often become a fricative
such as Hitt. h. There are a few cases where laryngeals are possibly realized

as velar stops in Germanic, e.g. Goth. unkis < PIE *nh3 ué (Jasanoff 1994:257).
" *h in Indo-Iranian can
Aspiration of (mostly voiceless) plosives by a following
2
also be taken to support a fricative pronunciation of PIE *h2 .
Their metrical behavior: The consonantal treatment of the Indo-European laryngeals
in the meter of the daughter languages was first demonstrated by Kuryłowicz
(1927a), who explained the blocking of Brugmann’s Law in perfect active 1sg.
forms such as cakara by the cluster effect of the root-final *r and the laryngeal at
the beginning of the desinence, i.e. < *kw e-kw ór]σ -He (Kuryłowicz 1927a:206f.),
or causative stems such as janáya-ti < *ǵon]σ H-éye-ti. Gippert (1997:64) shows
that the meter of the Rgveda treats even interconsonantal laryngeals as making
"
a cluster with the preceding
stop or /h/, so that e.g. the first syllable of the Sanh 
skrit words prt ivı̄ f. ‘earth’ < PIE *plth2 u-ih2 or duhitár- f. ‘daughter’ < PIE
" metrically heavy.
" 
*dh ugh2 tér- are
Osthoff (1876) and Brugmann (1876) first discovered that sonorant consonants in
Indo-European, namely the liquids (*r, *l) and nasals (*n, *m), become either syllable
nuclei or consonants depending on their context, just as the glides *i and *u alternate

laryngeals
with nucleus-forming *i and *u. Some scholars think that Indo-European
also belong to this class, for they are reflected as vowels in many branches, particularly
between non-nucleus consonants. For example, Kuiper (1947:199) treats laryngeals as

§90. When did the three laryngeals merge?
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sonorants like *r, *l, *m, *n, *i, *u because “like these [‘sonants’], they can serve as

a consonant, as the second part of falling
diphthongs (*eh1 , *eh2 , *eh3 , which later became ē, ā, ō before consonants), and as vowels, e.g. *ph2 tér-, Skr. pitár-, Greek patér-,
English father”. While Kuryłowicz (1927a:233) and Kuiper (1947) concede that the vocalizability of the laryngeals is more limited than that of the sonorants, Keiler (1970:81)
asserts that a syllable nucleus was originally assigned equally to the laryngeals and the
(other) sonorants, placing more emphasis on the Greek development of PIE *-ih2 into
-ia as in pótnia ‘mistress, queen’ than on the forms with compensatory lengthening like
Skt. pátnı̄ ‘wife.’
To the natural question of how the laryngeals can be [+sonorant] although at least
one of them (*h2 ) seems to have fricative nature (Job 1994:422), Keiler (1970:84) answers that they are implemented as ‘pharyngealized vocoids’ when they form a syllable
nucleus. If the laryngeals were really vocoids as Keiler says, then we can get around
the problem that laryngeal consonants cannot be considered to be more sonorous than
the other obstruents ([−sonorant]) on the Universal Scale of Sonority (§16). Although
Keiler draws upon parallel phenomena from Afro-Asiatic languages to enforce his argument for the sonorance of Indo-European laryngeals, his reasoning itself seems to be
bound by the presupposition that laryngeals develop into vowels. Rather than ascribing
the behavior of unattested postulates to their equally unprovable physical realization, I
would like to begin by examining how Indo-European laryngeals were represented in
the phonology of each period and branch.
§90 When did the three laryngeals merge?
Before determining the phonological representation of laryngeals in Indo-Iranian, we
must first decide at which point the three laryngeals of Proto-Indo-European merged.
Precise dating of the merger of *h2 with the other laryngeals can clarify the problem as
to whether the aspiration of a plosive caused by a following *h2 in Indo-Iranian means
a) that *h2 survived as a phoneme distinct from the other two laryngeals, or
b) that aspiration took place before Proto-Indo-Iranian and then all three laryngeals
merged into PIIr. *H.
Lindeman (1997:188) reconstructs a merger as early as after the branching-off of
Anatolian, on the grounds that interconsonantal laryngeals develop into a unique vowel,
i in Indo-Aryan and a everywhere else. The triple vocalic reflection in Greek, and the
Indo-Aryan aspiration of voiceless plosives before *h2 , are respectively explained as
Greek innovation and an early change. The development of interconsonantal laryngeals into a single vowel in many branches, however, does not necessarily imply their
early merger, for the same fact can be used to defend the position that the consonantal
character of the laryngeals was preserved until their merger at a late period, while the
coloring of vowels by adjacent laryngeals took place early enough to reflect their difference. Since individual facts which admit of different interpretations can be misleading,
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let us first summarize the development of the laryngeals in each branch in simple tabular
form.31
language
difference coloring
Anatolian
1:2:3
yes
Tocharian
1:2(:3)
yes
Celtic
1:2:3
yes
1:2:3
yes
Italic
Armenian
1:2:3
yes
1:2:3
yes
Greek
Germanic
1:23
yes
Baltic
1:2:3
yes/pitch
Slavic
1:2:3
yes/pitch
Iranian
13:2
no
Indo-Aryan
13:2
no
Albanian
1:2:3
–

vocalic
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
–

consonantal
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
(no)
(no)
yes

reference
Melchert (1994)
Ringe (1996)
McCone (1996)
Meiser (1998)
Winter (1965)
Rix (1992)
Beekes (1995)
R. Kim (p.c.)
R. Kim (p.c.)

Hamp (1965)

The three laryngeals show different developments even among the so-called ‘core’
Indo-European languages, namely Greek, Germanic, Balto-Slavic and Indo-Aryan. The
apparent merger of *h2 and *h3 in Germanic and Slavic can actually be due to the merger
of *a and *o. It is therefore possible that *h2 remained distinct up to Proto-Indo-Iranian.
One way of explaining the paradoxical situation of laryngeals in Proto-Indo-Iranian,
where laryngeals have supposedly merged but *h2 in addition causes aspiration, is to
suppose that the aspiration by *h2 in the context *T V took place before Proto-IndoIranian, and that the double reflection of *h2 as aspiration + /i/ as in Skt. math itá- instead
of × matitá- < *meth2 -tó- (Hoenigswald 1965a:94) is due to reintroduction of aspiration
by paradigmatic leveling. For example, Beekes (1981b:283f.) explains Skt. duhitár- as
follows: “In the cases that had -gHt-V- the laryngeal must have caused aspiration already
in PIIr., because both languages had aspiration and because Bartholomae’s Law operated
in PIIr.” Conversely speaking, cases like the following would prove that *h2 survived
into Proto-Indo-Iranian as a distinct phoneme:
a. double reflection of *h2 in an isolated item: Namely, a form which is free from the
pressures of paradigmatic leveling and in which *h2 is doubly reflected as aspiration and /i/. For example, if the etymological relationship between Skt. śith irá√
‘loose’ and śrathi ‘become loose’ was obscured by the irregular development of
the samprasāran.a vowel *r into /i/, it would be highly possible that the double
" independently of the influence of inflected forms of
reflection in śith irá- occurred
√
śrathi .
31

The ordering of the languages in the following table is based on the tree model of Ringe et al. (1998).
In this model, the treatment of laryngeals is not taken into account, so assuming this order in discussing
the date of merger does not incur circularity. It should be noted that this is not the only proposed tree, and
that the tree model is not the only one for describing the development of a language family (§5).
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b. analogical spreading of Th from *Th2 T: If the analogical spreading of voiceless aspirates starts from a form with an interconsonantal zero-grade *h2 , it means that the
*h2 in that context is distinct from the other laryngeals. For example, it is at least
√
possible that the aspiration of th in Ved. sth ā < PIE *steh2 had its origin in forms
with a zero-grade root followed by a consonant such as aor.3sg.mid. ásth ita.
c. lack of aspiration in Iranian counterparts: Cases where *h2 is lost in Iranian without aspiration due to the general tendency of Iranian to lose laryngeals without
any trace, whereas Indo-Aryan has both aspiration and /i/. For example, YAv.
p@r@θβı̄m can come from pre-Proto-Iranian *prtvı̄m, although *prth vı̄m is equally
"
"
possible.
Gippert (1994, 1997) believes that *h2 was still distinct from the other laryngeals in
Proto-Indo-Iranian,32 adducing the behavior of an interconsonantal laryngeal as a consonant cluster as well as in the well-known context of *C V such as jána- < *ǵónh1 o(Oldenberg 1888:478f., Kuryłowicz 1927a:240). The cluster effect of *ǵh2 in PIE
*dh uǵh2 tér- > Ved. duhitár-, reflected in the metrical scansion of the first two syllables as −∪, is particularly important, because it suggests that *h2 in this word developed
differently in Iranian (OAv. dug dar-, YAv. duγδar-), where interconsonantal *h2 only
causes aspiration of *ǵ, and because it challenges explanations which treat the aspiration
as analogical and secondary.33
We noted earlier in this section that there is little evidence for reconstructing the
merger of laryngeals earlier than Proto-Indo-Iranian. At the same time, there is no conclusive evidence for the distinct phonological status of *h2 in Proto-Indo-Iranian either,
with possible exception of OAv. dug dar-, YAv. duγδar- : Ved. duhitár- ‘daughter.’ I
assume here that aspiration by *h2 , and subsequent merger of the three laryngeals as
well, took place before Proto-Indo-Iranian.34 The phonological status of the laryngeals
in Proto-Indo-Iranian would then be represented either as a) or as b), depending on
whether or not the aspiration part of *h2 has already been disjoined:
@

@

a)

32

*h1,3 :

C

*h2 :

C
|
[sg]

PIIr. *dh

u ̌

C t á
|
[sg]

r-

Gippert (1994:464): “Wichtig ist dabei auch die Feststellung, daß der zweite Laryngal in postkonsonantischer Stellung nicht, wie das angenommene h3 in der Vorform von aind. pibati, bereits voreinzelsprachlich absorbiert worden sein kann.”
33
Cf. Hoffmann and Forssman (1996:82): “Durch Kontamination der Nebenformen *dh ugh ter- und
h
*d ugiter- entstand *dh ugh iter- > *dh ǔh iter- > ved. duhitár-.”
34
Tichy (1985:239f.): “Eine solche Erklärung ist unter der Annahme möglich, daß *h2 /*h2 in einer
"
Vorstufe des Urindoiranischen einen vorausgehenden Verschlußlaut durch Assimilation aspirierte,
ohne
bei diesem Vorgang bereits vollständig zu schwinden. Vielmehr wäre der eigentliche Reflex von *h2
"
später mit den Kontinuanten von *h1 und *h3 in urindoiran. *i zusammengefallen:” Gippert (1994:463):
"
"
“Der zweite Laryngal selbst muß über das letzte Stadium der Grundsprache hinaus bis in eine Vorstufe
des Indoiranischen in einer phonetisch wahrnehmbaren Form erhalten geblieben sein.”
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b) *h1,2,3 :

C

PIIr. *dh

u

̌h

C

t á

r-

@

[sg]

The C’s for *h1,3 in a) and *h1,2,3 in b) have no feature linked, except for being
consonantal; they are bare timing slots (Clements and Keyser 1983). By the time of
Early Vedic, the union of a voiceless plosive and an *h2 has been phonemicized as a
voiceless aspirate. If *h2 still had [spread glottis] and was distinct from *h1,3 , they
underwent merger, and the ensuing single laryngeal *H surfaces as /i/ when it is strayed:
c)

*H: X

Early Vedic: */dujh Xtár-/ > duhitár-

By the notation ‘X’ I mean a featureless timing slot which can become a syllable
nucleus between C’s or between a C and a word boundary. If Indo-Iranian already had a
vocalic reflex of laryngeals as Beekes (1981b:284) assumes, a clear line cannot be drawn
between the representations ab) and c).
§91

The ‘vocalization’ theory of Indo-Iranian laryngeals

The phenomenon that laryngeals strayed between non-nucleus segments become /i/ in
Indo-Aryan has been explained in the following ways:
a) Direct vocalization in Proto-Indo-European: Interconsonantal laryngeals first become *@ or a syllabic laryngeal *h1/2/3 , which then develops into /i/ in Indo-Iranian
"
and /a/ elsewhere (Rasmussen 1994:444).
b.) Direct vocalization in individual branches: Interconsonantal laryngeals remain consonantal until Proto-Indo-Iranian, where some of them become *i without causing
aspiration (Beekes 1981b:284ff., Mayrhofer 1981:435).35
c) Anaptyxis in Proto-Indo-European: Anaptyctic *@ or *e is inserted when a laryngeal
and the consonants on either side form a cluster of three or more consonants
(Kuryłowicz 1927a:233, Lehmann 1952:89ff., Hoenigswald 1965a:97f, possibly
Meier-Brügger 2002:114).
d) Anaptyxis in individual branches: Anaptyctic *@ or *e is inserted in Proto-IndoIranian before or after an interconsonantal laryngeal, which is subsequently lost
(Polomé 1972:235, G. Schmidt 1973, Gippert 1997).
e) Loss of consonantal *H and subsequent vowel insertion: In addition to these four hypotheses on the Indo-Iranian development of the Proto-Indo-European laryngeals,
Melchert (1994:47, 65, 69, 74) explains the Anatolian development of interconsonantal laryngeals as loss and subsequent epenthesis, based on the assumption
35

Mayrhofer (1981:435): “Das Phänomen der häufigen ∅-Vertretung weist neben vielem anderen auf
die konsonantische Natur der H-Phoneme hin, die nur in bestimmten Positionen (...) als ,,@“ erscheinen;
das Indo-Iranische hatte noch kein /i/ aus ,,H“, das mit ererbtem /i/ gleich behandelt worden wäre.
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that laryngeals remained obstruent and not sonorant from Proto-Indo-European to
Proto-Anatolian.36
Since laryngeals in Proto-Indo-Iranian behave metrically as consonants between two
consonants as well as between a consonant and a vowel, a) and b) are excluded. d) does
not conflict with any of the evidence. e), epenthesis of *@ subsequent to the loss of laryngeals in Anatolian, seems to be a language-specific development in Anatolian, for an
interconsonantal laryngeal in Indo-Aryan metrically behaves as a consonant even after
the insertion of i has taken place, and the chronological order of the loss of laryngeals
and epenthesis might be opposite from Anatolian.
§92 The necessity of positing *@
I understand that *@ has been posited as an intermediate form of vocalized laryngeals for
the following reasons:
i) They develop differently across subfamilies, e.g. Tocharian *a, Greek /e/a/o/, Sanskrit
/i/.
ii) Reconstruction of the phonetic value of a segment with diverse reflexes makes use of
inductive approximation, requiring an intermediate vowel which can acquire any
surface features or even disappear.
iii) /@/ is a vowel without distinct features (Jakobson 1939=1962:278 “la voyelle
indéterminée ou neutre”), and it can be used as a “wildcard” vowel.
If, as Gippert’s metrical analysis demonstrates, an interconsonantal laryngeal as well
as a laryngeal between a consonant and a vowel remained consonantal all the way until
Proto-Indo-Iranian, i) becomes baseless, for Indo-Aryan /i/ < *H is the result of epenthesis in that case, and there is no reason for reconstructing a vowel from Indo-Aryan i and
vocalic reflexes in other branches. Here let us try to trace the development of stray laryngeals in Indo-Iranian without making use of *@, in order not to obscure the real problem
why the vowel for a stray laryngeal is /i/ in Vedic while many other Indo-European
branches have non-high vowels. In particular, we would like to locate the exact difference in the systems of vowel features from which the different outcomes of stray
laryngeals may be predictively derived.
Although representation of segments as feature bundles may seem to allow any combination of features and feature values, some features do not cooccur due to articulatory restrictions. For example, low vowels are rarely tense or rounded, and front vowels are more often unrounded than rounded. In addition to such cooccurrence restrictions, there are cases which suggest language-specific markedness of certain features.
In Yoruba (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1989), for example, only [−ATR (Advanced
Tongue Root)] spreads to mid vowels, suggesting that ‘+’ is the default value of the
36

Melchert (1994:74): “A preform *(s)th3 mnt would have begun with three (or four) consonants. Deletion of the laryngeal in such a cluster and then" anaptyxis in the remaining cluster cannot be excluded.”
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feature [ATR], whereas [+ATR] is suspected to be marked in Akan. Radical Underspecification (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1989) even assumes that features have universally
marked values. If there is a crosslinguistic asymmetry between the values of a feature,
the marked value is considered to presuppose the existence of the other value, while
the unmarked value “corresponds to the normal, neutral state of the relevant articulator”
(Steriade 1995:119).
§93

Vowel features in Proto-Indo-European

The vowel system of Proto-Indo-European has length gradation of the vowels *e, *o
and possibly *a, and an alternation between *e and *o, both of which serve grammatical
functions. The high vowels *i/i and *u/u, on the other hand, do not alternate with each
 evidence which allows us to reconstruct their
other or in length, and there is no solid
long counterparts for Proto-Indo-European (§14). A syllable nucleus is preassigned to
non-high vowels, and high vowels have the same priority as the other sonorants (liquids and nasals) in nucleus assignment (§16). Proto-Indo-European high vowels group
together with liquids and nasals rather than with non-high vowels, in that the first two
constitute lexical elements while the last serve derivational and inflectional functions.37
The segregation of high from non-high vowels is also shown by the fact that Proto-IndoEuropean has neither a rule which changes the value of the feature [high], nor a pair in
which [high] is contrastive (§14).
Similarly, alternation between low and mid vowels is not common in Proto-IndoEuropean. There are data which suggest the existence of a phonemic contrast for the
feature [low], although many of reconstructed low vowels are argued to derive from
laryngeals (cf. Lubotsky 1989):
i) Examples of PIE *a: *ǵh ans- ‘goose,’ Lat. ānser, OHG gans, Gk. kh ēn, Skt.
√
haṁsá- (Lubotsky 1989:60); * Hyaǵ- ‘worship,’ Gk. házomai, OAv. yazaitē,
Ved. yájate (Lubotsky 1989:54); *Hnas- ‘nose,’ Lat. nāris, Ved. nás-, rjūnas- etc.
"
(Mayrhofer 1986:170, Lubotsky 1989:60).
√
ii) Alternation in [low]: * ḱad ∼ *ḱod? ‘fall’: Lat. cadō, cecidı̄.
iii) Minimal pairs: Among the roots listed in LIV, the following three pairs contrast in
the [low] value of the root vowel.
√
√
1. * mad ‘become wet,’ OIr. -maid, : * med ‘become full,’ Ved. mádati,
Lat. madeō (Lubotsky 1989:54)
ON mettr pr.ppl.
√
√
2. * paḱ ‘fasten,’ OLat. pacunt
: * peḱ ‘scratch hair,’ Gk. pékō,
Lat. pectō
√
√
3. * las? ‘be avid,’ Gk. lilaı́omai
: * les ‘collect,’ Hitt. less37

In terms of the Markedness Convention and the feature [vocalic] (Chomsky and Halle 1968:408),
those segments whose [vocalic] value is unmarked (i.e. decided by context) group together in Proto-IndoEuropean.
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If Proto-Indo-European actually had a low vowel *a, the value of the feature [low] as
well as that of [high] was lexically specified.38 In that case, the asymmetrical distribution
of low and mid vowels, i.e. that the mid vowels *e and *o are much commoner than the
low vowel *a, suggests that ‘+’ is the marked value of the feature [low].
Redundancy rule: [ ] → [−high, −low]
This rule correctly predicts that *@, which is considered to be the least marked vowel
epenthesized in place of or after the loss of a stray laryngeal, was mid in height. The
markedness relation between front and back vocoids cannot be determined, for the
mechanism of ablaut between *e and *o is not very well understood. The gaps in
the following feature matrix represent the underspecified feature values of Proto-IndoEuropean vowels based on what we know about their markedness:
PIE
[back]
[high]
[low]

*i/i

−
+

*u/u
+
+

*e
−

*o
+

*a
+

§94 Vowel features in Indo-Iranian
In Proto-Indo-Iranian, on the other hand, the three non-high vowels in Proto-IndoEuropean, *a, *e and *o, and the nucleus-bearing nasals *n and *m in certain contexts,
all collapse into *a. Since the contrast between low and mid" vowels"is lost in this merger,
it is probably the feature [low] which is neutralized, and *a and the high vowels *i, *u
are now dintinguished only by the feature [high]. The feature [high] might also have
played a role as a triggering context of the ruki rule (§102).
As for the relevant feature underlying Proto-Indo-Iranian *i/i and *u/u, either [back]
 of the non-high vowels
or [rounded] is sufficient to make the distinction. If the merger
and the Secondary Palatalization (palatalization of velar and labiovelar stops before a
front vowel) is complete and morphologized already in Proto-Indo-Iranian, the feature
[back] need no longer be active. While the feature [rounded] does not condition any rule
in Proto-Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan shows a faint trace of rounding assimilation in the
development of Proto-Indo-European sequences of a liquid followed by a laryngeal:
PIE
*plh1 ú"

Goth. filu
Gk. polús
*plh1 -nó- Lith. pı̀lnas
*gw" rh2 ú- Gk. barús
*trh"2 -e/o- Lat. trāns
"

*ǵrH"
38

Iranian
Indo-Aryan
OYAv. pouru- Ved. purúOP paruv
OYAv. p@r@na- Ved. pūrn.áYAv. gouru-?
Ved. gurúYAv. vı̄-t@r@ta- Ved. tı̄rn.á-, titı̄rs.a- (Br.)
but also tūrtá- (ŚBr.), tū´ tūrs.a- (RV)
YAv. zar@tajūrn.á- (RV), jı̄rn.á- (AV)"
"

Cf. the principle of invariance which states that “lexically specified features prefer to remain unchanged” (Steriade 1995:123).
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Vowel features of Old Indo-Aryan do not interact with adjacent segments very often;
e.g. vowels in neighboring syllables rarely affect each other, and qualitative ablaut of
any sort is unknown there. It is thus not easy to decide which features are active or
contrastive in the phonology of Old Indo-Aryan. This inertness or seeming equipollency
of vowel features is a characteristic of Indo-Aryan.39
In my count of the vowels in the Rgveda, and in Whitney’s statistics of all Sanskrit
"
phonemes in specimens of various Sanskrit
texts, the vowel /a/ accounts for more than
half of all occurrences of vowels (Whitney 1889:26):
vowel
RV
"

a
172,411
(53.22%)
Whitney 19.78%
(52.99%)

ā
60,551
(18.69%)
8.19%
(21.94%)

i
47,843
(14.77%)
4.83%
(12.94%)

u
27,030
(8.34%)
2.61%
(6.99%)

ı̄
9,883
(3.05%)
1.19%
(3.19%)

ū
6,261
(1.93%)
.73%
(1.96%)

§95 Null vowels and epenthesis in Indo-Aryan
If we knew more about the markedness of vowel features in Indo-Aryan, it might be
possible to explain the ‘vocalization’ of stray laryngeals as /i/ without stipulating the rule
*H > i / C {C, ]wd }, namely, by epenthesis of a root node for which only [−consonant]
or [+sonorant] is specified, and by redundancy rules which fill in feature values. Now
let us turn to the actual evidence for vowel epenthesis.
/i/ as an epenthetic vowel:
a) connective /i/ in perfects: When a perfect stem ending in a consonant takes endings
beginning with a consonant, i.e. -th a, -va, -ma, -se, -vahe, -mahe, -dh ve, -re, an
unoriginal /i/ is inserted between them. This epenthesis occurs more often in later
periods (Whitney 1889:286, Edgerton 1943:87ff.). Cf. cakr-i-ré, papt-i-má to the
√
√
roots kar/kr ‘do’ and pat ‘fly,’ which are probably both anit..
"
b) quasi-set. forms with /i/: When the future suffix -syá- is added to a full-grade root,
even anit. verbs sometimes take connective /i/ (§41): kar-i-s.ya-, gam-i-s.ya-, han√
i-s.ya-, naś-i-s.ya-. Similarly, śam
. s ‘praise’ : s-aor. śam
. s-i-s.-am.
c) /ı̄/ in the 2,3sg.act. of s-aorists: Anit. roots often take ı̄ in the second and third active
singular forms of s-aorists, where the endings would otherwise be lost by final
√
cluster simplification, e.g. vah ‘carry’ : s-aor.3sg.act. ávāks.-ı̄-t. So is ı̄ in ā´ s-ı̄-s,
√
ā´ s-ı̄-t, ipf.2,3sg.act. of as ‘be.’ For the length of these ı̄’s, see Jamison (1988).
d) *rH > ir, ur / V : See §94 for the distribution of /i/ and /u/.
"
e) /i/ in RV hā´ rdi, Ep. vāri: RV hā´ rdi n.nom.acc.sg. of hrd- ‘heart’ and Epic vāri ‘wa" although they originally "had no root-final laryngeal, in
ter’" have /i/ after the root,
39

Cf. Pinnow (1969:270): “Somit ergibt sich die erstaunliche Tatsache, dass es ohne grosse
Schwierigkeiten oder gar Künsteleien möglich, ja vom streng strukturalistischem Standpunkt aus sogar
geboten ist, das Sanskrit als eine Sprache völlig ohne Vokalphoneme — natürlich nicht ohne phonetische
Vokale! — zu interpretieren.”
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contrast to the nom.acc.sg. of heteroclitic nouns with a final laryngeal such as ásth i
‘bone’ or dádh i ‘curds’ (Debrunner and Wackernagel 1930:34).
Except for d), all these cases of epenthetic /i/ involve spreading of /i/ from the context
of interconsonantal laryngeals to underlying clusters without stray laryngeals. Since
interconsonantal laryngeals always underlie the oldest cases of /i/-epenthesis, we cannot
exclude the possibility that some unknown phonetic property of the laryngeals made /i/
the epenthetic vowel; at any rate, it is not easy to attribute the /i/-quality to contextfree redundancy rules which assign the features [+high] and [−back] to an epenthesized
empty timing slot. If we extend the scope of our inquiry to Middle Indo-Aryan, we find
more /i/’s used as an epenthetic vowel in forms such as Pāli, Pkt. itth ı̄ ‘woman’ : Skt.
strı̄, Pāli, Pkt. purisa- ‘man’ : Skt. púrus.a-, or Pāli tasinā ‘thirst’ : Skt. trs.n.ā. There is,
"
however, huge unpredictability alongside such favorable data for epenthesis
in Middle
Indo-Aryan, and an extemporaneous generalization should be avoided.
In the following three cases, /u/ might be functioning as an epenthetic vowel:
f) ‘Sproßvokal’: *rH > ir, ur / V. See §94 for the distribution of i and u.
"
g) *rs]wd > -uh.: *pitr-s > pitúh. gen.sg. of pitár- ‘father,’ *u-us-rs > ūs.úr pf.3pl.act. of
" √vas ‘shine’ (Pān
" ini, Ast. 6.1.111 rta ut; see Pinault 1989:39
" for the literature on
.
..
"
this change).
h) púrus.a-, pū´ rus.a- ‘human being’: Although the etymology of this word is not clear,
the second u might be unoriginal.
Another candidate for a default vowel in Sanskrit would be the single non-high vowel
/a/:
i) ‘morphological zero grade’ (Kuryłowicz 1956): Roots with consonants at both edges
and no glides in between often have the root vowel a in the zero grade, e.g. naddh á√
‘tied’ instead of × addh á- < *nddh á-, cakramúr pf.3pl.act. of kram ‘stride’ instead
" full-grade counterparts which supply a model for
of × cakrmúr. It is probably the
" of /a/ in these zero-grade forms. Epenthesis of this type is called ‘morepenthesis
phological zero grade’ (§13) and is distinguished from genuine cases of insertion
of a non-high vowel as in Latin magnus;40 a in these cases is acquired paradigmatically rather than by a phonological process of avoiding unpronounceable consonant sequences.
j) *n, *m > a: Proto-Indo-European nucleus-forming nasals *n and *m have probably
" merged
"
"
with *a in Proto-Indo-Iranian, and both Iranian" and Indo-Aryan
reflect
them as a: PIE *déḱm(t) > OAv. dasā, Skt. dáśa; PIE *pnth2 ás abl.sg. > OAv.
" vocalization arose by epenthesis before
" an unsyllabifiable
paθō, Skt. path áh.. If this
nasal and subsequent superimposition of the nasality on the vowel, then it is quite
likely that a low vowel was epenthesized: PIE *n, *m > pre-PIIr. *a n, *a m > PIIr.
" "
*ãn , *ãm > Av., Ved. a (§63).
40

Even this can be a case of morphological zero grade (Ringe, p.c.).
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k) svarabhakti: Another example of /a/ as an epenthetic vowel is the extra-short /a/
used in svarabhakti, an anaptyxis in /rC/ clusters described by native grammarians
(§27). This rule describes phonetic details of certain dialects of Old Indo-Aryan,41
and probably falls outside the context of the above historical developments.
Note that the epenthesis of /i/ occurs in inflectional paradigms except for d), where
the context can be phonologically defined. Since Avestan does not have /i/ in corresponding forms, this /i/-epenthesis must have begun in the pre-Vedic period, if it is not
just an analogical extention of /i/ from stray laryngeals but is an actual phonologically
grounded process. On the other hand, the epenthesis of a low vowel, if any, is either
pre-Proto-Indo-Iranian or synchronically Indo-Aryan.
I interpret these facts as follows. Before Proto-Indo-Iranian, there were three vowel
heights, and [−high] was the marked value. As the mid and low vowels merged in ProtoIndo-Iranian, the markedness relationship of the height features was lost, and Iranian and
Indo-Aryan individually chose /@/ and /i/ as a null vowel. In Old Indo-Aryan, the original
[+low] property of PIIr. *a becomes ambiguous when short /a/ shifts toward mid central
position in Sanskrit, as is known from the traditional interpretation of Pān.ini’s last rule,
As.t.. 8.4.68 a a, and from the term sam
. vrta- ‘closed,’ which ŚCĀ 1.1.36 sam
. vrto ’kārah.
" a. When Sanskrit /a/ acquired the status
"
uses to describe the articulation of short
of a
neutral vowel, it may have taken over the role of /i/ as a null vowel.
period
phenomenon
PIE
schwa secundum
pre-PIIr.
*n, *m > *a
" > "X, X > *i
pre-Vedic *H
OIA
rC > ra C

vowel inserted
*@∼*e
*a
*i
a

This explanation of the ‘vocalization’ of interconsonantal laryngeals in Indo-Aryan
by general epenthesis has the significant advantage resolving the discrepancy between
the vocalization of laryngeals and the Universal Scale of Sonority. As we saw in §16,
there are no grounds for attributing the vocalization of laryngeals to their sonority, unless
it is demonstrably higher than the sonority of the other fricative /s/. If the vocalization of
*H can be independently motivated as epenthesis, which in turn is driven by maximization of the skeletal slot of *H in an interconsonantal context, the sonority scale need no
longer be invoked to account for the so-called vocalization.
§96 Summary
Proto-Indo-European has a stop system with a three-way contrast of laryngeal features
(i.e. voicing and aspiration). Proto-Indo-Iranian has added a fourth series of voiceless
aspirated plosives originating from a cluster of a voiceless stop and *h2 , or from an
/ST/ cluster, and developed an apparently symmetrical system with a four-way laryngeal
contrast (§69, §70, §74, §75, §90). Another characteristic of Old Indo-Aryan is that
41

Other vowels are also used for svarabhakti, cf. Varma (1929:135f.).
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laryngeal features are licensed on a plosive only when it is followed by a sonorant, in
conformity with Lombardi’s Laryngeal Constraint (§77).
Most of the Indo-European languages have reflexes of PIE */z/, a voiced allophone
of PIE *s (§73), and Bartholomae’s Law spreads voicing and aspiration to a clusterfinal *s in Proto-Indo-Iranian (§72); in Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Indo-Iranian,
the laryngeal features of *s were probably left unspecified. In late pre-Vedic Old IndoAryan, on the other hand, /s/ became prespecified for the feature [spread glottis] (§72).
Since Avestan has voiced sibilants, this innovation most probably took place between
Proto-Indo-Iranian and Indo-Aryan. One of the consequences of this prespecification is
the so-called Aspiration Throwback, in which the [spread glottis] of a suffix-initial /s/
causes relinking of root-final aspiration (§72, §75, §76, §85).
The irregular progressive assimilation in Bartholomae’s Law, which deviates from
the normal Indo-European assimilation pattern of voicing and aspiration (§77), is due
to the Indo-Iranian innovation of treating [spread glottis] as a marked feature, and requires that laryngeal features of a root surface with higher priority than those of a suffix. Bartholomae’s Law may be understood as maximization of a root feature, and
the asymmetry between root and suffix segments existed already in Proto-Indo-Iranian
(§82, §83). The asymmetry is even more conspicuous in Indo-Aryan, where a verbal
root forms a featural domain (§86), whereas the asymmetry is rather leveled off in Iranian, as the restitution of suffix-initial /t/ suggests (§82). The emphasis on maximizing
marked features of a root morpheme develops into autosegmental spreading and delinking within the domain of the verbal root (§86) — another innovation of Indo-Aryan from
Proto-Indo-Iranian.
In contrast to Proto-Indo-European, where [spread glottis] could occur only with
[voiced], the two laryngeal features started spreading and delinking independently in
pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan. At that point, Indo-Aryan began to treat voiced plosives as a little
more marked compared to voiceless ones in order to distinguish voiced from voiceless
aspirates. In Optimality Theoretic terms, Indo-Aryan added or promoted a faithfulness
constraint on the feature [voiced] of the root alongside the existing markedness of aspiration (§84), and that innovation might have caused the shift from -tá- to -ná- as in RV
"
sattá- : AV+ sanná- (§88).
It cannot be determined whether the three laryngeals of Proto-Indo-European have
completely merged in Proto-Indo-Iranian, or *h2 remained distinct until pre-Vedic IndoAryan (§90). Their interconsonantal reflex as Sanskrit /i/ might be explainable as a case
of general epenthesis (§95), if a high unrounded vowel was the least marked in Old
Indo-Aryan (§92, §94).
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§97 Spreading of retroflexion
One of the most salient innovations of Indo-Aryan in the phonemic system of ProtoIndo-Iranian is the addition of the retroflex consonants /s./, /t./, /t.h /, /d./ (∼l.), /d.h / (∼l.h ) and
/n./. These sounds and /r, r/ spread retroflexion to dental obstruents and /n/ in different
"
contexts:
/r, r/, together with high vowels and velar stops, trigger the ‘ruki’ retroflexion of an
"
immediately following /s/. It also spreads retroflexion to a following /n/, unless a
coronal (including palatal) non-continuant intervenes.
/s./ spreads retroflexion to an immediately following dental stop. Like /r/ and /r/, it
"
spreads retroflexion to a following /n/. The ruki retroflexion of /s/ is blocked
when it is immediately followed by an /r/ or /r/, as in tisráh. f.pl.nom-acc. ‘three.’
" cause assimilation of a preceding
Unlike retroflex stops, a word-initial /s./ does not
dental stop (As.t.. 8.4.43 toh. s.i [41 s..tuh., 42 na]).
/n./ is inert in sandhi rules of retroflexion spreading except that it retroflexes a follow√
√
ing /n/, as in ks.od/ks.ud ‘crush’ + -ná- > /ks.un.-ná-/ > Ep. ks.un.n.a-, ks.ved/ks.vid
‘creak’ + -ná- > /ks.vin.-ná-/ > Cl. ks.vin.n.a- (Whitney 1889:67). There are clusters of /n./ and a retroflex stop such as RV 8.17.12 ā´ kh an.d.ala, ān.d.á- ‘testicle,’
RV 1.29.6 kun.d.rn.ā´ cı̄ ‘?,’ dan.d.á- ‘stick,’" pı́n.d.a- ‘ball,’ man.d.ū´ ka- ‘frog,’ śán.d.a"
"
prop.n.,
but the process
of retroflexion in these words is not clear.
At word boundary, /t./, /t.h /, /d./ and /d.h / always retroflex a preceding dental, but usually
not a dental which follows (Whitney 1889:67); s.at.-trim
. śá- num. ‘thirty-six’ while
√

ı̄d. ‘praise’ + -te > ı̄.t.te pres.3sg.mid. Unlike /s./, /d./ and /d.h / can be followed by
/r/ or /r/, as in RV kun.d.rn.ā´ cı̄ ‘?,’ AV méd.h ra- n. ‘penis’ and sā´ d.h r- ‘vanquisher’ in
"
"
"
RV 7.56.23
sā´ .l"h ā.
"
The spreading relationship of retroflexion among Vedic phonemes is summarized as
follows:
a) Medial sequences:1
trigger
target
r, r
s. "
n.
h
t., t. , d., d.h

local
/s/
/n/
/t,th ,d,dh /
always always
no
(always) always
always
—
always unclear
no
—
internally

nonlocal
/r/
/n/
×
rr : rr almost always
sr" : × s." r almost always
× nr : × nr
no
.
Tr( : T.r)
no

Although there is no phoneme which is a retroflex counterpart of /r/, I list it under ‘target’ to show all
possible combinations.
1
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the combination does not exist
retroflexion does not take place
the second consonant is always retroflexed

b) Across word boundary:2
ss.T
T.
n-s -s/h. s-s./h. s.-s T-s. T.-r/∅ n-t s.-T T-T. T.-n n-T -t s-T. -t. s-t. s.-T. T-T. T.-n. n-n -n(t) s-n s.-n T-n. T.-n n-n. -n. s-n. s.-n. T-n. T.-n. n(T and T. here represent dental and retroflex stops respectively.)

n.-r/∅ n.-n n.-n. n.-n n.-n. n.-

§98 Phonemicization of the retroflex consonants
This unevenness of the spreading of retroflexion is due in part to its multiple origins,
including Pedersen’s Law or the ruki rule, retroflexion of /n/ by preceding /r/, /r/ and /s./,
"
and Fortunatov’s Law (of disputed validity, §99), and in part to the chronological
gap
in the development of the retroflex consonants: e.g. the ruki rule is reconstructed for a
period as early as pre-Proto-Indo-Iranian, while the spreading of retroflexion from /r/, /r/
"
and /s./ to /n/ is an Indo-Aryan innovation. The following are the sound changes which
created the retroflex consonants, and the antiquity of those changes:
origin
locality
period
Fortunatov’s Law (*l + *t > t.)?
contiguous post-PIE∼pre-Vedic?
*t > t. / s.
contiguous synchronic
P[pal] ]wd
contiguous pre-Vedic
h
h
h
/t. /
Fortunatov’s Law (*l + *t > t. )? contiguous post-PIE∼pre-Vedic
*th > t.h / s.
contiguous synchronic
/d./
*d > d. / *ž
contiguous pre-Vedic
h
h
h
/d. /
*d > d. / *ž
contiguous pre-Vedic
h
h
*t,*d > d. / *ž
contiguous pre-Vedic
/s./
*s > *š /*i, *u, *r, *r, *T[velar]
contiguous post-PIE
"
(h)
*ć, *́ > *š / t
contiguous PIIr.i)
Fortunatov’s Law (*l + *s)?
contiguous post-PIE∼pre-Vedic?
/n./
n > n. / [r, r, s.] ... (nati rule)
non-local synchronic
"
d. > n. / N
contiguous synchronic
n > n. / n.
contiguous synchronic
i)
See Brugmann (1897:559 §615), Hoffmann and Forssman (1996:102).
phoneme
/t./

From a synchronic point of view, the uneven spreading of retroflexion reflects the
differences in the degree of phonemicization of the retroflex consonants:
2

A detailed phonological explanation is given by Cho (1999:59ff.). See §104 for the alternation of
word-final /s/ and /r/.
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/n./ is almost an allophone of /n/, but a few words with unconditioned /n./ such as RV
"
pān.ı́- m. ‘hand,’ RV man.ı́- m. ‘necklace’ or AV gun.á- m. ‘part’ give it phonemic
"
status (Emeneau 1946:89). It can occur only when a homorganic non-continuant
or a sonorant follows;3 thus it has the same phonotactic restriction as a palatal
plosive (§37). The retroflexion of /n/ after /s./ or /r/ has relatively few lexical exceptions,4 and the blocking of this retroflexion before a dental stop shows that the
value of the feature [±anterior] of /n/ depends on that of the following stop; in
other words, /n/ is unspecified for the feature [anterior] in the Underlying Representation (cf. Parasitic Licensing of laryngeal features, §77). The contrast of /n/
and /n./ is neutralized in word-final position.5 Minimal pairs of /n/ and /n./ are not
unknown, however: ánu prev. ‘after, along’ : án.u- adj. ‘minute.’
/s/ becomes s. almost regularly after /i, u, r/ or a velar stop, with a few lexical exceptions
such as rbı̄sa- (RV 5.78.4a, 1.116.8c, 1.117.3b, 10.39.9c), kı̄stá- m. (RV 6.67.10a,
" brsaya" m. (RV 6.61.3b, 1.93.4c), bisa-kh ā´ (RV 6.61.2a),
" and busá1.127.7a),
"
"
"
(RV 10.27.24c),6 and with blocking by a following /r/. /s./ also comes from Proto"
Indo-Iranian
primary palatals before a voiceless dental stop. This multiple origin,
and the existence of a few lexical items in the Rgveda with unexplained retroflex" casā´ la- m. ‘top of a ritual post,’
ion of /s/ such as kavás.a- prop.n., kas.aplaká- ‘?,’
.
cā´ s.a- m. ‘Corasius indica,’ jálās.a- ‘?,’ pās.yā` ‘?’ (RV 1.56.6), bas.káya- a. ‘full" have resulted in a complex
grown (calf),’ vás.at. ‘?’ (ritual chant) and s.ás.- ‘six,’
context for retroflexion of /s/, so that s. is more than just an allophone of /s/ in the
phonology of Old Indo-Aryan. There is at least one minimal pair of /s/ and /s./:
ásta- n. ‘home’ : as..tá- num. ‘eight.’
/t./ and /t.h / are usually retroflex alternants of /t/ and /th / when they are preceded by /s./.
This change is regular word-internally, and sometimes extends across word and
compound boundaries, as in the Rgvedic sequences nı́s. .tatanyuh., agnı́s. .tád or
nákis. .tanū´ s.u. /t./ and /t.h / also occur" in a number of lexical items, some of which
have been attributed to Fortunatov’s Law, which allegedly changes *lt and *lth
into .t and .th respectively (Fortunatov 1881, Burrow 1971:542f., Hamp 1996):
arat.vá- ‘?,’ āgh āt.ı́(n)- ‘cymbal player (?),’ it.átah. gen.sg.(?), kát.uka- a. ‘acrid,’
kāt.á- ‘pit,’ kı̄kat.a- prop.n., kút.a- ‘?,’ krpı̄t.a- ‘scrub (?),’ kévat.a- ‘pit,’ jat.h ára-,
"
ját.h ara-, ját.h ala- n. ‘belly,’ pát.h arvan- prop.n.,
pı́t.h ı̄nas- prop.n, vat.ūrı́n- ‘?,’ bát.
‘surely,’ bı̄rit.a- ‘?,’ bekanā´ .ta- ‘?,’ vás.at. (ritual chant), vı́kat.a- ‘monstrous,’ śakat.ı̄f. ‘cart,’ śirı́mbit.h a- prop.n.
√
As.t.. 8.4.20 antah., which allows occurrence of the radical n. of ani ‘breathe’ in word-final position,
is an exception to this rule.
4
E.g. JB ks.ubh nuyus, As.t.. 8.4.39 ks.ubh nādis.u ca.
5
Although actual forms are not attested in Vedic, As.t.. 8.3.32 ṅamo hrasvād aci ṅamun. nityam and
ŚCĀ 3.2.2 ṅan.anā hrasvopadh āh. svare presuppose the existence of words ending in√/n./, and As.t.. 8.4.20
antah. actually provides final /n./ as in prān., voc.sg. of the root noun of pra ‘forth’ + ani ‘breathe’.
6
See Burrow (1976) for more examples. Cf. Kiparsky (1973a:61ff.) and Kiparsky (1993) for blocking
in a non-derived environment.
3
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The phonemic status of /d./ and /d.h / seems to be more established than that of the other
retroflex consonants. These phonemes originate from *d and *dh to which a preceding */z./ < *ž spread retroflexion in pre-Vedic. /d.h / also comes from the ProtoIndo-Iranian sequence *́h t by Bartholomae’s Law. Since the original context of
retroflexion is lost in pre-Vedic, they are synchronically treated as distinct and
inherent phonemes (Deshpande 1979:250).
The sequence *-sd- in a ruki context usually becomes d. with compensatory
lengthening, as *z. in the expected outcome × z.d. is eliminated by the unconditional
prohibition of voiced sibilants in Vedic (§36):
mrd.á-i) *mrs-dadj. ‘benevolent’
" é *-pi-sd"
pipı̄d
pf.3sg.mid.
‘suppressed’
.
nı̄d.á*ni-sdó- m./n. ‘nest’
vı̄d.ú*wiH-s-d adj. ‘firm’
i)

The initial syllable of mrd.á- is metrically heavy (Oldenberg 1888:477).
"

Most of the apparent exceptions to this development reflect *sd in etymologically
non-ruki contexts, e.g. PIIr. *mns-dh aH > medh ā and *(a)s-dh ı́ > edh ı́, except
"
for the pres. stem sı̄da-, whose Proto-Indo-European
preform is securely reconstructed as *si-sd-e/o-. Klingenschmitt explains the absence of retroflexion in this
√
stem by analogy to the root sad with dental /d/ (Klingenschmitt 1982:129ff.,
Görtzen 1998:314).
§99 Fortunatov’s Law and merger of *l and *r
Whether Proto-Indo-European *l and *r have merged in Proto-Indo-Iranian is one of
the most heavily discussed questions in the reconstruction of Indo-Aryan (Bechtel
1892:388f., Bartholomae 1894). The main point at issue is whether the language of the
Rgveda, with few occurrences of /l/,7 or later Sanskrit with a more extensive phonemic
"
contrast
between /l/ and /r/ represents the original distribution of Proto-Indo-European
*l and *r in Indo-Aryan. Under one view, PIE *l and *r completely merged in ProtoIndo-Iranian, and Sanskrit words with /l/ are all of secondary origin, such as borrowing
from a dialect where Proto-Indo-Iranian *r < PIE *l/*r has changed into /l/ (Bartholomae
1895–1901:23, Hoffmann and Forssman 1996).8 According to another view, the paucity
According to my count of the electronic texts, the Rgveda has 548 instances of /l/ compared to 49,534
/r/’s, while the Atharvaveda in the Śaunaka recension "has /l/ and /r/ in the ratio of 1457 to 25,064. The
following is the ratio of /l/ and /r/ in each book of the Rgveda:
book
/r/
/l/ book
/r/ /l/ book " /r/ /l/ book
/r/
/l/
1
9,865 108 4
2,877 23 7
4,191 39 10
8,772 185
2
2,314
22 5
3,584 17 8
6,414 34
3
3,131
36 6
3,930 25 9
4,456 59
8
Bartholomae (1895–1901:23) adds some reservations: “In Folge von Entlehnungen aus nichtarischen
idg. Dialekten hat sich aber l bereits im Arischen neuerdings festgesetzt. Arisches r entspricht somit
idg. r und l, arisches l idg. l. .... Da es aber auch einige Wörter giebt, deren l allen oder der Mehrzahl
der neuiranischen Dialekte mit dem Indischen und mit den nichtarischen Verwandten gemeinsam ist, so
möchte ich die Möglichkeit nicht in Abrede stellen, dass sich dialektisch das arische l im Iranischen als l
7
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of /l/ in the Rgveda may be explained as a characteristic of the Northwestern dialect,
"
which has undergone
a development parallel to Iranian, and the distinction between
Proto-Indo-European *l and *r is preserved in the Eastern dialects (Meillet 1912/13:124,
1922:8, Bloch 1965:75, Misra 1967:87, Burrow 1972:535, Cardona 1974:599, Deshpande 1979:263ff., Meier-Brügger 2002:96, Parpola 2002:49f.).
One of the advantages of assuming an *r/*l distinction in Old Indo-Aryan is that
a few words with contextually unconditioned retroflex consonants may be explained
by Fortunatov’s Law, which states that a Proto-Indo-European sequence of *l and a
dental consonant (*s, *t, *d, *dh and *n) becomes the corresponding retroflex (/s./, /t./,
/t.h /, /d./, /d.h / and /n./) in Indo-Aryan (Fortunatov 1881, Burrow 1971:542f., Hamp 1996).
On the other hand, this rule requires either that we posit an *r/*l distinction for ProtoIndo-Iranian, which was then lost in Avestan and Old Persian within Iranian and in the
Rgvedic dialect of Indo-Aryan, or that we assume two dialects for Proto-Indo-Iranian
" Indo-Aryan, one with *r and *l and the other with merged *r. I have not done
and
enough research myself to make a decision on the validity of Fortunatov’s and Burrow’s
etymologies, but under traditional assumptions of historical linguistics, allowing dialectal variation within a reconstructed language could undermine the theoretical rigor of
comparative reconstruction (§4).9
According to the complete merger hypothesis, Proto-Indo-Iranian *r (< PIE *l and
*r) becomes /r/ in some Indo-Aryan dialects and /l/ in others;10 although there is no /l/
dialect firmly attested in Old Indo-Aryan, it is not necessarily a fiction, for /l/ has actually
replaced all *r’s in Middle Indo-Aryan languages like Māgadhı̄ (Pischel 1900:§256).
Fortunatov’s Law is precluded if we take this view, for, even if we suppose that it
operated in an /l/-dialect and then the outcome was borrowed into an /r/-dialect (cf.
Burrow 1976:40), it would apply to every Proto-Indo-Iranian *rs and *rt, and it would
be impossible to limit the conditioning to Proto-Indo-European *l + a dental consonant.
Although Avestan and Old Persian lack /l/ almost completely, a few other Iranian
languages such as Ossetic are said to preserve original *l in their vocabulary, e.g. Ossetic
læsæg ‘salmon,’ Persian lištan and Kurdish listin ‘lick’ (Bartholomae 1895–1901:23,
Hoffmann 1958:2, Mayrhofer 1989:10, Thordarson 1989:464, Beekes 1997:17). Among
the Nuristani languages, furthermore, Kāmviri (Strand E11) and Kati (Konow 1913) of
the Kati-Prasun group have a few words with /l/ which curiously correspond to postVedic Indo-Aryan words with /l/: Kāmviri -kol noun ‘time, season’ ∼ Skt. kāla-; Kāmviri
nilá adj. (-i f.) ‘dark (colored), black’ ∼ Skt. nı̄la-; Kāmviri lótC
 adj. ‘red (obsolete)’ ∼
Skt. lāks.ā- f. ‘lac’; Kāmviri šālı́ noun ‘(unhusked) rice’ ∼ Skt. śāli-; Kāmviri lizá- v.
√
‘lick’ ∼ Skt. leh/lih: led.h i; Kāmviri lúi, Kati luı̄ ‘blood’ ∼ Skt. lóhita- adj. ‘red,’ n.
‘blood’ (AV+);11 Kati mol, mul adj. ‘dirty’ ∼ Skt. mála- (RV+) n. ‘filth.’ They also have
"
gehalten hat.”
9
Cf. Hamp (1996:107): “[S]uch a duplicate dialect theory provides a very rich set of sources from
which too much might be too easily explained ...”
10
See Witzel (1990:39ff.) for details of the geographical distribution of /l/ and /r/ dialects.
11
This word has a parallel form with /r/, róhita- (RV+), which is not as common as lóhita- in later
"
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words with /r/ corresponding to Indo-Aryan /r/: Kati dār noun ‘wood’ ∼ Skt. dā´ ru- n.
‘wood’; Kati dūr adj. ‘far’ ∼ Skt. dūrá- adj. ‘far’; Kāmviri mārã noun ‘death’ ∼ Skt.
maran.a- n. ‘death’; Kati drgr adj. ‘long’ ∼ Skt. dı̄rgh á- ‘long,’ cf. Ossetic darγ, Gk.
dolikh ós, Hitt. daluki-. As for the Nuristani distinction between /r/ and /l/, I am not
sure to what extent it reflects the original Proto-Indo-Iranian state, for some of these
words could have been borrowed from Indo-Aryan well after Nuristani branched off
from Indo-Iranian. As Ossetic and Nuristani are on the periphery of the development of
Indo-Iranian, there is a possibility that isogloss of the merger of Proto-Indo-European
*r and *l did not encompass all of Proto-Indo-Iranian but left a relic area unaffected.
The alleged examples of Fortunatov’s Law, however, lack solid cognates in Iranian or
in Nuristani (cf. Burrow 1972:544), and the validity of the proposed law still remains
unconfirmed.
§100

Retroflexion of /n/

In the Prātiśākhyas, neither /r/ nor /r/ is described as a retroflex sound (Varma 1929:6f,
" but both sounds, along with /s/, spread retroflexion, or
Deshpande 1979:284f., §105),
.
the feature [−anterior] (Hall 1997b:47), to an /n/ to its right over any distance up to the
end of a word (including compound boundaries),12 unless a dental, retroflex or palatal
plosive or nasal, namely a coronal non-continuant,13 intervenes.14 In As.t.. 8.4.2 at.-,
Pān.ini tacitly includes /l/ in the blocking context of this spreading (§66, Cho 1999:80).
In the Rgveda, there is no context where /l/ occurs between /r, r, s./ and /n/, but the
"
" (=AVPO 1.16.3a),
Atharvaveda
has a few such words, i.e. AVŚ 1.23.3a praláyanam
AVŚ 8.6.2d pramı̄lı́nam (=AVPO 16.79.2d), AVŚ 11.9(11).19a práblı̄nah., AVŚ 14.1.60b
ús.palāni, AVPO 19.48.15a śı̄rs.akapālāni, and /l/ blocks retroflexion of /n/ in all such
cases. ŚCĀ 3.4.25 vyavāye śa-sa-laih. explicitly includes /l/ in the blocking context.
In feature geometry, the Coronal node of Sanskrit /r/, to which [anterior] and [distributed] belong, is said to link to /n/ (Schein and Steriade 1986:718). When /r, r/ or /s./
occurs, the [anterior] feature is set to the value ‘−’, and spreads rightwards until "it finds
a Coronal node of /n/, whose value of [anterior] is unspecified (§98). This explanation
does not preclude that [−anterior] would spread not only from /r/, /r/ and /s./, but also
" this undesirable
from a retroflex stop or a nasal to a following /n/. In order to exclude
result, the trigger must be limited to /s./ and /r/. The feature [continuant] distinguishes
these two phonemes, which are [+continuant], from plosives and nasals, so we need to
stipulate that the trigger of the nati rule should be [+continuant] (Cho 1999:82), and
that the target should be [−continuant]. As mentioned above, /r/ and /r/ themselves may
" ridge. I do not
not be [−anterior], for they are pronounced at or in front of the alveolar
Sanskrit.
12
An /n/ at word boundary is excluded from the context (As.t.. 8.4.37 padāntasya).
13
See §40, §62, and Hall (1997b:6ff.) for the coronal status of palatal non-continuants.
14
Also known as the ‘nati’ rule, although nati- originally meant retroflexion in general, as RPr. 5.61
"
es.ā natir dantyamūrdh anyabh āvah. shows.
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have an explanation for this paradox,15 but let us assume that they project a token of
[−anterior] which, although linked to a [coronal] node, has no [−continuant] node to
link to, and remains floating until it finds a [−continuant] Coronal node to its right.
The fact that /l/, coronal plosives and nasals block the spreading of retroflexion can
be understood as a result of the prohibition on crossing of association lines (Goldsmith
1976, McCarthy 1989:73). Coronal plosives are represented as a node on the coronal
tier, which is dependent on a [−continuant] node. Unlike /n/ and /s/, the value of the feature [anterior] is probably prespecified for coronal plosives (see §98 for unspecification
of the feature [anterior] for /n/ and /s/). Because the floating [−anterior] cannot spread
across the association line, coronal plosives are opaque to the spreading of retroflexion.
Examples:
b
[continuant] −
[coronal]
[anterior]
k
[continuant] −
[coronal]
[anterior]

r
+
•
|
(−F
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"
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(−F
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h
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§101 Blocking of the retroflexion of /n/
In As.t.. 8.4.3 to 8.4.39, Pān.ini lists mostly lexical and morphological conditions where
the retroflexion of /n/ exceptionally applies or fails to apply. They are very interesting
when we consider to what extent this phenomenon is morphophonemic, but the question
is beyond the scope of this monograph. One of the rules relevant to our discussion is
As.t.. 8.4.37 padāntasya [1 no nah., 34 na], where Pān.ini precludes a pada-final /n/ from
the context of the nati rule, e.g. vrs.an.-aśvéna :: vrs.an voc.sg. ‘male’; rs.ı̄n.ām gen.pl. ::
"
"
"
rs.ı̄n acc.pl. ‘seer.’
" Another challenge to the purely phonological character of the retroflexion of /n/
comes from a few Vedic nominal endings with /n/. Two stems in the Rgveda ending
" with dental
in -s..tra-, rās..trá- ‘kingdom’ and ús..tra- ‘camel,’ form genitive plural forms
n, RV 7.34.11a rās..trā´ nām and RV 8.5.37, 8.46.22b ús..trānām. Normally, retroflexion
"
"
spreads
to /n/ even when the preceding
/r/ is in a cluster with retroflex non-continuants,
" Ś 20.74.6). Wackernagel (1896:166f.) sus´
as in RV 1.29.6a kun.d.rn.ācyā ‘?’ (=AV
" r in these forms
" was not actually pronounced, as TS tvástı̄matı̄ (TS 1.2.5.2,
pects that
..
If /r/ and the rhotic part of /r/ are flaps as we assume (§66), the tongue tip strikes the alveolar ridge
while it is being retracted. So the" tongue tip might be behind the alveolar ridge, i.e. [−anterior], when the
articulatory gesture is complete. The Śiks.ā literature describes /r/ as cerebral (Varma 1929:6ff.). Cf. Hall
(1997a:215n), who argues that alveolar *r developed into retroflex [ó] in Sanskrit.
15
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6.1.8.5) has tvás..tı̄- instead of tvás..trı̄-. Forms of rās..trá- and tvās..trá- with expected n.
are found in the Atharvaveda, AVŚ 6.78.2b rās..trén.a (=AVPO 19.16.10b), AVŚ 7.74.3a
tvās..trén.a (=AVPO 20.31.9a), AVŚ 19.30.3d rās..trā´ n.i (=AVPO 12.22.12d). Both the
Rgveda and the Atharvaveda have forms with retroflex n. for stems ending in -tra-,
" RV 1.162.19c gā´ trānām, RV 1.162.20d, 9.83.1b, AV gā´ trāni, RV 10.85.2c, AV
i.e.
.
.
"
"
"
náks.atrān
. ām, náks.atrān.i, RV, AV vástrān.i, RV 1.162.13b, 10.44.5d, AV pā´ trān.i,
"
RV 2.24.10b suvidátrān.i, R"V 3.33.13b, AV yóktrān
. i, RV 6.61.14d, AV ks.étrān.i, AV
"ksatrā´ nām, RV 8.49.2d, AV" dátrāni, AVŚ amı́trānām, áritrān
"
.
.
.
. i, AVPO putrān.ām.
.
"
/s.t.r...n/
always n3
always n.3

/tr...n/
always n.
always n.

/d.rn/
"
RV
kun.d.rn.ā´ cyā1
"
"
AV
=RV
"
This problem will be discussed in further detail in §106.
§102 Retroflexion of /s/ and /st/
The retroflexion of /s/ and /t/ is different from that of /n/: the former takes place when
the trigger and the target are adjacent, while in the latter they have to be local only on
the [coronal] autosegmental tier. Indeed, even the nature of retroflexion may be different
between /s/ or /t/ and /n/, as we will argue in §103.
The retroflexion of /s/ and /t/ is triggered in different contexts: whereas /t/ becomes
retroflex basically only when it is preceded by /s./ (either from the ruki rule, from ProtoIndo-Iranian primary palatal *ć and *́, or from PIIr. *ćš; see Hall 1997a:213f.), /s/
becomes retroflex after any of the following phonemes, i.e. consonantal or nucleusforming /r/, the high vowels /u/ and /i/ and their diphthongs /e/ /o/ /ai/ /au/, and velar
stops. Instead of assuming successive retroflexion first of /s/ and then of /t/, it would
be simpler to consider that the ruki rule cerebralizes /s/, and /st/ as a unit. Both /s/ and
/st/ are unspecified for the feature [anterior] in the Underlying Representation, and the
ruki context gives them a single token of [−anterior], which is multiply linked to /s/ and
/t/ in the cluster /st/.16 In the blocking of ruki retroflexion before an /r/ as in tisráh., on
the other hand, the ruki context tries to assign [−anterior] next to the already existing
[−anterior] of /r/, and is blocked by the Obligatory Contour Principle:
t
[coronal]
[anterior]

i

s r
• •
=| |
− −

á

j

h.
[coronal]

u

s.
•

t. á
•

h.

A 
A

[anterior]

−

That the /s/ in the cluster /st/ is licensed as an extrasyllabic sibilant (§31) should also be recalled. The
left-to-right spreading of [−anterior] to the cluster /st/ in a ruki context might suggest that /s/ is parasitically licensed (§77) to have [−anterior] as in Bartholomae’s Law (§80) and the principle of Cohesive
Closure (§28), although unassimilating sandhi as in s.at.-trim
. śá- speaks against this.
16
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In Vedic, the ruki rule often applies across a compound boundary (Wackernagel
1896:236), e.g. in ágnı̄-s.omā du.nom-voc. ‘Agni and Soma’ (RV) or in su-s.óma- ‘having
much Soma,’ as well as between a preverb and a verb as in nı́" s.eduh.. The rule strangely
fails to apply when the first member ends in /k/, e.g. rk-sāmá- ‘rc and sāman’ (RV+),
"
"
"
AVŚ 19.22.19 prth ak-sahasrā´ bh yām
. , or Kātyāyana-Śrautasūtra 21.3.28 dik-srakti- adj.
"
‘having edges in the four directions,’ although there is also a retroflexed form, TS 4.3.2.2
rk-s.amam ‘equal to a rc.’
"
"
§103 Features triggering and affected by the ruki rule
The cognates of Sanskrit /s./ in other Indo-European languages such as
PIE
*urs- ‘top’
 " s*pr
"

Skt.
várs.man.prs..th a- ‘back’
"

Av.

paršta‘backbone’
(Meillet 1922:84f., Hock 1991:443)

Lith.
viršùs
pir̃štas ‘finger’

OCS.
vrŭxŭ
prŭstŭ ‘finger’

suggest that /s/ in a ruki context was originally alveopalatal or palato-alveolar and not
retroflex. In terms of distinctive features, the retroflexion of /s/ and /st/ began either as a
change from [+anterior] to [−anterior], or from [−distributed] to [+distributed], whereas
the retroflexion of /n/ in Old Indo-Aryan can only be described as a change in the value
of the feature [anterior]. The feature [anterior] distinguishes places of articulation, with
[−anterior] covering places behind the alveolar ridge, while [distributed] is related to the
contact, with [+distributed] referring to a broader contact of the tongue with the palate.
PIIr.
Sanskrit

[+ant or −dist]: *s, {*t, *n}
[+ant]: t, n, s

[−ant or +dist]: *š

HHH
j


[−ant]: .t, n., s.

After Indo-Aryan branched off from Proto-Indo-Iranian, two changes took place,
namely assibilation of PIIr. *ć to pre-Vedic */ś/ ([C] or [S], Hall 1997a:208n) and
retroflexion of PIIr. *š to pre-Vedic */s./ ([ù]).
Identifying the feature responsible for the ruki rule is one of the most difficult questions in Indo-European phonology. Allen (1974:102f.) believes that there is no distinctive feature which characterizes the entire ruki context. According to the Prātiśākhyas,17
Sanskrit /r/ is articulated at an alveolar place. Since the other triggers of the ruki rule, i.e.
/i/, /u/, their diphthongs /e/, /o/, /ai/ and /au/, and obstruents originating from Proto-IndoEuropean fronted velar, velar and labiovelar stops (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:104),
have their primary places of constriction further back in the oral cavity, the original operation of the rule probably retracted a following /s/ from the pre-alveolar region. This
suggests that the alternation of the Proto-Indo-European sibilant *s in the ruki languages
17

TPr. 2.41 reph e jihvāgramadh yena pratyag dantamūlebh yah. “In r, with the middle of the tip of
the tongue, back of the roots of the teeth” (Whitney 1868:74). See Allen (1953:54) and Deshpande
(1975:200).
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primarily involved the feature [anterior], until Indo-Aryan added the third sibilant /ś/ by
the deocclusion of PIIr. *ć, thereby restructuring the featural contrast among its sibilants.
Among the places of articulation of Proto-Indo-European phonemes, namely labial, dental or alveolar, fronted velar, velar, labiovelar and pharyngeal, those consonants which
trigger the ruki rule have their primary places of constriction between the alveolar ridge
and the soft palate. The high vowels are closer to the palates in vocoid space than the
non-high vowels. If I may use loose terminology, all the phonemes triggering the ruki
rule are articulated on or close to the upper part of the jaw, and it is consistent with our
observation that the ruki rule originally affected the value of the feature [anterior] of
PIE *s (§103), for the change from [+anterior] to [−anterior] means that the place of
articulation shifts from the upper teeth or gum to the upper jaw.18
When PIIr. *ć was assibilated to */ś/, a contrast of three sibilants arose (Hall
1997a:217), which required at least two distinctive features, and [distributed] started
serving to distinguish between */s/ and */ś/. Then, as PIIr. *š shifted to retroflex */s./ in
Indo-Aryan,19 the contrast between */s/ and */s./ came to be made only by the feature
[anterior].20
The development of the sibilants would be chronologically ordered as follows:
events
PIIr.
Indo-Aryan diverges
palatal *ć loses occlusion
[dist] becomes distinctive
retroflex series emerges
Ved.

contrasts and features involved
*s : *š ([±ant])
near merger with *š!i)
*s : *š ([±ant]+[±dist]),ii) *s : *ś ([±dist])
*s : *s. ([±ant]), *s : *ś ([±dist])
s./t.(h) /d.(h) /n. : s/t(h) /d(h) /n ([±ant]), s : ś ([±dist])

See Labov (1994:20) on near merger. Cf. Polish which distinguishes palatalized [S] from
alveopalatal [C]. ii) [distributed] might first have been added to the existing [anterior] contrast
(Buckley, p.c.).
i)

Although /s./ and /s.t./ were initially limited to the ruki context, non-ruki /s./, /s.t./, and
even /t./ by itself begin to appear in the Vedic period. The phonemicization of retroflex
obstruents must have caused a reinterpretation of the originally allophonic alternation of
/s/ and /(s)t/ with /s./ and /(s.)t./. Retroflexion of /t/, which in the beginning was entirely
concomitant with the retroflexion of /s/ and had nothing to do with that of /n/, came to
be reinterpreted as caused by the spreading of [−anterior] from /s./:
18

Cf. Grammont (1916:248): “Avec cette position de la langue, toutes les fois que l’s est précédé d’un
phonème qui demande une fermeture buccale considérable et par conséquent réduit l’espace où la langue
peut se disposer, elle se trouve occuper la position ordinaire pour un s palatalisé ou chuintant.”
19
See Hall (1997a) for a typological discussion of the motivation of this shift.
20
Alternatively, if there is a feature which refers only to the configuration of the active articulator, for
example [apical], it might be less confusing than the matrix of [anterior] and [distributed]. As Ladefoged
and Bhaskararao (1983) show with regard to the articulation of /t./ in modern Indian languages, however,
different shapes of the tongue tip are possible in producing a retroflex sound, and it is impractical to
discuss the tongue shape of pre-Vedic retroflexion without further philological evidence.
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Originally:

−

[anterior]
i

Reinterpreted:
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[anterior]

A
 A

s.

(−

t. á)

•
•
s.
t. áThe reinterpretation of s..t as spreading of [−anterior] from /s./ to /t/ leads to the backward
spreading of retroflexion from .t to /s/, as we will discuss in §107.
[coronal]

i

§104 Merger of /s/ and /r/ at word boundary
Indo-Aryan /s/ and /r/ contrast phonemically, and there is no phonological rule which
causes merger or alternation of them in initial or medial position. They differ in phonotactics as well: /s/ never follows /m/ while /r/ does (§62 and §67), and both voiced and
voiceless, aspirate and unaspirated stops precede /r/ while only voiceless unaspirated
ones can precede /s/. In word-final position, however, these sounds almost merge, alternating with each other depending on the context.
As Allen (1962:58) points out, two processes seem to underlie the near-merger of
/s/ and /r/ in word-final position: voicing of /s/ to an intermediate phoneme *z, which is
eliminated in the Surface Representation (§36); and the ruki rule, which adds the feature
[−anterior] to /s/ and changes it into retroflex s. (§103). To the best of my knowledge,
however, native grammarians do not make any statement which supports the idea that the
r coming from a word-final /s/ has fricative nature (cf. Allen 1953:54). In an ingenious
argument couched in the theory of Radical Underspecification, Cho (1999:66f.) proposes
that /s/ and /r/ differ only for the feature [voiced] in the Underlying Representation, and
values of the features [−anterior] and [+sonorant] of /r/, which are also different from
those of /s/, are filled by redundancy rules later in the derivation. Assuming that [voiced]
is a privative feature, /s/, /s./ and /r/ originally have the following values for each feature:
[sonorant]
[continuant] [anterior]
[voiced]
/s/ [−son]
/s./ [−son]
[−ant]
/r/
[−ant]
[voiced]
Although /r/ itself need not necessarily be [−anterior] (§105), I list it here,21 first
because both /r/ and /s./ trigger spreading of [−anterior] to an /n/ to their right (§100),
and also because the ruki rule is blocked before /r/ as in tisráh., f.nom.acc.pl. of trı́- num.
‘three’ by the Obligatory Contour Principle (§106), which prohibits two independent
tokens of [−anterior] from occurring next to each other.
Two rules which apply across a word boundary, namely the ruki rule, which adds
retroflexion ([−ant]) to /s/, and voicing assimilation which, as Allen (1962:58) suggests,
21

See §100 and Varma (1929:6ff) for grammarians’ discussion on the place of the articulation of /r/.
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voices /s/ (> /s./) before it ends up as r, give rise to the following variation of word-final
/s/ and /r/ in final position:
right
left
/s/
/r/

{C[0vcd] , ]]}
a
{i,u,(r)}
"
h., s
h., s(, s.)i)
h., s
h., s(, s.)i)

{V, C[vcd] }
a
{i,u(,r)}
"
ii)
/y/, /w/
r
r
r

Before /k, kh / or /p, ph /. (Allen 1962:73).
ii) Allen (1962:61, 71).

i)

Except in the third column, the alternation pattern of /r/ is the same as that of /s/.
This can be counted as a case of contextual neutralization, which Kiparsky (1973a:14)
illustrates with examples of final stop devoicing in German such as
bunt
Bund
Rat
Rad

/bunt/
/bunt/
/ra:t/
/ra:t/

‘variegated’ ∼
‘ally’
∼
‘counsel’ ∼
‘wheel’
∼

buntes
Bundes
Rates
Rades

/bunt@s/
/bund@s/
/ra:t@s/
/ra:d@s/

n.sg.nom.-acc.
sg.gen.
sg.gen.
sg.gen.

Although the stem-final voicing distinction is neutralized word-finally in the pairs on the
left, there is a clear voicing distinction in the forms with overt endings. There is usually
no confusion with respect to the underlying voicing distinction, nor analogical spreading
from one to the other. And both the voiced and voiceless finals are common enough that
neither can be taken as a default case. The presence or absence of the feature [voiced] is
considered to be lexically specified in the Underlying Representation of these German
words.
In the case of Sanskrit final /s/ and /r/, on the other hand, it is not economical to
specify the presence of the feature [voiced] in the Underlying Representation, because
the former is much more common than the latter; this is particularly so as final /r/ after
the vowels /i/ and /u/ patterns in exactly the same way as final /s/ after /i/ and /u/, and
final /-ar/ is the only case in which words ending in /r/ show a distinct alternation pattern.
It is a burden to memory and mental representation (§9) to invoke the prehistoric difference between *-s and *-r in order to explain the synchronically unpredictable sandhi
alternation of *-ar, examples of which are few in number (áhar, ū´ dh ar, púnar, prātár,
svàr, dvā´ r, vádh ar, vā´ r); instead, a more economical solution is to specify the underlying /-ar/ lexically. Synchronically, /r/ and /s/ do not contrast in word-final position,
and their distribution is determined entirely by rule, except for a few lexical exceptions
with etymological *-ar. In other words, the feature [sonorant] in addition to [anterior] is
despecified for /s/ and /r/ word-finally.
Since Proto-Indo-Iranian is considered to have had *z and *ž (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:104) which did not develop like pre-Vedic word-final *[z] supposedly did, a
chronological order like the following is assumed:
1. Proto-Indo-Iranian: *z and *ž are allophones of *s and its ruki-rule alternant *š
before voiced stops, i.e. in the context C[voiced,−sonorant,−continuant] .

§105. Alveolar place and coronalization
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E.g. PIIr. *mnz-dh ā > Av. mazdā, Ved. medh ā´ ; *miždh a- > YAv. mı̄žda-, Ved.
mı̄d.h á-; *uá-ž"h at > YAv. -uuažat, Ved. váks.at.


2. Divergence of Indo-Aryan and Iranian.
3. Elimination of *z and *ž in pre-Vedic, with compensatory lengthening and transfer
of retroflexion from *ž to a following *d or *dh .
4. Synchronic voicing assimilation at word boundary in Sanskrit.
§105 Alveolar place and coronalization
The alteration of a Proto-Indo-Iranian primary palatal into a retroflex stop in word-final
position essentially amounts to delinking of a fricative root node which cannot appear
in coda (§31), including at the end of a word (§30). This delinking is represented as
follows:
•]wd
/=\
A0 Af
PIIr. *ć > /t./, *́(h) > /d./ / V(¬r) ]wd . The sequence × rt./rt. might be avoided, for a final
"
" or /r/ becomes k in Vedic,
primary palatal preceded by /r/
as in drś- : -drk, ū´ rj- : ū´ rk,
"
" occur in TS
h
h
d rh- : d rk (Wackernagel 1896:173). However, such dissimilation "does not
√
"
"
ny àmārt. (TS 7.1.1.2, 7.1.1.3, 7.1.5.1), ipf. of marj/mrj ‘wipe,’ As.t.. 8.2.39 jh alām
. jaśo
"
’nte (Cardona 1997:348, 351).
If Sanskrit plosives of the palatal series are actually prepalatal or alveopalatal affricates (§46, §38), the closure part in itself would be a postalveolar or alveolar stop.22
In that case, stops articulated at that place might have been taken as belonging to the
retroflex series in the phonemic system of Old Indo-Aryan.23
While the idea that consonants originally articulated further back than the alveolar ridge in the hard palate developed as retroflex makes it easier to explain the origin
of Sanskrit retroflex obstruents, the retroflexion of /n./, which comes from second-hand
spreading of [−anterior] from an /r/ or /s./ to its left, might be due primarily to the configuration of the active articulator like [laminal] and [apical] or [sublaminal] and originally
have had nothing to do with place (cf. the term nati- ‘bending’; Allen 1953:66).
Of the places of articulation of Proto-Indo-European phonemes, fronted velars and
palatalized velar and labiovelar stops (other than the voiced aspirates *ǵh , *gh and *gwh )
become palatal obstruents; in other contexts these dorsal stops collapse into a single
On the basis of palatograms, linguograms and X-ray pictures, Recasens (1990:270) concludes that [S]
and [Ù] are primarily lamino-postalveolar.
23
This explanation is essentially along the lines of Bartholomae (1896:705f.) and Bloch (1965:56),
except that Bartholomae estimates the original phonetic value of Sanskrit /ś/ at ‘t.š.’ L. Bloomfield
(1911:50ff.) also considers that word-final primary palatals directly become retroflex, but explains the
retroflexion as a consequence of apical articulation of Indo-Aryan palatals. Kuryłowicz (1956:373f.),
Burrow (1965:91f.), Kuiper (1967b:113ff.), Hock (1975b:218) and Jamison (1991:83f.) give different explanations.
22
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velar stop, neutralizing the original threefold contrast (§45). As a result, a significant
portion of Proto-Indo-European consonants have been replaced by coronal obstruents.
Palatalization itself is a repeatable change which occurs in many languages including
Iranian, Balto-Slavic, Celtic, Romance and Tocharian, and does not crucially mark off
Indo-Aryan from the rest of the Indo-European languages. However, the alternation of
the palatal obstruents originating from Proto-Indo-European fronted velars with retroflex
obstruents in coda and word-final position, where frication cannot occur, is unique, as
a retroflex series is unknown in other branches of Indo-European until modern times.
Since coronal configuration, i.e. the shape of the front of the tongue which distinguishes
apical from laminal, is added to the original contrast of place of articulation, this change
can be called ‘coronalization.’24
§106 [−anterior] as an autosegment
The difference between /s./ and /t./ is that the former propagates retroflexion to its right,
while the latter is only a target of retroflexion and does not itself spread retroflexion to
its right.
Spreading of retroflex articulation can be represented by an autosegmental tier of the
feature [anterior]. On this autosegmental tier, being retroflex, i.e. [−anterior], is marked,
and [+anterior] is the default value. Since the spreading of [−anterior] is blocked when
an [αanterior] value is prespecified, retroflexion can be represented as a domain on this
tier. The segments which begin this domain, namely /r/ and /s./, are represented as ‘(−’
with a left parenthesis on this tier; on the other hand, /t./, /t.h /, /d./ and /n./ have a right
parenthesis ‘−)’ to their right, for the retroflexion domain ends there. This representation
helps to illustrate the phenomenon that retroflexion of /n/ takes place only once and does
not iterate.25 The segments marked with left and right parentheses of the [−anterior]
domain are respectively the trigger and the target of retroflexion.
[anterior]

(−
)
ś ú s. k a- ]wd
[anterior] +
?− (−
)
t i s
r á h. ]wd
As we saw in §102, the Obligatory Contour Principle blocks juxtaposition of two
tokens of [−anterior] as in × tis.ráh. or × árt.h a-. On the contrary, the domain of retroflexion
has only one token of [−anterior], which is multiply linked to all coronals in the domain.
One token of [−anterior] may be linked to more than two coronals in a domain, and one
word may have more than one domain of [−anterior]:
24

Cf. Grammont (1916:250): “L’indo-iranien est de tous les dialectes indo-européens celui où se manifeste avec le plus de netteté et d’énergie la tendance au rassemblement des articulations vers le milieu de
la voûte palatine.”
25
Kiparsky (1985:113): “... that our version of the rule is fully compatible with the interpretation of
unbounded processes as iterations of local processes. This view of long-distance propagation is supported
by the well-known observation that processes only propagate when the target is itself a trigger of the rule
(...).”
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[anterior]

(−
)
s. a n. n. ā´ m
[anterior] (−
)
(−
)
r
s. i n. ā
"
In §101, we noted a puzzling blocking of retroflexion in the Rgvedic gen.pl. forms of
two stems in -s..tra-, RV 7.34.11a (poet: Vasis.t.ha) rās..trā´ nām and"RV 8.5.37 (Brahmātithi
"
"
Kān.va), 8.46.22b (Vaśa
Aśvya) ús..trānām. There are several possible
explanations for
that blocking:
i) The retroflexion spreading to /n/ might originally have operated in a smaller
domain than the word.
However, the Rgveda has several examples of
"
retroflexion spreading across a fairly long distance,
e.g. rgh āyámān.a-, 1.33.3c
"
cos.kūyámān.a, 2.37.5a nr-vā´ han.am
. , 2.39.2a prātar-yā´ vān.ā, 4.32.24a usrá-yāmn.é,
"
6.7.3d sprhayā´ yyān.i, 8.45.35b
abh iprabh aṅgı́n.ah., or across word boundaries as in
"
9.103.4a pári n.etā´ .
ii) The difference between the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda might be due to dialec"
tal variation, but the three passages
in the Rgveda do not give us any evidence
"
to favor that possibility. Burrow (1971) argues
that more and more dentals become retroflexed within Old Indo-Aryan, and the ratio of retroflex n. to dental n
does increase slightly between the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda (RV 26.5% : AVŚ
"
"
28.9%).
iii) Another possibility is that the blocking in the Rgveda represents an original restriction on retroflexion spreading. We have no" reasonable grounds to think that
the /r/ in the cluster -s..tr- was not pronounced (cf. Wackernagel 1896:166f., §101);
it is not inconceivable, however, that it did not form an autosegmental domain
of [−anterior] as we assume for other cases of /r/. It is known that the ruki
retroflexion never applies to an /s/ followed by an /r/, e.g. tisráh., sisrate, támisra-,
parisrúta-, vı́srs..ta- (RV). In these forms, /i/ fails to cause retroflexion of the fol"
lowing /s/ because
the" /r/ which immediately follows the /s/ projects [−anterior],
and two adjacent occurrences of the same feature violate the Obligatory Contour
Principle. If we assume that the /r/ following /s.t./, /t./, /d./ or /d.h / does not begin a
[−anterior] domain of its own, the strange blocking of /n/ retroflexion becomes understandable. In such sequences, the [−anterior] feature of /r/ is linked together to
the [−anterior] of the preceding obstruent cluster, which does not trigger retroflexion further to its right.
According to the third explanation, rās..trā´ nām is represented as follows:
−

[anterior]

@

r ā

s.

t.

r ā´

n ā

m

(RV)
"
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Later in Vedic, autosegmental spreading of [−anterior] is introduced after the model
of other forms with /r/:
−

[anterior]

(−

)

@

r ā

s. t. r é n. a (AV)
The contexts for assimilation and dissimilation may be summarized as follows:
unretrofl.
*-{r/r}́ > -rk
"
(drk)"
"
tisráh
.
rās..trā´ nām
× rāstréna
..
× justá× ksvinna.
× havı́ssu
× sát
.

retrofl.
: × drt., amārt.
"

reason
blocking by OCP (except amārt.)

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

blocking by OCP
multiple linking of the whole cluster to [−ant] (RV)
analogical introduction of [−ant] domain? (AV) "
multiple linking of [−ant] to *st
/nn/ is unspecified for [ant]
/ss/ is unspecified for [ant]
projection of the left boundary of the [−ant] domain
(§107)

tis.ráh.
rās.t.rā´ n.ām
rās..trén.a
jus..táks.vin.n.ahavı́s.s.u
s.át.
×
×

§107 Backward spreading of retroflexion to /s/
The stem form of the Vedic word for ‘six’ is traditionally given as s.ás.-. From a diachronic point of view, the quasi-intermediate stem form s.ás.- is not necessary, for PIE
*suéḱs ‘six,’ which is reconstructed from Gk. héks (Heraclean wéks), Welsh chwech,
Av. xšuuaš etc., can develop into Vedic s.át. and its derivatives s.as..tı́-, s.as..th á- and s.od.h ā´
without positing an intermediate form *s.ás.- (Whitney 1889:51).
The initial /s/, which is preceded by no known ruki context, shows unexpected
retroflexion. Wackernagel (1896:224f.) points out on the one hand that initial *s- tends
to be assimilated to a sibilant following it across one nucleus,26 and on the other that
√
the initial /s/ of the root sah ‘subdue’ is retroflexed when the root ends in .t. Meillet
(1905–1906:420) explains the retroflexion of the initial /s/ as assimilation to final *š before it became .t, like the initial ś in śváśurah.. Schindler (1972:48) suggests that the final
27
.t of s.át. may have assimilated the initial /s/, and Renou (1952:110) appears to think
likewise.28
The following are the Rgvedic forms in which .t is not directly preceded by s.:
"
√
ı̄d. ‘praise’: ı̄.t.te 1.180.2, 5.12.6, 3.52.5, ı̄t..te9 . ait..ta 3.48.3.

26

“Wurde gern anlautendes s an ś s., das am Schluss der Silbe oder am Anfang der zweiten Silbe stand,
assimiliert ...”
27
“[D]as s.- in s.ā´ .t spricht nicht für Ablösung aus Komposita (AiGr. 2.2.10), sondern ist wie in s.át.
“sechs” durch Assimilation von s- an das auslantende -t. zu erklären ...”
28
“prtanās.ā´ h- ... s’est constitué d’après les autres composés en s.āh- ... La présence d’une cérébrale
finale a" contribué sûrement à accréditer le s., comme on le voit par le mot s.át. “six”, qui comportait
préhistoriquement un s- dental.”
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√
naś/aś ‘reach’: ā´ nat.10 , ānat.12 . udā´ nat. 10.19.5, 10.19.5. nad. 7.104.23.
√ h
b rāj ‘shine’: ábh rāt. 1.66.6, 4.6.5. bh rā´ .t 10.123.2. vibh rā´ d. 10.170.1, 10.170.2.
viśva-bh rā´ d. 10.170.3.
√
vah ‘carry’: ’vād. 10.15.12, daks.in.ā-vā´ d. 3.6.1. havir-vā´ .t 1.72.7. hávya-vāt. 5.6.5.
havya-vā´ d. 1.12.6. havya-vā´ .t 1.67.2, 3.27.5, 8.56.5. Cf. TS3 pas..tha-vā´ d ‘four-yearold bull’ (Wackernagel 1986:180).
√
rāj ‘shine’: rāt. 6.12.5.
√
sah ‘subdue’: s.ā´ .t 1.63.3. turā-s.ā´ .t 5.40.4, 6.32.5, 10.55.8. nis.s.ā´ .t 1.181.6. prtanā"
´
s.ā.t 3.29.9. virā-s.ā´ .t 1.35.6. vrthā-s.ā´ .t 1.63.4. vane-s.ā´ .t 10.61.20. satrā-s.ā´ d. 7.20.3.
√
spaś ‘look’: vis.pát. 1.189.6."
√
prach /praś ‘ask’: áprāt. 10.32.7.
s.át. num. ‘six’: s.át.5 . s.ad.bh ı́r 2.18.4. s.ád.-vidh ānāh. 7.87.5. s.at.-trim
. śā´ m
. ś 10.114.6.
h
h
30
h
h
jat. ára- n. ‘belly’: jat. ára- . vā´ ja-jat. aró 5.19.4. ját. alasya 1.182.6. ját.h arasya
1.112.17.
rā´ j- ‘ruler’: rā´ .t 1.121.3, 5.46.8. samrā´ .t8 . virā´ .t 1.188.5, 10.159.3. vane-rā´ .t 6.12.3.
sarágh - f. ‘bee’: sarád.bh yas 1.112.21.
vı́ś- f. ‘settlement’: vı́t. 1.72.8, 7.56.5, 9.88.7. vid.bh ı́r 10.28.8.
others: arat.vé 8.46.27. āgh āt.ı́bh ir 10.146.2. it.áto 10.171.1. kát.ukam 10.85.34.
kāt.é 1.106.6. ren.úkakāt.o 6.28.4. kı̄kat.es.u 3.53.14. kút.asya 1.46.4. kū´ .tam
. 10.102.4.
h
h

krpı̄t.am 10.28.8. kévat.e 6.54.7. pát. arvā 1.112.17. pı́t. ı̄nase 6.26.6. bı̄rit.a 7.39.2.
" 8.101.12. bekanā´ tām 8.66.10. mātrbh yo 1.95.7. mahā´ vatūrinā 1.133.2. vı́kate
bát
.
. .
.
. .
.
" vásat12 . śakatı̄r 10.146.3. śirı́mbith asya
10.155.1. vı́pāt. 3.33.1. vat.ūrı́n.ā 1.133.2.
. .
.
.
10.155.1. śráus.at. 1.139.1.

Among these cases, all /s/’s preceding .t are retroflex except in samrā´ .t and sarát.,
namely turās.ā´ .t, nis.s.ā´ .t, prtanās.ā´ .t, vanes.ā´ .t, vás.at., vi-s.pát., virās.ā´ .t, vrthā-s.ā´ .t, śráus.at..
"
"
s.át., s.at.trim
. śā´ m
. ś, s.ā´ .t.
Since the /s/ in vi-s.pát., śráus.at. (and nis.-s.ā´ .t) is in a ruki context anyway, the examples with s. occurring before .t are reduced to s.át., s.ā´ .t, vás.at. (and possibly nis.-s.ā´ .t). Still,
the following alternation pointed out by Pān.ini, As.t.. 8.3.56 saheh. sād.ah. sah. [39 s.ah., 55
mūrdh anyah.], tempts us to pursue the regularity of this assimilation:
satrā-s.ā´ .t : satrā-sā´ ham but also prtanā-s.āt.5 : prtanā-s.ā´ ham1
"
"
viśvā-s.ā´ .t : viśvā-sā´ ham
prtanā-s.áham
"
turās.ā´ .t
:—
(SV prtanā-sáham)
"
janās.ā´ .t
:—
prtanā-s.áhas
"
virās.ā´ .t
:—
(Lanman 1877:463, 499, Thieme 1935:29f.)
We remarked in §103 that the retroflexion of /st/, initially a strictly local spreading,
would have been reinterpreted as an autosegmental spreading like the retroflexion of
/n/. If that is the case, it is also possible that /t./ spreads retroflexion backward until it
finds an /s/, whose retroflex counterpart /s./ functions synchronically as a trigger for the
retroflexion of /t/. In other words, /t./ is represented on the [anterior] tier with a right
boundary of the marked ‘−’ domain. This /t./ is reinterpreted as a target of retroflexion
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spreading, and since a target must have a trigger (but not vice versa), the /s/ to its left
serves as an available trigger.
The reason why samrā´ .t and sarát. (nom.sg. of sarágh -) do not become × s.amrā´ t. or
× sarát is that the left boundary anchors on the /r/ which intervenes between /t/ and /s/,
. .
.
and fails to extend to the latter; the left boundary of the [−anterior] domain stops at the
floating [−anterior] of /r/:
Rule: /t./ spreads retroflexion to an /s/ to its left, unless a coronal plosive or
an /r/ intervenes.
[anterior] (− ←− )
/s ..... t./
illustration:
[anterior] ( ←−

−)
[anterior]
(−F ← −)
|
|
/s. á t./
/s a
r
á
t.
The right-to-left spreading of [−anterior] also seems to work for final /d./ which alternates with final /t./, and probably for /d.h / as well, for /s/ in á-s.ād.h a- and s.od.h ā´ is
retroflexed although the context does not trigger the ruki rule. Outside the Rgveda,
"
Kātyāyana-Śrauta-Sūtra s.an.d.h a- ‘eunuch’ fits this pattern.
Rule (revised): /t./, /d./ and /d.h / spread retroflexion to an /s/ to their left,
unless a coronal plosive or an /r/ intervenes.
[anterior] (− ←−
)
/s ..... {t.,d.,d.h }/
A consequence of this rule is that a [−anterior] domain with only a left parenthesis is
allowed, as are many forms containing a trigger but not a target of retroflexion, whereas
a [−anterior] domain without a left parenthesis is ill-formed:
well-formed:
ill-formed:

(−ant ...)...]wd , (−ant ....]wd
....−ant)

§108 Backward spreading of retroflexion to non-continuants
When the [−anterior] of a segment disappears in the Surface Representation or is in a
position subject to word sandhi, it sometimes spreads to the next coronal segment to its
left. Since retroflex non-continuants do not trigger retroflexion as /s./ does in autosegmental spreading, we cannot apply the same argument based on the well-formedness of
a domain of retroflexion (§106, §107) to these forms. Nor are there a sufficient number
of roots or stems which end in a palatal/retroflex obstruent and have a “retroflexible”
segment to its left ({T,N[dental] }...B[pal./retrofl.] -), so it is not easy to draw generalizations on
the context for backward retroflexion. Autosegmental relinking of [−anterior], however,
helps us to understand these cases:
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√
anad.vah-m. ‘draft animal’ < ánas- n. ‘cart’ + vah ‘carry’: According to the paradigm
recovered by Jamison (1991:78), the /d./ is columnarly retroflex, and the stemfinal consonant is dental before pada-endings (and n in nom.sg.), although the
sequence of /d./ and /bh / is possible across a word boundary (§129). Jamison
supposes that there was a prehistoric metathesis: *anadud.-bh ... > anad.ud-bh ...
(Jamison 1991:84).29
√
purod.ā´ ś-m. ‘ritual cake’ < purás ‘forward’ + dāś ‘offer’: Nom.sg. purod.ā´ h. and acc.
sg. purod.ā´ śam are attested in the Rgveda. The retroflexion might be due to an
analogical spreading from dūd.ā´ ś- " < *duž-d.ā´ ś- (§67), another root-noun from
√
dāś, as Wiedenmann (1992:243) points out, but it might also be be a transfer
of [−anterior] from stem-final position, where palatal obstruents are often subject
to sandhi alteration, to a stem-internal onset /d/, just as in anad.uh-.
√
pin.ak: While the preceding two words have a columnar /d./, pes./pis. ‘crush,’ RV pinás..ti
pres.3sg. : RV pin.ák pres.inj.2,3sg. show a transfer of [−anterior] from" the root" to the nasal infix. Recall that the alternation between /n/ and /n/ is
final consonant
.
more allophonic than that between dental and retroflex stops (§98).
√
prá-n.ak: The final /ś/ of the root naś/aś ‘reach’ does not become .t word-finally when
the /n/ is retroflexed due to the /r/ in the preverb prá- (Pān.ini, As.t.. 8.2.63 naśer
vā [62 kuh.], Wackernagel 1896:174, Hoffmann 1952/57:121): prá-n.ak (RV4 ) :
abh ı́-nat. (RV1 ). This is probably not a case of dialectal variation, for both "forms
are attested" in the seventh book of the Rgveda, the family book of the Vasis.t.has.
"
Retroflexion of /n/ after the preverbs pári and prá: The retroflexion of /n/ in the forms
√
of the root naś ‘be lost’ by the /r/ in prá curiously fails when the stem contains
a retroflex consonant (Wackernagel 1896:189):
[−ant] in stem-final C [−ant] in stem-initial /n/
pra-nas..tapra naṅks.yati
pra n.aśyate
One thing common to these forms is that the stem part of each inflectional form
always has one occurrence of [−anterior]. In the first two cases, the retroflexion shifted
once and for all to a word-internal stop, where it remains more stable than in stem-final
position, while in the last two cases the retroflexion moves back and forth within the
stem morpheme.
The case of prá-n.ak : abh ı́-nat. illustrates how retroflexion throwback interacts with
the nati retroflexion of /n/ triggered by the /r/ in prá. Namely, when the /r/ in prá spreads
[−anterior] to the stem-initial /n/, the root-final /ś/ does not undergo the normal final
sandhi to .t, but is channeled into an optional sandhi /ś/ → k instead (As.t.. 8.2.63), which
often takes place when the syllable contains an /r/.
29

Cf. Wiedenmann (1992:243): “vielleicht beeinflußt durch die Zerebrale in pas..th avā´ t “zweieinhalbjähriger Stier”.”
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Those roots which begin with an /n/ and are listed with an initial n. in the Dhātupāt.ha are subject to retroflexion from the /r/ in prá or pári, according to As.t.. 8.4.14
upasargād asamāse ’pi nopadeśasya [1 no n.ah.]. As Pān.ini notes in his reservations
to this general rule in As.t.. 8.4.36 naśeh. s.āntasya [1 no n.ah., 34 na],30 the retroflexion
√
of root-initial /n/ is blocked when a form of naś has /s./ at its end, so pra naṅks.yati
√
etc. Similarly, retroflexion fails in naks. ‘attain’: RV 4.43.5 pári naks.ati as well,31 but
√
nej/nij ‘wash’: prān.aiks.ı̄t (AV, TS, ŚB), a slightly "later form, does undergo retroflexion
as expected, according to As.t.. 8.4.14.
The nati retroflexion may be blocked in pra naṅks.yati and pári naks.ati because the
stem already contains a retroflex consonant, as Wackernagel (1896:187) suggests.32 If
that is the case, it would be illustrated in the framework of Correspondence Theory
(McCarthy and Prince 1995) by the ranking Integrity > Linearity (§84). The first is a
constraint which ensures that no element in the input has multiple correspondents in the
output, and it dominates the second constraint, Linearity, which prohibits metathesis.
A stem morpheme forms a featural domain, within which this ranking applies.
This kind of correspondence of the [anterior] feature between the underlying and
surface forms does not seem to occur regularly, but at least it offers an explanation for
anomalous alternations on the level of individual lexical items.33
§109 Summary
In Proto-Indo-Iranian, the sibilants *s and *š were distinguished only by the feature
[anterior] (or redundantly by [distributed] as well). As PIIr. *ć was assibilated to palatoalveolar or alveopalatal */ś/ [C/S] in pre-Vedic, a three-way contrast of sibilants came into
being in Indo-Aryan. The feature [distributed] was first added to the existing [anterior]
contrast, and then the two features came to distinguish */s, š/ : */ś/ and */s, ś/ : */š/
independently (§103). In order to remain distinct from */ś/ which is [+distributed], */š/
developed into [−distributed] /s./ [ù] by introducing an apical or sublaminal articulation
which was not present in the phonemic system of Proto-Indo-Iranian. The late ProtoIndo-European ruki rule, which was originally related to the place or articulation of /s/,
was thus transformed into an alternation which involves the configuration of the active
articulator, i.e. the tongue (§103, §105).
The two-by-two matrix of [±anterior] and [±distributed] then spread to other dental
non-continuants. /d./ and /d.h / have acquired the most stable phonemic status due to their
30

I thank George Cardona for this reference.
Sāyan.a considers this pári to be a karmapravacanı̄ya construed with a following dh yā´ m, and not an
upasarga from which nati can spread to the verb. I thank George Cardona for this reference.
32
“Auf Grund des § 145b besprochnen Dissimilationstriebs regelmässig vor r und sehr oft vor einem
"
Vokal, dem ein cerebraler Laut oder (ṅ)ks. folgt.”
33
See Wackernagel (1896:187): “Aber es ist wol richtiger, das Simplex pin.ak : pinas..ti einfach mit pā.
h
d.asati : ai. dam
. śati ,,beisst“ (vgl. pr. d.akka- ,,gebissen“) gegenüber pā. dat..t a- : ai. das..ta- ,,gebissen“, und
h
h
mit pā. d.ahati : ai. dahati ,,brennt“ gegenüber dad.d. a- (ai. dagd a-) ,,gebrannt“ zu vergleichen: Wegen
der Schwesterformen mit Cerebral wollte man auch pinak dasati dahati cerebralisch sprechen, tat es da
aber notgedrungen auf einer frühern Silbe.”
31
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origins in the Proto-Indo-Iranian clusters */žd/ and */ždh / (§98). /t./ and /t.h / have also
acquired phonemic status, as they occur in quite a few words without any clear phonological conditioning (§99). On the contrary, /s./ and /n./ remain more or less allophonic
(§98).
/s./ and /r, r/, sounds involving tongue retraction, set the Coronal node at the values
[−anterior] and" [−distributed]. Unlike place features, which are present in most sounds,
the apical configuration of the tongue is relevant only to the coronals, and retroflexion
spreads autosegmentally to an /n/ to its right within the same word across other sounds,
unless a coronal consonant intervenes (§100). There are a number of cases where the
retroflexion of /s/ and /n/ is blocked (§101). Retention of dental /s/ is either lexical (§98)
or due to local dissimilation (§102), while adjacency on the autosegmental tier needs to
be invoked to explain the blocked retroflexion of /n/. A representation with bracketed
domains of [−anterior] is necessary to explain the spreading of retroflexion to /n/ and its
blocking, but there are still a number of unexplained cases (§106).
In addition to retroflexion, Indo-Aryan has introduced another innovation. Since
[−anterior] is a marked value, it forms a featural domain and spreads retroflexion backwards within that domain (§107, §108). This phenomenon shows a similarity to the
Aspiration Throwback discussed in chapter VI (§85, §86).
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§110 Weight contrasts in Dravidian
As we saw in §15, Proto-Indo-European vowels alternate in length according to the morphological context, and long and short vowels do not contrast phonemically in primary
morphemes such as roots and affixes. All geminate consonants, with the possible exception of the ‘father’ etymon, Hitt. atta- ‘father,’ Gk. átta etc., result from assimilation
of heterorganic consonants in place and laryngeal features (i.e. voicing and aspiration),
and there is no grammatical gradation of consonant length.
In Dravidian, short and long vowels do contrast phonemically (Krishnamurti
1955:237):
PDr. *pal ‘tooth’
Ta. pal, Te. pal(l)u, Kond.a pal, Kol. pal, Kur. pall, Mlt. palu
:: PDr. *pāl ‘milk’
Ta. pāl, Te. pālu, Kond.a pāl, Brah. pālh
PDr. *kal ‘stone’
Ta. kal, Te. kallu, Pe. kal, Brah. xal
:: PDr. *kāl ‘leg’
Ta. kāl, Te. kālu, Pe. kāl
√
PDr. * vay,vey ‘put’
Ma. vekka, Te. va(y)icu, Nk. vay ‘sow’
√
:: PDr. * vāy ‘swell’ Ma. vāykka, Te. vācu, Nk. vāy
(see Krishnamurti 1955:243f. for the length contrast before *y)
√
PDr. * pat./pat ‘lie down’ Ta. pat.u, Te. pad.u, Ga. par
√
:: PDr. * pāt.¯ ‘sing’
Ta. pāt.u, Te. pād.u, Ga. pār, Kur. pār.nā
PDr. *kan. ‘eye’
Ka. kan., Ga. kan., Kur. xann, Brah. xan
√
:: PDr. * kan.∼kān. ‘see’ Ka. kān., Ga. kand.p ‘search,’ Brah. xaning
(DEDR, Krishnamurti 1961)
Long or geminate consonants also contrast with their singleton counterparts, typically in derivational and inflectional suffixes:
non-past transitive suffix *kk, *pp : non-past intransitive suffix *k, *p;
past transitive suffix *tt : past intransitive suffix *t (Krishnamurti 1978:18f);
nominative stem *-∅, Ta. kāt.u, Pj. key : oblique suffix PDr. *-tt-, Ta. kāt..t-,
Pj. keyto (Krishnamurti 1961:259, Kumaraswami Raja 1969:84).
Note however that there are Proto-Dravidian phonological rules, presumably representing an older state, which do not treat a root-final consonant as having its own mora:1
√
√
e.g. *l + *t > *t as in the pair Ta. nil ‘stand’ : Ta. niru ‘place.’
¯
¯
§111 Weight-sensitive rules in Dravidian
If Proto-Dravidian phonology had the notion of syllable weight, it might well be reflected as reconstructible weight-sensitive rules or restrictions on syllable weight as in
1

Krishnamurti (1998a:66): “*nit, *nitt, and *kat are represented as bases within Proto-Dravidian,
¯¯ incorporated
¯
perhaps restructured with the past¯ suffix
as a derivative at a later stage, still within
P[roto-]D[ravidian].”
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Indo-European.2
In the derivation of verbal bases, a stem-formative vowel, which is either *a, *i or
*u without any known semantic difference, is inserted between roots and suffixes beginning with consonants already in Proto-Dravidian (§122, Krishnamurti 1978:18): PDr.
*tir-u-mpp- ‘turn’ > Ta. tiruppu; > *tirppu- > Te. trippu. Such anaptyxis does not necessarily imply the existence of weight-sensitive rules in Proto-Dravidian, however, for
avoidance of unallowed clusters of heterorganic non-continuants, or of their undesirable
assimilation, can also be the motivation.
Krishnamurti (1961:125) notes that vowels with different grades are sometimes reconstructed for Proto-Dravidian, e.g. *kān.- : *kan.n.- ‘to see’ etc. with -V̄C and -VCC
rimes, and mentions the possibility of a type of reconstructible vowel length alternation. This possibly weight-driven alternation is formulated as a morphophonemic rule in
Zvelebil (1967, 1970:185), who states that syllable weight tends to be preserved. Subrahmanyam (1983:168–171) and Krishnamurti (1991:165) argue against his claim of
rule status, on the grounds of the fact that this pattern is limited to a small number of
cases, and of the existence of a commoner alternation pattern -V̄C : -V̄CC as in PDr.
*yātu ‘river’ : *yāttu obl. etc.
¯
¯¯
§112

Differences in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian length alternation

Indo-European rules on vowel length such as Osthoff’s, Lachmann’s and Sievers’s
Laws are usually phonological and are limited to a local context: they refer only to
phonological contexts such as the syllable to which the vowel in question belongs.3 Unlike this tendency of Indo-European, weight rules in Dravidian seem to operate on a
morphemic basis. Krishnamurti (1955:248), for example, summarizes the distribution
of Telugu root types caused by prehistorical vowel shortening as follows:
suffix type
strong
weak
strong
weak

suffix
-V̆(N/T)T
-(N/T)T
-V̆R
-R

root
1
(C)V̆W-, 2 (C)V̆R3
(C)V̄-, 4 (C)V̄R-, 5 (C)V̆1
(C)V̆W-, 2 (C)V̆R3
(C)V̄-

i.e. a long root vowel is shortened before a suffix beginning with a vowel, whereas it remains long before suffixes beginning with a consonant. This alternation makes reference
to the morphological context and keeps the total weight of the root morpheme stable;4 so
does C1 V̄C2 : C1 V̆C2 -V (Krishnamurti 1955) as in *yān- ‘I’ : *yan-V obl. Such length
¯
alternations based on the total length of the resulting morpheme
are¯ quite different from
Sievers’s Law, which eliminates overlong syllables created by suffixation.
2

Most of the discussion in this and the following two sections has already appeared in Kobayashi
(2001).
3
See §114 for Indo-European weight-related rules based on prosody.
4
Subrahmanyam (1983:160): “It should be noted that quantitative variation does not operate across a
morpheme boundary.”
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§113 Maximal syllables in Dravidian
We observed in §19, §21 and §22 that syllables longer than two morae exist, but tend
to be avoided in the weight-sensitive parts of the Rgvedic verses. In contrast, Dravidian
derivational morphology seems to presuppose the" existence of syllables ending in V̄C,
VCC or V̄CC, e.g. Ta. ēru ‘to rise’ : ērru ‘to raise’; Ta. māru ‘to change (vi.)’ : mārru ‘to
¯
¯¯
¯
¯¯
change (vt.)’; Ta. dir. āru ‘river’ : obl. ārru; Ta. root. pār ‘to see’ : past stem. pār-tt-; Ta.
¯
¯¯
root. vāl ‘to live’ : past stem. vāl-nt-. A Proto-Dravidian vowel, either short or long, can
¯
¯
thus be followed by the sequences *-TT-, *-NT-, *-NTT-, *-RT-, *-RTT-, *-RNT- (R:
liquids and y). Since Proto-Dravidian is considered to have allowed only one consonant
in word-initial position, the syllable boundary should fall between the last and the last but
one of a medial consonant cluster, by Vennemann’s Law of Initials, which states that
“medial syllable-initial clusters should be possible word-initial clusters” (Vennemann
1972:11). It follows from this that Dravidian allows only homorganic non-continuants
across a syllable boundary.
i) Heaviest tautomorphemic syllable:
Proto-Dravidian roots are considered to be originally monosyllabic and fit the shape
1 1
C0 V̄C0 (Krishnamurti 1992:374). If all nouns are ultimately derived from ProtoDravidian roots, the heaviest tautomorphemic rime is that of the root, namely -V̄C, for
suffixes do not have long vowels.
Subrahmanyam (1983:22) gives the following forms as possibly reconstructible
cases of tautomorphemic *(C)V̄CC- sequences, which would be considered overlong
in Indo-European terms:
PDr. *kākk-ay ‘crow’ Ta. kākkai/kākkāy
PDr. *tān.t.- ‘cross’
Ta. tān..tu
PDr. *pāmp- ‘snake’ Ta., Ma. pāmpu
ii) Heaviest syllable, tautomorphemic or heteromorphemic:
Kumaraswami Raja (1969) reconstructs a Proto-Dravidian sequence *-NTT- to explain correspondences of the type Te. -NT- : Ta.-Ma. -TT-. If we accept his reconstruction, there are morphemes whose reconstructed forms must have ended in -V̄CCC in
Proto-Dravidian, although they might originate from even earlier suffixation:5
PDr. *cāṅkkPa. cākol ‘hunger’
PDr. *cı̄ṅkkTe. sı̄kili ‘broom,’ Ta. cı̄kku (Kumaraswami Raja 1969:26)
PDr. *kān.pp-/kāmpp- Ka. gāmpa, gān.pa ‘rustic’ (Kumaraswami Raja 1969:38)
While stem-formative vowels *a, *i or *u prevent verbal bases from having excessively heavy rimes, formative vowels are not inserted in such noun formations. Since
*-NTT- suffixes are reconstructed in noun formation, a few reconstructed forms contain
a very heavy rime *(C)V̄R-NTT:
5

Cf. Krishnamurti (1991:164) on verbal bases of this type: “It is also possible to set up a type
*(C)VNPP for PDr., where CCC=NPP, but there is definitely a morph boundary here, descriptively +NP
+P (transitive) as opposed to +NP (intransitive); e.g., *kānku ‘to boil (v.i.)’: *kānkku ‘to boil (v.tr.).’ ”
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Te. nāl(u)ka, OTa. nākku,
Mlt. naqlu ‘uvula,’ etc. (Burrow 1944:337)

PDr. *cı̄y-nttTa. tı̄y(tt)
PDr. *vāy-(m)pp- Ta. vāyppu, Te. vāpu, vāpu
PDr. *pūy-nttTe. būcu ‘mould, mildew’ (Kumaraswami Raja 1969:48)
§114 Rhythm in Indo-European and Indo-Aryan
Unlike phonemic segments (§4), a stress system can change in non-gradual and unpredictable manner; for example, Russian and Polish, which both belong to the Slavic
branch of Indo-European, have developed totally different stress systems in a relatively
short period. On the other hand, even genetically unrelated or remotely related languages
can come to share the same stress pattern. Stress systems are therefore a promising field
for typological or areal research, particularly in South Asia where few languages have
phonemic stress.
In Indo-European languages, alternations of vowel length are usually connected to an
adjustment of the weight of the syllable to which the vowel in question belongs (§111).
For example,
Osthoff’s Law
Sievers’s Law
Compensatory lengthening
Lachmann’s Law
Shortening of an unaccented V

V̄ > V / {L,N}]σ
WV > Vw WV / VX.C
VC > V̄ / ..]σ
V > V̄ / T[voiced] -tóV̄ > V̆

Greek, Latin etc.
Vedic, Germanic
Greek, Latin etc.
Latin
Anatolian

There are also weight-related rules which make reference to morphological entities
or prosodic contexts:

Brevis brevians or Iambic Shortening in Latin: Latin V̄ > V̆ / V̆C
, V̆C CV́. E.g. amā
> ama, putā > puta (Sommer and Pfister 1977:104ff.).
Sievers’s Law in Germanic: Kiparsky (1998) proposes an explanation of Sievers’s Law
in Germanic by ‘prosodic optimization.’
Quantitative Metathesis in Ionic and Attic Greek: ēa, ēo > eā, eō. E.g. Hom. Gk.
basilêa : Attic Gk. basiléā, Hom. Gk. nēós : Attic Gk. neōs (Rix 1992:57).
Vocalis ante vocalem corripitur: Latin: V̄ > V̆ / V. Homeric Greek, Vedic: V̄ > V̆ /
]wd V- (Oldenberg 1888:465ff., Kuryłowicz 1927a:232, Rix 1992:56, Sommer
and Pfister 1977:102f.).
Morphological templates: The Sanskrit reduplicated aorist, which functions as a
causative preterite, exhibits a trochaic rhythm of heavy reduplicated syllable and
√
√
light root syllable, e.g. pati ‘fly, jump,’ ápı̄patat beside ápaptat; naś ‘per√
√
ish,’ ánı̄naśat beside áneśan; bodh /budh ‘wake,’ ábūbudh at; dyot/dyut ‘shine,’
√ i
ádidyutat; jan ‘give birth’: ájı̄janat (Macdonell 1910:374, Thieme 1929:4). The
reduplication is formed with the vowel /i/ (or /u/), which is limited to present
reduplication in other Indo-European languages (Leumann 1962:153). Leumann
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(1962:155f.) points out that the reduplicated aorist and some perfect stems have
lengthening of the reduplication vowel in common, but lengthening in perfect
√
stems such as dh ar/dh r ‘hold,’ dādh āra, is an archaism and decreases in number
"
over time. It might follow
that the prosodic property of the reduplicated aorist
stem, i.e. the trochaic rhythm (−∪), somehow came to bear a morphological function of causativity (Meillet 1920:198).
Insler (1997) points out the existence of a prosodic pattern in the Vedic denominative.
Optional lengthening of subminimal words: The vowel of an orthotonic monomoraic
word is optionally lengthened, e.g. Ved. nú ∼ nū´ pcl. ‘now.’
With the possible exception of Vocalis ante vocalem, these phenomena are either
language/category-specific or crosslinguistic, and we could say that Indo-European does
not have any particular rhythmic rule in its grammatical system. In Sanskrit, which has
a phonemic length contrast, rhythm does not seem to play a central role in the alternation of syllable weight, and Pāli shows just a few more signs of rhythmic restrictions, such as that monosyllabic preterite stems are obligatorily augmented (Wackernagel 1906:154ff.=Kleine Schriften 156ff.); but by the time of Early New Indo-Aryan,
“the word rhythm dominated the etymological quantity” (Bloch 1965:46f.).
As Liberman and Prince (1977:309ff.) point out, stress is not just an attribute of a
segment but reflects a hierarchically organized rhythm, and the underlying rhythm of a
language can be inferred from its stress pattern. Since, however, stress is not phonemically contrastive in most Indo-Aryan, Dravidian and Munda languages, good descriptions of stress are not available for many of these languages in the first place (R. P.
Das 1985:98), and word stress, if any, is often weak and is not projected to phrase and
utterance levels. Moreover, stress can be different in different dialects, and it is dangerous to compare the stress systems of South Asian languages on the basis of a single
dialect of each language. Still, let us compare the available information on the stress of
South Asian languages in the following sections to obtain a rough idea of their rhythmic
patterns.
Prosodic Morphology attempts to analyze morphological phenomena by means of
templates defined in terms of a universal set of prosodic constituents such as the mora,
syllable, foot and prosodic word. It operates on the principle of Prosodic Circumscription, according to which “the domain to which morphological operations apply may be
circumscribed by prosodic criteria as well as by the more familiar morphological ones”
(McCarthy and Prince 1998). As such, it is different from the traditional notion of foot
as in Greek meter, which constrains the number and sequencing of prosodic units. In
Hayes (1995:71), rhythmic systems are divided into bounded and unbounded systems,
depending on whether the size of rhythmic units is bounded. In bounded systems, Hayes
(1987, 1995) and McCarthy & Prince (1986) propose a highly restrictive inventory of
the basic types of foot, called an Asymmetric Inventory:
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moraic trochee
left-strong, quantity-sensitive
σ́(µ) σ(µ) , σ́(µµ)
syllabic (trochee) left-strong, quantity-insensitive σ́(µ or µµ) σ(µµ or µ)
iamb
right-strong, quantity-sensitive σ(µ) σ́(µµ) , σ(µ) σ́(µ) , σ́(µµ)
The theory of Hayes (1995) contains a few more parameters, of which the following bear on our argument: i) Direction of parsing (54), i.e. whether rhythmic units are
formed from right to left or from left to right. ii) Extrametricality (56), i.e. whether
a foot, a syllable, a mora, or a consonant at the end is ignored for purposes of stress
computation. iii) End Rule (61), by which the primary stress is assigned to the rightmost or leftmost rhythmic unit. iv) Whether a degenerate foot (86ff.), or a “logically
smallest possible,” namely a monosyllabic foot in the system of syllabic trochees and a
monomoraic foot in those of iambs and moraic trochees, is always banned (strong prohibition), allowed when it has stress (weak prohibition), or freely allowed. The stress
systems of the main modern Indo-Aryan languages may be derived from the following
parameter settings.
Old Awadhi (Mathur 1974): ãguri ‘finger’ < OIA aṅguli- but also ã:gi: ‘jacket’ < OIA
aṅgika-; biya: ‘seed’ < OIA bı̄ja-; dĕva:ri: ‘Diwali’ < OIA dı̄pāvalı̄-. Explainable
as pretonal weakening if moraic feet are built from the right: ã(guri); bi(ya:);
dĕ(va:)(ri:).
Hindi (A. Sharma 1969, M. Ohala 1983:656f., Fairbanks 1992, Hayes 1995:162ff.):
Moraic trochees are constructed from right to left. Degenerate feet are prohibited.
The final foot is usually extrametrical. Monosyllabic feet are preferred to
disyllabic ones (apocope/syncope of /@/).
Maithili (R. Yadav 1996:46ff.) and Awadhi (Saksena 1937:91f.): Moraic trochees are
constructed from right to left. Degenerate feet are prohibited. No extrametricality.
Sadani (Thiel-Horstmann 1969:33f.): Priority of heavy syllables and syllables with /a/.
Moraic trochees from left to right. Degenerate feet are allowed. E.g. (kéhu)(nı̀)
‘elbow’; (p2̀ri)(áir) ‘the year before last’; (kı̀)(ná;)re ‘bank.’
Gujarati (Cardona 1965:32ff.): /a/, /VC/ > /i,u,e,o,E,O/ > /@/. Syllabic trochees from
right to left. Degenerate feet with /@/ are not allowed. Exx. s@r(kár) ‘government’;
(júnuN) ‘old’; cum(móter) ‘seventy-four’; (n´@wo)/n@(wó) ‘new.’
Punjabi (Bhatia 1993:343): Three-way syllable weight contrast VV > VC > V. Syllabic
trochees from right to left.
Kashmiri (Kachru 1973, Morén 2000): Three-way syllable weight contrast VVC > VC
> V. Moraic trochees from right to left. The rightmost foot is extrametrical.
Other Dardic and Nuristani languages (Èdelman 1983): Kati and Bashkarik (=Kalami):
mobile. Waigali: long final. Katarkalai (=Wotapuri): stem-final. Dameli: final or
penultimate, or −́∪∪.
Sindhi (Khubchandani 1969:112f.): Stress on the rightmost but one of the heaviest syllables.
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Marathi (Pandharipande 1997:556ff.): Three-way syllable weight contrast. Stress on
the leftmost one of the heaviest syllables. Perhaps unbounded, but right-to-left
moraic trochees with End Rule Left are also possible.
Bengali (Bloch 1917:363, Chatterji 1926:279ff., Klaiman 1987:82): Stress on initial
syllables. Unbounded with End Rule Left, or syllabic/moraic trochees from left to
right.
Sinhalese (Geiger 1938:26ff.): Stress falls on the initial foot with the pattern −́×, ∪−́
 in the original Middle Indo-Aryan form. E.g. −́×: áda ‘today’ < ajja,
and ∪∪
án̆gun.u ‘courtyard’ < aṅgan.a, úturu ‘northern’ < uttara; ∪−́: dahás ‘thousand’
 dumá ‘tree’ < druma, paná ‘again’ < pun.o etc. An iamb is
< sahassa; ∪∪:
constructed at the left end, with End Rule Left.
§115 Rhythm in Dravidian: evidence for an iambic structure
While each Indo-European morpheme or word has its own lexical accentual properties,
there is no evidence that Dravidian had any stress system independent of syllable prominence.6 K. V. Subbaiya (1909:161) postulates an accent shift from the first (root) to
the second (suffix) syllable in order to explain the phenomenon which is now known
as Apical Displacement. Instead of such a historically unverifiable hypothesis, Master
(1948:344ff.), Krishnamurti (1955) and Krishnamurti (1978:18f.) develop theories based
mainly on metathesis and syllable weight. As Krishnamurti points out,7 rhythm seems
to underlie this phenomenon.
The meter of early Old Tamil as represented by Sangam poetry takes word and morpheme boundaries into consideration when parsing verses into metrical feet, unlike the
traditional notion of foot as in ancient Greek meter which constrains the number and
order of prosodic units with little regard for morphological constituency, and its principles may be interpreted in terms of Prosodic Morphology (§114; Zvelebil 1970:41). The
most basic constituent of Sangam Tamil meter is acai or a footlike metrical unit, which
comprises the following variants (Rajam 1992:116ff.):
basic
extended
basic
extended

nēr
(C){V̆,V̄}(C)(C)
nērpu
(C){V̆,V̄}(C)(C)u
nirai
(C)VC{V̆,V̄}(C)(C)
niraipu (C)VC{V̆,V̄}(C)(C)u

Unlike the notion of gan.a in Middle and New Indo-Aryan meter, acai cannot be
defined in terms of the number of syllables or morae, and it does not correspond to any
6

Krishnamurti (1955:238): “In the modern forms of these languages, there is, however, stress of a
phonetic but not phonemic character. It is no doubt a fact that addition of suffixes reduces the length of
the radical vowels in Dravidian but there is hardly any proof to show that they were accented.” See also
Krishnamurti (1961:59).
7
Krishnamurti (1955:238): “The rationale of this gradation phenomenon seems to lie in the admissible
number and grouping of syllables in a root morpheme rather than in a system of accentuation, for which
we have no evidence. In short, meter and rhythm of a definable nature seem to control the vowel-length
in derived bases.” (italics mine)
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prosodic notions in Indo-Aryan. According to the Asymmetric Inventory, however, these
types match the iambic type of right-strong, quantity-sensitive feet, if the u-extension
can be treated as extrametrical and a nēr consisting of a light syllable can be considered
a degenerate foot. As far as nirai with a light second syllable and nēr are concerned,
a moraic trochee is also possible, but nirai with a heavy second syllable are canonical
iambs and are explained slightly better by assuming an iambic structure. Let us cite
a few examples of Sangam words and their foot scansion from Rajam (1992:124ff.) to
illustrate the rhythmic composition of Old Tamil:
word
āmpal
kan.icci-y-um
tı̄m pukār[t]
āt.u vali
¯
mut.aṅku tāl.
iravu-k kalittu
¯

gloss
‘water lily’
‘and the trident’
‘pleasant Pukār’
‘while playing’
‘bending leg’
‘the fish, being excited’

foot structure
nēr-nēr
nirai-nirai
nēr-nirai
nērpu-nirai
niraipu-nēr
niraipu-niraipu

Since Tamil metrics does not mention primary stress assignment, we have no information on the word layer rule which determines prominence among feet. If the treatment
of an unparsable short syllable as a nēr acai is not simply a theoretical device to avoid
stray syllables but reflects the actual rhythm, then it could be taken as a degenerate foot,
i.e. a foot consisting of one light syllable. Degenerate feet are probably not freely allowed, because there are virtually no monomoraic words in Dravidian.8 The rhythmic
rules of Sangam Tamil may hence be stated as follows:
Foot Construction
Form iambs from left to right
Degenerate Feet
Probably allowed in strong positioni)
Extrametricality
u → hui if it is non-morphemic
Word Layer Construction Data unavailable
i)

I.e. when there is some stress on the syllable in question (Hayes 1995:87).

Another possible argument for an iambic rhythm is the [high] umlaut in Old Tamil
and Malayalam. The mid vowels *e and *o are reconstructed only in root morphemes in
Proto-Dravidian, and they are considered to be marked (§121). In these languages, mid
vowels are raised when the vowel of the following syllable is *a, e.g. PDr. *wel.-V-, Ta.
vel.i ‘white,’ vil.aṅku, Te. velũgu (Krishnamurti 1998a:69). If Old Tamil has an iambic
rhythm in which the second mora is more prominent than the first, the less prominent
first syllable in such forms may not be able to license a mid vowel, so the latter would
be reduced to its high counterpart which is unmarked.
8

Cf. Krishnamurti (1955) on monomoraic roots.
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§116 Rhythm in Dravidian: evidence for a trochaic structure
Reconstructed Proto-Dravidian has a contrast of five vowels only in the first syllable
(§121),9 and mid vowels do not appear in noninitial syllables. This might imply that
stress fell on the initial syllable and that a stressed initial syllables prosodically licensed
the five-vowel contrast in Proto-Dravidian;10 but it could also be a by-product of the
agglutinative morphology: the root, the only place where all five vowels contrast because
of root-suffix asymmetry, always occupies initial position irrespective of stress.11
The correspondence of Ta. kalaṅku ‘to be stirred,’ Ka. kalaṅku, kalaku and Te.
kalãgu suggests that heavy second syllables existed in an early period of Proto-Southand Proto-South-Central-Dravidian. According to the generalization of Krishnamurti
(1955:239, 249), however, the second syllable of Telugu verbal bases is short without
exception. Telugu verbal bases are grouped under the types CV̆CV̆CV̆, CV̄CV̆ and
CVCCV̆; the original weight of the second syllable is eliminated by processes such as
deletion of nasals, which leaves the preceding vowel nasalized, and Apical Displacement (C1 )VC2([apical]) V > (C1 )C2 VX, which makes the first two syllables, of which the
first one is light, one heavy syllable. In the framework of the Asymmetrical Inventory
(§114), the canonical shape of Telugu verbal bases is a moraic trochee, with an extrametrical final short u. Brown (1840:34f.) describes Telugu stress as falling on the first

of a series of short syllables, or on the last of a series of heavy syllables. ∪∪[∪...]
(e.g.
púli ‘tiger,’ énimidi ‘eight’), −́∪, and [−...]−−́. This pattern can be captured by construction of moraic trochees on heavy syllables from left to right with End Rule Right.
Many other Dravidian languages, but not all, appear to share the trochaic system as in
Telugu.
Malayalam (K. P. Mohanan 1982, 1986:112, T. Mohanan 1989:611): Malayalam stress
falls on the initial syllable, unless the first vowel is short and the second vowel is
long:
[∪∪ /pár̄ati/ ‘searched,’ /pár̄atti/ ‘scattered,’ /pákartti/ ‘poured’
¯¯ :yam/ ‘dress’
¯¯
[∪−́ /par̄á¯:ti/ ‘complaint,’ /kuppá
¯
Syllable weight
Decided by vowel length only
Foot Construction
Moraic trochee at the left edge
Degenerate feet
Disallowed
Word Layer Construction End Rule Left
Brahui (Elfenbein 1997:809): Stress falls on the first syllable unless the first is short and
the second is long. Moraic trochees from left to right, with no degenerate feet; or
an unbounded system with End Rule Left (Hayes).
9

Note that Italian also makes a finer distinction of vowels in stressed syllables, e.g. arÉna ‘arena’ :
aréna ‘sand.’ Mongolian and Turkic are also said to show a wider variety of vowels in the initial syllable,
e.g. dialectal Turkish makes the distinction between el ‘hand’ and el ‘people’ (G. Lewis 2000:13).
10
For examples of phonological licensing by an initial foot, see Buckley (1998).
11
As R. P. Das (1985:95) points out, many scholars beginning with Caldwell (1961:189) have postulated
initial stress as a common feature of Dravidian languages.
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Alu Kurumba (Kapp 1982:41ff.): σ́σ{V̆} / σσ́{V̄} , σ́σσ/ σσ́{a} σ, σ́σσ́σ with numerous
exceptions.
Kannada: Stress in Kannada falls on the initial syllable according to Steever (1998:131)
and a perceptual experiment by Savithri (1995:275). Syncopation of /ă/ in the
second syllable, e.g. hesaru ‘name’ > hesru. Moraic trochees from left to right.
No degenerate feet. Monosyllabic feet are preferred at the left edge.
Kolami and Toda (Emeneau 1955:8, 1984:18): Stress on the initial syllable.
Malto (S. K. Das 1973:34): Stress on the last syllable with a long vowel. Similar to
Telugu, or the Awadhi type.
Konda (Krishnamurti 1969:188ff.): σ{V̆} σ́..., σ́{V̄} ... Iterative secondary stress. Iambs
from left to right. End Rule Left.
From the viewpoint of foot typology, the elimination of Proto-Dravidian heavy second syllables in Telugu root morphemes would best be explained by assuming that the
foot type changed from an iamb to a moraic trochee as Proto-South- and Proto-SouthCentral-Dravidian developed into Telugu. This tendency swept away heavy second syllables in Telugu, but it affected South Dravidian languages to lesser degrees, and Early
Tamil might have preserved the original iambic rhythm.
However, other data do not conform to this generalization. Lisker and Krishnamurti
(1991) made acoustic measurements of the phonetic stress of Telugu words, and found
the following tendencies. Words consisting of three light syllables have stress on the
second syllable. If a word has two light syllables, the first syllable has stress. Initial
heavy syllables are stressed.
According to the description of Jha (1940–1944, 1958), Maithili has the same stress
pattern, which Hayes (1995:149ff.) analyzes as follows.
 wd
[∪∪]
 wd
[...∪∪∪]
[(...)−́−]wd
[(...)∪−́]wd
[(...)−́∪]wd
[(...)−́∪∪]wd

/pámh a/
/dh ànahára/
/sá:r.i:/
/pat.ahı́:/
/kı̀šá:na/
/gá:bh ina/

Foot Construction
Degenerate Feet
Extrametricality
Word Layer Construction

‘little whiskers’
‘thief’
‘saree’
‘thin’
‘cultivator’
‘pregnant’
Moraic trochees from right to left
Allowed in strong position
Ft → hFti / V̄ ] wd
End Rule Right

The North American language Hopi, another language analyzed by Hayes (1981:77–
79, 1995:261), also has a similar stress pattern. La Verne Masayesva (1982:253)12 describes the stress rule of Hopi as follows:
12

I thank Eugene Buckley for this reference.
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(a) “The second vowel, counting from the left, is stressed in polysyllabic words (i.e.,
words which are trisyllabic or longer) in which the first vowel is followed by a
single consonant or directly by a vowel. (In calculating the length of a word, VV
sequences count as disyllabic.)”
(b) “The first vowel is stressed otherwise—that is, in disyllabics and in polysyllabics
whose first vowel is followed by a consonant cluster.”
To wit, the first syllable receives stress only if it is heavy or if the word is disyllabic;
otherwise the second syllable is stressed:
[−́∪]wd
 wd
[∪∪]
[−́∪...]wd
 wd
[∪∪...]
[∪−́...]wd

/náqv-i/ ‘ear,’ /moóki/ ‘to die’ (/mó:ki/)
/cómo/ ‘hill,’ /wári/ ‘to run’
/naát-ihota/ ‘to hurt oneself’ (/ná:t-ihota/), /léstavi/ ‘viga, roof beam’
/k-iyápi/ ‘dipper,’ /y-i’á’ata/ ‘to speak’
/caqápta/ ‘dish’ /m-irı́kho/ ‘hunting stick’

In Hayes’s analysis of Hopi, iambs are built from the left, and the final syllable is always
extrametrical. In disyllabic words, this extrametricality forces the first light syllable to
be parsed as a degenerate foot, hence the initial accent:
Foot Construction Iamb at the left edge
Degenerate Feet
allowed in strong position
Extrametricality
σ → hσi / ]wd
I cannot add any further arguments about the stress rules of Modern Telugu. The
historical development of the shortening of the second syllable cannot be captured by
the rules as in these cases, and a shift from the iamb to the moraic trochee still seems to
be the best explanation.
It should be noted that Tamil and Malayalam also offer data in favor of an analysis
by the moraic trochees. Vaidyanathan (1971) and Scharfe (1973–76:274) point out a
tendency for long vowels in the second syllable of Indo-Aryan words to be shortened
when they are borrowed into Tamil:
Long second vowel in Old Indo-Aryan is shortened in Tamil: āyiram
← Skt. sahasra- (Burrow 1947); kāvatam ← Skt. gavyūti- ‘measure of
distance’ (Emeneau & Burrow 1962); kōmaram ‘possession by spirits’
← Skt. kaumāra- ‘possessed by Skandha’ (Emeneau & Burrow 1962);
kōvalar ← Skt. gopāla- ‘cowherd’ (Vaidyanathan 1971:36); akaram ←
Skt. akāra- ‘the letter a’ (Vaidyanathan 1971:45); ulakam ← Skt. loka‘world’ (Vaidyanathan 1971:17); uruppu, uruvu, uruvam ← Skt. rūpa‘shape’ (Vaidyanathan 1971:113); āciriyar ← Skt. ācārya- ‘preceptor,’ Pāli
ācariya-, Pkt. āyariya- (Vaidyanathan 1971:45); akkuran ← Skt. akrūra¯
‘not cruel’ (Vaidyanathan 1971:53); kumari (river name) ← Skt. kumārı̄
‘maiden’ or Pkt. kumarı̄- (Vaidyanathan 1971:77); tampalam ‘refuse of betel leaf’ ← Skt. tāmbūla- ‘betel leaf’ (Emeneau & Burrow 1962); aracu
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← Skt. rājya- ‘sovereignty’ (Vaidyanathan 1971:32); aruvi ← Skt. arūpı̄
‘shapeless’ (Scharfe 1973–76:274); ikalan ← Skt. srgāla- ‘jackal’ (Scharfe
¯
"
1973–76:274).
Cf. Short second syllable in Old Indo-Aryan becomes heavy in Tamil: Skt.
samaya- ‘time, occasion’ > amaiyam together with amayam (Burrow 1947).

In some cases, the long second vowels in Sanskrit words are shortened already in Middle
Indo-Aryan, from which the Tamil forms might have been borrowed. Still, borrowing
from Middle Indo-Aryan does not explain why such a high ratio of Tamil forms have
either two light syllables or one heavy syllable at their left end, whereas so few forms begin with a light syllable followed by a heavy one. Among the three systems of bounded
rhythm (§114), this pattern exactly fits the moraic trochee, and not the iamb.
§117 Rhythm in Munda
Mundari (Osada 1992:36ff., Kobayashi, Murmu and Osada 2003:339f., cf. Hoffmann
1903, 1930:8, Donegan 1993:5f): If we assume that Mundari stress is realized
as high pitch, the accentual pattern is different from that described by Hoffmann
(1903, 1930:8),13 even in the HasadaP dialect on which he mainly worked, unless
we assume that initial high pitch is somehow suppressed. Judging from the distinctive alternation of high and low pitch, the unit of stress assignment is either
two morae or two syllables. Stress tends to fall on the second syllable in words of
the shape (C)VCVC, (C)VCCVC, (C)VNCV, and often in (C)VCV words as well.
In words of the type CVV, the first vowel often gets stress, e.g.
(C)VCVC
/molóN/ ‘forehead,’ /tasád^/ ‘grass’
(C)VCCVC /seNgél/ ‘fire,’ /balbál/ ‘sweat’
(C)VNCV
/soNgé/ ‘friend,’ /eNgá/ ‘mother’
(C)VCV
/berá/ ‘hour,’ /nidá/ ‘night’
CVV
/súi/ ‘needle,’ /hái/ (also /haı́/) ‘fish’
(Kobayashi, Murmu and Osada 2003:353ff.)
An iambic foot from the left end of the word best captures (CVCV́C),
(CVC)(CV́C) and (CVCV́). An extrametrical foot is necessary to explain the type
(CVN)(CV́), and the (CV́V) type needs to be explained as a diphthongal stress. An
iambic foot also neatly explains variation as in /(upú)(nia)/ ∼ /(up)(niyá)/ ‘four’
and /(pacı́)ri/ ∼ /(pac)(rı́;)/ ‘wall.’ Verbal suffixes such as /-áka-/ seem to have lexical stress. A postposition and a personal ending form one stress domain with a
stem.
Sample sentences (Osada 2001; stress marks mine). hatúvillage -reloc. -lé1pl. jómeat nú:drink -kèpf. -dtr. -aind. ‘We ate and drank in the village’; urı́Pcow jilúmeat kaneg. -lé1pl.
13

“In dissyllabic words it falls, with rare exceptions, on the first syllable... Whenever affixes of one
or several syllables are added for functional purposes to mono- or polysyllabic words, the resulting compound has more than one accent; for the original word as well as the affix, keep their respective accents,
v.g., háturénko, those in the village.”
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jored. -jómeat -aind. . ‘We don’t eat beef.’ setágmorning -atéfrom -ñ1sg. dubsit -ákacont. -nintr. aind. . ‘I have been sitting since this morning’; man. d.ı́food alóprohib. -m2sg. jó:meat -a.
‘Don’t eat the food.’
Foot type
Iamb
Direction of parsing Left to right
End Rule
End Rule Right
Degenerate foot
Allowed in strong position
Extrametricality
Final indicative /-a/
Santali (Bodding 1930:127ff., cf. Konow 1906:39):14 The unit of stress is up to 3 syllables: σ́/ σσ́/ σσ́σ, e.g. ñutúm ‘name,’ utú ‘curry,’ sáur.i ‘thatching grass.’ Suffixal
¯
stress is lexical as in Mundari: e.g. the middle suffix -oP- is stressed. The postpositions -re and -te form a stress domain with a stem.
Sample sentences: ámyou dótopic ám-teby -gèemph. -m2sg. séngo -lepf. -n-à. ‘Did you
¯
go yourself?’ (Bodding 1930:143); iñI nowá[ñ]that k@mı́work mar.áṅgive precedence -a,
arand in@-tayómthen et.agáPother -iñ1sg. k@mı́do -ya. ‘I will do that work first, then this
next’ (Minegishi and Murmu 2001:17; stress marks mine); ámyou cit.h ı́letter -m2sg.
bh ejásend -akáwadèña. ‘You sent a letter to me’ (61); setádog do hór.man lekálike bakó
rór.speak dar.éyacan -P-à. ‘Dogs cannot speak like men’ (164).15
Korku (Zide 1960:170): Stress falls on final and initial stressable syllables, heavy syllables, and then every other unstressed syllable. /gadá/ ‘river’; /turúi/ ‘six’;
/jée/ ‘who’; /kókoyobá/ ‘shaves’; /mudákekúkibá/ ‘must have beaten them’;
/kókosómoródd-én/ ‘in K.’. There are not enough examples given to test Zide’s
stress placement rules, but the general pattern seems to be to construct iambic feet
from the right.
Kharia (Pinnow 1959:432): ∪−́. Non-initial syllables are often stressed.
Sora (Ramamurti 1931:6f.): The stress is predominantly initial, except ∪−́ and the latter
element of reduplicated forms (@-gu-gú-ben).
§118 Gemination across syllable boundaries in Indo-European
The doubling rules prescribed in the Prātiśākhyas create gemination across a syllable
boundary if the aperture of the consonants across the syllable boundary is different
(§23). Among other Indo-European languages, Latin16 and Germanic (Krahe 1948:113)
14

In LSI IV (1906:39), Konow observes: “In words of two syllables the accent usually rests on the first.
Thus sérma, year. The final syllable is, however, accented when it ends in a semi-consonant, when the
last syllable is long and the first short, when the word ends in ñ, and when it is a reduplicated or reflexive
monosyllabic base. Thus, sänâk’, go; a.gū´ , bring; tehéñ, to-day; da-dā´ l and da-pál, the intensive and
reciprocal bases of dā´ l, strike. There are many exceptions to the general rule, but we have no detailed
information about the matter.”
15
Recordings of the sentences cited from Minegishi and Murmu (2001) are available at [E16], under
‘Audio Archive.’
16
I do not know the phonological motivation for a similar shortening in Avestan (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996:58f): *mazdā-iasna- : YAv. mazdaiiasna-; OAv. rāiiō gen.sg.: YAv. raiia inst.sg.; Skt. vāyúh. :
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are also known to show doubling across a syllable boundary, as in Lat. lı̄tera ‘letter’ :
littera, Lat. Iūpiter : Iuppiter, and Lat. gnārus adj. ‘versed’ : narrō denom. (Sommer
and Pfister 1977:156, Meiser 1998:77). In these cases, however, gemination is not regular, and the gemination accompanies compensatory shortening; it looks more similar
to the reduplication in Middle Indo-Aryan than to the Prātiśākhya rules, which produce
obstruents of the same aperture (not necessarily geminates) across a syllable boundary
at the cost of an optimal syllable weight of no more than two morae (Geiger 1994:§7,
Pischel 1900:§90, Turner 1970 and von Hinüber 1986:74, 2001:117f.):
Skt. krı̄d.ā ‘sport’
Skt. evam ‘thus’
Skt. taila ‘oil’

Ardhamāgadhı̄, Jaina-Māhārās.t.rı̄ kid.d.ā
Māhārās.t.rı̄, Śaurasenı̄, Māgadhı̄, D.hekkı̄ ĕvvam
Māhārās.t.rı̄, Ardhamāgadhı̄, Jaina-Māhārās.t.rı̄, Śaurasenı̄,
Māgadhı̄ tĕlla

Melchert (1994:295f.) points out the peculiar spelling custom in Lycian, to double
consonants across a syllable boundary.17 The exception that “the second consonant is
never geminated in a cluster of obstruent plus liquid,” and the doubling of second stops
as in astti and martti, are strikingly similar to the Prātiśākhya rules discussed in §23.
Unlike Sanskrit, however, Lycian also doubles initial clusters as in pddẽ and km̃mi-.
It is very interesting that the Sanskrit doubling taught in the Prātiśākhyas (see §23)
is not what the meter of the Rgveda favors (see §22), but it is halfway similar to ProtoDravidian, which requires the" consonants across a syllable boundary to be homorganic
and non-continuant regardless of the length of the rime preceding the boundary.18
§119 Aperture in Dravidian
While Proto-Dravidian morphemes may contain geminated plosives or laterals (Zvelebil
1970:76), neither original nor secondary gemination of the rhotics *r and *z. is reconstructed (Krishnamurti 2003:152), although modern languages such as Gondi, Kurux or
Brahui have /rr/.
The phonemic inventory of Proto-Dravidian is reconstructed without an oral fricative, a gap which characterizes the Dravidian sound system (Zvelebil 1990:1). As for the
possibility of laryngeal fricatives, Krishnamurti (1963 and 1997) proposes reconstructing laryngeal *H in Proto-Dravidian to account for Old Tamil h. (called āytam), found in
a few morphemes such as PDr. *aH- ‘that,’ which occurs in Ta. ah.tu ‘that one’ < PDr.
*aH-tu and Ta. avar ‘they’ < PDr. *aH-ar, as well as the unexplained length alternation of root vowels as in Ta. mūnru ‘three’ < PDr. *muH-ntu vs. Ta. muppa(h.)tu, OTe.
¯¯
¯
YAv. vaiiuš. A similar development in Latin, ViV > ViiV such as in Pompeius prop. /pompeyyus/;
*pedyōs : peior ‘worse’ /peyyor/; *maǵiōs : maior /mayyor/, is due to etymological clusters (Leumann,
1926–28:127, Sommer and Pfister 1977:124).
17
I thank H. Craig Melchert for this reference.
18
For the later situation in Dravidian and its possible parallelism with the Middle Indo-Aryan two-mora
rule, Krishnamurti (1991:170) suggests that close contact between Indo-Aryan and Dravidian caused the
parallel developments of OIA -V̄CCV- into non-Northwest MIA -V̄CV- and -VCCV- on the one hand, and
of PDr. -V̄CCV- into -V̄CV- and of PDr. -V̄NP-, -V̄NPP-, -VNPP- into -V̄P-, -V̄PP-, -VPP- on the other.
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muppadi ‘thirty’ < PDr. *muH-paHtu to PDr. *muH- ‘three.’
Proto-Dravidian initial palatal *c began to lose its occlusive constriction by the time
of the branching-off of Central Dravidian (Burrow 1947, Krishnamurti 1998a:68f.). In
Central, South Central and South Dravidian languages except Parji, Gadaba and Telugu,
*c becomes a sibilant /s/ (or often /š/ in Tamil) by deaffrication, and Proto-Dravidian
initial *c- is completely lost in South Dravidian through PDr. *c > *s > *h, e.g. Ta. āru
¯
‘six’ : Go. saiyūng, Pj. sējēn (Burrow 1947:141), PDr. *cup ‘salt,’ > Pj. cup, Nk. supp,
Te. uppu, Ta. uppu. The /s/ coming from PDr. *c is voiceless in initial position, but
medial *c develops into j in a few languages such as Tul.u, Kod.agu, Kur.ux and Malto
(Subrahmanyam 1983:330f.).
Initial plosives in Dravidian were originally voiceless (§120). The Old Tamil forms
al.apu ∼ al.avu ‘measurement,’ peyar < PDr. *pecar ‘name’ and tōl < PDr. *tokal ‘skin’
(Subrahmanyam 1983:281, Krishnamurti 1961:31ff.) show that the lenition of /p/, /c/ and
/k/ in intervocalic position has already started by that period. Unlike the debuccalization
of voiced aspirates to /h/ in Sanskrit (§46), these cases of lenition do not incur delinking
of place features.
Both continuant consonants, i.e. the glides *y and *w and the rhotics *r and *z., and
non-continuant consonants other than *ñ (Krishnamurti 1998a:64) occur word-finally,
although the “enunciative vowel” inserted after a word-final consonant prevents words
from ending in a consonant, particularly a plosive, in many daughter languages (§121).
It is interesting to compare Sanskrit, where fewer phonemes can appear in word-final
position:

stop
affricate
sibilant
nasal
/l/
/r/
/w/
/y/
i)

PIE
yes
—
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

onset
Skt.
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Dr.
yes
yes
—
yes
no
no
yes
yes

coda
absolute final
PIE Skt. Dr.
Skt.
Dr.
yes yes yes
yes
yes
—
yes yes
no
yes?
yes yes —
no
—
yes yes yes
yes
yes
yes rare yes
no
yes
yes (yes) yes
no
yes
yes yes yes no (-o) ?i)
yes rare yes no (-e) yes

Krishnamurti (2003:154).

A complete loss of an initial nasal is sometimes observed in Dravidian, e.g. Ta. nı̄r,
ı̄r, Te. nı̄ru, ı̄miri, Nk. ı̄r, Pj. nı̄r (Burrow 1943–46:73, Zvelebil 1970:39, Subrahmanyam
1983:383). Dravidian does not have an equivalent of Sanskrit anusvāra, which is a nasal
without occlusive constriction or place. Initial *y in Proto-Dravidian is often lost when
it is followed by a low vowel (Burrow 1945, Krishnamurti 2003:143); this reminds us
of the anomalous loss of stem-initial /y/ in Skt. prá-üga-, and of the deletion of a final
/y/ before a vowel in the Sanskrit sandhi rule /-e V-/ → -a V-, (§67), but the conditioning
context there is not limited to low vowels but includes any vowel. There are originally
no fricative in Dravidian to begin with, and the insertion of formative vowels (§122)
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precludes the possibility of sequences of the type NR where nasal deocclusion might
occur as in Indo-Aryan, although secondary sequences of the type NR have arisen by
Apical Displacement (§115).
§120 Laryngeal features in Dravidian
The laryngeal features [voiced] and [spread glottis] are not distinctive in ProtoDravidian.19 Bloch (1914:87) proposes reconstructing a voicing contrast for ProtoDravidian on the basis of the fact that Kannada and Telugu have a phonemic contrast
of voicing in word-initial position, whereas plosives are voiced only between sonorants
in Tamil and Malayalam. Against this proposal, Burrow (1937–9) defends the view of
Caldwell (1961:138) and others that Tamil-Malayalam represents the original situation,
by showing that initial voiced plosives in Kannada and Telugu do not consistently correspond to each other in the first place, e.g. Ka. gedalu ‘white ant’ : Ta. citalai : Te.
ceda; Ka. kampu or gampu ‘fragrance’ : Te. kampu, gabbu or gammu; that they are of
secondary origin, e.g. Te., Ka. b- < PDr. *v-; that many Telugu or Kannada words with
initial voiced plosives lack cognates in Tamil-Malayalam; and that the apparent cognates
in these languages are actually later loanwords, e.g. Ta. kat..tam ‘chin’ < Te. gad.d.amu;
Ta. ket..tam ‘beard’ < Te. gad.d.amu, Ka. gad.ā.
§121 Vowel epenthesis in Dravidian: the enunciative vowel
Proto-Dravidian is reconstructed with five short vowels, *i, *u, *e, *o and *a, and their
long counterparts. Since Proto-South-Dravidian has alternations between high and mid
vowels and not between mid and low vowels (Bright 1966), e.g. PDr. *pur > PSDr. *poray, e.g. Old Ka. pore ‘layer,’ > Ta. purai ‘cataract,’ it follows that not the feature [±low]
but rather [±high] serves a contrastive function. Of [+high] and [−high], the latter is the
marked value, for the mid vowels *e and *o can occur only in a root morpheme, which
occupies the initial syllable of a derived word.
Although not all polysyllabic words can be analyzed into attested monosyllabic mor (C) in the
phemes, Dravidian root morphemes are believed to have had the shape (C)V̄
earliest period, because sequences of that shape can easily be reconstructed from corresponding forms while the part following them often show morphemic variation;20 for
example, DEDR 3133 Ta. tal.ai ‘bind,’ Ka. tal. ‘be joined’ and Te. talugu ‘tether’ all have
*tal.- in common.21
Since roots and suffixes often end in a consonant, many underlying forms inevitably
19

Caldwell (1961:75ff.) points out common grammatical and lexical features in Dravidian and Australian languages. Dixon (1980:236f.) refers to the lack of sibilants and of contrasts in stop voicing, along
with the three-way contrast of dental/alveolar stops, as a ‘remarkable similarity’ between Australian and
Dravidian languages (Hall 1997:41f.).
20
Krishnamurti (1955, 1961:134f), cf. Zvelebil (1970:177): “We are starting with the basic assumption that PDr. roots were monosyllabic. A further fundamental assumption of Dr. morphophonemics:
no consonant clusters within simple morphs; in other words, consonant-clusters occur only on morphboundaries.”
21
Te. *l. > l / V V (Krishnamurti 1998b:202).
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end in a consonant. At the same time, the lack of reconstructible clusters of tautomorphemic heterorganic non-continuants suggests that a coda plosive had to be licensed by
a following homorganic non-continuant already in Proto-Dravidian. When coda consonants are left out of the context of such licensing, an epenthetic high vowel, traditionally
called an “enunciative vowel” (Caldwell 1961:134f.), is added to the root-final consonant, which is doubled if the root vowel is short (Krishnamurti 1961:81). According to
the studies summarized by Bright (1975) and Subrahmanyam (1983:103ff), the enunciative high vowel is distributed as follows (/ı̈/ is a high back unrounded vowel):
SDr.

Tamil
(Tolkāppiyam)
Malayalam
Tulu
Kannada
Kod.agu

SCDr. Telugu
Koya
Kon.d.a
Kui
CDr.
NDr.

Kuvi
Parji
Malto

/ǔ/, /ı̈∼u/
/u/
/ı̈/
/ı̈/
/u/
/u/
/i/
/ı̈/
/u/
/u/
/i/
/u∼∅/
/i/
/∅/
/u/
/∅/
/i/
/i/
/u/

B]word
VXT]word
{B,(R)}]word
{B,R}]word
C[labial] ]σ , V[+back] ]σ
C]word
y]word
C]word
v]word
C]word
y]word
C]word
{r,r,l,y}]word
¯
suffix [pl.
C]word
suffix [pl.
{r,l}]word
{n,r,l}]word (sporadic)
C]word i)

i)

Based on correspondences such as Mlt. cicu : Kur. cicc ‘fire’; Mlt. or.ku : Kur. or.ok ‘bark’; Mlt.
qēqlu : Kur. xēxel ‘earth’; Mlt. pēnu : Kur. pēn ‘louse’; Mlt. munyu : Kur. mūy ‘mouth’ (Pfeiffer
¯
1972), although final /e/ is also common in Malto, especially in verbal morphemes.

The attestation in all the four subfamilies of Dravidian does not necessarily ensure
that Proto-Dravidian already had an enunciative vowel, particularly in a case like this
where the phenomenon in question is so easily repeatable and crosslinguistically common. But the fact that derived verbal bases are reconstructed without a cluster, and that
the onset allows only one consonant, supports the idea that occurrence of consonants in
final position was also very limited or not allowed at all in Proto-Dravidian, and a high
vowel was inserted if a word would end in one.
§122 Vowel epenthesis in Dravidian: formative and suffixal vowels
While Dravidian roots often end in a consonant, there are suffixes whose reconstructible
preform consists solely of a consonant(s) or begins with a consonant(s). In earlier cases
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of suffixation, some of these suffixes have been directly attached to the root-final consonant, fusing into a different consonant, e.g.
√
√
√
√
√
PDr. * kāl ‘flow,’ Ta. kāl : * kāl + *-t- > * kāt, Te. kāru ‘ooze’
¯
¯
(Krishnamurti 1961:329).
In Proto-Dravidian bases formed by productive suffixation, however, a vowel of nonuniform quality called the ‘formative vowel’ is inserted between the root-final consonant
and the suffix and separates them.
DEDR PDr.
V gloss
664a
*ur-ul.
*u ‘to roll down’
795
*et-ir
*i ‘to oppose’
2684
*cur-ul.-ntt*u ‘to roll up’
2698
*cuz.-al
*a ‘to turn’
∼ *cūz. ‘surround’
4285
*pur-al.
*a ‘to roll over’
63
*at.-a-nkk*a ‘to control’
169
*am-u-nkk*u ‘to press’
240
*al-a-nkk*a ‘to shake’
509
*el-a-nkk*a ‘to shake’
516
*et-a-nkk*a ‘to lower’
851
*el¯.-u-mpp*u ‘to cause to rise’
954
*ot.-u-nkk*u ‘to subjugate’
1292
*kar-a-nk*a ‘to melt’
1303
*kal-a-nkk*a ‘to confuse’
1817
*kuz.-a-nkk-, -mpp- *a ‘to confuse’
3246
*tir-u-mpp-, -nkk*u ‘to turn’
3359
*tul.-a-nkk*a ‘to move’
3672
*ner-a-mpp*a ‘to fill’
4645
*mat.-a-nkk*a ‘to bend’
4866
*miz.-u-nk*u ‘to swallow’
4975
*mur-u-nkk*u ‘to cut into bits’
4989
*moz.-a-nkk*a ‘to sound’
5496a *vel.-a-nkk*a ‘to clean’
(Subrahmanyam 1983:52ff., DEDR)
Whether or not these vowels between roots and suffixes originally served any grammatical function, neither meaning nor a phonological condition may be adduced from
their distribution in the daughter languages. In function, they merely prevent an undesirable cluster of heterorganic consonants, but their coloring is not uniquely determined
by any phonological generalization. Krishnamurti (p.c.) observes that the distribution of
formative vowels is not completely arbitrary, but shows some restrictions, such as that
“/i/ does not normally occur before obstruent suffixes P, PP, NP.” Unlike the enunciative vowel, which is conditioned by a purely phonological context, the appearance of a
formative vowel depends on morphological contexts: it occurs more regularly in verbal
suffixation, which is often subject to paradigmatic pressure, than in nominal formation.
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When a formative vowel is not inserted, the resulting heavy cluster is simplified, e.g.
*nāl-nkk- ‘tongue,’ Ta. nākku etc. (§113).
If, as Krishnamurti believes, the formative vowel is inserted in order to avoid an undesirable fusion of root-final and suffix consonants,22 the motive behind the epenthesis
is probably to maximize the root segments, in the same way as Sanskrit inserts a ‘connective /i/’ between a root and a suffix or ending beginning with a consonant in perfect
and future forms (§95).
Note that there is also a vocalic suffix which does have a grammatical function: the
past suffix *-i- is reconstructed for Proto-Dravidian from Kur.ux and Malto -y-, OTe. -itt-,
Tamil-Kod.agu -i- etc. (Emeneau 1967:382, Subrahmanyam 1970:214ff.).
§123 Place features in Dravidian
Proto-Dravidian plosives are reconstructed at least at six places of articulation, namely
labial *p, dental *t, alveolar *t, retroflex *t., palatal *c and velar *k. Nasals are recon¯ all these places except dental and alveolar. According
structed as distinct phonemes for
to Shanmugam (1972), the dental nasal is limited to initial position and before a dental stop, and it stands in complementary distribution with alveolar *n. Alveolar and
¯ lh which are
retroflex laterals are phonemic in Proto-Dravidian, unlike Rgvedic .l and
.
"
just intervocalic allophones of /d./ and /d.h /.
The Proto-Dravidian palatal plosive *c has distinctive phonemic status, while IndoAryan palatals all arose secondarily from Proto-Indo-European dorsals. Just as ProtoIndo-European velar and labiovelar stops develop into palatal plosives in Proto-IndoIranian, so the Dravidian velar stop *k becomes palatal in South Dravidian, after ProtoDravidian *c in initial position is lost (Caldwell 1961:152, Burrow 1943, 1944:332,
1947:145ff.). But the alternation between dorsal and palatal plosives is not a unidirectional change from the former to the latter as in the development from Proto-IndoEuropean to Indo-Aryan, for PDr. *c becomes velar before *u in North Dravidian (Emeneau 1961).
A more notable difference between the
alveolar dental
phonemic inventories of Indo-Aryan and stop
t
←t→
¯ n∼n −→
Dravidian is the distinction between the nasal
¯
retroflex and alveolar stops *t. and *t (cf. lateral
l(→∅)
¯
§105). These sounds alternate with dental
*t as follows:

retroflex
t.
n.
l.(→∅)

This asymmetrical alternation makes one suspect that the three-way contrast originated from an earlier fusion of consonant clusters. Some coronal stops actually derive
from a merger of dental *t plus the laminal and retroflex laterals *l and *l.:
22

The fusion of root-final consonants is limited to suffixes consisting of coronal non-continuants, such
as *-t-, *-tt-, *-nt- and *-ntt-. It might mean that the non-coronal (i.e. velar and labial) suffixes such as
*-mpp- or *-nkk- have a V slot before them in their underlying representation, which is lost after a vowelfinal root by a sort of syllabic imbrication; but it might simply be due to the mutual effects of coronal
articulations occurring in sequence (‘coronal syndrome,’ §63).
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Apical Obstruent Formation (Ramaswami Aiyar 1937:23, Krishnamurti
1998a):
*l + *t > *t, *l + *nt > *nt (=*nt)
¯¯
*l. + *t > *t¯., *l. + *nt > *n.¯t.

The loss of the timing slot of the laterals in this rule bears some resemblance to Fortunatov’s Law (§99) which allegedly occured in Indo-Aryan, except that Fortunatov’s
Law changes a sequence of an *l and a dental consonant into the corresponding retroflex
(§97, §98), for alveolar place is not distinctive in Indo-Aryan (§105). The timing slot is
not lost in later rules such as Old Tamil sandhi /-l/ + /t-/ → -ht-, e.g. in kal ‘stone’ + tı̄tu
¯¯
‘badness’ → kahrı̄tu (Kuiper 1958:193).
¯¯
Proto-Indo-European *l and *r are considered to merge into *r in Proto-Indo-Iranian;
this state is represented by Iranian and largely by Rgvedic Sanskrit, but Indo-Aryan
frequently reintroduces /l/, or possibly preserves the "original *l in some dialects (§99).
Dravidian, on the other hand, makes a clear phonemic distinction between *r and *l or
*l..
In Telugu (Subrahmanyam 1983:200) and in South Dravidian languages except Old
Tamil and Kannada (Subrahmanyam 1971:96, Emeneau 1967:383), the high front vocoids /i/ and /y/ palatalize a following dental non-continuant, particularly in the past suffixes *-nt- and *-tt- and in the Telugu causative suffix -incu. Modern Tamil has palatalization of /nt/ by a preceding front vocoid, as in aintu ‘five’ which is pronounced /anju/
(Schiffman 1999:16). See §61 for a possible case of left-to-right palatalization in Vedic.
§124 Summary
i) Syllable:
Old Indo-Aryan as known from the recitation traditions described in the Prātiśākhyas
shifts the emphasis of the criteria for well-formedness from the length of the rime to
identical aperture across a syllable boundary. In the Prātiśākhyas, agreement of place
and aperture, or at least an identical degree of aperture, of consonants across a syllable
boundary becomes more important than keeping the rime up to two morae long; when
the consonants across a syllable boundary have different apertures, a repair process geminates one of them in order to attain the same aperture across the syllable boundary, even
though it may make the preceding rime overlong. Although agreement of the places of
articulation of obstruents across a syllable boundary is not an obligatory requirement
yet as in Middle Indo-Aryan, clusters at the same place across a syllable boundary have
increased due to the doubling of cluster consonants. As a consequence of these new restrictions, the surface structure of Old Indo-Aryan syllables shows a partial similarity to
the reconstructed syllable of Proto-South-Dravidian, and probably of Proto-Dravidian as
well, where a long vowel is commonly followed by tautosyllabic consonants, and only
clusters of homorganic non-continuants are allowed across a syllable boundary (§113).
The strong restriction on the distribution of sibilants in Indo-Aryan, namely that a
sibilant can occur only before a sonorant or before a voiceless plosive followed by a
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sonorant, is unique among the Indo-European languages, as are the prespecification of
the feature [spread glottis] for /s/ and the prohibition of voiced fricatives. The limited
variety of phonemes occurring at a word boundary, particularly neutralization of voice
distinctions and prohibition of sibilants, is quite similar to the phonemic inventory of
Dravidian (§113).
a) Vowel length:
nature

unit of alter- weight trans- boundary rule
nation
fer with C
IE
mostly gram- syllable
yes
flexible
matical
Skt. partly gram- syllable
yes → no
flexible
matical
→strict
Dr. lexical
morpheme
no
strict

b) Consonant length:
gemin. plosive
Av. no
Skt. assimilation
→+doubling
Dr. assimilation,
doubling,
phonemic

gemin. nasal
no
assimilation
→+doubling
assimilation,
doubling

c) Syllable structure:
consonant syllabification
Av. maximize onset
Skt. rime = nucleus+B
→nucleus+Bi Bi
Dr. -WNP.P-, -WN.P-

/ll/
no
assimilation

/rr/
no
no

assimilation,
doubling

no

restrictions on consonants across syll.
N/A
none→same aperture →homorganic
homorganic noncontinuant

weight rule
strict
strict
→flexible
flexible
gemin. glide
no
yy
by
derivation
yy

maximal rime

maximal onset

V:W
V:WB
→V:WBi Bi
V:WNP

FBKR
F)KR
C

ii) Rhythm:
Although no firm conclusions can be drawn from the scanty data cited here, the
rhythmic patterns of South Asian languages may be roughly grouped under the following
three types:
Right-to-left trochees: New Indo-Aryan (Hindi, Maithili, Awadhi, Gujarati, Kashmiri,
Punjabi; §114).
Unbounded with End Rule Left, or left-to-right trochees: Most Dravidian languages
(§116); Bengali; Sadani; Marathi? (§114).
Left-to-right iambs: North Munda languages except Korku, which constructs iambs
from right (§117); Konda (§116); Old Tamil? (§115).
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iii) Aperture:
In Old Indo-Aryan, clustered non-continuants are required to have uninterrupted occlusion across a syllable boundary (§28). Frication, aspiration and anaptyxis cooccurring with /r/ tend to be avoided across a syllable boundary. The lack of geminated rhotics
(§66, §119), which is shared by Indo-Aryan and Dravidian, follows from this restriction.
Both Indo-Aryan and Dravidian deaffricate some of their palatal plosives (§40,
§119), but it is unlikely that this deaffrication is due to convergence. Deocclusion of
primary palatals in pre-Vedic is very early (§46), if not as old as Proto-Indo-Iranian, and
other Indo-European languages of the ‘sat@m’ group show similar changes; the deaffrication on the Dravidian side, on the other hand, is an inner-Dravidian development,
and it is doubtful whether it is of comparable antiquity. In Sanskrit, debuccalization of
intervocalic voiced aspirates to /h/ incurs delinking of place features (§56, §57), whereas
Dravidian deocclusion of intervocalic single plosives does not.
iv) Laryngeal and vowel features:
With respect to laryngeal features, there is almost nothing in Dravidian to compare
with Indo-Aryan, for laryngeal features are not distinctive there, and no aspiration or
fricative may be reconstructed for Proto-Dravidian (§119). It is worth noting, however,
that Sanskrit also neutralizes laryngeal features in the word sandhi of final stops (§78),
which represents the synchronic distributional pattern better than internal sandhi.
In Indo-Aryan, the feature [spread glottis] of a root morpheme, and possibly [voiced]
as well (§88), are maximized in output forms such as the cases of Bartholomae’s Law,
due to root-suffix asymmetry (§82, §83). Dravidian exhibits root-suffix asymmetry in
the distribution of vowels, i.e. only the root vowel shows a five-way contrast (§116);
this might also be due to licensing in word-initial syllables, however, and root-suffix
asymmetry itself is not an uncommon phenomenon in any case.
Indo-Aryan assigns the feature [+high] to a phonologically epenthesized vowel (§95,
§121), while other Indo-European languages insert non-high vowels in epenthesis (§90).
The epenthetic vowel in Dravidian other than North Dravidian is either back *u or central
*ı̈. *i is not reconstructed as a null vowel in Dravidian, but at least Dravidian and IndoAryan both treat [+high] as the least marked value of the vowel height feature.
v) Place features:
Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Balto-Slavic introduced a [−anterior] sibilant with retracted coronal articulation (§103). Then in pre-Vedic Indo-Aryan, apical or sublaminal
articulation became prominent, and the feature [−distributed] was added to the existing
place contrast of [±anterior]. The emergence of the [−anterior] sibilant as a distinct
phoneme, and then of retroflex stops and a retroflex nasal, may be explained as an internal development of Indo-Aryan, but retroflexion of the whole dental series and the
resulting finer distinctions in coronal configuration might not have happened if IndoAryan had not been in contact with language groups which already had contrasts of
coronal articulation (§123).
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Appendix: Combinations of Consonants
§125 Clusters beginning with fricatives
The following is a list of the consonant clusters in the electronic texts of the Rgveda and
"
other Sam
. hitā’s, intended as a supplement to the phonotactic index and table of Turner
and Turner (1971) and Elizarenkova (1974:120ff.).
•: ten times or more in the Rgveda
◦: less than ten times in the "Rgveda
"
(): apparent clusters are included
ś: Atharvaveda, Śaunaka recension [E03]; p: Atharvaveda, Paippalāda recension in Orissa [E04],
up to book 15 (by the courtesy of Arlo Griffiths); t: Taittirı̄ya-Sam
. hitā [E05]; m: Maitrāyan.iSam
hitā
[E15],
books
1
and
2;
v:
Vājasaneyi-Sam
hitā
[E14];
A:
Atharvaveda (=ś and p); Y:
.
.
Yajurveda (=t, m and v).

C
k
kh
c
ch
t.
t.h
n.
t
th
n
p
ph
m
y
v
r
l
s
s.

sC•

-sC- s.C•
◦
t
•
•
◦

•
•
◦
•
◦
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ś,v
◦
•
•
•

-s.C•
t

śC-

-śC-

•

•

hC-

•
•
•

•
◦
•
•
•
◦
ś

-hC-

◦
•

•
•

◦
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

◦

•

•
•
•
◦

•
•
•
•
ś

•
•

s.n.- 4.27.4, 4.28.2, 5.60.7, 5.87.4, 8.7.7, 9.107.8, 9.97.16, 9.97.19 s.n.ú-. -s.ph - 6.75.4 vis.ph urántı̄.
-s.r- 1.71.1 ajus.rañ.
sn- 1.104.3 snātah., 5.80.5 snātı̄, 7.88.3 snúbh iś, 8.46.18 snúbh ir, 8.96.13 snéhitı̄r, 9.97.54
sneháyac, 10.71.7 snā´ tvā. sph - 1.84.8 sph urat, 1.188.9 sph ātı́m, 3.32.11 sph igyā` , 6.61.14 sph arı̄h.,
h
h
6.67.11 sph urā´ n, 8.1.23 sph irám, 8.4.8 sph igyàm
. , 10.34.9 sp uranty, 10.87.11 sp ūrjáyañ.
hl- 10.16.14 hlā´ dikāvati, 10.16.14 hlā´ dike. hn- 8.31.7 hnutah.. -hn.- 4.57.7 grhn.ātu, 10.34.11
"
pūrvāhn.é.
-skh - TS 5.7.15.1 muskh ā´ bh yām.
-s.kh - TS 6.1.9.1 nis.kh idáti. s.p- AVŚ 6.56.1, 10.4.8 vı́ s.parad, VSM 6.36 ni s.para. -s.l- AVŚ
20.134.6 áks.lı́lı̄.
-hl- AVŚ 6.16.2 viháhlo.
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Clusters beginning with semivowels
-rC- -r C- -lC- -l C- -vC- -v C•
◦
t
•
•
•
•
•
•
A,Y
•
◦
t,m

-yC-

-y C-

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
◦
•
◦
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

ś,m
•
•
◦
•

◦

◦
◦

•

ś,t,v

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
◦
•
•
◦
•
p,t
◦
•
◦

•
◦

•
◦

•
◦

-vl- 1.133.1 abh ivlágya, 1.133.2 abh ivlágyā, 1.133.4 ’bh ivlaṅgáir.
-rñ- 6.47.25 sārñjayó. -rn- 1.135.9 durniyántavah., 1.135.9 durniyántavo, 1.190.6 durniyántuh.,
10.161.5 punarnava. -rph - 10.106.6 parph arı̄kā, 10.106.6 turph árı̄tū, 10.106.6 turph árı̄, 10.106.7
parph arat, 10.106.8 turph árı̄. -rs- 2.25.1 sarsrte, 2.35.5 prasarsré, 3.7.1 sarsrāte, 5.12.6
"
prasársrān.asya, 5.44.3 prasársrān.o, 6.18.7 sarsre.

-r l- 1.100.16 sumádam
. śur lalāmı̄r.
-ld- 8.1.20 gáldayā. -lk- 4.4.2 ulkā´ h., 7.82.6 śulkā´ ya, 8.1.5 śulkā´ ya, 10.16.13 vyàlkaśā, 10.68.4
h
h
ulkā´ m. -lm- 2.33.8 kalmalı̄kı́nam
. , 2.35.12 bı́lmair, 7.50.3 c almaláu, 10.85.20 śalmalı́m
. . -lp h
h
h
7.50.2 kulp áu. -lv- 5.62.7 tı́lvile, 7.78.5 tilvilāyád vam, 10.86.22 pulvag ó.
h
-l l- 10.163.5 vanam
. káran.āl lómab yas, 10.163.6 áṅgād-aṅgāl lómno-lomno.
-yv 10.106.6 jarā´ yv ajáram
-lś- 3.8.11 śatávalśo, 3.8.11, 7.33.9, 9.5.10 sahásravalśā
-rkh - TS 7.1.6.4 mūrkh ā´ . -rt. TS, MS amārt.. -rl- AVŚ 20.133.6 antárlomamáti, MS
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1.6.12:106,8- nirlúpya.
h
h
-lbh - AVPO 17.15.10 albh agh āsām
. , TS apagalb á-, pragalb á-. -lh- AVŚ bálhika-, VSM 23.51
upavalhāmasi, TS malhā´ -.
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Clusters beginning with nasals
mC-

-mC-

-n.C-

•

•
p
p,t,m

◦
•
•

◦
◦
◦

•
•
•
•
(•)
•
◦

-n. C-

nC-

•
•
•
•
•

◦
ś

◦
•
•

-nC- -ñC- -ṅC•
•
•
•
•
◦
•

◦
•
(•)

•
•
•

◦
m

t
ś,t
(◦)

my- 2.28.6 myaks.a. mr- 1.162.21 mriyase, 6.53.3 mradā, 8.61.10 mraks.akrtvā, 10.165.4
"
mrityáve. ml- 8.55.3 mlātā´ ni, -ml- 2.35.13 ánabh imlātavarn.o, 10.52.4 ápamluktam.
-n.m- 7.16.4, 10.84.4 krn.mahe.
"
-n. n- 9.88.7 prtanās.ā´ n. ná. -n. m- 8.101.11 bán. mahā´ m,
 10.130.5 virā´ n. mitrā´ várun.ayor.
"
h
h
h
h
-ṅd - 2.24.15 prṅd i, 6.75.12 vrṅd i, 10.87.11 vrṅd i, 10.87.4 bh aṅdh y, 10.156.3 aṅdh ı́.
"
"
"
-ñv- 3.39.5, 8.92.3 abhijñv ā´ .
mr- AV mroká-.
h
-n.d.h - AVPO pin.d.h i. -n.n.- AVPO 1.58.3 a]vatrn.n.asya, 4.40.6d s.an.n.ām
. , TS 2.4.2.3 ’b ı́s.an.n.a-,
"
h
nı́s.an.n.a-, -trn.n.á-, 5.1.7.4 ánāc rn.n.am, 7.2.15.1 s.án.n.avatyai, MS 1.8.10:130,16 vı́s.yan.n.am.
"
"
-ñy- AVŚ 14.1.43 samrā´ jñy edhi, TS, VSM rā´ jñy asi.
-ṅn- MS 2.1.12:13,18, 14,4 prastiṅnuyā´ d, 14,5 prástiṅnoti. -ṅm- AVŚ 5.1.1 rdhaṅmantro, 8.1.9
"
párāṅmanāh., 11.9[11].17 ásrṅmukhān, AVPO 9.16.3 asrṅmatı̄, TS 7.2.8.3 tris..túṅmukh o. -ṅv"
"
AVPO 3.8.2 vis.vaṅvarūpam (?).
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Clusters beginning with voiceless stops
kC- -kC- -k C- kh C- -kh C- cC- -cC- ch C◦
◦
t
p
◦
◦
◦

-ch C-

•
t

•
•
•
•

•
◦

A
◦

ś
(•)
•
◦
•

•
(•)
•
•
A,Y
m
•
◦

•

•
◦

•

◦
•
◦

◦
•
◦
•
◦

◦
◦
◦

A,v
•

kl- 6.46.14 klóśam. -kk- 1.187.10 vrkká. -ks- 10.114.6 rksāmā´ bh yām, 10.85.11 rksāmā´ bh yām.
"
"
"
-kh kh - 7.103.3 akh kh alı̄krtyā. -kh v- 2.14.4 cakh vā´ m
. sam
..
"
-cm- 9.29.5 mumucmáhe. -cr- 10.111.9 mumucré, 10.77.3 riricré.
ch n- 1.63.5 ch nath ihy. ch m- 2.11.17 ch máśrus.u. ch v- 1.33.14 ch vaitreyó, 1.33.15 ch vı́tryam
.,
1.66.6 ch vetó, 10.18.11 ch vañcasva, 10.42.9 ch vagh nı̄, 10.88.4 ch vātrám, 10.94.6 ch vasánto,
10.142.6 ch vañcasva. ch l- 10.12.5 ch lóko, 9.73.6 ch lókayantrāso, 9.92.1 ch lókam.
h
h
-ch y- 1.60.2 hótāprch yo, 1.64.13 āprch yam
. , 4.3.8 prc yámānah., 4.5.11 prc yámānas, 5.42.10
"
"
"
"
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
tuc yā´ n, 8.40.3 prc yámānā, 9.107.5 āprc yam
. , 10.129.3 tuc yénāb v. -c v- 9.86.43 uc vāsé,
"
"
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
10.18.12 uc váñcamānā. -c r- 1.54.3 brhác ravā, 3.53.21 yāc res..t ā´ b ir, 6.75.9 krc reśrı́tah.,
"
10.52.4 krch rā´ , 10.66.1 brhách ravasah.. "
"
"
-t ph - 10.117.7 ı́t ph ā´ la.
-kk- AVŚ 9.6.22 srukkārén.a, VSM 1.16 kukkut.ó, 24.32 kakkat.ás, TS 2.2.3.3, 3.4.9.6 rúkkāmah.,
3.4.2.1 kikkit.ā´ , 7.5.12.2 svā´ hātvákkāya. -kkh - TS akkh idat, 4.5.9.2 ākkh idaté ca prakkh idaté ca.
-k kh - AVPO 9.11.9 bh is.ak kh ane.
ky- AVŚ 18.3.6 kyā´ mbūr. kl- AVŚ 2.2.5, AVPO 1.7.5 klandās, AV, TS, VS, MS klı̄ba-, AVPO
1.68.2, 3, 4 klı̄vam, TS 2.3.3.4 kláivyād, AVŚ 9.4.15 kláśo, AVPO 16.124.4, 5 klinno, AV+
kloman-, VSM 39.5 klath an. -kl- AVŚ 7.76.1, AVPO 1.21.1 vikledı̄yası̄h., AV+ śuklá-, AVPO
8.8.3 yakaklomabh yah., AVPO 11.2.7 āklāntam
. sam
. klāntam
. , AV alı́klava-, AVPO 16.104.2
ariklavebh yo, AVŚ 12.4.5 viklı́ndur, MS 1.6,11:103,9 púklakaś.
√
-kś- MS kśā´ . -k ś- AVŚ 19.24.3, AVPO 15.5.10 jyók śrótré, VSM 24.33 purus.avāk śvāvid.
-kh n- AVŚ 5.31.8, AVPO 16.36.8 nicakh núh..
-cm- TS 1.1.3.1, VS 1.4 tanacmi. -cñ- TS 1.5.7.3 yācñ[ā´
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t.C-

-t.C◦

-t. C- tC◦

-tC•
A,t

-t C•
◦
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-th C- pC-

ś,t
◦

-pC-

-p Cś,t

t

t,v

◦
•

t,v

•
◦

ś,v

•

•

t
◦

◦

A,t,v

◦

A
•
◦
•
p
m
ś

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

◦

•

•
ś
◦
•
◦

◦
•
•
◦

◦
•
◦

A,v
•

p,t,m
•

◦

A,Y
•
(◦)
•
◦
•
•

-t.k- 1.14.8, 1.31.5, 1.120.4, 2.36.1, 7.14.3, 7.15.6, 8.28.2, 10.17.12, 1.162.15 vás.at.kr-. -t.t"
10.114.6 s.at.trim
. śā´ m
. ś, -t.v- 8.46.27 arat.vé,
h
h
-t. k- 6.15.11 ā´ nat. kaváye, 8.6.48 ānat. kakuhó. -t. k - 8.77.3 a]khidat k é, 10.97.20 ris.at kh anitā´ ,
10.106.7 nā´ pat kh aramajrā´ . -t. ch - 1.66.6 ábh rāt. ch vetó, 1.71.8 ā´ nat. ch úci. 3.33.1 vı́pāt. ch utudrı̄,
h
5.40.4 turās.ā´ .t ch us.mı̄, 7.90.2 ā´ nat. ch úcim
. . -t. t- 1.121.3 rā´ .t turó, 5.6.5 hávyavāt. túb yam
. , 6.12.3
vanerā´ .t todó, 7.99.7 vás.at. te, 7.100.7 vás.at. te, 8.45.27 ā` nat. turván.e. -t. p- 1.139.1 śráus.at. puró,
1.181.6 nis.s.ā´ .t pūrvı̄r, 10.19.5 udā´ nat. parā´ yan.am, 10.102.11 ānat. pı̄pyānā.
ts- 1.71.5, 1.134.5, 7.50.1, 7.50.2, 7.50.3, 8.1.11 tsar-. -t ph - 10.117.7 ı́t ph ā´ la
-th n- 1.127.7 math nánto, 1.93.6 jabh ārā´ math nād, 10.171.3 śrath nā, 2.24.3 áśrath nan, 9.69.3
śrath nı̄té. -th r- 1.181.5 math rā´ , 8.46.23 math rā´ .
py- 1.91.16, 1.91.17, 1.93.12, 9.31.4, 9.67.28, 10.85.5 pyāy-. ps- 1.41.7, 9.2.2, 9.74.3, 9.96.3,
9.97.27 psáras-. 10.26.3 psúrah..
-pn.- 1.110.1, 2.16.6, 2.36.4, 3.42.2, 4.19.3, 8.35.10 trp-n.u-. -pv- 1.116.23 vis.n.āpvàm
. , 1.117.5
"
h
´
´
sus.upvām
. sam
. , 1.117.7 vis.n.āpvàm
. , 1.161.13 sus.upvām
. sa, 8.86.3 vis.n.āpvè, 10.17.10 g rtapvàh.,
"
10.65.12 vis.n.āpvàm
. , 10.103.12 apve. pl- 1.182.5 plavám, 1.191.1 plús.ı̄, 8.1.33 plā´ yogir,
10.63.17, 64.17 platéh., 10.155.3 plávate, 10.163.3 plāśı́bhyo. -pl- 8.33.19 kas.aplakáu. -pś1.8.8, 1.64.10, 1.87.1, 1.166.8, 2.34.5, 3.36.4, 4.17.20, 4.20.2, 4.20.5, 4.45.1, 4.50.3, 6.18.12,
6.22.6, 6.32.1, 6.40.2, 7.101.4, 8.76.5, 10.113.2, 10.113.6, 10.115.3, 10.75.9 (vi-)rapś-.
-t.n.- TS 5.6.5.3 āt.n.āráh.. -t.p- AVŚ 9.3.21 s.át.paks.ā, AV, TS, VS s.át.pada-. -t.m- AVŚ 8.6.15,
AVPO 16.80.2 mat.mat.ā´ h.. -t.s- AVŚ 11.5[7].2 s.at.sahasrā´ h., -t. c- AVŚ 19.47.4 s.át. ca, TS 5.6.10.3
s.át. cı́tayo. -t.ś- AVPO 9.21.6 s.at.śarāvam
. . -t. ś- AVŚ 9.5.21 virā´ .t śı́rah., AVPO 1.37.3 s.at. śatā,
VSM 20.5 virāt. śrotram, 33.11 ānat. śuci. -t.s.- MS 1.10.17:156,12 s.át.s.at..
-tkh - AV, TS utkh idán. -t th - AVŚ 10.1.29 tvót th āpayāmasi, 12.3.30 út th āpaya. -t s.- AVPO
9.21.6 nirvapet s.ad., TS 5.5.2.6 tásmāt s.ad.ahám, 6.6.11.1 tát s.od.aśy etc., MS 1.7.3:112.1 tásmāt
s.ád..
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-p k- AVŚ 8.9.20 anus..túp kath ám, TS 3.4.9.6 trs..túg rākā´ ... anus..túp kuhū´ r. -pch - AVŚ 6.48.3,
"
AVPO 19.44.5 tris..túpch andā, TS tris..túpch andas-, -p ch - TS anus..túp ch ándah. etc., VS kakup
ch andah. etc. -p t- TS 1.8.13.1b tris..túp tvā etc., VSM 8.47 anus..tup te etc. -p p- AVŚ 8.9.20
tris..túp pañcadaśéna, VSM 23.33 anus..tup paṅktyā. -pm- AV, TS, MS, VS pāpmán-. -p s- TS
5.1.3.5 anus..túp sárvān.i, VSM 23.33 kakup sūcı̄bh ih..
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Clusters beginning with voiced stops
gC- -gC- -g C- gh C- -gh C- jC- -jC◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

-d.C•

•
◦
•

-d. C- -d.h Cv
◦

m
•

◦

◦
◦
•
•
•
◦

•
•
ś
•
•
•
•
•
A

•
◦

◦
ś,t,v
•

•

◦
•
•
•
•

t
◦

◦
◦
◦
◦

•
•
t
•

•
•
•
•

◦
◦

◦
◦

•
◦
A,t

◦
◦
t,m

(•)
•
ś,v

h
gdh - 1.158.5 gdh a. -gn.- 1.152.4 ánavaprgn.ā, 3.31.6 rugn.ám, 6.39.2 árugn.am
. . -gg - 1.64.3
"
abh oggh áno. gl- 1.164.10 glāpayanti.
-g gh - 1.13.5 ānus.ág gh rtáprs..th am, 1.51.7 sadh ryàg gh itā´ , 3.41.1 madryàg gh uvānáh., 4.6.6
" " h
h
h
h
sam
. drg g orásya, 6.11.5 srúg g rtávatı̄, 6.49.10 rd ag g uvema, -g j- 1.136.6f jyóg jı̄vantah.,
"
"
"
4.4.10 ānus.ág jújos.at, 6.5.3 ā` nus.ág jātavedo, 7.18.13 bh āg jés.ma, 7.71.1 nág jihı̄te, 8.8.23 arvā´ g
jı̄vébh yas, 9.97.22 vā´ g jyés..th asya, 10.37.7 jyóg jı̄vā´ h., 10.105.8 rdh ag jós.ati. -g dh - 1.146.3 vı́s.vag
"
dh enū´ . -g b- 4.53.4 prā´ srāg bāhū´ , 9.112.1 bh is.ág brahmā´ , 10.122.2
ghrtanirn.ig bráhman.e. -g bh "
2.11.21, 2.15.10, 2.16.9, 2.17.9, 2.18.9, 2.19.9, 2.20.9 dh ag bh ágo, 2.14.7
ā´ vrn.ag bh áratā, 4.7.2
" bh ávā, 8.102.19
h
h
h
h
ānus.ág b úvad, 5.16.2 ānus.ág b ágo, 8.75.12 varg b ārab rd, 8.97.7 vrn.ag
"
"
h
h
h
h
át aitādrg b arāmi, 9.70.7 tvág b avati, 10.60.11 nyàg b avatu.
"
h
h
h
h
gh r- 1.116.8, 5.34.3, 5.44.7, 7.69.4 gh ram
. sá-. -g m- 10.70.4 drāg mā´ , 7.56.21 dag ma. -g yh
h
h
h
h
1.123.5 dag yā. -g v- 1.52.5, 4.41.9, 6.63.9 rag vı̄-, 6.42.1 ’paścāddag vane. -g r- 1.162.15
jágh rih., 1.185.5 abh ijı́gh rantı̄.
jñ- 1.109.1 jñāsá, 2.10.6 jñeyā´ , 4.51.6 jñāyante, 6.1.6 jñubā´ dh o, 7.55.5, 10.66.14, 10.85.28,
10.117.9 jñātı́-. -jjh - 5.52.6 jájjh atı̄r.
-d. d.h - 4.21.10 samrā´ d. d.h ántā, 10.15.12 ’vād. d.h avyā´ ni. -d.b- 1.162.14, 1.162.16, 10.97.16
pád.bı̄śa-. -d.bh - 1.112.21 sarád.bh yas, 2.18.4 s.ad.bh ı́r, 4.2.12, 4.2.14, 4.38.3, 5.64.7, 10.28.8,
10.79.2, 10.99.12 pad.bh ı́s.
-d. j- 1.12.6 havyavā´ d. juhvā` syah., 7.20.3 satrās.ā´ d. janús.em. -d. d- 7.18.14 s.ád. duvoyú, 8.68.14
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s.ád. dvā´ -dvā, 10.20.4 ā´ nad. divó, 10.27.7 ānad. dárs.an, 10.104.6 ānad. dāśvā´ m,
 10.108.1 ānad.
dūré. -d. b- 7.28.2 ā` nad. bráhma, 10.170.1 vibh rā´ d. brhát, 10.170.2 vibh rā´ d. brhát. -d. bh - 3.56.2
"
"
s.ád. bh ārā´ m,
s.ád. yuktā´ m,
 10.170.3 viśvabh rā´ d. bh rājó. -d. y- 1.23.15
 7.7.7 ānad
. yūyám, 7.8.7
ānad. yūyám, 7.104.23 nad. yātumā´ vatām, 10.70.9 ā´ nad. yád. -d.v- 7.87.5 s.ád.vidh ānāh., 10.59.10
anad.vā´ ham
. , 10.85.10 anad.vā´ hāv, (1.118.9 vı̄d.vàṅgam, 6.47.26 vı̄d.vàṅgo, 4.3.14 vı̄d.v ám
. ho,
8.85.7 vı̄d.vàṅge, 8.77.9 vı̄d.v àdhārayah.). -d. v- 1.121.1 ā´ nad. vı́śa, 1.188.5 samrā´ d. vibh vı̄h., 3.6.1
daks.in.āvā´ d. vājı́nı̄, 8.42.1 samrā´ d. vı́śvét, 10.7.2 ā´ nad. váso, 10.19.5 udā´ nad. vyáyanam
. , 10.115.9
vás.ad. vás.al..
-gb- AVŚ 10.8.9 tiryágbilaś. -gl- AVŚ 4.4.7, AVPO 19.13.12 anavaglāyatā, AVPO 4.5.10
nāvaglāyo.
-gh y- TS 6.3.3.1 a]rvā´ g gh y ènam.
TS 1.4.34.1e jválantı̄m
. , 5.4.1.3 jvalati.
-d. g- VSM 21.13 dityavād. gaur etc. -d.d.- MS ı̄d.d.e. -d. dh - AVŚ 7.97.7 vás.ad. dh utébh yo, TS
4.3.7.2b, VSM 14.21 rā´ d. dh ruvā´ si. -d.r- AV, TS s.ad.rātrá-. -d. r- TS 5.6.7.1 s.ád. rā´ trı̄r, MS
1.11.9:10,7 vı́d. rā´ jānam
..
h
-d. r- AVŚ 7.95.3, VSM 6.14 méd.h ram
..

C
g
gh
ṅ
j
jh
ñ
d.
d.h
n.
d
dh
n
b
bh
m
y
v
r
l

dC-

-dC•
ś,t

-d C•
•

dh C-

-dh C-

bC-

-bC-

-b C- bh C◦

•

ś,t

•
•

◦
t

-bh C-

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

m
◦
◦
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

(◦)
(◦)
•
ś

ś
•

◦
•
•
•
t,v

-dn- 1.112.12 ks.ódasodnáh., 4.20.6 udnéva dh m- 5.9.5 dh mā´ teva, 5.9.5 dh mātárı̄, 7.89.2 dh mātó.
dh y- 3.26.8, 4.41.7, 5.70.1, 5.74.4, 8.21.2, 8.92.5, 10.67.11, 10.76.2, 10.76.3 dh y, 4.36.2 dh yáyā.
-b g- 10.14.16 tris..túb gāyatrı̄. -b d- 2.13.9 unab dabhı̄taye. (-by- 8.72.5 ambyàm. -bv- 10.16.13c
kiyā´ mbv átra.) -bh m- 1.139.10d, 10.47.1a jagrbh mā´ , 8.45.20b rarabh mā´ .
"
-dgh - AVŚ 5.21.8 padgh os.aı́ś, TS 7.5.13.1 tvārādgh os.ā´ ya.
-b j- AVŚ 19.21.1 tris..túb jágatyai, TS tris..túb jágatı̄. -b dh - TS 3.4.9.7 anus..túb dh ātā´ . -bbh - MS
2.5.10:62,1 kakúbbh ih.. -by- TS 2.3.3.4 kláibyād. -b v- AVŚ 13.1.15 kakúb várcasā. -bl- AVŚ
11.9[11].19 práblı̄no. -bh l- TS 4.5.2.1d, VSM 16.18 babh luśā´ ya.
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*h2
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in Indo-Iranian, 129
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" 
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*s" 
and PIE root constraint, 105
aspiration by, 108, 110
elimination of, 37–38, 75
insertion of, 1, 37
laryngeal features of, 105, 107
unspecified for laryngeal features, 106
*-sd- in a ruki context, 144
*sPh
as an allophone of *sP, 104
*sḱ
reflexes of, 67
*TH
syllabification of, 108
*Th2
initial and medial, 108
*z
in Proto-Indo-European, 105, 107
in Proto-Indo-Iranian, 152
/cc/, 51
/cch /, 67–81
‘thorn’ cluster and, 71
in Kashmirian manuscripts, 80
in Kat.ha school, 80
in Malayalam manuscripts, 80
ruki rule and, 71

/h/
as bare voiced aspiration, 103
voiced, 49
/j/
frication of, 50
/jj/, 51
/jñ/
modern pronunciation of, 52
pronunciation of, 52
/ks./
resulting from merger, 60
voiced in Middle Indo-Aryan, 64
/kh /
confusion with /s./, 60
palatalized by a preceding /i/ in MIA,
90
/l/
as [−continuant], 99
in the Rgveda, 144
"
/l/ dialect, 145
/ll/, 99
/m/
feature delinking, 97
/mr/, 100
/n/
gemination of final /n/, 92
origin of final /n/, 92
/nm/
paucity in Indo-European, 95
/PN/
assimilation to the nasal, 53
homorganic /PN/ clusters, 53
/r/
as a flap, 99
coronal node of, 146
fricative nature of, 151
intrinsic duration of, 99
merger with final /s/, 36
no gemination of, 99
place of articulation, 149
removal from coda position, 99
/rv/
" in the Rgveda, 98
"
/ry/
" in the Rgveda, 98
"
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/ś/
/s./

Index

contrast with /s/, 50
confusion with /kh /, 60
elimination of voiced ones, 49
multiple origin of, 143

/s/
after voiced aspirates, 117
and [spread glottis], 105
as a syllable affix, 41
aspirates a preceding stop, 109
augmentation of, 59
before initial /S/, 45
deaspiration of, 109
elimination of, 37–38, 75
elimination of voiced ones, 49
exceptional preservation of, 46
in reduplication, 43
laryngeal features in PIE, 105
merger with final /r/, 36, 151
prespecification for [spread glottis],
106
regressive devoicing by, 106
sandhi of final /s/ before initial /SP, 44
voicing of, 151
/SP/
/v/

fluctuation with /SPh /, 109
consonantal status of, 98
labiodental articulation of, 98

/y/
loss of initial *y in Dravidian, 177
loss of initial and final /y/ in Sanskrit,
101
yr
"

disyllabic in the Rgveda, 98
"
/yy/, 98
[anterior], 143, 146, 148–151, 154, 157,
159, 160
autosegmental relinking of, 158
domain of, 154, 158
right-to-left spreading of, 158
[apical], 150
[back], 135
[consonantal], 127
[continuant], 84
and [sonorant] and [voiced], 50
and Coda Condition, 39
and feature spreading, 95, 146
and palatal plosive, 39

in final position, 35
of /l/, 99
of /m/, 97
reassignment to /m/, 97
[coronal], 147
autosegmental tier, 148
[distributed], 149, 150
[high], 134, 135, 184
markedness of, 138
[low], 134, 135
[murmur], 120
[rounded], 135
[sonorant]
final despecification of, 152
[spread glottis], 83, 84, 103, 123, 126
after initial /s/, 108
alignment of, 106, 110
contrast in IE languages, 111
in absolute final, 113
in Dravidian, 178
maximization of, 106, 118
of *s, 105
of /s/, 110
redundant, 109
[vocalic], 134
[voiced], 103, 127, 152
contrast in IE languages, 111
in absolute final, 113
in Dravidian, 178
of *s, 105
abhinidhāna, 37, 53
ablaut, 18
acai (in Tamil prosody), 169
Affricate Filter, 75, 78, 80, 83
affrication
and occluding of sibilants, 60
of palatal plosives, 53
of /s/ and /ś/, 60
of secondary palatals, 80
phonological representation of, 3
Afro-asiatic, 129
Albanian
cluster simplification in, 78
allomorph, 126
allophone
*sP ∼ *sPh[0voiced] , 104
Alu Kurumba
stress in, 172
alveolar
in Dravidian, 181

Index
palatal and, 153
stop in Dravidian, 181
ambisyllabicity, 39
analogy, 5, 57
overgeneration of, 9
proportional, 59
anaptyxis
in Iranian, 33
in Proto-Dravidian, 164
in Proto-Indo-European, 26
Anatolian
final stop in, 113
interconsonantal laryngeals, 132
laryngeals in, 128
anit., 136
anusvāra, 40
Apical Displacement, 6, 169, 171, 178
Apical Obstruent Formation, 182
apical-laminal contrast, 154
Arabic
gemination of /r/ in, 99
Armenian
loss of *m before a sibilant, 97
Aśokan, 86, 90
aspiration
after *s, 108, 110
alignment of, 110
and frication, 80
before a sibilant, 109
by PIE *h2 , 108
failure in PIE *p-h2 tér-, 108
of /ch /, 104
Aspiration Throwback, 79, 114, 122–126
relative chronology of, 123
assimilation
of laryngeal features, 111, 117
As.t..
5.3.38, 84
5.3.42, 87
6.1.111, 137
6.4.19, 54
6.4.35, 88
6.4.36, 89
6.4.102, 88
6.4.103, 88
7.2.44, 56
7.2.57, 56
7.2.58, 56
7.2.59, 56
7.2.60, 56
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8.2.1, 113
8.2.25, 100
8.2.26, 75
8.2.29, 77
8.2.30, 54
8.2.31, 54
8.2.32, 54
8.2.36, 54, 77
8.2.39, 103, 113, 153
8.2.40, 117, 126
8.2.63, 159
8.2.108, 113
8.3.7, 97
8.3.15, 113
8.3.16, 46
8.3.19, 101
8.3.28–31, 60
8.3.32, 143
8.3.35, 78
8.3.36, 47
8.3.39, 78
8.3.56, 157
8.4.2, 99, 146
8.4.14, 125, 160
8.4.20, 143
8.4.36, 160
8.4.37, 146, 147
8.4.39, 143
8.4.43, 141
8.4.46, 31
8.4.47, 31
8.4.48, Vārttika 3, 109
8.4.49, 31
8.4.50, 31
8.4.51, 31, 40
8.4.52, 31
8.4.55, 54
8.4.56, 103, 113
8.4.63, 60
8.4.68, 138
Asymmetric Inventory, 167
asymmetry
between /m/ and /n/, 91–96
between /v/ and /y/, 98–99
between a stem and an ending, 91
between onset and coda, 22
in deocclusion, 66
autosegment
floating, 106, 123
Autosegmental Phonology, 3, 10
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Avestan
aš-, 20
anaptyxis in, 33
Bartholomae’s Law in, 105
epenthetic /i/ in, 138
final cluster in s, 44
final clusters with /s/ in, 33
gemination in, 32, 38
OAv. aog@dā, 29
reduplication in, 43
reflex of *ms, 97
syllabification in, 32
YAv. gaoya-, 98
YAv. xumba-, 108, 116
YAv. ā-sna-, 77
Awadhi, 7
stress in, 168
āytam, 176
Baṅgānı̄, 6
Bartholomae’s Law, 79, 106, 110, 115–121,
123, 126, 139, 144
in Avestan, 105
on *-Ch s-, 83
Bengali, 7
stress in, 169
Bhojpuri, 7
bifurcating tree, 6
Binding Principle, 108
bounded and unbounded systems, 167
Brahui
stress in, 171
Braj, 7
Brevis Brevians, 26, 166
Brugmann’s Law, 26, 32, 33, 128
failure of, 4
Kleinhans’s provision to, 27
Burmese
aspirated /s/ in, 106
Catalan
assimilation of nasals in, 96
Celtic
final stop in, 113
Osthoff’s Law in, 26
Sievers’s Law and, 26
Central Dravidian
common features of, 8
Chinese
and lexical diffusion, 6
circularity, 9

Index
cluster simplification, 59, 73, 75, 79, 136
and deocclusion, 79
coronal stop and, 77, 78
exception in final position, 35
general rule of, 78
clustering rule, 59
coda
dialect maximizing, 40
minimization of, 23, 24, 28
Coda Condition, 36, 39
Cohesive Closure, 38, 43, 47, 115, 117, 123
and gemination of /r/, 99
Cohesive Frication, 47
compensatory lengthening, 36, 99, 144, 166
compensatory shortening, 176
connective /i/, 136
conspiracy, 11, 29, 124
constraint
Hnuc, 23
AlignNuc, 23
DepIO, 28
FricVoi, 65
IdentAffix, 119, 124
IdentIO, 118
Incorporate, 124
Integrity, 160
License, 124
License(lar), 118
Linearity, 121, 124, 160
MaxIO, 28, 65
MaxRoot, 124
MaxRoot[spread glottis], 119
MaxRoot[voiced], 120
OCP, 65
Onset, 23, 28
?SS, 65
contamination, 85
contextual neutralization, 152
contour segment
restriction against, 75
convergence, see lnguistic area1
coronal
coronal node of /r/, 146
palatal as, 92
coronal configuration, 154
coronal syndrome, 95, 96, 181
coronalization, 154
Correspondence Theory, 160
coéfficients sonantiques, 4
crossing of association lines, 127, 147

Index
dative infinitive, 85
deaffrication of PDr. *c-, 177
deaspiration, 103, 115
before /s/, 106
iteration of, 115
debuccalization, 84, 177, 184
of /dh /, 84–91
of voiced aspirated affricates, 83
of voiced palatal aspirates, 83
degemination of PIE *ss, 44, 49, 77
degenerate foot, 168, 170, 173
deocclusion
after a front vowel, 89
asymmetry in, 66
of *m in Slavic, 97
of /m/, 100
of nasals, 92
of PIIr. *ć, 150
deocclusion of /dh /, 84–91
devoicing
final, 103
Dhātupāt.ha, 160
dialect geography, 5
dialectal variation
in reconstruction, 145
of *idh á, 85
of *l, 145
of /cch /, 80
on Aspiration Throwback, 124
on avoiding overlong rimes, 30
on cohesive frication, 47
on doubling, 40
on geminated sibilants, 47
on nati (retroflexion) spreading, 155
on sibilant gemination, 42
on syllable coda, 40
diaspirate aspiration, 115
diaspirate representation, 114
dieresis, 29, 100
dissimilation
overgeneration of, 10
doubling, see gemination
Dravidian
and lexical diffusion, 6
length contrast, 163
loss of initial *y, 177
stable morpheme length in, 164
subgrouping of, 8
weight of coda in, 163
Dutch
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voicing assimilation in, 103
edge effect, 39, 51, 91
Elsewhere Case, 78
Emergence of the Unmarked, 121
empty C slot, 50, 92, 132, 137
End Rule, 168
English
distribution of /s/, 41
initial stop aspiration in, 110
loss of h in, 10
enunciative vowel, 179, 180
epenthesis
of /i/, 28, 98
epenthesis vowel
/a/, 137, 138
/i/, 136
/u/, 137
equipollency of vowel features, 136
extrametricality, 35, 168
in Hindi, 168
in Hopi, 173
in Kashmiri, 168
in Mundari, 174
in Telugu, 171
of u, 170
extrasyllabic sibilant, 39, 42, 59
and /cch /, 69
and mora, 42
and reduplication, 43
and retroflexion of /s/, 148
featural correspondence, 125
featural domain, 124, 160
feature filling, 126
Feature Geometry, 3, 146
final /rT/ cluster, 35
final laryngeal neutralization, 115
focal area, 5
foot, 167
formative vowel, 164, 165, 177, 180
Fortunatov’s Law, 142, 143, 145, 182
frication
and aspiration, 80
frication and aspiration
cooccurrence of, 84
fricative
and Dravidian, 176
future suffix -syá-, 55, 136
gan.a, 169
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Garde’s Principle, 5
gemination, 80, 175
across syllable boundary, 32, 37
after sibilants, 41
in a -TR- cluster, 38
in an -RT- cluster, 38
in Avestan, 32, 38
in Proto-Indo-European, 32, 38, 163
of final /n/, 92
of /l/, 99
of nasals, 92, 94
of sibilants, 41, 47
of sibilants prohibited, 45
of /y/, 98
Prātiśākhya rules of, 31, 39–41
German
final devoicing, 152
palatalized ch, 90
Germanic
*sT in, 110
Sievers’s Law in, 166
gemination, 175
laryngeals in, 128, 130
Osthoff’s Law in, 26
Sieb’s Law in, 104
Sievers’s Law in, 25
Glottalic Theory, 111
gradualism, 5, 66
Grassmann’s Law, 67, 89, 105, 114, 115,
122, 125, 126
in Greek, 116
iteration of, 115
two-syllable window of, 89
Greek
aspiration in, 108
final cluster in s, 44
final clusters with /s/ in, 33
final stop and /s/ in, 113
laryngeals in, 129
/mn/ in, 95
PIE *RH in, 21
PIE *ur in, 25
"
reduplication
in, 43
h
-st a in, 103
Grimm’s Law, 5, 110
non-application of, 79
Gujarati
stress in, 168
hiatus, 30
Hindi, 7

Index
stress in, 168
Hittite
arrumar, 25
loss of laryngeals in, 108
Osthoff’s Law and, 26
Sievers’s Law in, 26
syllabification of *wR in, 20
"
/w/ in, 25
Hopi
stress in, 172
iamb, 170, 173
Iambic Shortening, 26, 166
Indo-Aryan innovation, 116, 142
on Bartholomae’s Law, 117
Indo-Aryan loanword in Tamil, 173
Indo-European
subgrouping of, 8
inductive approximation, 133
initial deocclusion of /dh / or /bh /, 86
intermediate form
ill-formed, 11, 79
invariance, 135
Iranian innovation, 33
isogloss, 5
of r/l merger, 146
Kāmviri
zim, 66
Kātyāyana-Śrauta-Sūtra, 158
Kannada
stress in, 172
Kashmiri
stress in, 168
Kashmirian manuscript, 80
Kati
duċ, 66, 70
jõ, 66
Kharia
stress in, 175
Kolami
stress in, 172
Konda
stress in, 172
Korean
aspirated /s/ in, 106
aspiration in, 10
gemination of /r/ in, 99
Korku
stress in, 175
Kumaraswami Raja’s reconstruction, 165

Index
Lachmann’s Law, 164, 166
laryngeal
as sonorants, 128
consonantal, 128
distribution of, 128
interconsonantal, 132
loss of, 128
merger of, 129, 131
metrical behavior of, 128
sonority of, 21, 22, 128
Laryngeal Constraint, 50, 65, 103, 106, 112,
115, 118, 126
laryngeal features
are privative, 103
assimilation of, 111
contrast of, 103
four-way contrast in, 117
in Dravidian, 178
neutralization of, 113, 184
of coda obstruents, 111
privativeness of, 113
three-way contrast of, 103
Laryngeal First Principle, 84
Laryngeal node, 3, 84, 103, 112, 118
spreading of, 117
Laryngeal tier, 115
Latin
cluster simplification in, 78
distribution of ss and s, 57
final cluster in s, 44
final dental stop in, 113
final m in, 92
gemination, 175
loss of initial laryngeals in, 108
Osthoff’s Law in, 26
PIE *ur in, 20
"
reduplication
in, 43
Sievers’s Law in, 26
Latin loanwords in Irish, 10
Law of Finals, 33, 35
Law of Initials, 33, 35, 165
lexical diffusion, 6
licensing
by an initial foot, 171
of [−anterior] for /s/, 148
of [−continuant] for /m/, 97
of a Laryngeal node, 118
of an extrasyllabic sibilant, 42–44
parasitic, 118
Lindeman’s Variation, 25
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linguistic area, 9
dialectological approach to, 9
South Asian, 1, 9
locality, 3
of Indo-European weight rule, 164
Lycian
doubling in, 176
Māgadhı̄
development of OIA *SP, 109
Maithili, 8
stress in, 168, 172
Malayalam
stress in, 171
Malto
stress in, 172
Mang’anja, 95
Marathi
stress in, 168
markedness, 133
of height feature in Drividian, 178
of height features, 138
of /m/ and /n/, 96
of vowel features, 136
Markedness Convention, 134
Maximal Onset Principle, 22
mental representation, 152
merger
in ks., 60
of final /s/ and /r/, 151, 152
of /ks./ and irreversibility, 65
of *l and *r, 144, 182
of laryngeals, 129, 131
of nonhigh vowels, 135
of PIE *o and *e, 90
of ś and s., 55, 59
metathesis
in dras..túm, 10
Middle Indo-Aryan
aspiration by OIA s, 109
aspiration transfer in, 72
deocclusion of nasals in, 92
epenthetic /i/ in, 137
loss of coda sibilants, 73
reduplication in, 176
minimal pair, 143, 163
minimal sonority distance requirement, 59
minimal word, 88
and Grassmann’s Law, 89
minor rule, 56
modeling, 4
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monoaspirate representation, 114
moraic trochee, 172
morphological template, 166
morphological zero grade, 137
Mundari
stress in, 174
Nārada Śiks.ā, 109
nasal
gemination of, 94
loss in Dravidian, 177
nucleus-forming, 93
nati, see rtroflexion146, 153
near merger, 150
neutralization
in ks., 60
of /ś/ and /s./, 55
of /s/ and /ś/, 55
of [voiced], 113
of voicing, 113
Nighan.t.u
2.14, 95
node
implication of, 6
in Feature Geometry, 3
of a language tree, 6
skipping of, 7
non-derived environment blocking, 100,
143
North Dravidian
common features of, 8
Northwestern dialects
and deocclusion of /ch /, 85
Nucleus Placement Principle, 21, 27
null vowel, 136–138
Nuristani, 8
affricates in, 66, 70, 74
stress in, 168
Obligatory Contour Principle, 38, 65, 95,
106, 115, 123, 126, 148, 154, 155
dissimilation and, 10
occlusion
and length, 57
of *́, 52
of /ś/, 58
of /s/, 56, 58, 70
Old Awadhi
stress in, 168
Old Irish
cluster simplification in, 78

Index
Old Prussian
cluster simplification in, 78
Onset First Principle, 39, 79
Onset Maximization, 42
Onset Requirement, 28
Optimality Theory, 10, 11, 43, 119
Ossetic
*l in, 145
Osthoff’s Law, 26, 27, 29, 164, 166
overlong syllable, 29, 38, 55, 57
and Brugmann’s Law, 27
and Sievers’s and Osthoff’s Laws, 26
in Dravidian, 165–166
pada ending, 122, 123
palatal
affrication of palatal plosives, 51
affricative pronunciation, 52
as coronal, 92
before a dental stop, 53–54
coronal status of, 146
/j/ as a stop, 53
palatalization, 154
by a preceding *e, 90
left-to-right, 90
left-to-right in Dravidian, 90, 182
paradigmatic leveling, 5, 21, 25, 91, 130,
137
of voiceless aspirates, 109
Parasitic Licensing, 65, 112, 112, 115, 118,
148
Pedersen’s Law, see ruki rule
Persian
palato-alveolar and prepalatal, 52
persistent rule, 100
phonemicization
of affricates, 59
of ch , 73
of voiceless aspirates, 109
place assimilation
of nasals, 92
place feature
in Dravidian, 181
loss of, 66
Polish
palato-alveolar and prepalatal, 52, 150
Positional Faithfulness, 119
postlexical rule, 109
primary palatal
as affricates, 79
place of articulation of, 74

Index
primary palatals
as affricates, 66
spirantization of, 81
prohibition of geminated sibilants, 45
prohibition of voiced sibilants, 67, 144
prominence, 169, 170
Prosodic Circumscription, 167
Prosodic Morphology, 167, 169
prosodic word, 167
Proto-Celtic
lexical and grammatical borrowing in,
5
Proto-Dravidian
anaptyxis in, 164
formative vowel in, 164
fricatives in, 176
initial palatal in, 177
laryngeal in, 176
root morphemes in, 178
stress in, 171
syllable boundary in, 176
vowel height in, 178
Proto-Indo-European
ablaut, 18
core, 103, 104
degemination of *s, 44
high vocoids in, 134
invariance of vowel height in, 135
middle participle in, 20
nasal infix in, 19, 20
privative prefix *n- in, 20
"
root constraint, 105
root template in, 17
Proto-Indo-Iranian
PIE nonhigh vowels in, 135
Punjabi
stress in, 168
Pāli
rhythmic rule in, 167
Quantitative Metathesis, 166
r/l merger, 7, 144, 182
Radical Underspecification, 134, 151
redundancy rule
of a word-final segment, 113
of /s/, 79, 106
of vowel height, 135, 137
reduplicated aorist, 166
reduplication
and /s/, 43
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regularity
analogy and, 5
Regularity Hypothesis, 5
relative chronology, 80, 83, 152
of Aspiration Throwback, 123
relic area, 146
retroflex
alveolar and, 153
alveopalatal origin of, 149
palatal and, 51
phonemicization of, 142, 150
salient feature of Indo-Aryan, 141
retroflexion, 125, 159
and featural domain, 125
backward spreading of, 156–160
failure of, 144
featural domain and, 157
iteration of, 154
of /s/ and /t/, 148
of /st/, 148, 157
of /t/, 150
spreading and /l/, 99
spreading from .t to /s/, 158
spreading of, 141
target of, 158
rhythmic rule
Apical Displacement as, 169
in Dravidian, 164
in Indo-European, 167
in Pāli, 167
rime
syllable weight and, 26
Root node, 3
root-suffix asymmetry, 119, 171
in Dravidian, 165
RPr.
"
1.23, 39
1.23–26, 39
1.24, 40
1.25, 40
1.26, 40
6.1, 31
6.2, 31
6.17–18, 37
6.46, 36
6.54, 109
13.9, 53
14.36, 46
ruki rule, 54, 135, 141, 142, 151
and /cch /, 71
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blocking of, 143, 148
exceptions of, 143
feature triggering, 149
Russian
/mn/ in, 95
s mobile, 104, 108
Sadani
stress in, 168
Śākalya
doubling and, 31, 40
sandhi attributed to, 101
sandhi
and gemination of /r/, 99
and laryngeal neutralization, 113
of dus-, 69, 100
of final /s/ before initial /S/, 45
of final /s/ before initial /SP/, 44
of final /s/ before initial /TS/, 78
of retroflex and palatal, 51
Sangam Tamil
stress in, 170
Sanskrit
áṁhasu, 45
akh kh alı̄-krtya, 72
agdh a-, 75"
ágnı̄-s.omā, 149
agh at, 57
ácch ā, 68
acch ān, 35
ájı̄janat, 166
átti, 112, 118
áth a, -ā, 30
adı́kka-, 58
adiks.i, 58
ádidyutat, 166
adı̄dh rs.at, 90
" , 77
adbh yáh
.
h
ád a, 84, 87
anad.vah-, 159
ánı̄naśat, 166
áneśan, 166
ápaptat, 166
apásu, 45, 57
apiks.an, 58
ápı̄patat, 166
abuddh āh., 123
ábūbudh at, 166
ábh akta, 75
abh ı́-nat., 125, 159
abh utsmahi, 38

Index
abh rá- and nábh as-, 25
ámam
. sta, 43
ámath nāt, 109
amārt., 153
ámyak, 35
ayāt., 35
áramn.āt, 94
aruddh a, 38
avart, 35
avadh i, 88
ávāks.am, 93
avāt, 57
avātsı̄h., 58, 71
avātsı̄t, 57
á-s.ād.h a-, 158
ási, 44, 77
ásth āt, 109
ásth i, 137
āt.n.āráh., 53
ārta, 29
ā´ sat-, 69
ā´ ha, 85
ı́yaks.ati, 27
is..tá-, 54, 66, 67
ihá, 7, 84, 87
ihı́, 88
ı̄.t.te, 141
uttarā´ hi, 84
upabdá-, 105
uvócith a and vivyákth a, 29
ús..trānām, 147, 155
ū´ dh assu, 57
ū´ rk, 35, 153
rk-s.amam, 149
"rk-sāmá-, 149
"rcch árā-, 68
"rs.ı̄n.ām, 147
"edh ı́, 49, 88, 105, 144
kakuhá-, kakubh á-, 85
káks.a-, 65
kadh a-, 84, 87
kı̄stá-, 143
kun.d.rn.ā´ cı̄, 141, 147
kúmb" h a-, 116
kúmbh a-, 108
kúha, 84, 87, 91
krn.uhı́, -ı̄, 88
kr" n.mási, 94
k"rtvan, 38
kr" tsná-, 42
"

Index
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krdh ı́, 88
"
kriyáte,
98
kvà, 87
ks.árati, 64
ks.āma-, 64
ks.un.n.a-, 141
ks.ubh nuyus, 143
ks.máh., 42
ks.vin.n.a-, 141
kh idati, 108
gácch ati, 68
gamyā´ h., 93
gavyá-, 98
gahi, gadh i, 88
gun.á-, 143
grhá-, 85
gr" hn.ātu, 85
"
gehá-,
85
gehyà-, géhya-, 85
cakrvā´ m
. s-, 98
cacc" h anda, 43
camrı́s.-, 100
carkrdh i, 88
"
carmamná-,
94
cás..te, 76
cikéta, 91
ch inátti, 104
jáks.at-, 7
jaganvā´ m
. s-, 95
jál.h avah., 69
jahı́, 67, 89, 125
jahı̄hi, 91
jā´ grvi-, 98
jāgr" hi, 88
" 93
jātá-,
h
jı́g atsa-, 57
juhudh i, 88, 91
tanóti, 93
tamrá-, 100
tasth au, 43
tā´ rah., 105
tiktá-, 74
tı́taü-, 29
tiraścā´ , 68
tı́s..th ati, 43, 109
tisráh., 141, 148, 154
túmra-, 93
turı̄ya-, 77
tridh ā, 90
tvās..trén.a, 148

tsárati, 42, 59
daks.in.āhi, 84
dadrvā´ m
. s-, 98
dád"h i, 137
dán, 35
dabh rá-, dahrá-, dahara-, 85
dáyate, 108
dáśa, 95
dādrhı́/dardrhi, 88
"
dād"h āra, 167
h
dā´ d rvi-, 98
dāśvā"´ ṁs-, 77
dik-srakti-, 149
dı́psa-, 77, 106, 109
diváks.āh., 78
dı̄dh ayah., 90
ducch únā, 69, 100
dūd.ábh a-, 69, 100
dūd.ā´ ś-, 100, 159
dūd.h ı̄, 100
dūn.áśa-, dūn.ā´ śa-, 100
drd.h á-, 50
" h i, 29
dógd
-dyáti, 98
dyumná-, 94, 97
dras..túm, 10
drummati, 95
dvā´ h., 36
dviks.at, 58
dvidh ā, 90
dh atté, 126
-dh iti-, 85
dh uṅ(g)dh vam, 122
dh rk, 153
dh"riyáte, 98
dh ruvá-, 98
nák, 35
náks.ati, 27
nádbh yah., 77
nábh as- and abh rá-, 25
námas- and namrá-, 25
námnate, 94
namrá-, 93
nas..tá-, 59, 74, 77
nā´ ma, 93
nimrúc-, 93
nı́rrti-, 99
nis."s.apı̄, 46
nis.s.ā´ h-, 46, 157
nis.s.ı́dh -, 46
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nı̄d.á-, 49, 144
nú, nū´ , 167
nunna-, ánutta-, 127
nrpı̄ti-, 108
nr" vát-, 98
"
pañcāśat,
77
pan.a-, 109
pánth āh., 109
pári naks.ati, 160
párucch epa-, 69
paścā´ (t), 72
pas..th avā´ t, 159
pasprdh é, 43
" 143
pān.ı́-,
pā´ dam, 93
pāpmán-, 53
pitár-, 108
pitā´ , 36
pitrvát-, 98
pin." ák, 125, 159
pipı̄d.é, 144
pı́bati, 22
pum
. sú, 57
púcch a-, 69
puráh., 20
purod.ā´ ś-, 159
prcch áti, 77
pr" th ak-sahasrā´ bh yām
. , 149
pr" th ivı̄, 28, 98
pr" śanı̄, 104
pr" s..tá-, 109
pr" s..th á-, 109
"
práüga-,
100
prá-n.ak, 125, 159
pra n.aśyate, 125
pra naṅks.yati, 125, 160
praśā´ n, 97
prān.aiks.ı̄t, 160
ph an.á-, 109
barhis.ád-, 45
bibh ryād, 98
" h ā´ , 143
bisa-k
buddh á-, 115
busá-, 143
brsaya-, 143
" h ı́, 88, 89
bod
brávı̄mi, 94
brūhı́, 88, 91
bh ittvā´ , 38
bh iyásam, 93

bh udbh yām, 122
bh riyate, 98
man.ı́-, 143
math itá-, 117
math yámānah., 98
manmahe, 94
mamnā´ te, 94
malla-, 99
mahimnā´ , mahinā´ , 94
mādbh ı́s, 57
mā´ s-, 29
mı̄d.h á-, 49, 83, 153
mı̄d.h vás-, 74
mrd.á-, 49, 144
mr" s..tá-, 54
" h ra-, 141
méd
.
medh ā´ , 144, 153
mnāta-, 94
mriyáte, 93, 98
mlātá-, 94
yajñá-, 52
yandh ı́, 88
yācñá-, 53
yódh i, 88
rátna-, 53
rā´ jā, 36
rās..trā´ nām, 147, 155
rās..trén.a, 148
riktá-, 109
rikth á-, 109
rı́riks.ati, 58
rı̄d.h á-, 74
rudh i-, 85
réd.h i, 49, 67
róhati, ródh ati, 85
rohı́t-, 85
váks.at, 153
vatsyati, 58
vállabh a-, 99
vás.at., 157
vamrá-, 100
vavanmā´ , 94
vā´ h., 36
vāri, 136
viks.ú, vit.su, 58
vittá-, 37
vittá-, vinná-, 127
vidáth a-, 125
vidh i-, 90
vı́dh yati, 90
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vivyákth a and uvócith a, 29
viśpati-, vit.pati-, 58
viśvá-psnya-, 76
viśváha/-ā, 84, 87
vis..tá-, 59
vı̄d.ú-, 144
vrktvı̄, 77
vr" trahā´ , 36
vr" dh i, 88
vr" s.an.-aśvéna, 147
vr" s..tvā´ , 77
" h a, 29
vétt
vód.h um, 49
vras..tum, 77
śayyā´ , 98
śādh i, 88
śā´ ssi, 46
śı́ks.ati, 77
śiśı̄hı́, śiśādh ı́, śaśādh ı́, 88
śúci-, śóka-, 74
śrn.udhı̄, 88, 91
" yáti, 58
śeks
.
ścamnan, 94
śnáth at, 52
śrāntá-, 93
śrudh ı́, 88
śvabh ih., 24
śváśurah., 156
s.át., 156, 157
s.at.-cakra-, 51
s.ad.-ja-, 51
s.at.-trim
. śá-, 141, 148
s.an.d.h a-, 158
s.ā´ .t, 157
-s.ā´ .t, -s.ā´ ham, 157
s.od.h ā´ , 158
sá ı́t and séd, 30
h
sam
. ráb ya, 100
sam
. rarān.á-, 100
sam
. rihāná-, 100
sácate, 5
sattá-, 75
sattá-, sanná-, 127
san, 92
saptá, 93
samaha, 84
samrā´ j-, 93, 100
samrā´ .t, 158
sarát., 158
sásti, 105

sasnur, 43
sahá, sadh a-, 84, 87
sād.h á-, 49
sā´ d.h r-, 141
"
sis.yanda,
43
sı̄dati, 50, 105
súgmi ya-, 27
su-s.óma-, 149
suhā´ rt, 35
skh ala-, 104
stána-, 77, 105
starı̄, 109
stuhı́, 88
sth ála-, 109
spardh até, sprháyati, 85
sprn.uhi, 88 "
spr" dh ı́, 88
sp"h ı́j-, 73, 104
sph urá-, 104
sph ū´ rja-, 104
sma, 20
syāt, 19
svapiti, 105
hammati, 95
hā´ rdi, 136
hitá-, 85
hinásti, 105
hnuté, 52
passive and class IV suffix in, 19
Santali
stress in, 175
ŚCĀ
1.1.36, 36, 138
1.2.4–5, 37
1.2.5, 40
1.2.15, 39
1.2.15–18, 39
1.2.16, 40
1.2.17, 40
1.4.10–11, 36
1.4.18, 40
2.1.6, 109
2.1.36, 100
3.2.2, 143
3.2.3, 31
3.2.7, 32
3.2.8, 31
3.2.9, 31
schwa secundum, 17, 18
secondary palatalization, 52, 135
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secondary palatals
affrication of, 80
semisyllable, 42
sibilant
banned in final position, 41
distribution of, 42
features of, 50
full contrast of, 55
laryngeal features of, 106
prohibition of voiced ones, 107
prohibition of voicing, 49
redundant aspiration of, 73, 79, 83,
106, 109
Sibilant Voicing Filter, 50, 52, 67, 80, 83,
107
Sieb’s Law, 104, 105
Sievers’s Law, 21, 25, 27, 29, 164, 166
and infinitive *-dh iōi, 19

Sindhi
stress in, 168
Sinhalese
stress in, 169
skeletal structure
preservation of, 69, 79
skeletal tier, 3
Slavic
cluster simplification in, 78
deocclusion of *m, 97
final /s/, 44
laryngeals in, 130
third palatalization in, 90
sonority
minimal distance requirement of, 59
of laryngeals, 21
sonority scale, 23, 42, 59, 91
/m/ and /n/, 95
Sonority Sequencing Principle, 25, 59
and /s/, 41
Sora
stress in, 175
South Dravidian
common features of, 8
left-to-right palatalization in, 90
South-Central Dravidian
common features of, 8
Spanish
/yw/ and /wy/ in, 98
distribution of /s/ in, 44
Sprachbund, 9
sprs.t.a, 53
"

Index
stem-ending asymmetry, 91
Stray Erasure of /s/ in pre-Vedic, 76, 78
stress, 166–175
and rhythm, 167
historical change, 166
in Alu Kurumba, 172
in Awadhi, 168
in Bengali, 169
in Brahui, 171
in Gujarati, 168
in Hindi, 168
in Hopi, 172
in Kannada, 172
in Kashmiri, 168
in Kharia, 175
in Kolami, 172
in Konda, 172
in Korku, 175
in Maithili, 168, 172
in Malayalam, 171
in Malto, 172
in Marathi, 168
in Mundari, 174
in Nuristani, 168
in Old Awadhi, 168
in Proto-Dravidian, 171
in Punjabi, 168
in Sadani, 168
in Sangam Tamil, 170
in Santali, 175
in Sindhi, 168
in Sinhalese, 169
in Sora, 175
in Tamil, 173
in Telugu, 171
in Toda, 172
initial stress in Dravidian, 171
rhythmic patterns of, 167
Structure Preservation, 109
structure-building rule, 28
structure-changing rule, 28
Supralaryngeal node, 84
svarabhakti, 36–37, 138
Swahili, 95
syllabification
in Avestan, 32
in Proto-Indo-Iranian, 32
levels of, 42
syllable
contact law of, 21

Index
definition of, 17
syllable nucleus
prespecification of, 19, 21, 27
synchrony and historical background, 11
Szemerényi’s Law, 36
Tachelhit, 95
Tamil
laryngeal features in, 178
left-to-right palatalization in, 90
meter in, 169
stress in, 173
umlaut in, 170
Telugu, 8
left-to-right palatalization in, 90
stress in, 171
temporal order, 10
as metaphor, 10
Thai
laryngeal contrast in, 107
‘thorn’ cluster
/cch / and, 71
tier
autosegmental, 3
Tocharian
affrication in, 19
assibilation in, 19
PIE *ih2 in, 21
Sievers’s Law in, 26
Tocharian A
/nm/ in, 95
Tocharian B
/ks/ in, 64
Toda
stress in, 172
tonal context, 86
TPr.
1.106, 40
2.4, 49
2.6, 49, 103
2.9, 49, 103
2.41, 149
9.2, 46
13.4, 100
14.1, 31, 59
14.4, 31
14.9, 31
14.12, 109
14.23, 32
21.1–9, 39
21.2, 39
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21.3, 40
21.4, 40
21.5, 40
21.5–6, 36
21.6, 40
21.7, 40
21.9, 40, 59
21.15, 36
tree model
limit of, 7
two-mora rule, 9, 176
typology, 4
umlaut, 8
in Dravidian, 170
underspecification
radical, 134, 151
Uniformitarian Principle, 9
unit phoneme, 132
univerbation and old sandhi, 100
Universal Scale of Sonority, 129, 138
Verner’s Law, 5
visarga, 36, 40, 42, 46, 113
Vocalis ante vocalem corripitur, 166
voiced sibilant
in Avestan, 107
prohibition of, 80
voiceless aspirates
phonemicization of, 109
voicing
optional final voicing, 113
voicing assimilation, 115, 151
voicing distinction
word final, 152
vowel
finer distinction in stressed syllables,
171
null vowel in Sanskrit, 136–138
VPr.
1.99–106, 39
1.100, 39
1.101, 40
1.102, 40
1.104, 40
1.105, 40
3.9, 46
4.16, 36
4.99, 31
4.100, 31
4.101, 31
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4.110, 32

Waigali
ċūn@-, 66, 70
weight rule
in Dravidian, 164
in Indo-European, 26
word layer rule, 170
word-final cluster
in Iranian, 33
Yājñavalkya Śiks.ā, 109
Yoruba
[ATR], 133
zero grade
morphological, 137

